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Stores 
The Stores module is used to account for and control all items held as inventory. 

Stock Holding information is maintained at multiple levels and separately for each of the 

following custodian types: 

 District/Warehouse 

 Supply Customer (SCA)/Employee 

 In-Transits 

There are three main functional areas: 

Inventory Control 

An item must exist in the Catalogue before it can be added as an inventory item at a district 

level. There is a range of information that is maintained for an inventory item such as 

provisioning information, operational data, pricing information, and usage information. 

There are a large number of re-order algorithms that can be used to calculate the appropriate 

re-order quantities (ROQ) and re-order points (ROP) for each stock item. Stock can be ordered 

at a global or a district level. Ellipse EAM provides the ability to make changes to inventory 

details in bulk. 

There is an extensive range of reports that can be used to manage, control and analyse the 

inventory that is held. 

Requisitioning 

Requisitions (demands for the issue of warehouse stock) are used to order items. There are 

three types of requisitions: 

Online Requisition 

An online requisition is used to order materials. These materials will be either items that are in 

stock, or items that need to be purchased. 

Warehouse Transfer Requisition 

A warehouse transfer requisition is used where the requisition has been created online or using 

the warehouse transfer batch program. 

District Transfer Requisition 

A district transfer requisition is used where the requisition has been created using the 

inter-district transfer facility. 

Decrementing Stock 

After a requisition has been raised, the stock held in Ellipse EAM will decrement. Depending on 

the district control file settings, there are three ways that the stock can be decremented: 

Manual Acquittal (recommended) 

The picking slips are printed for the required requisition; the goods are picked from the store 

and then manually acquitted. 

Partial Pre-Posting 

Inventory levels will decrement (up to the available stock on hand quantity) when a requisition is 

entered, and a picking slip produced. If the requisition quantity is greater than the stock on 

hand, the remainder of the quantity required will be placed on backorder. When the new stock 

arrives, the requisition is reactivated. 
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Full Pre-Posting 

Inventory levels will decrement when a requisition is entered if there is enough stock to satisfy 

the requirement. If there is not enough stock to satisfy the requirement, at this time, the 

requisition is placed on backorder. 

Return to Supplier 

Ellipse EAM allows for the return of items to a supplier. Items can be returned in the following 

ways: 

Replacement Items 

A return of items for replacement generates a return type purchase order. This can be cancelled, 

amended, or received in a similar manner to normal purchase orders. 

Return for Credit 

If the purchase order item has been invoiced, a return of goods for credit automatically 

produces an Accounts Payable credit note invoice against the supplier. 

Replacement at an Additional Cost 

A return of goods for replacement at an additional cost automatically produces an Accounts 

Payable additional payment invoice against the supplier for the quantity nominated multiplied 

by the unit price entered less the original unit price. 

Cancel a Previously Entered Receipt 

This is done by entering a negative receipt (for onsite and offsite receipts). This can be 

cancelled as long as an invoice has not been loaded against the purchase order. 

Warehousing 

You can have multiple warehouses within a district and multiple bin locations for a holding 

within a warehouse. 

A holding represents a unique quantity of inventory held by a custodian. A combination of the 

following factors defines a unique holding: 

 Custodian 

 Stock Code 

 Bin Location (warehouses only) 

 Inventory Category (warehouse only) 

 Condition 

 Batch Lot 

 Use by Date 

 Serial Number or Equipment Reference 

There are different types of holdings: 

 Non-Stock - represents purchase order related goods that have been delivered to a 

custodian but not yet brought to account as inventory 

 Fixed - represents inventory on hand at a custodian 

 In-Transit - represent inventory being transferred between custodians 

 Discrepant - refer to Stocktaking 

 Goods Held - represents goods that have been expensed to works, but are still physically 

located at a warehouse 
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Holdings can be monitored at a warehouse level, or at a warehouse and bin location level. When 

holdings are monitored at a bin location level, a bin location needs to be entered each time a 

stock movement occurs. Holdings can be transferred from one warehouse to another within the 

same district and between bin locations within a warehouse. Holdings may also be categorised 

with user-defined inventory categories that prescribe specific business practices. 

Goods can be received on-site or off-site (where the goods are delivered to a forwarding 

depot). Goods can also be held in a goods holding area of a warehouse for use at a later date. 

Holdings are moved between custodians. Where this occurs between custodians that are 

configured differently, the behaviour is: 

 Supply customers and employees adopt the global (catalogue) level settings. 

 Where the sending custodian is configured to provide more information than the recipient 

custodian (for example, batch lots), the system deletes the additional information at time of 

receipt 

 Where the receiving custodian requires more information than provided by the sending 

custodian, the user records the additional information. 

 For items designated as an asset, stock movements will invoke updates to the fixed assets 

register and perform additional asset related accounting. 

Discrete tasks are used to manage holding movement activities. The following are the tasks 

involved: 

 Receipt - the receipt of goods 

 Pick - the selection of goods to transfer 

 Pack - the packing of goods for transportation 

 Discrepancy - a task where corrective action, investigation or follow-up is required, for 

example, under supply of requisitions 

 Bin Transfer - the movement of goods between bins 

 Inspect - the identification of stock with an imminent or used by date 

 Add Item Detail - changes to item configuration including tracking indicator, batch lot 

management and shelf life management 

Common functionality across all tasks include: 

 Making an observation - raises a discrepancy task for investigation 

 Assigning a task - gives responsibility of a task to an employee 

 Closing a task - deletes the task and raises a discrepancy task 

Notifications are used to advise inventory and warehouse managers of key actions that have 

occurred or need to occur with holdings. These are the types of notifications: 

 Catalogue changes (unit of issue, stock code merges, stock class changes) 

 Inventory management (shelf life changes, modifications to tracking indicator) 

Stocktaking 

Stocktaking is a way of maintaining the accuracy of stock on hand information and should be 

performed on a regular basis. Ellipse EAM provides for a systematic and structured approach to 

stocktaking. 

The following processes are involved in maintaining stocktake information: 

 Planning Stocktakes 

 Scheduling Stocktakes 

 Organising Stocktakes 

 Counting Stocktakes 
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 Adjusting Stocktakes 

 Approving Stocktake Adjustments 

 Completing Stocktakes 

Off-Site Receipting 

Off-Site Receipting provides visibility of goods that have been receipted to an outside agency 

or contractor to be on forwarded to its final receipt site. 

The capability is typically used when you procure items from different areas then consolidates 

receipts for bulk movement. 

You can: 

 Receipt goods into off-site area 

 Record quantities against the agent or contractor 

 Allow for payment at time of initial receipt or at final receipt destination 

 Integrated with the inventory tracking function 

Glossary 

These terms are in common use throughout this module:  

 Acquittal 

 Bin Location 

 Custodian 

 District 

 Grid 

 Holding 

 Off-site 

 Purchase Requisition 

 Re-order Point (ROP) 

 Re-order Quantity (ROQ) 

 Requisition 

 Warehouse 

 Warehouse Requisition 

 Waybill 

Diagram 

The Stores diagram represents several of the main concepts involved in Stores. 

Reports 

Comprehensive reports and batch processes are available within Ellipse EAM, which allow users 

to access additional information and perform batch update activities. 

To see a description of these reports, refer to Stores - Reports. 

Note: For information on how to generate a batch job or report, refer to Reporting. 
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Maintaining Inter-Warehouse Transfers 
You can transfer items from one warehouse to another within the same district, using one of 

two methods: 

 Immediate warehouse transfers - Stock is immediately decremented in one warehouse and 

incremented in the receiving warehouse. 

 In-transit warehouse transfers - Stock is issued and received separately. The stock is 

recorded as In-transit while it is between warehouses. 

Recommended transfers are created by MSB180 - Warehouse Transfer batch program, and 

reported on MSR181 - Recommended Warehouse Transfer report. The transfer is recommended 

where the net stock is below the minimum stock setting. The storesperson or inventory 

controller reviews the Recommended Transfer report and decides whether to make the transfer. 

Depending upon the parameters used in MSB180, the warehouse transfers created will either be 

authorised or unauthorised. Authorised transfers produce warehouse transfer picking slips in 

the applicable warehouse. Unauthorised warehouse transfers need to be finalised using the 

MSM146A - Finalise/Create Warehouse Transfers screen. 

Irrespective of the setting used on MSB180, if a stock code does not have an inventory 

controller nominated on the inventory record, the warehouse transfer will be 

unauthorised. Warehouse transfers can also be created manually, using the MSM146A - 

Finalise/Create Warehouse Transfers screen. 

Warehouse transfers are acquitted in the same manner as a normal issue. After acquittal, the 

items are considered to be in an In-transit status until received in the destination warehouse 

using the MSE1R1 - Receipt Document screen. 

Immediate warehouse transfers can be performed where stock is decremented in one 

warehouse and incremented in another warehouse in one process. No warehouse transfer 

picking slips are produced, however, a transaction is generated for auditing 

purposes. Immediate warehouse transfers would be useful in situations where a warehouse is 

being closed down and the stock is being relocated to other warehouses. 

Maintaining Minimum and Maximum Stock Levels 

Ellipse EAM provides a batch program, MSB186 - Calculate and Update Warehouse Min/Max, to 

automatically adjust the minimum/maximum levels within a warehouse based on the re-order 

algorithm allocated to the item on the inventory record. 

Business Rules 

The following business rules govern this process: 

 No Warehouse Transfer Picking Slips are produced when an Immediate Warehouse Transfer 

is generated. 

 Irrespective of the setting used on MSB180, if a stock code does not have an Inventory 

Controller nominated on the inventory record, the warehouse transfer generated 

against the stock code will be unauthorised. 
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Further Information - Inter-Warehouse Transfers 
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Transfers between warehouses are integrated with normal supply procedures. The following 

information describes how transfers are effected. 

Processing Summary 
Immediate Warehouse Transfers 

The storesperson moves stock from warehouse to warehouse using the MSEHTW - Immediate 

Warehouse Transfer screen. 

In-transit Warehouse Transfers 

Each warehouse has a minimum and maximum quantity for each stock code. This governs the 

amount of stock kept at each warehouse. 

At a purchasing district level Ellipse EAM maintains the home warehouse for each item. The 

basic system setup assumes that all outside purchase orders for the stock code are delivered to 

the home warehouse and all other warehouses in the district are resupplied by transfer, from 

the home warehouse. 

The basic setup can be overridden by a flag at item level for each warehouse. Available options 

are: 

 Item is purchased locally 

 Item is replenished from the its home warehouse 

 Item is replenished from geographically close warehouses. This is specified on Table File 

WH. 

Recommended transfers are created by the MSB180 - Warehouse Transfer batch program and 

reported on the MSR181A - Recommended Warehouse Transfer report. The transfer is 

recommended where the net stock is below the minimum stock setting. 

Options are available in this process to: 

 Either process all items in a warehouse or process only items that have moved. 

 Automatically authorise the transfers and print picking slips. The default is to create 

transfers in an unauthorised state. 

 Pre-post automatically authorised transfers. 

An associated warehouse transfer requisition is created on the Requisition files (MSF140, 

MSF141). 

Breaking the minimum quantity at a warehouse (and the consequent request to transfer) can 

occur independently from the breaking of the ROP (and the consequent raising of a 

recommended order) that occurs at district level. 

The transfer is issued using MSE1TP - Pick Task. The goods are dispatched with the warehouse 

transfer picking slip (or copy). 

The receiving warehouse notifies the system that the goods have arrived using the MSE1R1 - 

Update Receipt Document screen. The quantity is added into the stock. 

Stock on Hand Calculations for Stock Code Substitutions 

Prior to getting stock on hand (SOH), the system checks the provisioning rule in an active 

substitution. When current stock code has a substitution provisioning rule, the provisioning rule 

is processed as follows: 

For provisioning rule 2 - Use ROP/ROQ rules for A, and A and B current SOH: 

 Sum available stock (Including categories) for current stock code 

 Sum available stock (Including categories) for related stock code 

 Total the available 2 sums defined above. 
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For provisioning rule 3 - Use ROP/ROQ rules for B, and A and B current SOH: 

 Sum available stock (including categories) for current stock code 

 Sum available stock (including categories) for related stock code 

 Total the available 2 sums defined above. 

For provisioning rule 4 - Order equal quantities of A and B based on the rules of A: 

 Sum available stock (including categories) for current stock code 

 Use sum available stock from A to provisioned the related stock code. 

For provisioning rule 5 - Use ROQ/ROQ rules for B, and accumulate SOH for all preceding stock 

codes in the chain or list: 

 Sum available stock (Including categories) for current stock code 

 Sum available stock (Including categories) for related stock code 

 Sum available stock (Including categories) for all preceding stock codes that have an active 

Issue rule (2,3,4,5,6,7,A,B) 

 Total the sums as defined above. 

Zero Value Transactions 

The following zero value transactions are created on the Transaction file (MSF900). 

 For owned stock issues: 

 Credit inventory asset account (STW) 

 Debit material in transit account (ISW)  

 For consignment stock issues: 

 Credit inventory asset account (CTW) 

 Debit material in transit account (CSW) 

 For owned stock receipts: 

 Credit material in transit account (INW) 

 Debit inventory asset account (SRW)  

 For consignment stock receipts: 

 Credit material in transit account (CNW) 

 Debit inventory asset account (CRW) 

The progress of individual warehouse transfers are monitored using the Warehouse Transfer 

reports (MSR182A, MSR184A, and MSR185A). 

These reports detail: 

 Recommended transfers that have not been authorised or deleted for a user-nominated 

period. 

 Issues and receipts that have not been actioned for a user-nominated period. 

 Transfers that have been receipted but for which no issues have been made. 

 Transfer where there is a variation in quantity between what has been received and what 

has been issued. 
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Generate the Recommended Warehouse Transfers 

Batch 
Use this activity to generate the MSB180 - Recommended Warehouse Transfer batch program. 

This will print the MSR181A - Recommended Warehouse Transfer (Non Category Costed Items) 

report. 

Note: If Category Costing is being used, it will also generate the MSR181B - Recommended 

Warehouse Transfer (Category Costed Items) report. 

The batch program checks the minimum and maximum level of stock in the warehouse, and if 

the minimum level has been broken, then either a transfer or a recommended order is created 

depending on Xfer/Purchase flag is set on the stock item warehouse record. This report should 

be run on a daily basis for each warehouse. 

The transfer is created as one of the following: 

 Authorised - prints straight away and can now be processed by warehousing staff. 

 Unauthorised - needs to be checked by an inventory controller and finalised/deleted as 

appropriate. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSO080 - Request Reports. 

The MSM080A - Available Reports screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following field: 

Search ID - Enter MSB180 

3. Click Submit. 

4. Select MSB180 in the grid. 

5. Click Submit. 

The MSM080B - Report Request Selection screen displays. 

6. Enter data in the following fields: 

Request By 

Distribution Code 

Medium 

Enter Printer 

and Number of Copies 

Notify when complete 

Batch Submission: Enter Y to Submit Program for Batch Processing 

7. Click Submit. 

8. Enter parameters for the following reports, if category costing is being used: 

MSR181A - Recommended Warehouse Transfer (Non Category Costed Items) 

MSR181B - Recommended Warehouse Transfer (Category Costed Items) 

9. Click Submit. 

The MSM080B - Report Request Selection screen displays the following message: Request 

was successfully written. 
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Create Warehouse Transfers 
Use this activity to manually create a warehouse transfer. Warehouse transfers created using 

this activity are independent of transfers created using MSB180 - Recommended Warehouse 

Transfers/Order batch program. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSO146 - Warehouse Transfers. 

The MSM146A - Finalise/Create Warehouse Transfers screen displays. 

2. Select Create Warehouse Transfers in the Option field. 

3. Click Submit. 

The MSM146C - Create/Maintain Warehouse Transfer screen displays. 

4. Enter data in the following fields: 

Receiving Warehouse 

Inventory Controller 

Date Required 

Quantity 

UOI 

If the stock code is known, complete the following steps for every stock item 

to be transferred: 

1. Enter S in Type. 

2. Enter the Stock code in Stock Code or Part Number. 

3. Enter the Warehouse code in Issuing Warehouse. 

4. Enter data in the following fields: 

Finalise Transfer - Enter F. 

Issuing Warehouse 

5. Click Submit. 

The details are confirmed. 

6. Click Submit. 

The transfer is completed. 

If the stock code is not known, complete the following steps for every item 

that requires a stock code: 

1. Enter P in Type. 

2. Enter the part number in Stock Code or Part Number. 

3. Click Submit. 

4. Click Confirm. 

The MSM110A - Part Number Access screen displays. 

5. Enter more detail as required for a further search and click OK. 

The MSM110B - Stock Items Matching on Part Numbers screen displays. 

6. Enter data in the following fields: 

Item 

Issuing Warehouse 
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7. Enter data in the following fields: 

Finalise Transfer - Enter F. 

Issuing Warehouse 

8. Click Submit. 

The details are confirmed. 

9. Click Submit. 

The transfer is completed. 
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Maintain or Finalise Warehouse Transfers 
Use this activity to finalise warehouse transfers for a nominated receiving warehouse. These 

transfers can be modified and or deleted. 

In this activity the warehouse transfer is modified and then finalised. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSO146 - Warehouse Transfers. 

The MSM146A - Finalise/Create Warehouse Transfers screen displays. 

2. Select Finalise/Maintain Warehouse Transfers in the Option field.  

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

Inventory Controller 

Receiving Warehouse 

4. Click Submit. 

The MSM146B - Finalise Warehouse Transfers screen displays. 

5. Enter data in the following field: 

Action - Enter M against the transfer to be modified. 

6. Click Submit. 

The MSM146C - Create/Maintain Warehouse Transfer screen displays. 

7. Modify data as required.  

8. Click Submit. 

The MSM146C - Create/Maintain Warehouse Transfer screen displays. 

9. Enter data in the following fields: 

Finalise Transfer - Enter F 

10. Click Submit. 

The MSM146B - Finalise Warehouse Transfers screen displays. 

Note: If the transfer number is nominated, you can modify the transfer immediately. 
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Delete Warehouse Transfer 
Use this activity to delete warehouse transfers. 

Note: Deletion is only allowed if the requisition is authorised and its status is stock 

unavailable/inside/outside lead time. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSO146 - Warehouse Transfers. 

The MSM146A - Finalise/Create Warehouse Transfers screen displays. 

2. Select Delete Finalised WH Xfers with Stock Unavail in the Option field. 

3. Click Submit. 

The MSM146C - Create/Maintain Warehouse Transfer screen displays. 

4. Select D - Delete from the Actions list beside the item to delete. 

You are prompted to confirm the deletion. 

5. Click Yes. 

The selected item is deleted. 
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Maintain Warehouse Minimum and Maximum Levels 
Use this activity to run the MSB186 - Calculate and Update Warehouse Min/Max batch job. This 

batch job checks all warehouse items with a Min/Max flag of M, X or B, then prints a report that 

lists the number of items that have been automatically updated with a new minimum or 

maximum stock level based on the re-order algorithm nominated on the inventory record. 

Minimum and maximum stock levels are not automatically updated for items that have a manual 

ROP (recommended order point) and a manual ROQ (recommended order quantity) algorithm. 

It is recommended that this batch process be set up to run automatically on a cyclic request. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSO080 - Request Reports. 

The MSM080A - Available Reports screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Search Id - Enter MSB186A. 

3. Click Submit. 

4. Select MSB186A in the grid. 

5. Click Submit. 

The MSM080B - Report Request Selection screen displays. 

6. Enter data in the following fields: 

Request By 

Distribution Code 

Medium 

Enter Printer 

and Number of Copies 

Notify when complete  

Batch submission: Enter Y to Submit Program for Batch Processing 

7. Click Submit. 

The MSM080C - Report Parameters screen displays. 

8. Enter parameters for the individual report. 

9. Click Submit. 

The MSM080B - Maintain Report Request screen displays the message Report Request was 

successfully written. 
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Maintaining Pick Tasks 
The maintaining pick task process is managed within the warehouse by the pick task entity. 

Depending on factors such as date, priority and stock availability, the system determines 

whether the requirement should be released for picking at that time or held. If held for future 

release, the MSB140 - Requisition Processing batch process monitors the held requisitions and 

releases them at the appropriate time. 

In all build-related situations except supply customer account (SCA) build, the issued quantity is 

moved to in-transit. 

Move the issued quantity to SCA build under the following conditions: 

 The build SCA is designed as follows: 

 Manned and issue is direct 

 Deferred costing to set to N 

 In-transit visibility if issues is set to N 

 The build SCA is designated as unmanned 

 Recalculate and update the weighted average cost of build holdings 

Note: Build holdings against the build SCA are updated when receipt of the issued stock is 

confirmed. 

Issue of pick tasks for build-related returns and recalls performs the following tasks: 

 Limit the holdings that can be selected for issue to those related to the build. 

 Decrement build holdings and increment in-transit. 

Business Rules 

The following business rules govern this process: 

 Requisitions need to be released to be eligible for picking. 

 The stock code must exist. 

 If the pick is subject to post-posting, you must enter details of the actual goods picked. 

 Pick tasks can only be closed by users with the correct security access and a reason code 

must be entered to complete the closure.  

 Pick tasks can only be printed, issued, or assigned by users with the correct security access. 

When Issuing to an SCA 
 When issuing direct to an SCA, a receipt task is created, the stock is consumed, or the 

inventory is updated depending on the settings governing the receiving SCA. When issuing 

disposals or return to supplier type requisitions, only issuing direct is valid. 

Note: A receipt task is created only if the Unmanned Flag field in MSM014B - Supply 

Customer is set to N and the In-transit Visibility of Issues field is also set to N. 

 If the stock code is not tracked or the stock is set to Consume at SCA in MSE100 - 

Catalogue, the holdings are deleted. 

 If the stock is tracked and Consume at SCA is not selected, the stock holdings are moved to 

the supply customer. 

When issuing a disposal, loan or performing a return, you can only choose to issue direct not on 

a waybill or a pack task. 
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Quick Issue a Pick Task 
Use this activity to quickly issue stock items for one or more pick tasks. This option is available 

only for items that do not require the entry of stock management information or tracking 

references. 

Note: When selecting multiple tasks to be issued at once, the issue details must be the same for 

all tasks. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TP - Pick Tasks. 

The MSE1TP - Search Pick Tasks screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

A list of matching pick tasks displays in the search results grid. If the Quick Issue column is 

checked, the task may be issued from the search results. 

Note: If only one task matched results, the MSE1TP - Pick Tasks detail screen displays. In this 

case, or if the task cannot be quick issued, use the Issue a Pick Task activity. 

3. Select the check box for each pick task to be issued, and enter data in the Quantity Picked. 

4. If the stock is being picked from a warehouse bin, enter data in the Bin Location. 

5. Click Issue. 

The Dialog Box - Issued By displays. 

6. Enter data in the following fields: 

Issued By 

Issue Type 

7. Enter data in the following additional fields, depending on the type of issue: 

Waybill Number 

Current Location (If issuing to a new waybill) 

Number of Units (If issuing to a new waybill) 

Pack Type (If issuing to pack) 

Pack Location (If issuing to pack) 

Pack Action (If issuing to pack) 

Issue Action (If less than the pick task quantity is issued) 

Inability Reason (If unable to fulfil the pick task) 

Printer (If printing a packing list) 

No of Copies for Reports (If printing a packing list) 

8. Click Submit. 

The selected item is issued as instructed. 
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Issue a Pick Task for Tracked or Managed Items 
Use this activity to pick stock items that are tracked or managed. 

Note: If the stock is flagged as Quick Issue in the search results, the stock may be issued from 

the search screen. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TP - Pick Tasks. 

The MSE1TP - Search Pick Tasks screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

The MSE1TP - Pick Tasks detail screen displays the selected record. 

3. Perform one of the following steps: 

a. If the item is quantity tracked, enter data in the following field on the Quantities tab 

next to the appropriate line item: 

Quantity Picked 

If more than one item is to be picked and the item is batch-lot or shelf-life managed, 

quantities can be picked from multiple lines. 

b. If the item is equipment or serial tracked, select the Issued check box against the 

appropriate tracking references on the Quantities tab. 

4. Click Submit. 

The Dialog Box - Issued By displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Issued By 

Issue Type 

6. Enter data in the following additional fields, depending on the type of issue: 

Waybill Number 

Current Location (If issuing to a new waybill) 

Number of Units (If issuing to a new waybill) 

Pack Type (If issuing to pack) 

Pack Location (If issuing to pack) 

Pack Action (If issuing to pack) 

Issue Action (If less than the pick task quantity is issued) 

Inability Reason (If unable to fulfil the pick task) 

Printer (If printing a packing list) 

No of Copies for Reports (If printing a packing list) 

7. Click Submit. 

The selected item is issued as instructed. 
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Record Observations Using Pick Tasks 
Use this activity to record a warehouse observation. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TP - Pick Tasks. 

The MSE1TP - Search Pick Tasks screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

3. Click Search. 

A list of pick tasks display in the Search Results grid. 

4. Select the check box on the required pick task. 

Note: You can also record observations from the detail screen by double-clicking on the 

required pick task. The MSE1TP - Pick Tasks detail screen displays with the selected pick 

task details. 

5. Click Observation. 

The Dialog Box - Observation displays. 

6. Enter data in the following fields: 

Observation Reason 

Observation Comment 

7. Click Submit. 

The warehouse observation is recorded. 
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Assign a Pick Task 
Use this activity to assign one or more pick tasks to an employee for later action. This activity 

assigns pick tasks from the search results. 

Note: If only one matching task is found, the task can be assigned from the MSE1TP - Pick Tasks 

detail screen. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TP - Pick Tasks. 

The MSE1TP - Search Pick Tasks screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

A list of matching pick tasks displays in the search results grid. 

3. Select the check box for each pick task to be issued to the same employee. 

4. Click Assign. 

The Dialog Box - Assign displays.  

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Assigned To 

Priority 

6. Click Submit. 

The selected task or tasks are assigned to the nominated employee. 
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Close a Pick Task 
Use this activity to flag a pick task as complete. The pick task can still have an outstanding pick 

quantity associated with the task. This activity closes pick tasks from the search results. 

Note: If only one matching task is found, the task can be closed from the MSE1TP - Pick Tasks 

detail screen. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TP - Pick Tasks. 

The MSE1TP - Search Pick Tasks screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

A list of matching pick tasks displays in the search results grid. 

3. Select the check box for each pick task to be closed. 

4. Click Close Task. 

The Dialog Box - Close Task displays.  

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Complete Requisition 

Inability Reason 

Closure Reason 

Closure Comment  

6. Click Submit. 

The task record is closed and removed from search results. 
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Reprint Pick Slip 
Use this activity to reprint picking slips for one or more pick tasks. This activity prints pick slips 

from the search results. 

Note: If only one matching task is found, the pick slip for the task can be reprinted from the 

MSE1TP - Pick Tasks detail screen. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TP - Pick Tasks. 

The MSE1TP - Search Pick Tasks screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

A list of matching pick tasks displays in the search results grid. 

3. Select the check box for each pick task to have its pick slip reprinted. 

4. Click Pick Slip Reprint. 

The Dialog Box - Pick Slip Reprint displays.  

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Printer ID 

No. of Copies for Reports 

6. Click Submit. 

The selected picking slips are reprinted on the nominated printer. 
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View Commentary 
Use this activity to review stock code commentary associated with a pick task. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TP - Pick Tasks. 

The MSE1TP - Search Pick Tasks screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

The MSE1TP - Pick Tasks detail screen displays the selected record. 

3. Click View Commentary. 

The MSM213A - Review/Maintain Commentary screen displays.  

4. Click Submit. 

Commentary recorded for this stock code displays.  

5. Review data as required. 
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Maintaining Pack Tasks 
The maintaining pack task process is determined as part of the picking/issuing process. The 

process involves indicating the quantity of stock holdings to be moved to packaging for the 

creation of a new waybill or addition to an existing waybill. A pack task is created by issuing to 

pack from a pick task. During processing the system displays holdings associated with the pack 

task. 

Business Rules 

The following business rules govern this process: 

 The stock code must exist. 

 If an inability is reported a reason code must be given. 

 If supply customer security is in use, then you must have access to the supply customer to 

perform any pack action. 

 Pack tasks can only be closed by users with the correct security access and a reason code 

must be entered to complete the closure. 

 Pack tasks can only be assigned or updated by users with the correct access. 

 At least one stock item must be selected to perform the pack action. 
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Assign a Pack Task 
Use this activity to assign a pack task to an employee. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TK - Pack Tasks. 

The MSE1TK - Search Pack Tasks screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

or Supply Customer 

or Employee 

3. Click Search. 

A list of pack tasks display in the search results grid. 

To assign a pack task from the search screen: 

1. Select the required record from the results grid. 

The action buttons are enabled. 

2. Click Assign Task. 

The Dialog Box - Assign Task displays. 

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

Assigned To 

Priority 

4. Click Submit. 

The pack task is assigned to the nominated employee. 

To assign a pack task from the detail screen: 

1. From the search results grid, double-click on the required pack task.  

The MSE1TK - Pack Tasks detail screen displays the selected pack task details.  

2. Click Assign Task. 

The Dialog Box - Assign Task displays. 

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

Assigned To 

Priority 

4. Click Submit. 

The pack task is assigned to the nominated employee. 
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Action a Pack Task using the Search Screen 
Use this activity to carry out a single pack task using the search screen. An inability to pack can 

also be recorded. 

Note: A pack task can only be actioned from the search screen if the Quick Pack is enabled for 

the selected record. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TK - Pack Tasks. 

The MSE1TK - Search Pack Tasks screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

or Supply Customer 

or Employee 

3. Click Search. 

A list of matching pack tasks display in the search results grid. 

4. Select the check box beside the required pack task. 

5. Enter data in the following field: 

Packed Quantity 

6. Click Pack. 

The Dialog Box - Pack displays. 

7. Enter data in the following fields: 

Waybill Action 

Pack into Waybill 

8. If a new waybill is being created, enter data in the following fields: 

Current Location 

Number of Units 

9. If any quantity remains after packing, enter data in the following field: 

Remaining Quantity 

10. If recording a pack inability, enter data in the following field: 

Pack Inability Reason 

Pack Inability Comment - this field is optional 

11. Click OK. 

The items are added to the nominated waybill. 
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Action a Pack Task using the Detail Screen 
Use this activity to carry out a single pack task using the detail screen. An inability to pack can 

also be recorded. 

Note: Multiple pack tasks may be actioned at once using Action Multiple Pack Tasks. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TK - Pack Tasks. 

The MSE1TK - Search Pack Tasks screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

or Supply Customer 

or Employee 

3. Click Search. 

A list of matching pack tasks display in the search results grid. 

4. Double-click on the required pack task. 

The MSE1TK - Pack Task detail screen displays with the selected pack task's details. 

5. Enter data in the following field in the Quantities tab: 

Packed Quantity 

6. Click Submit. 

The Dialog Box - Submit displays. 

7. Enter data in the following fields: 

Waybill Action 

Pack into Waybill 

8. If a new waybill is being created, enter data in the following fields: 

Current Location 

Number of Units 

9. If any quantity remains after packing, enter data in the following field: 

Remaining Quantity 

10. If recording a pack inability, enter data in the following field: 

Pack Inability Reason 

Pack Inability Comment - fhis field is optional 

11. Click Submit. 

The items are added to the nominated waybill. 
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Action Multiple Pack Tasks 
Use this activity to action multiple pack tasks at once. All items must be packed onto the same 

waybill. An inability to pack can also be recorded. 

Note: If only one task matches the search results, use the Action a Pack Task activity. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TK - Pack Tasks. 

The MSE1TK - Search Pack Tasks screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

or Supply Customer 

or Employee 

3. Click Search. 

A list of matching pack tasks display in the search results grid. 

Note: If only one task matched the search results, the MSE1TK - Pack Task detail screen 

displays. 

4. Select the check box for each pack task to be actioned, and enter data in Quantity Packed. 

5. Click Pack. 

The Dialog Box - Pack displays. 

6. Enter data in the following fields: 

Waybill Action 

Pack into Waybill 

7. If a new waybill is being created, enter data in the following fields: 

Current Location 

Number of Units 

8. If any quantity remains after packing, enter data in the following field: 

Remaining Quantity 

9. If recording a pack inability, enter data in the following field: 

Pack Inability Reason 

Pack Inability Comment - this field is optional 

10. Click Submit. 

The selected items are added to the nominated waybill. 
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Close Pack Task 
Use this activity to close a pack task without further action. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TK - Pack Tasks. 

The MSE1TK - Search Pack Tasks screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

or Supply Customer 

or Employee 

3. Click Search. 

A list of pack tasks display in the results grid. 

To close a pack task using the search screen: 

1. Select the check box beside the required pack task in the results grid. 

The actions at the bottom of the screen display. 

2. Click Close Task. 

The Dialog Box - Close Task displays. 

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

Closure Reason 

Closure Comment 

4. Click Submit. 

The selected task is closed. 

To close a pack task from the details screen: 

1. Double-click on the required pack task in the search results grid. 

The MSE1TK - Pack Tasks detail screen displays the selected pack task details. 

2. Click Close Task. 

The Dialog Box - Close Task displays. 

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

Closure Reason 

Closure Comment 

4. Click Submit. 

The selected task is closed. 
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Record a Packing Observation 
Use this activity to record a warehouse observation identified during a pack task. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TK - Pack Tasks. 

The MSE1TK - Search Pack Tasks screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

or Supply Customer 

or Employee 

3. Click Search. 

A list of pack tasks display in the search results grid. 

To record observations using the search screen. 

1. Select the check box beside the required pack task in the results grid. 

The actions at the bottom of the screen display. 

2. Click Observation. 

The Dialog Box - Observation displays. 

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

Observation Reason 

Observation Comment 

4. Click Submit. 

The warehouse observation is recorded. 

To record observations using the detail screen. 

1. Double-click the required pack task in the search results grid. 

The MSE1TK - Pack Tasks detail screen displays with the selected pack task details. 

2. Click Observation. 

The Dialog Box - Observation displays. 

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

Observation Reason 

Observation Comment 

4. Click Submit. 

The warehouse observation is recorded. 
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Print a Pack List 
Use this activity to print a pack list for one or more selected items. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1PP - Packing List. 

The MSE1PP - Search Packing List screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

A list of matching items displays in the search results. 

3. Select the check box for each item to be included in the pack list. 

4. Click Print Pack List at the bottom of the grid. 

The Dialog Box - Print Pack List displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Medium 

Printer 

No of Copies 

6. Click OK. 

The packing list is printed with the specified parameters and items. 
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Performing Immediate Issues 
The immediate issue process occurs after an immediate issue of stock holdings between two 

like entities, to document the results of the transaction. There is, therefore, no concept of task 

creation, task assignment, task printing or transfer inability processing within the immediate 

issue process. Observations however, may be recorded. 

The immediate issue process performs the following updates based on the issue details 

provided: 

 Decrement holdings of issuer 

 Increment the in-transit or recipient holdings, except where the issue is to consumption or a 

disposal 

 Create a stock holding history 

 Perform accounting where required 

 Initiates the following transactions subject to modules installed and system configuration: 

 Update Fixed Assets 

 Update equipment location 

 Create equipment tracing action 

The immediate issue functionality supports the following business processes: 

 Warehouse issues 

 Supply customer issues 

 Employee issues 

 Installation 

 Repair request generation 

Business Rules 

The following business rules govern this process: 

 The entity from which an item is being issued must have holdings of the appropriate stock 

code. 

 The only types of immediate issues allowed from an SCA or employee are an issue to 

consumption, repair item install, or a return to warehouse. 

 Installations can only be performed for repairable items. 

 If the Repairable Item Management module is installed and the item being issued is 

repairable, a repair request will be generated and notifications sent depending on the 

Repairable Item Management settings on the District Control File. 
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Perform Immediate Warehouse Issue 
Use this activity to perform an immediate issue of a stock item from a warehouse to a supply 

customer or employee. 

Note: This activity cannot to be used for multiple items. To create issue for multiple items, use 

the Perform Immediate Warehouse Multi Issue activity. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1II - Immediate Issue. 

The MSE1II - Search Immediate Issue screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

District 

Warehouse 

The Requested By Supply Customer or Employee 

3. Click Search. 

The MSE1II - Search Immediate Issue screen displays the issue details. 

4. Double-click the required item. 

The MSE1II - Immediate Issue detail screen displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Transaction Type 

Processed By 

Authorised By 

Processed Date 

District Code 

Cost Code 

Enter the appropriate Issue Qty against the available stock on hand. 

6. Click Submit. 

The Dialog Box - Submit displays. 

7. Enter data in the following field: 

Issue Type 

8. Enter data in the following additional fields, depending on the type of issue: 

Waybill Number 

Current Location (If issuing to a new waybill) 

Number of Units (If issuing to a new waybill) 

Pack Location (If issuing to pack) 

Pack Type (If issuing to pack) 

Pack Action (If issuing to pack) 

9. Click Submit. 

The immediate issue is completed as instructed. 
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Perform Immediate Warehouse Multi Issue 
Use this activity to perform an immediate issue of multiple stock items from a warehouse to a 

supply customer or employee. 

Note: This activity cannot to be used for tracked or traced items. To create issue for tracked or 

traced items, use the Perform Immediate Warehouse Issue activity. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1IM - Immediate Multi Item Issue. 

The MSE1IM - Create Immediate Multi Item Issue screen displays. 

2. In the Requisition field group, select the Transaction Type. 

3. In the Issue From field group, enter data in the following fields as required: 

District 

Warehouse 

Inventory Category 

4. In the Requested By field group, enter data in the following fields as required: 

Employee 

Position 

Supply Customer 

5. In the Processing field group, enter data in the following fields as required: 

Authorised By 

Issue Type 

Note: The Processed By field displays the user details, and the Process Date displays 

today's date. 

6. Select the Create Repair Request check box if a repair request is required. 

Note: This field displays only if the Repair Req flag in District Control is set to Y. 

7. In the Costing grid, enter data in the following fields as required: 

District Code 

Cost Centre or GL Code 

Project Number 

Work Order 

Equipment Reference 

Percentage 

8. In the Items grid, enter data in the following fields as required: 

Stock Code 

Quantity 

Unit of Issue 

Bin Location 

Condition Code 

Costing 

District Code 
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Cost Centre or GL Code 

Project Number 

Work Order 

Equipment Reference 

Percentage 

9. Click Submit. 

The requisition is created. 
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Perform Immediate Supply Customer or Employee 

Issue 
Use this activity to issue consumable stock from a supply customer or employee holding. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1II - Immediate Issue. 

The MSE1II - Search Immediate Issue screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

The Issued From Supply Customer or Employee 

3. Click Search. 

The MSE1II - Search Immediate Issue screen displays the issue details. 

4. Double-click the required item. 

The MSE1II - Immediate Issue detail screen displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Processed By 

Authorised By 

Processed Date 

Enter the appropriate Issue Qty against the available stock on hand. 

6. Click Submit. 

The Dialog Box - Submit displays a request to confirm the consumption. 

7. Click OK. 

The selected items are issued to consumption. 
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Perform an Immediate Issue to Install 
Use this activity to perform an immediate issue of stock to be installed. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1II - Immediate Issue. 

The MSE1II - Search Immediate Issue screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

The Issued From Supply Customer or Employee 

Select Perform Install. 

3. Click Search. 

The MSE1II - Search Immediate Issue screen displays the issue details. 

4. Double-click the required item. 

The MSE1II - Immediate Issue detail screen displays.  

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Processed By 

Authorised By 

Processed Date 

Enter the appropriate Issue Qty against the available stock on hand. 

6. Click Submit. 

The Dialog Box - Submit displays.  

7. Enter data in the following field: 

Parent Equipment Reference or 

Parent Stock Code and Parent Serial Number 

Install Reason 

8. Click OK. 

The item is issued to install. 
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Record Immediate Issue Observations 
Use this activity to record a warehouse observation associated with an immediate issue. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1II - Immediate Issue. 

The MSE1II - Search Immediate Issue screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

The MSE1II - Search Immediate Issue screen displays. 

3. Click Observation. 

The Dialog Box - Observation displays. 

4. Enter data in the following fields: 

Observation Reason 

Observation Comment 

5. Click OK. 

The discrepancy observation is recorded. 
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Performing Immediate Transfers 
The immediate transfer process is used to document the results of an immediate movement of 

stock holdings between two like entities. There is, therefore, no concept of task creation, task 

assignment, task printing or transfer inability processing within the immediate transfer facility. 

Observations, however, may be recorded. 

The following business processes are included in immediate transfers: 

 Warehouse transfers 

 Bin transfers 

 Supply customer transfers 

 Employee transfers 

 Category transfers 

There is no facility within the system to perform an immediate district transfer as the district 

transfer includes a change of financial ownership, which must be supported by a receipt 

transaction. 

Business Rules 

The following business rules govern this process: 

 The entity from which the stock is being transferred must have holdings of the appropriate 

stock code. 

 The condition of the stock may be updated on transfer. 
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Perform an Immediate Employee Transfer 
Use this activity to transfer stock items between employees, or from an employee to a supply 

customer. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSEHTE - Immediate Employee Transfer. 

The MSEHTE - Search Immediate Employee Transfer screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

From Employee 

To Employee or Supply Customer 

3. Click Search. 

The MSEHTE - Immediate Employee Transfer details screen displays a list of available stock 

holdings.  

4. Enter data in the following fields: 

Moved By 

5. To update the condition of the transferred stock, either enter the new Condition or select 

Clear Condition Code. 

6. Perform one of the following steps: 

a. If the stock is quantity tracked, enter the Transfer Quantity against the appropriate 

stock holding. 

b. If the stock is serial or equipment tracked, select the Transfer option against the items 

to be transferred. 

7. Click Submit. 

The stock is transferred to the nominated employee or supply customer holding. 
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Perform an Immediate Warehouse Transfer 
Use this activity to create an immediate transfer of stock from one warehouse to another. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSEHTW - Immediate Warehouse Transfer. 

The MSEHTW - Search Immediate Warehouse Transfer screen displays.  

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

District 

From Warehouse 

To Warehouse 

3. Optionally, nominate the Bin or Category from which the stock is to be transferred. 

Note: If these fields are left blank, a list of available bins and inventory categories display for 

selection on the next screen. 

4. Click Search. 

The MSEHTW - Immediate Warehouse Transfer detail screen displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Moved By 

Optionally, provide a Transfer Reference for this transaction. 

6. To update the condition of the transferred stock, enter either the new Condition or select 

Clear Condition Code. 

7. Perform one of the following steps: 

a. If the stock is quantity tracked, enter the Transfer Quantity against the appropriate 

stock holding. 

b. If the stock is serial or equipment tracked, select the Transfer option against the items 

to be transferred. 

8. Click Submit. 

The stock is transferred to the nominated warehouse. 
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Perform an Immediate Supply Customer Transfer 
Use this activity to transfer stock items between supply customers, or from a supply customer 

to an employee. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSEHTS - Immediate Supply Customer Transfer. 

The MSEHTS - Search Immediate Supply Customer Transfer screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

From Supply Customer 

To Supply Customer or Employee 

3. Click Search. 

The MSEHTS - Immediate Supply Customer Transfer detail screen displays. 

4. Enter data in the following field: 

Moved By 

Optionally, provide a Transfer Reference for this transaction. 

5. To update the condition of the transferred stock, either enter the new Condition or select 

Clear Target Condition Code. 

6. Perform one of the following steps: 

a. If the stock is quantity tracked, enter the Transfer Quantity against the appropriate 

stock holding. 

b. If the stock is serial or equipment tracked, select the Transfer option against the items 

to be transferred. 

7. Click Submit. 

The stock is transferred to the nominated supply customer or employee. 
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Perform an Immediate Bin Transfer 
Use this activity to transfer stock items between bin locations. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSEHTB - Immediate Bin Transfer. 

The MSEHTB - Search Immediate Bin Transfer screen displays.. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

District 

Warehouse 

3. Optionally, nominate the Bin for the stock to be transferred from. 

If left blank, a list of available bins will be displayed for selection on the next screen. 

4. Click Search. 

The MSEHTB - Search Immediate Bin Transfer screen displays the available stock holdings. 

5. Double-click the required item. 

The MSEHTB - Update Immediate Bin Transfer screen displays. 

6. Enter data in the following fields: 

Moved By 

Bin Location (Transfer To) 

7. To update the condition of the transferred stock, either enter the new Condition or select 

Clear Condition Code. 

8. Perform one of the following steps:: 

a. If the stock is quantity tracked, enter the Transfer Quantity against the appropriate 

stock holding. 

b. If the stock is serial or equipment tracked, select the Transfer option against the items 

to be transferred. 

9. Click Submit. 

The stock is transferred and the stock on hand updated. 
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Perform an Immediate Category Transfer 
Use this activity to transfer stock items between inventory categories. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSEHTC - Immediate Category Transfer. 

The MSEHTC - Search Immediate Category Transfer screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

District 

Warehouse 

3. Optionally, nominate the Inventory Category for the stock to be transferred from. 

If left blank, a list of available categories display for selection on the next screen. 

4. Click Search. 

The MSEHTC - Immediate Category Transfer details screen displays the available stock 

holdings. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Moved By 

Category (Transfer To) 

6. To update the condition of the transferred stock, either enter the new Condition or select 

Clear Condition Code. 

7. Perform one of the following steps:: 

a. If the stock is quantity tracked, enter the Transfer Quantity against the appropriate 

stock holding. 

b. If the stock is serial or equipment tracked, select the Transfer option against the items 

to be transferred. 

8. Click Submit. 

The stock is transferred and the stock on hand updated. 
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Record Immediate Bin Transfer Observations 
Use this activity to record a stock item observation using the MSEHTB - Immediate Bin Transfer 

screen. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSEHTB - Immediate Bin Transfer. 

The MSEHTB - Search Immediate Bin Transfer screen displays.. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

District 

Warehouse 

Bin Location 

3. Click Search. 

The MSEHTB - Immediate Bin Transfer Search Screen displays with information relating to 

the stock code. 

4. Click Observation. 

The Dialog Box - Observation displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Observation Reason 

Observation Comment 

6. Click OK. 

The discrepancy observation is recorded. 
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Returning Items to Suppliers 
You can return items to a supplier in Ellipse EAM in the following ways: 

 For replacement items - return of items for replacement generates a return type purchase 

order. This purchase order can then be cancelled, amended, or received in a similar manner 

to normal purchase orders. 

 For a credit - a return of goods for credit automatically produces an accounts payable credit 

note invoice against the supplier if the purchase order item has been invoiced. 

 For replacement at an additional cost - a return of goods for replacement at an additional 

cost automatically produces an accounts payable additional payment invoice against the 

supplier for the quantity nominated multiplied by the unit price entered less the original unit 

price. 

 Cancelling a previously entered receipt - this is done by entering a negative receipt. This 

can be done for on-site and off-site receipts. Receipts can be cancelled as long as an invoice 

has not been loaded against the purchase order. 

If additional taxes apply, additional tax codes will be defaulted to any credit note or additional 

payment invoice created: 

 For catalogued items, the additional tax code specified on the price code will be defaulted. 

 For non-catalogued items or where no additional tax code is specified on the price code, the 

additional tax codes specified in the supplier business information will be defaulted. 

 If no additional tax code is specified on the price code or supplier business information, the 

district default tax code is used. 

The original purchase order number and item must be entered when you create a return. 

Returns can only be created for one purchase order item. 

Where the original purchase order item was not automatically invoiced, it is expected that a 

credit note/additional payment invoice will be provided by the supplier and will be entered 

using the MSM265A - Non-Order Invoice Entry screen or the MSM266A - Additional Payment for 

an Order screen. 

If the goods returned are a catalogued item, the MSM15PB - Return to Supplier Requisition 

screen is used to create a warehouse requisition and make any necessary adjustments to 

inventory. 

Business Rules 

The following business rules govern this process: 

 The Create Return for Credit option is only available if the Accounts Payable module is 

installed. 

 The Return for Credit option is dependent on Table File CT - Country Code Associated 

Values being selected. If the associated value is set to Y, a credit note will be created for all 

purchase order related invoices. An associated value of N determines that a credit note will 

only be created for purchase order invoices generated by the automatic invoice process in 

compliance with Australian Goods and Services Tax (GST) legislation. 

 Returns for credit or replacement can only be initiated if invoices have been loaded against 

the purchase order. 
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Further Information - Returning Items to Suppliers 

 

You can reverse receipts or return invoiced goods to a supplier and track the progress of that 

return.  

Goods can be returned: 

 in exchange for replacement goods 

 in exchange for credit with the supplier 

 in exchange for goods at an additional cost 

This process creates warehouse requisitions, purchase orders, credit note and additional 

payment invoices as required, to support the return. 

The originating purchase order is an input for this process.  
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Limitations 

The original purchase order number and item must be entered when you create a return. 

A return can only be for one purchase order item. 

Transaction Information 

You can cancel a receipt that was in error. You can do this by recording a negative receipt. 

The quantity of received goods to be cancelled can either be partially or wholly up to the 

quantity not yet invoiced. 

The purchase order history is recorded against the original purchase order, detailing the newly 

created return purchase order. 

Return for Credit 

A return of goods for credit may automatically produce an accounts payable credit note invoice 

against the supplier for the quantity nominated multiplied by the unit price entered on the 

MSM15PA - Returns to Supplier screen. This automatic creation of the accounts payable credit 

note invoice is dependent on the following factors: 

 The CR - Country Code Table File associated value selected. If the associated value is set to 

Y, a credit note will be created for all purchase order related invoices. An associated value of 

N determines that a credit note will only be created for purchase order invoices generated 

by the automatic invoices. 

 Whether the nominated district has additional taxes turned on. 

 Whether the purchase order item being credited used the auto invoice functionality. 

This matrix outlines what system settings will determine whether an automatic accounts 

payable credit note invoice will be created or a manual invoice will need to be entered. 

Country Code 

(Table Code 

CR) 

Additional 

Tax  

Auto Invoiced 

Purchase Order 

Item 

Credit Invoice Manual/Automatic  

Y  Either Y or N  Either Y or N  Invoice automatically created using MSO15P 

N/Blank  N  Y  Invoice automatically created using MSO15P 

N/Blank  N  N  Invoice automatically created using MSO15P 

N/Blank  Y  Y  Invoice automatically created using MSO15P 

N/Blank  Y  N  

Manual credit invoice needs to be loaded 

using the Non-Order or Additional Payments 

Invoice Load Entry screen 

Where the original purchase order item was not automatically invoiced, it is expected that a 

credit note/additional payment invoice will be provided by the supplier and will be entered 

using the MSM265A - Non-Order Invoice entry screen or the MSM266A - Additional Payment for 

an Order screen. When loading this invoice, the cost centre entered MUST be the returns 

clearing control account. This is necessary to create the offsetting accounting entries required 

to clear the return clearing account. 

If the goods returned are a non-catalogued item, accounting entries are produced as follows: 

DEBIT  Purchase requisition cost centres PRR  
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CREDIT  Returns clearing  RCP  

When an automatic invoice is created, accounting entries are produced as follows. Other 

offsetting transactions for taxes will be created if applicable. 

DEBIT  Purchase requisition cost centres PRR  

CREDIT  Returns clearing  RCP  

DEBIT  Returns clearing  RCN  

CREDIT  Accounts payable  ACP  

If the goods returned are a catalogued item, the MSM15PB - Return to Supplier Requisition 

screen is used to create a warehouse requisition and make any necessary adjustments to 

inventory. 

If additional taxes apply, additional tax codes will be defaulted to any credit note or additional 

payment invoice created: 

 For catalogued items, the additional tax code specified on the price code will default. 

 For non-catalogued items or where no additional tax code is specified on the price code, 

and no additional tax codes are specified in the supplier business information, the district 

default tax code will default. 

Return for Replacement 

Return of goods for exchange generates a return type purchase order. This purchase order can 

then be cancelled, amended, or received in a similar manner to normal purchase orders. 

A return of goods for replacement at an additional cost automatically produces an accounts 

payable additional payment invoice against the supplier for the quantity nominated multiplied 

by the unit price entered less the original unit price. 

If available, the Discrepancy Reporting module can be used to generate discrepancy reports 

when returning goods to the supplier for exchange or credit. 
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Create a Return for Replacement for a Stocked Item 
Use this activity to return goods to a supplier in exchange for replacement goods. A return for 

replacement generates a return type purchase order. This purchase order can then be cancelled 

if appropriate, amended or received. The following must apply: 

 Stock items can only be returned if there is enough stock on hand to cover the return. 

 The quantity returned can not be greater than the quantity invoiced. 

 The return price can not be less than the current price of the purchase order item. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSO15P - Returns to Supplier. 

The MSM15PA - Returns to Supplier screen displays. 

2. Select Create Return for Replacement in the Option field.  

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

Purchase Order Number 

Storeperson 

Return Quantity (UOI) 

Only one purchase order item can be returned at a time. 

Depending on the circumstances you may want to raise a discrepancy report. 

4. Click Submit. 

The MSM24CA - Recommended Order screen displays. 

5. Modify fields as required. 

6. Click Submit. 

The MSM15PB - Return to Supplier Requisition screen displays.  

7. Enter data in the following field: 

Tran Type - Enter a transaction type that is a credit, for example a return. 

8. Click Submit. 

A message displays containing the return purchase order number and the credit return 

requisition number. 
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Create a Return for Replacement for a Direct Charge 

Item 
Use this activity to return direct charge items to a supplier in exchange for replacement goods. 

A return for replacement generates a return type purchase order. This purchase order can then 

be cancelled, amended or received. 

Direct charge items can be returned at a higher price than was originally paid for them. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSO15P - Returns to Supplier. 

The MSM15PA - Returns to Supplier screen displays. 

2. Select Create Return for Replacement in the Option field.  

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

Purchase Order Number 

Storeperson 

Return Quantity (UOI) 

Only one purchase order item can be returned at a time. 

Depending on the circumstances, you may want to raise a discrepancy report. 

4. Click Submit. 

If the return price entered is higher than the original price: 

1. A warning message displays. 

2. Click Submit. 

3. Modify fields as required. 

The MSM23EA - Purchase Requisition Item screen displays. 

4. Click Submit. 

A message displays containing the return purchase order number and the credit return 

requisition number. 

5. Click Submit. 

If the return price entered is lower or equal to the original price: 

1. Modify fields as required 

The MSM23EA - Purchase Requisition Item screen displays. 

2. Click Submit. 

A message displays containing the return purchase order number and the credit return 

requisition number. 

3. Click Submit. 
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Create a Return for Credit for a Stocked Item 
Use this activity to record the return of a stocked item to a supplier and to generate a credit 

note for this return. In this activity, the stocked item is being returned at a unit price that is less 

than what was originally paid for the item. This could be to cover the cost of a re-stocking fee 

charged by the supplier. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSO15P - Returns to Supplier. 

The MSM15PA - Returns to Supplier screen displays. 

2. Select Create Return for Credit in the Option field.  

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

Purchase Order Number 

Storeperson 

Return Quantity (UOI) 

Only one purchase order item can be returned at a time. 

4. Click Submit. 

The following warning message displays: 

Return price different from Order price. 

5. Click Close. 

6. Click Submit. 

The MSM15PB - Return to Supplier Requisition screen displays.  

7. Enter data in the following field: 

Tran Type - Enter a transaction type that is a credit. For example, a return. 

8. Click Submit. 

9. Click Submit. 

A message displays containing the return requisitions number. 
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Create a Return for Credit for a Direct Charge Item 
Use this activity to return a direct charge item to the supplier and to create a credit note. In this 

activity, the return price is less than original purchase price. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSO15P - Returns to Supplier. 

The MSM15PA - Returns to Supplier screen displays. 

2. Select Create Return for Credit in the Option field.  

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

Purchase Order Number 

Item Number 

Storeperson 

Return Quantity (UOI) 

Only one purchase order item can be returned at a time. 

4. Click Submit. 

The following warning message displays: 

Return price different from Order price. 

5. Click Close. 

6. Click Submit. 

A message displays with the return requisitions number. 

7. Click Submit. 
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Generate Returning Items to Suppliers Report 
Select a batch job or report to display its description and parameters. 

For information on how to generate a batch job or report, refer to Reporting. 

 Generate MSR15P - Supplier Non-action Report 
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Performing Immediate Returns 
The immediate return process is used to record the quantities and tracking references returned 

to an employee, supply customer or warehouse. 

Note: If the return involves a repairable item that has been uninstalled from a parent assembly, 

you can record uninstall details. 

Returns are performed due to the following reasons: 

 Return inventory to a district/warehouse from an supply customer or employee 

 Unconsume stock items to a district/warehouse for a non-tracked catalogue item 

 Unconsume stock items to a supply customer or employee for a quantity, serial or 

equipment tracked catalogue item 

 Uninstall to a supply customer or employee for a repairable item  

Goods can be returned to a district or warehouse due to the following reasons: 

 Items flagged as consumable and previously issued into consumption 

 Items not flagged as consumable but previously issued into fitment 

 Tracked items held by a supply customer or employee are being returned to a warehouse 

Goods can be returned to a supply customer or employee due to the following reasons: 

 Items flagged as consumable and previously issued into consumption 

 Items that are repairable and installable or removed for repair, may or may not have been 

previously installed 

 Items that are repairable and installable uninstalled from a parent item for replacement, 

may or may not have been previously installed 

This process also includes optional in-transit visibility of goods being returned from a supply 

customer or employee to a warehouse using issuing the immediate return to a waybill. 

Business Rules 

The following business rules govern this process: 

 You must have appropriate security access if returning from a supply customer that has 

security in use. 

 Only repairable items may be uninstalled. 

 If the Repairable Item Management module is installed and the item being returned is 

repairable, a repair request is generated and notifications sent depending on the Repairable 

Item Management settings on the District Control file. 

 Immediate returns to a district or warehouse from a supply customer or employee uses the 

same process as if the return of inventory was performed manually. This will mean that a 

manual issue requisition and a pick task will be created and processed. As a result, the 

complete history of all the various components will be created and can be reviewed using 

such applications as MSE1RN - Completed Tasks and MSM141A - Requisition History. 
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Perform an Immediate Return to a Warehouse for 

Tracked Catalogued Items 
Use this activity to return quantity, serial or equipment tracked stock items from a Supply 

Customer or Employee to a Warehouse. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1IR - Immediate Return. 

The MSE1IR - Search Immediate Return screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code  

The Returned From Supply Customer or Employee 

The Return To District and Warehouse 

3. Click Search. 

The MSE1IR - Search Immediate Return screen displays. The return details display. 

4. Double-click the required item. 

The MSE1IR - Immediate Return detail screen displays.  

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Transaction Type 

Bin 

Inventory Category 

Authorised By  

Costing A - District Code 

Costing A - Cost Code 

6. Perform one of the following steps: 

a. If the catalogue item is equipment or serial tracked, select the Return check box for the 

appropriate stock item. 

b. If the catalogue item is quantity tracked, enter the Return Quantity against the 

appropriate stock item. 

7. Click Submit. 

The Dialog Box - Submit displays. 

8. Click OK. 

The return is completed and the issue requisition number created displays in an information 

message. 
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Perform an Immediate Return to a Warehouse for 

Non-Tracked Items 
Use this activity to return non-tracked catalogue items to a warehouse from a supply customer 

or employee. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1IR - Immediate Return. 

The MSE1IR - Search Immediate Return screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code  

The Returned From Supply Customer or Employee 

The Return To District and Warehouse 

3. Click Search. 

The MSE1IR - Search Immediate Return screen displays. The return details display. 

4. Double-click the required item. 

The MSE1IR - Immediate Return detail screen displays.  

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Transaction Type 

Bin 

Inventory Category 

Batch Lot 

Use By Date 

Authorised By 

Costing A - District Code 

Costing A - Cost Code 

6. Click Add New Row in the summary grid. 

7. Enter data in the following field: 

Return Qty 

8. Click Submit. 

The return is completed and the issue requisition number created displays in an information 

box. 
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Perform an Immediate Return to a Warehouse for 

Multi Non-Tracked Items 
Use this activity to perform an immediate return of multiple stock items from a supply 

customer or employee to a warehouse. 

Note: This activity cannot to be used for tracked or traced items. To create a return for tracked 

or traced items, use the Perform an Immediate Return for Tracked Catalogued Items activity. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1IS - Immediate Multi Item Return. 

The MSE1IS - Create Immediate Multi Item Return screen displays. 

2. In the Requisition field group, select the Transaction Type. 

3. In the Return From field group, enter data in the following fields as required: 

Employee 

Position 

Supply Customer 

4. In the Returned To field group, enter data in the following fields as required: 

District 

Warehouse 

Inventory Category 

Condition Code 

Clear Condition Code 

5. In the Processing/Authorisation field group, enter data in the following field as required: 

Authorised By 

Note: The Processed By field displays the user details, and the Process Date displays 

today's date. 

6. Select the Create Repair Request check box if a repair request is required. 

7. In the Costing grid, enter data in the following fields as required: 

District 

District Description 

Cost Centre or GL Code 

Project Number 

Work Order 

Equipment Reference 

Percentage 

8. In the Items grid, enter data in the following fields as required: 

Stock Code 

Stock Code Desc 

Quantity 

Unit of Issue 

Bin Location 
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Condition Code 

Condition Code Desc 

District Code 

District Desc 

Cost Centre or GL Code 

Project Number 

Work Order 

Equipment Reference 

9. Click Submit. 

The return is created. 
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Uninstall Stock Items to a Supply Customer or 

Employee 
Use this activity to uninstall stock items to a supply customer or employee. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1IR - Immediate Return. 

The MSE1IR - Search Immediate Return screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code  

The Returned To Supply Customer or Employee 

3. Select the Perform Uninstall check box. 

4. Click Search. 

The MSE1IR - Search Immediate Return screen displays. The return details display. 

5. Double-click the required item. 

The MSE1IR - Immediate Return detail screen displays.  

6. Enter data in the following fields: 

Batch Lot 

Use By Date 

Authorised By  

7. Click Add New Row in the summary grid. 

If Catalogue Item is Quantity Tracked: 

1. Enter data in the new row in the following columns: 

Return Qty 

Uninstall Reason 

Uninstall Reference 

One of the following fields must also be entered: 

Parent Stock Code (Parent Stock Code must be quantity tracked) 

Parent Stock Code and Parent Serial (Parent Stock Code must be serial tracked) 

Equipment (Equipment must be valid and reference a stock code) 

Note: The Parent Stock Code cannot be the same as the stock code being uninstalled. 

2. Click Submit. 

The uninstall is completed. 

If Catalogue Item is Equipment Tracked: 

1. Enter data in the new row in the following columns: 

Equipment Reference 

Uninstall Reason 

Uninstall Reference 

One the following fields must also be entered: 

Parent Stock Code (Parent Stock Code must be quantity tracked) 
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Parent Stock Code and Parent Serial (Parent Stock Code must be serial tracked) 

Equipment (Equipment must be valid and reference a stock code) 

Note: The Parent Stock Code cannot be the same as the stock code being uninstalled. 

2. Click Submit. 

The uninstall is completed. 

If Catalogue Item is Serial Tracked: 

1. Enter data in the new row in the following columns: 

Return Qty 

Uninstall Reason 

Uninstall Reference 

Serial Number 

Confirm Serial 

One the following fields must also be entered: 

Parent Stock Code (Parent Stock Code must be quantity tracked) 

Parent Stock Code and Parent Serial (Parent Stock Code must be serial tracked) 

Equipment (Equipment must be valid and reference a stock code) 

Note: The Parent Stock Code cannot be the same as the stock code being uninstalled. 

2. Click Submit. 

The uninstall is completed. 
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Perform an Unconsume to a Supply Customer or 

Employee for a Tracked Item 
Use this activity to return stock items to a supply customer or employee holding. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1IR - Immediate Return. 

The MSE1IR - Search Immediate Return screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

The Returned To Supply Customer or Employee 

3. Click Search. 

The MSE1IR - Search Immediate Return screen displays. The return details display. 

4. Double-click the required item. 

The MSE1IR - Immediate Return detail screen displays.  

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Batch Lot  

Use By Date 

Authorised By  

6. Click Add New Row in the summary grid. 

7. Perform one of the following steps: 

a. If the catalogue item is quantity tracked, enter the Return Qty against the new row. 

b. If the catalogue item is equipment tracked, enter the Equipment Reference against the 

new row. 

c. If the catalogue item is serial tracked, enter the Serial Number and Confirm Serial 

against the new row. 

8. Click Submit. 

The unconsume is completed. 
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Record Immediate Return Observations 
Use this activity to record a warehouse observation associated with the following activities: 

 Immediate Return 

 Immediate Unconsume 

 Immediate Uninstall 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1IR - Immediate Return. 

The MSE1IR - Search Immediate Return screen displays. 

2. Enter the appropriate search criteria and click Search. 

The MSE1IR - Search Immediate Return screen displays. The information relating to the 

return displays. 

3. Double-click the required item. 

The MSE1IR - Immediate Return detail screen displays.  

4. Click Observation. 

The Dialog Box - Observation displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Observation Reason 

Observation Comment 

6. Click OK. 

The discrepancy observation is recorded. 
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Receiving Goods into Stores 
Goods can be received from suppliers in various ways. The on-site receipt of goods is defined as 

goods delivered directly to an organisation where they are receipted and the stock is available 

for issue. The method of initiating receipt depends upon organisation-specific work practices. 

All businesses typically purchase goods and, as a result, have a requirement to record a variety 

of receipts as part of their day-to-day operations. As a result, the receipting of items is a 

frequent occurrence. This is particularly true when businesses hold a significant number of 

stocked items as many these usually require regular replenishment to both optimise warehouse 

space in addition to effectively manage working capital. Goods, irrespective of whether they are 

catalogued or not, are consumed on an ongoing basis through normal business operations. 

Both goods purchases and catalogue item replenishments require a receipt to be processed as 

a record of their delivery. 

A number of other business scenarios also require the recording of a receipt, including: 

 The delivery of a non-stock item (goods) 

 The transfer of items from another part of the business 

 The return of unused items previously issued 

 The return of a repaired item from a third party repairer 

 The receipt of an item replaced by a supplier due to a defect 

 The return of an item previously loaned 

As evidenced above, receipting is typically a high-frequency activity and, as a result, the 

receipting process is streamlined to make it as efficient as possible while also remaining 

effective. 

The receipting process supports the recording of goods inward to a district or warehouse, 

supply customer, or employee. 

The following are types of inward goods: 

 Goods purchases (catalogued and non-catalogued) 

 Repairs 

 Returns from use (including uninstall and loans) 

 Transfers 

 Waybill receipts 

 Receipt of services (through MSO155) 

The receipts process includes the following activities: 

 Recording goods as delivered 

 Visual and quality inspection activities 

 Receipt into the appropriate holding (district or warehouse, supply customer, or employee) 

 Invocation of discrepancy processes 

 Receipt cancellation 
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Print a Receiving Report 
Use this activity to print a receiving report in order to verify the goods ordered prior to receipt. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document. 

The MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document screen displays. 

2. From the Actions menu, click Print Receiving Report. 

The MSM15A - Print Receiving Reports screen displays. 
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Print Bin Labels 
Use this activity to print bin labels for items being received. Labels can be generated from 

receipt tasks, purchase orders, requisitions or waybills. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document. 

The MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document screen displays. 

2. Click Print Bin Labels. 

The Dialog Box - Warehouse/Bin/Stock Code Label Print displays. 

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

Warehouse 

Bin Code - start range 

Bin Code - end range 

Stock Code 

Quantity 

4. Click OK. 

The labels are processed and printed on the selected printer. 
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Receive a Credit Return Requisition 
Use this activity to record the receipt of credit return items which do not require quality 

inspection or the input of tracking references or stock management information prior to 

receipt. 

The quantity received may be nominated by the receiving user, or all outstanding amounts may 

be immediately received. 

Note: This activity should only be used where a receipt task has not been automatically created 

by another process, and the goods being receipted are not in-Transit. 

To locate and process an existing receipt task, use MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document. 

The MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document screen displays. 

2. Enter a number or a partial number to search for relevant documents that are valid for 

receipting. The type of document entered in the Document Number field controls the 

display of other fields on the screen. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Select one or more items that can be processed with simple receipts. 

Note: Simple receipts display no value in the Additional Details column. 

4. Click Receipt All to receipt all listed items. OR 

5. To receive the entire ordered quantity, select Select for Receipt. Receipt Quantity populates 

with the value in Outstanding Quantity, OR 

6. Enter the Quantity to Receipt received directly into the results grid against each item. 

Ensure that the Receipt Unit is nominated. A Bin Location, Category and Condition can also 

be recorded in this way. Select the Select for Receipt checkbox. 

7. Enter data in the following fields: 

District and Warehouse 

or Supply Customer 

or Employee 

Received By 

Received By Position. 

8. Click Submit. 

The items are recorded as received, and the appropriate waybill or stock holdings are 

updated. A message displays indicating the status. 
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Receipt an Off-Site Item to On-Site 
Use this activity to receipt a purchase order item to on-site after it was off-site receipted. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document. 

The MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

Waybill Number 

3. Click Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

4. Select the check box for the required line item. 

The grid action buttons are activated. 

5. Click Receive. 

The Dialog Box - Receive displays. 

6. Enter data in the following fields: 

Received By 

Receipt Reference 

7. Click OK. 

The off-site receipted item has successfully been receipted on-site. 
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Allocate Serial or Equipment Numbers using Pre 

Loaded Tracking 
Use this activity to allocate serial or equipment numbers previously associated with a purchase 

order. 

Note: The purchase order pre-load link will only be visible if tracking references have been 

associated to a purchase order item using MSO1TL - Pre-load Tracking References. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document. 

The MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click on the required receipt task. 

4. Click the Grid Row Menu icon on the left of the Quantities tab and select Purchase Order Pre 

Load. 

The MSE1TL - Update Pre Load screen displays. 

5. Select the serial or equipment numbers to match the quantity being received for the receipt 

task. 

6. Click Save References. 

The references are saved and you are returned to the MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document 

screen. 

Note: If no selection is made, the Save References function returns you to the MSE1R1- 

Update Receipt Document screen. 
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Split a Stock Holding Prior to Receipt 
Use this activity to divide a quantity of goods into multiple stock holdings prior to receipt. This 

enables stock management information such as batch lots, use by dates, bin locations, 

condition codes and inventory categories to be recorded for sub-quantities of the total goods. 

Items that are individually tracked will require separate holdings in order to record tracking 

information against each item. 

Note: After receipt, stock holdings can be split and other amendments recorded by using 

MSE1AH - Stock Code Holdings. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document. 

The MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document screen displays. 

2. Enter a number or a partial number to search for relevant documents that are valid for 

receipting. The type of document entered in the Document Number field controls the 

display of other fields on the screen. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

The Additional Details column displays Available for the stock code items that can be split. 

3. Click View/Enter Details for the stock code to be split. 

The MSE1R2 - Update Receipt Document details screen displays. 

A list of existing stock holdings for the items to be received displays in the Holdings tab. 

4. On the Holdings tab, select the holding to be divided. 

5. Click Split, Split All or Split .. from the Action menu for the row. 

Click Split to create one new holding for this stock item, or  

Click Split All to split the entire holding into as many individual sub-holdings as possible, 

one item from the original holding is automatically allocated to each new holding, or 

Click Split.. to display the Split Item dialog box to customise the number of sub-holdings to 

create.  

All the newly split holdings display on the summary grid. 

6. Enter a valid Equipment Reference for each new holding.  

7. Click OK. 

The split holdings display in the Holdings Tab. 

8. Click Save and Return. 

MSE1R1 displays the split item in the results grid. If no further processing is required, 

Outstanding Quantity displays a green background, and Additional Details is blank. 

To save the new holding information without receiving any goods: 

1. Click Submit. 

Changes to the receipt document are saved. 

To save the new holding information and receive some or all of the goods: 

1. Enter data in the following fields: 

Received By 

Received By Position 

If the item being received is associated with a purchase order or repair order: 

Receipt Reference 
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If the quantity received is different to the quantity ordered: 

2. Complete Item or Accept Oversupply 

3. Click Select for Receipt. on the row, or Receipt All if all the items display a green background, 

indicating that they can be received.  

4. Click Submit. 

The items will be recorded as received, and the appropriate waybill or stock holdings 

updated. 
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Record Receipt Observations for Further Action 
Use this activity to raise an observation against a stock item being received. This will raise a 

discrepancy task for further action. The receipt task for this stock item is not affected by the 

observation. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document. 

The MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document screen displays. 

2. Enter a number or a partial number to search for relevant documents that are valid for 

receipting. The type of document entered in the Document Number field controls the 

display of other fields on the screen. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Click Observation from the Action menu for the receipt task. 

The Dialog Box - Observation displays. 

4. Enter data in the following fields: 

Observation Reason 

Observation Comment 

5. Click Submit. 

A discrepancy task is created for the stock item. The observation comment is included in the 

discrepancy task. 
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Review and Process Reactivations 
The successful receipt of an item with outstanding requisitions awaiting new stock will display 

a message indicating that reactivations are available for that item. Use this activity to locate 

and process outstanding requisitions once the requested stock has been received. 

 Reactivation is only possible if the Logged in district and the Receiving District are the 

same, and the user has the requisite security permissions. The buttons related to 

reactivation will not display if the above is not true. 

 If the Reactivation is automatic, the buttons related to reactivation do not display. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document. 

The MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document screen displays. 

2. Enter a number or a partial number to search for relevant documents that are valid for 

receipting. The type of document entered in the Document Number field controls the 

display of other fields on the screen. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. If the item is eligible for reactivation, click Reactivations. 

The MSE1RE - Update Reactivation screen displays all items that may be reactivated for the 

selected stock item. If there are multiple items that can be reactivated, Previous and Next 

buttons display. 

4. Select the check box next to each item to be reactivated. 

5. Modify the Reactivate Quantity to specify the amount to reactivate for the selected 

requisition. 

6. Click Reactivate. 

The Printer dialog box displays. 

7. Select the required printer to print the picking slip (if different to the default printer). 

8. Click OK. 

9. Use the Next or Previous buttons to move from one Stock Code to the other to be 

reactivated in the grid and repeat from steps 1 to 5 for each item. The Next and Previous 

buttons are only enabled if appropriate multiple Stock Codes have been receipted on the 

one Purchase Order where reactivations are available for 2 or more of these Stock Codes. 
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Review Clauses and Commentaries 
Use this activity to review purchase order clauses and stock item commentaries associated with 

a receipt task. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document. 

The MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document screen displays. 

2. Enter a number or a partial number to search for relevant documents that are valid for 

receipting. The type of document entered in the Document Number field controls the 

display of other fields on the screen. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. If the receipt task is associated with a purchase order, click Clauses to review the clauses 

associated with the purchase order. 

Note: The Clauses button only displays if the task is related to a purchase order and the 

purchase order has related clauses. 

The MSE005 - Update Standard Clauses screen displays. 

4. Click View Commentary to review any commentaries for the stock item. 

The MSM213A - Review/Maintain Commentary screen displays. 
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Cancel a Receipt for Direct Charge Purchase Orders 

On-site 
Use this activity to cancel a receipt for a direct charge purchase order on-site that has been 

entered in error, or to reverse the receipt of faulty or incorrect order items, provided they have 

not been invoiced. Cancelling the receipt reverses the transactions generated by the receipt, 

and adjusts the appropriate stock holdings. The quantity of goods to be cancelled can only be 

up to the quantity of goods not yet invoiced. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1CR - Cancel Receipt. 

The MSE1CR - Search Cancel Receipt screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

Note: If only one item is returned, the MSE1CR - Update Cancel Receipt screen displays the 

selected receipt details. 

3. Double-click on a receipt to review the selected receipt details. 

The MSE1CR - Update Cancel Receipt screen displays the selected receipt details. 

4. Enter data in the following field: 

Cancellation Quantity 

5. Click Submit. 

The Dialog Box - Cancel Receipt displays. 

6. Enter data in the following field 

Cancel Receipt Reference 

Complete Order 

7. Click OK. 

The MSE1CR - Update Cancel Receipt screen displays. 

The Available Quantity for Cancellation field is updated. 
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Cancel a Receipt for Direct Charge Purchase Orders 

Off-site 
Use this activity to cancel a receipt for a direct charge purchase order off-site that has been 

entered in error, or to reverse the receipt of faulty or incorrect order items, provided they have 

not been invoiced. Cancelling the receipt reverses the transactions generated by the receipt, 

and adjusts the appropriate stock holdings. The quantity of goods to be cancelled can only be 

up to the quantity of goods not yet invoiced. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1CR - Cancel Receipt. 

The MSE1CR - Search Cancel Receipt screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

Note: If only one item is returned, the MSE1CR - Update Cancel Receipt screen displays the 

selected receipt details. 

3. Double-click on a receipt to review the selected receipt details. 

The MSE1CR - Update Cancel Receipt screen displays the selected receipt details. 

4. Select the Quantities tab. 

5. Enter data in the following field: 

Cancel Quantity 

6. Click Submit. 

The Dialog Box - Cancel Receipt displays. 

7. Enter data in the following field 

Cancel Receipt Reference 

Complete Order 

8. Click OK. 

The MSE1CR - Update Cancel Receipt screen displays. 

The Available Quantity for Cancellation field is updated. 
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Cancel a Receipt for Stock Purchase Orders 
Use this activity to cancel a receipt for a stock purchase order that has been entered in error, or 

to reverse the receipt of faulty or incorrect order items, provided they have not been invoiced. 

Cancelling the receipt reverses the transactions generated by the receipt, and adjusts the 

appropriate stock holdings. The quantity of goods to be cancelled can only be up to the 

quantity of goods not yet invoiced. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1CR - Cancel Receipt. 

The MSE1CR - Search Cancel Receipt screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

Note: If only one item is returned, the MSE1CR - Update Cancel Receipt screen displays the 

selected receipt details. 

3. Double-click on a receipt to review the selected receipt details. 

The MSE1CR - Update Cancel Receipt screen displays the selected receipt details. 

Note: For off-site purchase orders, waybill details display on the General tab. 

4. Select the Quantities tab. 

5. Enter data in the following field: 

Cancel Quantity 

6. Click Submit. 

The Dialog Box - Cancel Receipt displays. 

7. Enter data in the following fields: 

Cancel Receipt Reference 

Complete Order 

Cancelled By 

Cancellation Reason 

8. Click OK. 

The MSE1CR - Update Cancel Receipt screen displays. 

The Stock on Hand field is updated. 
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Cancel a Receipt for Tracked Items 
Use this activity to cancel a receipt for a tracked item that has been entered in error, or to 

reverse the receipt of faulty or incorrect order items, provided they have not been invoiced. 

Cancelling the receipt reverses the transactions generated by the receipt, and adjusts the 

appropriate stock holdings. The quantity of goods to be cancelled can only be up to the 

quantity of goods not yet invoiced. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1CR - Cancel Receipt. 

The MSE1CR - Search Cancel Receipt screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

Note: If only one item is returned, the MSE1CR - Update Cancel Receipt screen displays the 

selected receipt details. 

3. Double-click on a receipt to review the selected receipt details. 

The MSE1CR - Update Cancel Receipt screen displays the selected receipt details. 

Note: For off-site purchase orders, waybill details display on the General tab. 

4. Select the Quantities tab. 

5. Select Cancel for the item with the required Serial Number. 

6. Click Submit. 

The Dialog Box - Cancel Receipt displays. 

7. Enter data in the following fields: 

Cancel Receipt Reference 

Complete Order 

Cancelled By 

Cancellation Reason 

8. Click OK. 

The MSE1CR - Update Cancel Receipt screen displays. 

The cancelled item and its Serial Number is removed from the list. 
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Maintaining Bins 
Bins are storage locations within a warehouse. Ellipse EAM provides the ability to monitor stock 

at either a warehouse level or at a warehouse and bin location level. When stock is monitored at 

a bin location level, then a bin location needs to be entered each time a stock movement occurs. 

A stock item can be held in multiple bins, one of which is known as the primary bin. This is 

usually the first bin location in which the stock item is recorded. 

Warehouses can be divided into logical areas known as grids; bins are located within these 

grids. The use of grid locations simplifies the task of finding bins during stock movement 

processes. Bin locations can be contained within grids. In such cases, the first characters of the 

bin identifier define its grid location within the warehouse. For example, the first character may 

represent the row, the next characters the section and the third one may be the height of the 

shelf. 

Bin locations can be created in bulk by using pre-defined bin patterns. The bin patterns are held 

on the BLSP - Bin Location Segment Patterns table file, and are composed of up to 10 individual 

segments. Each segment is further defined on the BLS - Bin Location Segments table file with a 

name, length and type (numeric or character). 

By using the pattern segments and a user-supplied start value, as well as an end value and 

increment (if needed) for each segment in that pattern, the corresponding bin locations can be 

constructed automatically. If a grid size is defined on the System Control file, then only those 

generated bin locations with a valid grid will be created. 

Bin location details can also be reviewed by using MSE1RB - Review Bin Locations. You can 

review details such as associated description codes and stock codes held in the selected bin 

location. 

The following definitions can be applied to district controls indicators: 

 Whether or not bin locations will be validated 

 The number of characters used to identify the grid location 

 Whether or not all stock items in the district are stored in bin locations 

The grid portion of the bin location code is used for the following processes: 

 Cyclical stocktake program/supplementary on stocktake 

 Picking slip by location 

 Consolidation of picking slips 

 Picking slip printing 

There are three ways to create bin locations: 

 At the time of receipt or stock adjustment. 

 Using MSO195 to register an individual bin location before it is used. 

Using MSB19C to generate a range of bin locations based on a bin location pattern. 

Business Rules 

The following business rules govern this process: 

 If Validate Bin Locations is set to Y in the district controls, bin locations should be defined 

prior to any attempt to move stock to or from that location, because the location will be 

validated. 

 If Stock at Bin is set to Y in the district controls, all movements of stock items within the 

district require entry of a bin location. 

 If Stock at Bin is set to N in the district controls, the Stock at Bin indicator can be defined 

for each warehouse within the district. 
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 If Stock at Bin has been set to Y in the warehouse controls, all movements of stock items 

within that warehouse will require entry of a bin location. 

 If Stock at Bin has been set to N in the warehouse controls, the setting can be defined for 

each stock item at the warehouse level. 
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Further Information - Maintaining Bins 

 

This transaction provides the ability to maintain bin locations for a stock code that can be 

provided to storespersons (rather than inventory controllers). 

Additional Information 

As this transaction is limited to basic storage information (and more sensitive inventory control 

information cannot be modified) it can be used by storespersons who move material around 

the warehouse. 

You can designate a location within a warehouse. This field has a maximum of 12 characters. For 

a particular warehouse, a stock code can have any number of locations. A location can house any 

number of stock codes. 

Stock on hand can be accounted for as either: 

 A total for the warehouse with references to the bin location or locations where the material 

is kept. 

 A total for the warehouse and a total in each bin location. 

You can choose the method used on each item. If the second method is nominated, you need to 

enter the bin location each time a stock movement (issue, receipt, transfer adjustments) is 

transacted. 

In addition, warehouses can be broken into grids or areas by nominating a number of 

characters of the bin location code in the System Control file and structuring the bin location 

codes to contain a grid or area description in the first characters of the code. If the grid 

description in the Systems Control file is set to zero, the system assumes that the bin location 

is unstructured. 
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The grid portion of the code is used in the following procedures: 

 Cyclical stocktake program - when assigning stock count days, the system takes grids into 

account so that the counts can be grouped by grid.  

 Picking slip by location - items for grids are printed on separate pages.  

 Consolidation of picking slips - if the Warehouse Management module is installed and the 

warehouse is flagged to consolidate picking slips, consolidation occurs within a grid 

location.  

 Picking slip printing - table File GP can be used to define a separate picking slip printer and 

a separate re-activation picking slip printer for each grid. 

If stock on hand levels are maintained for bins, this transaction enables the transfer of stock 

between bin locations. In addition, if the Warehouse Management module is installed and the 

Category Management functionality is used, this transaction affects the transfer of stock 

between categories, both within a bin location and between bin locations. If the item is 

managed by batch list numbers or monitored by shelf life, this transaction is also used to adjust 

the recorded quantities within a bin location. 
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Maintaining Bins - Diagram 
The diagram below represents the relationship between bin locations and grids within a 

warehouse. 
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Create a Bin Location File Reference 
Use this activity to create a new bin location. Bin locations must be pre-defined if the Bin 

Validation flag has been set toY in the District Control file. This activity can also be used to 

modify bin location details. A bin location cannot be deleted if there is stock in the bin, or if it is 

the primary location of a stock item. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSO195 - Maintain Bin Location. 

The MSM195A - Maintain Bin Location screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Warehouse 

Bin Location 

The Bin Location must include a valid grid location code if grid locations are in use.  

3. Click Submit. 

If the warehouse and bin location combination exists, the details display for modification. If 

the combination does not exist, the fields in the next step display as blank, so you can 

create the new bin. 

4. Enter data in the following fields: 

Description 

Volume 

Capacity 

Bin Description Codes 

5. Click Submit. 

6. Click Confirm. 

Confirm details if data validation occurs. 

Note: To delete an existing bin, enter the Warehouse and Bin Location and click Delete. 
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Update Existing Bin Locations 
Use this activity to update the relationship between a bin location and stocked items. The 

primary bin location can be modified.  

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSO190 - Maintain Bin Location. 

The MSM190A - Maintain Bin Locations screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

and Warehouse 

3. Click Submit. 

4. Enter data in the following field in the Description/Bin Details tab: 

Action - Enter P to nominate the primary bin or D to delete the bin. 

5. Click Submit. 
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Add a Bin Location and Transfer Stock 
Use this activity to add a bin location attached to a stock item and transfer stock from an 

existing bin in the same warehouse to the new bin location. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSO190 - Maintain Bin Location. 

The MSM190A - Maintain Bin Locations screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

and Warehouse 

3. Click Submit. 

4. Enter data in the following fields in the Description/Bin Details tab: 

Process Bin Transfer - Enter Y 

5. Click Submit. 

The MSM196A - Process Bin Transfers review screen displays. 

6. Enter data in the following fields: 

From Bin Location 

To Bin Location 

Transfer Owned SOH - Enter a quantity 

Transfer Consign SOH - Enter a quantity 

7. Click Submit. 

8. Click Confirm. 
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Printing Bin Labels 
Bin labels can be printed for a stock code when purchase order receipts are processed. 

This process is controlled by an indicator on the Warehouse Control file (MSF001). If a 

warehouse is flagged as printing bin labels at receipt time, default conditions must be applied, 

indicating: 

 whether printing is automatic, or whether a screen displays to nominate individual numbers 

of labels.  

 whether the number of labels is to default to quantity received in terms of units of issue or 

units of purchase (if printing is automatic). 

These default warehouse settings can be overridden at the Warehouse Item level (MSF180). 

There is an option to bypass printing for a particular item, as well as variations on the above 

settings. Thus, a warehouse can be flagged to automatically print bin labels for all items, but 

the fuel type stock codes can be flagged to bypass bin labels. 

Additional Information 

Rules for printing bin labels are held on table file BL - Bin Label Code as associated values. A 

warehouse can be flagged as using the bin labels functionality using the MSM00GA - Maintain 

Warehouse Control Information screen. A BL code must be nominated to provide the default 

warehouse settings. 

Individual warehouse items can have a BL code specifically nominated if this is different from 

the warehouse default. For multiple-warehouse environments, use the MSM180A - Warehouse 

Information Maintenance screen. For single-warehouse districts, use the MSM170C - Maintain 

Operational Information screen. 

At time of receipt using the MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document screen, Ellipse EAM queries the 

BL code of the warehouse item (MSF180). If this is not specifically nominated, Ellipse EAM 

queries the default BL code for the warehouse. 

Depending on the rules defined for the BL code, Ellipse EAM either: 

 Bypasses the printing of bin labels entirely 

 Passes control to the MSM15HA - Print Bin Labels at Warehouse screen 

If the BL code dictates that bin labels are printed automatically, the MSM15HA - Print Bin Labels 

at Warehouse screen does not display, but a request is written to MSF080 for the MSB170A - Bin 

Location Labels report. The number of labels to print defaults to the quantity received in either 

units of purchase or units of issue, depending on the BL code. 

If labels are printed manually, the MSM15HA - Print Bin Labels at Warehouse screen displays. You 

can specify the number of labels to be printed on this screen.  

When multiple item receipts are processed, only items specified as manual display on 

MSM15HA. 

The MSB170A - Bin Location Labels report is submitted for immediate processing. 

The printer is determined as follows: 

 Label printer from Table GP - Grid Location, if grid locations are in use. 

 Label printer from the Warehouse Control file (MSF001). 

 Picking slip printer from the Warehouse Control file (MSF001). 

It is expected that a label printer will be nominated for the grid or the warehouses. 
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Stock at Bin Procedures 
You can recording stock on hand quantities for a stock item at the bin location level. All stock 

movements such as issues, receipts and transfers, require the quantity involved to be recorded 

against the bin location. The total of the stock on hand at all bin locations for an item equals the 

total stock on hand for the warehouse for that item, if Stock at Bin is in use. 

Default Hierarchy 

There is a default hierarchy in setting the Stock at Bin flag. 

System Control Level for the District 

If the Stock at Bin flag is set at System Control level for a district, all items in all warehouses in 

the district are subject to stock at bin. 

This cannot be overridden at the item level. 

System Control Level for the Warehouse (multiple warehouse only) 

If the Stock at Bin flag is set at System Control level for a warehouse, all items in the nominated 

warehouse are subject to stock at bin. 

This cannot be overridden at the item level. It can only be set if the District Level flag is set to N. 

District Item Level (single warehouse only) 

If the District Item Level is N, the stock at bin function can be invoked at an individual item level 

within a district. This is only available in a single-warehouse district. 

Warehouse Item Level (multiple warehouse only) 

If both the district and warehouse level are N, the stock at bin function can be invoked at an 

individual item level within a warehouse. This is only available in a multiple-warehouse district. 

Forcing Stock at Bin to 'Y' 

Ellipse EAM forces the Stock at Bin flag to Y in the following circumstances: 

 If the Warehouse Management module is installed and the district item is flagged as subject 

to category management, Stock at Bin is forced to Y if it is not already set. 

 If the Warehouse Management module is installed and the warehouse item is flagged as 

subject to shelf life/batch lot management, Stock at Bin is forced to Y, if it is not already 

set. 

Resetting Stock at Bin 

At the various levels, the Stock at Bin flag can be reset from Y to N at any time. However, at the 

district and warehouse levels, this flag cannot be set Y once it is set to N, unless you use the 

MSR190A - Reset Stock at Bin batch program. This is because Ellipse EAM requires the stock on 

hand figures at bin level to balance to the warehouse level. 

The batch process ensures that for items with bin locations, the warehouse stock on hand 

figures are supported by the bin location levels. At the warehouse item level, the Stock at Bin 

flag can be set from N to Y, if available. A prompt is issued to enter bin-level stock on hand 

figures on the MSM180A - Maintain Warehouse Information screen. 
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Maintain Bin Locations 
Use this activity to maintain bin location details. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1RB - Bin Locations. 

The MSE1RB - Search Bin Locations screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

A list of bin locations display in the search results grid. 

3. Double-click on the required Bin Location. 

The MSE1RB - Review Bin Locations screen displays. 

4. Review data as required. 

5. Click Modify Bin to modify the selected bin.  

The MSM195A - Maintain Bin Locations screen displays. 

6. Click Delete to delete the bin location. 

Note: The delete button is only enabled when Bin SOH (Stock on Hand) equals zero and no 

stock code bin relationship exists. 
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Performing Bin Transfers 
The bin transfer processes are used to transfer a nominated quantity of stock between bin 

locations.  

There are two ways to transfer stock from bin locations: 

Immediate Bin Transfer 

Using MSEHTB - Immediate Bin Transfer, stock can be immediately transferred from one bin 

location to another by nominating the stock code and the from warehouse and bin location. 

Bin Transfer Task 

Using MSE1TB - Bin Transfer Task, a bin transfer request can be created for later action. The 

task can be assigned to a nominated employee and a priority given to the task. You can record 

stock on hand at the bin location level. If you record stock on hand at the bin location level, the 

bin transfer process is used to record the movement of stock between locations. 

Business Rules 

The following business rules govern this process: 

 The Stores and Inventory Tracking modules must be installed to perform a bin transfer. 

 The From and To Category fields display only if the Warehouse Management module is 

installed and the Category Management option turned on. 
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Create a Bin Transfer Task 
Use this activity to create a bin transfer task. By creating a bin transfer task, details of the 

required transfer of stock is recorded. The task can then be assigned to an employee to 

process. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TB - Bin Transfer Task. 

The MSE1TB - Search Bin Transfer Task screen displays. 

2. Click New. 

The MSE1TB - Create Bin Transfer screen displays. 

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

District Code 

Warehouse 

4. Enter data in the following fields in the Quantities tab: 

Transfer Quantity 

From Bin Location 

From Inventory Category 

To Bin Location 

To Inventory Category 

5. Click Submit. 

The details of the bin transfer task are recorded. 
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Review Bin Transfer Task Details 
Use this activity to review bin transfer tasks awaiting action. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TB - Bin Transfer Task. 

The MSE1TB - Search Bin Transfer Task screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

3. Click Search. 

A list of bin transfer tasks display in the search results grid. 

4. Select the required task. 

The MSE1TB - Bin Transfer Task detail screen displays with the selected task details. 

5. Review data as required. 
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Assign a Bin Transfer Task 
Use this activity to assign a bin transfer tasks awaiting action to an employee. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TB - Bin Transfer Task. 

The MSE1TB - Search Bin Transfer Task screen displays. 

To assign a task from Search screen: 

1. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

2. Click Search. 

A list of bin transfer tasks display in the search results grid. 

3. Select the required tasks from the search results grid. 

4. Click Assign. 

The Dialog Box - Assign displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Assigned To 

6. Click OK. 

The tasks are assigned to the nominated employee. 

To assign a task from the Detail screen: 

1. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

2. Click Search. 

A list of bin transfer tasks display in the search results grid. 

3. Select the required task. 

The MSE1TB - Bin Transfer Task detail screen displays with the selected task details. 

4. Click Assign To. 

The Dialog Box - Assign displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Assigned To 

6. Click OK. 

The MSE1TB - Bin Transfer Task detail screen displays and the Assigned To field is populated 

with the nominated employee ID. 
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Close a Bin Transfer Task 
Use this activity to flag a bin transfer as complete. 

Note: The bin transfer task can have an outstanding transfer quantity associated with the task 

and still be flagged as complete. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TB - Bin Transfer Task. 

The MSE1TB - Search Bin Transfer Task screen displays. 

To flag a task as complete from the Search screen: 

1. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

2. Click Search. 

A list of bin transfer tasks display in the search results grid. 

3. Select the required tasks from the search results grid. 

4. Click Close. 

The Dialog Box - Close displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Closure Reason 

6. Click Submit. 

The task record is removed. 

To flag a task as complete from the Detail screen: 

1. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

2. Click Search. 

A list of bin transfer tasks display in the search results grid. 

3. Select the required task. 

The MSE1TB - Bin Transfer Task detail screen displays with the selected task details. 

4. Click Close Task. 

The Dialog Box - Close Task displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Closure Reason 

6. Click Submit. 

The MSE1TB - Bin Transfer Task detail screen display and the record is removed. 
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Perform Stock Transfer Using Bin Transfer Task 

Search 
Use this activity to perform a transfer of stock using the bin transfer task search screen. 

Note: To use this activity, a Bin Transfer Task awaiting action must exist. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TB - Bin Transfer Task. 

The MSE1TB - Search Bin Transfer Task screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

3. Click Search. 

A list of bin transfer tasks display in the search results grid. 

4. Select the relevant bin transfer task check box. 

Note: The Transfer button enables when a check box is selected. 

5. Click Transfer. 

The nominated quantity is transferred to the bin location entered in the To Bin field (in the 

search results grid). 

The task is removed from the search results list. 
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Update a Bin Transfer Task 
Use this activity to update a bin transfer task. 

This activity could be used if the designated target bin is unable to take the entire transfer 

quantity of stock. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TB - Bin Transfer Task. 

The MSE1TB - Search Bin Transfer Task screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

3. Click Search. 

A list of bin transfer tasks display in the search results grid. 

4. Double-click the required item. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Transfer Quantity 

Moved to 

6. Click Submit. 

The record is updated. 
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Record Bin Transfer Observations 
Use this activity to record stock item observations using MSE1TB - Bin Transfer Task. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TB - Bin Transfer Task. 

The MSE1TB - Search Bin Transfer Task screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

3. Click Search. 

A list of bin transfer tasks display in the search results grid. 

4. Select the required task. 

The MSE1TB - Bin Transfer Task detail screen displays with the selected task details. 

5. Click Observation. 

The Dialog Box - Observation displays. 

6. Enter data in the following fields: 

Observation Reason 

Observation Comment 

7. Click Submit. 

The discrepancy observation is recorded. 
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Performing Add Detail Tasks 
The Add Detail Task process is used to update underlying information when changes to stock 

item configuration settings are made. The process details how changes made to configuration 

settings relating to batch lot, shelf life management and tracking are managed. 

Parts of the process include: 

 Detecting changes to configuration settings at global, district and warehouse levels 

 Creating and managing Add Detail tasks 

The stock item owner amends the batch lot management and/or shelf life management using 

MSE100 - Catalogue. If the fields cascade, the changes are applied to all districts and 

warehouses that have a record for the stock code. If the fields are not cascadable, tracking 

settings are amended manually using MSE100 - Catalogue. 

The holdings data will be updated and history written if the following changes are involved: 

 Changing the Batch Lot flag from N to Y 

 Changing the shelf life from a number greater than zero to zero 

 Changing the tracking flag from serial or equipment tracked to not tracked or quantity 

tracked 

Ellipse EAM then automatically carries out the following tasks: 

 Removes the batch lot and use by date information from the holdings data  

 Removes the association between the holding and serial number/equipment reference 

 Writes movement history 

Add detail tasks are created if the following changes are involved: 

 Changing the Batch Lot flag from Y to N 

 Changing the shelf life from zero to a number greater than zero 

 Changing the stock code from non-tracked or quantity tracked to equipment or serial 

tracked 

The system checks if there are any holdings of the item. An add detail task is created for each 

warehouse or bin, supply customer or employee that has stock on hand of the item. 

The holder of the stock (warehouse, supply customer or employee) performs the add detail 

task. This process requires the user to enter batch lot, shelf life or tracking information up to 

the quantity on hand. Until the add detail task is performed, and the detail information 

reconciled with total stock on hand for the warehouse, bin, supply customer or employee, the 

system precludes activity against the holding. 

Once the add details task is performed, the holdings are updated with the batch lot, use by date 

or tracking information entered and movement history is created to record the update. 

Business Rules 

The following business rule governs this process: 

 Once details are amended in MSE100 - Catalogue, MSB1HT - Update Holdings Tasks is run 

automatically. 
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Perform an Add Detail Task 
Use this activity to perform an add detail task. 

Add detail tasks are created automatically by the system if batch lot, shelf life or tracking has 

been added to a stock item in MSE100 - Catalogue, and that stock item has current holdings. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TN - Add Detail Tasks. 

The MSE1TN - Search Add Detail Tasks screen displays. 

2. Enter appropriate search criteria. 

3. Click Search. 

A list of add detail tasks matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

4. Select the required task. 

The MSE1TN - Add Detail Task detail screen displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields, as required: 

Batch Lot 

Use By Date 

Serial Number 

Equipment Reference 

To apply different values to only part of the stock holding. 

1. Click the row menu icon on the far left of the holding row to be split, and select Split. 

The Dialog Box - Split Item displays. 

2. Click Split to create a new holding for the stock item. 

A new row is added to the dialog box, with details defaulted from the original holding. 

One item from the original holding is automatically allocated to the new holding. 

3. Repeat this process to create as many holdings as required, or use Split All to create the 

maximum number of single item holdings. 

Note: If you create too many holdings, click Delete next to a holding row to remove it. 

4. Enter batch lot, tracking references or use by dates in each row, as required. 

5. Click Submit. 

Changes to the stock holdings are saved. 

To apply values to all of the stock holding: 

1. Click Submit. 

The new holdings are added to the MSE1TN - Add Detail Task screen. 

2. Click Submit. 

Changes to the stock holdings are saved. 

Note: The add detail task will be removed from search results once the screen is refreshed. 
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Assign an Add Detail Task 
Use this activity to assign an add detail task to an employee. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TN - Add Detail Tasks. 

The MSE1TN - Search Add Detail Tasks screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

Supply Customer 

Employee 

3. Click Search. 

Add detail tasks matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

To assign an add detail task from the Search screen: 

1. Select the relevant task check box in the results grid. 

2. Click Assign. 

The Dialog Box - Assign displays. 

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

Assign To 

Priority (optional) 

4. Click Submit. 

The add detail task is assigned to the employee entered. 

To assign an add detail task from the Review Add Detail Task screen: 

1. Select the required task. 

The MSE1TN - Review Add Detail Task screen displays. 

2. Click Assign. 

The Dialog Box - Assign displays. 

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

Assign To 

Priority (optional) 

4. Click Submit. 

The add detail task is assigned to the employee entered. 
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Split Stock Holdings 
Use this activity to divide (split) a quantity of goods into multiple stock holdings. With this 

action, you can enter batch lot, use by date and tracking information up to the initial holding 

quantity. 

Note: The split process cannot change the total quantity. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TN - Add Detail Tasks. 

The MSE1TN - Search Add Detail Tasks screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

Supply Customer 

Employee 

3. Click Search. 

Add detail tasks matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

4. Select the required task. 

The MSE1TN - Review Add Detail Task screen displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields, as required: 

Batch Lot 

Use By Date 

Tracking Reference Number 

6. To split and create a new holding for a stock item, click the Grid Row Menu icon in the far 

right of the summary grid. 

7. Click Split, Split All or Split .. from the Action menu for the row. 

Click Split to create one new holding for this stock item, or  

Click Split All to split the entire holding into as many individual sub-holdings as possible, 

one item from the original holding is automatically allocated to each new holding, or 

Click Split.. to display the Split Item dialog box to customise the number of sub-holdings to 

create.  

All the newly split holdings display on the summary grid. 

8. Enter batch lot, tracking reference numbers or use by dates in each row, as required. 

9. Repeat the process to create holdings as required. 

10. Click Delete to remove a holding from the row. 
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Managing Stock Holdings 
Stock holdings are a way of indicating where stock items exist at a specific point in time, or in 

the warehousing process. 

Holdings can exist within the following entities: 

 Warehouse 

 Supply customer 

 Employee 

 In transit 

Holdings can be categorised according to inventory categories as follows: 

 SV – Serviceable 

 RP – Repairable 

 QR – Quarantine 

Stock movements from one holding to another are managed by a series of tasks. Stock holdings 

may also be adjusted directly using MSEHTB - Immediate Bin Transfer, MSEHTC - Immediate 

Category Transfer, MSE1TN - Add Details Task and MSE1TB - Bin Transfer Task. 

Discrepancies that have occurred when serial or equipment references have been recorded 

against the incorrect custodian (such as district/warehouse, supply customer account or 

employee) can be corrected by using MSE1HW - Swap Serial/Equipment References. Using 

MSE1HW you can: 

 nominate the serial or equipment reference to be swapped 

 confirm that the nominated serial or equipment reference are correctly associated with the 

expected custodian 

 invoke the swap 

Committed Holdings 

To enable the issue, transfer, and adjustment of specific holdings to be restricted to their 

associated document (for example, repair requisition), a concept of committed and 

uncommitted holdings has been introduced. Where it is necessary to lock holdings, the system 

moves the required quantity from uncommitted to committed and establishes an association 

with the supporting document (usually through a task). 

You can use the review and processing screens to distinguish between committed and 

uncommitted holdings. 

Business Rules 

The following business rule governs this process: 

 The stock on hand at a supply customer account will only be incremented if an item is 

tracked by quantity, serial or equipment number. Items managed by batch lot or shelf life 

will not appear as stock on hand against the supply customer account record if they are not 

tracked. 
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Amend Stock Code Holdings 
Use this activity to adjust existing stock code holdings. Holdings cannot be created or moved 

using this activity, but individual sub-holdings such as bins may have their quantities adjusted 

as long as the total stock holding quantities are not changed. Holdings may also be split into 

multiple sub-holdings with different tracking or stock management details. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1AH - Amend Holdings. 

The MSE1AH - Search Amend Holdings screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

The MSE1AH - Amend Holdings detail screen displays details of the matching stock holding. 

To apply corrections to an existing holding: 

1. Modify data in the following fields as required: 

Quantity 

Batch Lot (for an item that is batch lot managed) 

Serial Number (for an item that is serial tracked) 

Equipment Number (for an item that is equipment tracked) 

Use By Date (for an item that is shelf-life managed) 

2. Click Submit. 

The changes are applied to the holding. 

Note: The total holding quantity cannot be adjusted by this method. 

To modify part of an existing holding: 

1. Click the row menu icon on the far left of the holding row to be split, and select Split. 

The Dialog Box - Split Item displays. 

2. Click Split to create a new holding for this stock item. 

A new row is added to the dialog box, with details defaulted from the original holding. 

One item from the original holding is automatically allocated to the new holding. 

3. Create as many holdings as required, or use Split All to create the maximum number of 

single item holdings. If you create too many holdings, click Delete next to a holding row to 

remove it. 

4. Modify data in the following fields as required for the original and new holdings: 

Quantity 

Batch Lot 

Serial Number 

Equipment Number 

Use By Date 

Note: As the quantity of one holding is increased, another is decreased in order to keep the 

total holding size constant. 

The new holding details will be added to the MSE1AH - Amend Holdings detail screen. 

5. Click Submit. 

The new holding details will be saved for the selected stock code. 
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Review Stock Code Holdings 
Use this activity to review current or historical stock code holdings. A hierarchical view of all 

holdings by custodian and inventory category can be reviewed for a particular stock code. 

Alternatively, holdings for a specific district, warehouse, bin location, category, employee, 

supply customer or parent supply customer can be opened and reviewed individually. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1RS - Stock Code Holdings. 

The MSE1RS - Review Stock Code Holdings detail screen displays. 

To review global holdings for a stock code: 

1. Select Open » Open Global Holdings. 

The Dialog Box - Open Global Holdings displays. 

2. Enter data in the following field: 

Stock Code 

3. To include details for items that are not currently held, select Show Zero Holdings. 

4. Click OK. 

The Global Holdings Summary details display for the selected stock code. 

5. Click Expand where available in the hierarchical display to review stock holding details for 

lower levels of the hierarchy. 

Different levels and details are available depending on which of the above actions are 

performed to open the stock holdings. 

If the Open Global Holdings option is selected, stock holdings at all levels by custodian and 

category are available. 

If the Show Zero Holdings option is selected, details for stock items that are not currently 

held are included. 

6. Review data as required. 

To review stock code holdings for a district: 

1. Select Open » Open District. 

The Dialog Box - Open District displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

District 

3. To include details for items that are not currently held, select Show Zero Holdings. 

4. Click OK. 

The Warehouse Holdings details display for the selected stock code and warehouse. 

5. Click Expand where available in the hierarchical display to review stock holding details for 

lower levels of the hierarchy. 

Different levels and details are available depending on which of the above actions are 

performed to open the stock holdings. 

If the Open Global Holdings option is selected, stock holdings at all levels by custodian and 

category are available. 

If the Show Zero Holdings option is selected, details for stock items that are not currently 

held are included. 
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6. Review data as required. 

To review stock code holdings for a warehouse: 

1. Select Open » Open Warehouse.  

The Dialog Box - Open Warehouse displays.  

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

District 

Warehouse 

3. To include details for items that are not currently held, select Show Zero Holdings. 

4. Click OK. 

The Warehouse Holdings details display for the selected stock code and warehouse. 

5. Click Expand where available in the hierarchical display to review stock holding details for 

lower levels of the hierarchy. 

Different levels and details are available depending on which of the above actions are 

performed to open the stock holdings. 

If the Open Global Holdings option is selected, stock holdings at all levels by custodian and 

category are available. 

If the Show Zero Holdings option is selected, details for stock items that are not currently 

held are included. 

6. Review data as required. 

To review all stock code holdings for a bin location: 

1. Select Open » Open Stock Codes by Bin. 

The Dialog Box - Open Stock Codes by Bin displays.  

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

Bin Location Code 

3. To include details for items that are not currently held, select Show Zero Holdings. 

4. Click OK. 

The Stock Codes Held in Bin details display for the selected bin location. 

5. Optionally, select a stock code from the list to display details of the stock code holding. 

The Bin Holdings details display for the selected stock code. 

6. Click Expand where available in the hierarchical display to review stock holding details for 

lower levels of the hierarchy. 

Different levels and details are available depending on which of the above actions are 

performed to open the stock holdings. 

If the Open Global Holdings option is selected, stock holdings at all levels by custodian and 

category are available. 

If the Show Zero Holdings option is selected, details for stock items that are not currently 

held are included. 

7. Review data as required. 
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To review a particular stock code holding for a bin location: 

1. Select Open » Open Bin. 

The Dialog Box - Open Bin displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

District 

Warehouse 

Bin Location Code 

3. To include details for items that are not currently held, select Show Zero Holdings. 

4. Click OK. 

The Stock Codes Held in Bin details display for the selected bin location. 

5. Optionally, select a stock code from the list to display details of the stock code holding. 

The Bin Holdings details display for the selected stock code. 

6. Click Expand where available in the hierarchical display to review stock holding details for 

lower levels of the hierarchy. 

Different levels and details are available depending on which of the above actions are 

performed to open the stock holdings. 

If the Open Global Holdings option is selected, stock holdings at all levels by custodian and 

category are available. 

If the Show Zero Holdings option is selected, details for stock items that are not currently 

held are included. 

7. Review data as required. 

To review stock code holdings for an inventory category: 

1. Select Open » Open Category. 

The Dialog Box - Open Category displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

Inventory Category 

3. To include details for items that are not currently held, select Show Zero Holdings. 

4. Click OK. 

The District Holdings for Category details display for the selected stock code and inventory 

category. 

5. Click Expand where available in the hierarchical display to review stock holding details for 

lower levels of the hierarchy. 

Different levels and details are available depending on which of the above actions are 

performed to open the stock holdings. 

If the Open Global Holdings option is selected, stock holdings at all levels by custodian and 

category are available. 

If the Show Zero Holdings option is selected, details for stock items that are not currently 

held are included. 

6. Review data as required. 
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To review stock code holdings for an employee: 

1. Select Open » Open Employee. 

2. The Dialog Box - Open Employee displays. 

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

Employee 

4. To include details for items that are not currently held, select Show Zero Holdings. 

5. Click OK. 

The Employee Stock Holdings details are displayed for the selected stock code and 

employee. 

6. Click Expand where available in the hierarchical display to review stock holding details for 

lower levels of the hierarchy. 

Different levels and details are available depending on which of the above actions are 

performed to open the stock holdings. 

If the Open Global Holdings option is selected, stock holdings at all levels by custodian and 

category are available. 

If the Show Zero Holdings option is selected, details for stock items that are not currently 

held are included. 

7. Review data as required. 

To review stock code holdings for a parent supply customer: 

1. Select Open » Open Parent Supply Customer. 

The Dialog Box - Open Parent Supply Customer displays.  

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

Supply Customer Account Identification 

3. To include details for items that are not currently held, select Show Zero Holdings. 

4. Click OK. 

The Parent Supply Customer Stock Holdings details, including aggregated holdings, display 

for the selected stock code and supply customer. 

5. Optionally, select a child supply customer account from the hierarchy to display the same 

details for the child supply customer. 

6. Click Expand where available in the hierarchical display to review stock holding details for 

lower levels of the hierarchy. 

Different levels and details are available depending on which of the above actions are 

performed to open the stock holdings. 

If the Open Global Holdings option is selected, stock holdings at all levels by custodian and 

category are available. 

If the Show Zero Holdings option is selected, details for stock items that are not currently 

held are included. 

7. Review data as required. 

To review all stock holdings for a supply customer: 

1. Select Open » Open Supply Customer. 

The Dialog Box - Open Supply Customer displays. 

2. Enter data in the following field: 

Supply Customer 
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3. To include details for items that are not currently held, select Show Zero Holdings. 

4. Click OK. 

The Supply Customer Stock Codes details display for the selected supply customer. 

5. Optionally, select a specific stock code from the hierarchy to review individual details. 

The Supply Customer Stock Details display. 

6. Click Expand where available in the hierarchical display to review stock holding details for 

lower levels of the hierarchy. 

Different levels and details are available depending on which of the above actions are 

performed to open the stock holdings. 

If the Open Global Holdings option is selected, stock holdings at all levels by custodian and 

category are available. 

If the Show Zero Holdings option is selected, details for stock items that are not currently 

held are included. 

7. Review data as required. 

To review an individual stock holding for a supply customer: 

1. Select Open » Open Supply Customer by Stock Code. 

The Dialog Box - Open Supply Customer by Stock Code displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

Supply Customer 

3. To include details for items that are not currently held, select Show Zero Holdings. 

4. Click OK. 

The Supply Customer Holdings details are displayed for the selected supply customer and 

stock code. 

5. Click Expand where available in the hierarchical display to review stock holding details for 

lower levels of the hierarchy. 

Different levels and details are available depending on which of the above actions are 

performed to open the stock holdings. 

If the Open Global Holdings option is selected, stock holdings at all levels by custodian and 

category are available. 

If the Show Zero Holdings option is selected, details for stock items that are not currently 

held are included. 

6. Review data as required. 
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Swap Serial or Equipment References 
Use this activity to swap serial or equipment references. The swapping of serial or equipment 

references may occur if serial or equipment references have been recorded against the incorrect 

custodian. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1HW - Create Swap Serial/Equipment References. 

The MSE1HW - Create Swap Serial/Equipment References screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following field: 

Stock Code 

To swap a serial or equipment reference by Equipment number: 

1. In the Source Custodian field group, enter the source equipment number/reference in the 

Equipment Number/Reference field. 

The source custodian details display. 

2. In the Target Custodian field group, enter the target equipment number/reference in the 

Equipment Number/Reference field. 

The target custodian details display. 

3. Click Submit. 

The MSE1HW - Review Swap Serial/Equipment References screen displays. 

All fields are now protected and the Submit button is disabled. 

4. Review data as required. 

To swap a serial or equipment reference by Serial number: 

1. In the Source Custodian field group, enter the source serial number in the Serial Number 

field. 

The source custodian details display. 

2. In the Target Custodian field group, enter the target serial number in the Serial Number 

field. 

The target custodian details display. 

3. Click Submit. 

The MSE1HW Review Swap Serial/Equipment References screen displays. 

All fields are now protected and the Submit button is disabled. 

4. Review data as required. 

To swap another serial or equipment reference: 

1. Click New. 

The MSE1HW Create Swap Serial/Equipment References screen displays. 

The Equipment Number/Reference and the Serial Number fields are enabled. 

The Submit button is enabled. 

2. Proceed as previously described. 
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Review Holdings Document 
Use this activity to review details of a document associated with a stock holding. An asset build 

or incorporation can also be reviewed. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1RD - Holdings Document. 

The MSE1RD - Search Holdings Document screen displays. 

2. Enter search criteria for one of the document or build types, and click Search. 

The MSE1RD - Review Holdings Document screen displays the associated document or build 

details. 

3. Review data as required. 
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Reviewing Stock Movements 
Stock movement activities are managed by tasks such as receipt tasks, pick tasks, discrepancy 

tasks or bin transfer tasks. The system maintains a record of all completed tasks. These records 

can be reviewed by custodian (district/warehouse, supply customer or employee). 

The system also automatically creates an audit history of each movement or adjustment of a 

stock code holding. 

For stock movements, a snapshot record of the holding details where stock is being moved 

from and a snapshot record of the holding details into which stock is being moved is provided. 

For an adjustment, it will provide a single record of the adjustment to the holding, recording the 

quantity of stock transferred or amended as part of the transaction, and the resulting stock on 

hand value. 

If a stock item is equipment or serial tracked, the history record contains a separate entry for 

each movement of the tracked item. 
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Review Stock Code Movement History Details 
Use this activity to review stock code movement history details. This is all movement recorded 

against a specified stock code. 

Note: This screen can also be accessed using the MSE1RN - Review Completed Task screen. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1RM - Stock Code Movement History. 

The MSE1RM - Search Stock Code Movement History screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

Enter any additional search criteria as required. 

3. Click Search. 

Movement history records matching the search criteria entered display in the search results 

grid. 

4. Double-click the required item. 

The MSE1RM - Stock Code Movement History detail screen displays. 

5. Review data as required. 
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Review Completed Tasks 
Use this activity to review details of completed tasks such as receipt tasks, pick tasks, 

discrepancy tasks or bin transfer tasks. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1RN - Completed Tasks. 

The MSE1RN - Search Completed Task screen displays. 

To search by District or Warehouse: 

1. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

2. Click Search. 

Completed tasks matching the search criteria entered display in the search results grid. 

3. Double-click the required item. 

The MSE1RN - Review Completed Task screen displays. 

4. Review data as required. 

To search by Supply Customer: 

1. Enter data in the following field: 

Supply Customer 

2. Click Search. 

Completed tasks matching the search criteria entered display in the search results grid. 

3. Double-click the required item. 

The MSE1RN - Review Completed Task screen displays. 

4. Review data as required. 

To search by Employee: 

1. Enter data in the following field: 

Employee 

2. Click Search. 

Completed tasks matching the search criteria entered display in the search results grid. 

3. Double-click the required item. 

The MSE1RN - Review Completed Task screen displays. 

4. Review data as required. 
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Inspecting Warehouse Stock 
Stock holdings may need to be inspected as the stock may be approaching its use by date, or 

because a future inspection date has been set on the holding. Stock that is due for inspection is 

identified by the Inspection Date Monitoring batch process, which automatically generates 

inspection tasks for stock items with an inspection scheduled or a use by date expiring within 

the nominated time period. 
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Review Inspection Tasks 
Use this activity to review inspection tasks awaiting action. Inspection tasks are created 

automatically by the system for expiring stock and any stock holdings that are due for a 

scheduled inspection. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TI - Inspection Tasks. 

The MSE1TI - Search Inspection Task screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Inspection tasks matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click on an inspection task to review the task details. 

The MSE1TI - Inspection Task detail screen displays the selected task details. 
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Assign an Inspection Task 
Use this activity to assign an inspection task to an employee for action.  

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TI - Inspection Tasks. 

The MSE1TI - Search Inspection Task screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Inspection tasks matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click on an inspection task to review the selected task details. 

Note: Select one or more inspection tasks to be assigned by ticking the check box next to 

each task. Multiple tasks can also be selected from the results grid by holding down the 

Shift key while highlighting tasks. 

The MSE1TI - Inspection Task detail screen displays the selected task details. 

4. Click Assign or Assign To. 

The Dialog Box - Assign displays. 

5. Enter data in the following field: 

Assigned To 

6. Click Submit. 

The task is assigned to the nominated employee. 
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Record Inspection Details 
Use this activity to record details of a stock holding inspection. As part of this activity, the 

inspector can record the inspection date, and optionally nominate a future inspection date 

against either a specific stock holding or all stock holdings for inspection. 

If the inspector does not enter a future inspection date, the system automatically calculates the 

next inspection date based on the Inspection Frequency held against the stock code in the 

Catalogue. 

A new use by date can also be nominated against stock that is flagged as Allow Relife in the 

Catalogue. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TI - Inspection Tasks. 

The MSE1TI - Search Inspection Task screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Inspection tasks matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click on an inspection task to review the selected task details. 

The MSE1TI - Inspection Task detail screen displays the selected task details. 

To update inspection details for all holdings for this stock item: 

1. Enter data in one or more of the following fields: 

Set Inspection Date for all holdings to 

Set Next Inspection Date for all holdings to 

Set Inspection By for all holdings to 

2. Click Submit. 

The inspection task is updated. 

To update inspection details for an individual stock holding: 

1. Enter data in one or more of the following fields against the appropriate stock holding in 

the Quantities list: 

Inspected 

Batch Lot 

Stock on Hand 

New Use By Date 

Inspected By 

Inspection Date 

Next Inspection Date 

2. Click Submit. 

The inspection details will be updated for the selected stock holding. 
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Close an Inspection Task 
Use this activity to close an inspection task without recording inspection details. A discrepancy 

task may be generated by this process. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TI - Inspection Tasks. 

The MSE1TI - Search Inspection Task screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Inspection tasks matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click on an inspection task to review the selected task details. 

Note: Select one or more inspection tasks to be closed by ticking the check box next to each 

task. Multiple tasks can also be selected from the results grid by holding down the Shift key 

while highlighting tasks. 

The MSE1TI - Inspection Task detail screen displays the selected task details. 

4. Click Close (Task). 

The Dialog Box - Close (Task) displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Closure Reason 

Closure Comment 

6. Click Submit. 

The inspection task is closed and removed. 

Depending on the closure reason, a discrepancy task may be created. The closure comment 

is included in the discrepancy task. 
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Record Inspection Observations for Further Action 
Use this activity to raise an observation against the stock item under inspection. This will raise a 

discrepancy task for further action. Inspection tasks for this stock item are not affected by the 

observation. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TI - Inspection Tasks. 

The MSE1TI - Search Inspection Task screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Inspection tasks matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click on an inspection task to review the selected task details. 

Note: Select one or more inspection tasks by ticking the check box next to each task. 

Multiple tasks can also be selected from the results grid by holding down the Shift key while 

highlighting tasks. 

The MSE1TI - Inspection Task Detail screen displays the selected task details. 

4. Click Observation. 

The Dialog Box - Observation displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Observation Reason 

Observation Comment 

Discrepancy Reason 

6. Click Submit. 

A discrepancy task will be created for this stock item. The observation comment will be 

included in the discrepancy task. 
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Managing Vendor Held Stock 
The Vendor Held Stock (VHS) business process caters for stock that is intended for a business 

user, but remains with and is stored by the supplier. The concept of a stockless warehouse is 

introduced, where no actual stock exists within the virtual warehouse. As such, the usual issue 

acquittance process is not followed because no stock holdings exist within the business user's 

environment. 

You can perform the following functions with the vendor held stock application: 

 Acknowledge the receipt of vendor held stock. 

 Cancel requests for vendor held stock. 

 Allow an immediate issue and automatic acknowledgement of vendor held stock. 

 Allow an immediate return and automatic acknowledgement of vendor held stock. 

For each resulting vendor held stock requisition item, you can: 

 Acknowledge an amount that was successfully received against the requisition. This 

may be the exact amount outstanding, or a lesser or greater amount than what is 

outstanding. 

 Enter a quantity acknowledged equal to or greater than the quantity outstanding to 

automatically complete the requisition. 

 Complete a partially acknowledged requisition. 

 Close the requisition for a zero amount (zero acquit). 

 Record an observation. 

 Review and maintain commentary using the MSM213A - Review/ Maintain Commentary 

screen. 

 Display any delivery instructions. 

 Run a pick slip reprint against a range of items for the requisition. 

The following screens are used to manage vendor held stock: 

 MSE1VA - VHS Acknowledgement - Acknowledge, manage and review vendor held stock. 

 MSE1VI - VHS Immediate Issue - Update and automatically acknowledge the immediate 

issue of vendor held stock. 

 MSE1VR - VHS Immediate Return- Update and automatically acknowledge the immediate 

return of vendor held stock. 

The following diagrams represent the business processes for Vendor Held Stock: 

 VHS Warehouse Setup 

 VHS Immediate Issues 

 VHS Immediate Returns 

Business Rules 

The following business rules govern this process: 

 The business process for vendor held stock has been developed as a separate process from 

the issue acquittance and pick task concept. 

 The usual issue acquittance process is not followed because no stock holdings exist. 

 A pick task is not created when creating requisitions for a stockless warehouse. 

 A stockless warehouse has a value of Y in the Vendor Held Stock Warehouse field on the 

General tab of the MSM00GA - Modify Warehouse Control Information screen. 
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 When stock exists in the system for a warehouse, the stocked warehouse cannot be 

changed to a stockless warehouse. In this situation, the VHS Warehouse flag cannot be 

changed to Y. 

 An error displays if no purchasing information is found for the selected VHS warehouse and 

supplier during the creation of a VHS requisition. 

 Displayed requisition items only relate to stockless warehouses. 

 All specified stock codes must exist on the Catalogue and be active. 

 For each entered stock code, a requisition item is created and acknowledgement processing 

is completed. 

 When a waybill (new or existing) is selected, it must be a manual waybill with an associated 

Waybill Receipt Indicator of M. 

 The quantity to acknowledge must be specified and greater than zero. 

 A requisition is automatically completed if the acknowledged quantity equals or exceeds the 

quantity that is outstanding. 

 A requisition can be completed if there remains an outstanding quantity. In this case, an 

inability reason code must be entered and if a discrepancy task is required, it is created. 

 If the item is an asset, it will be capitalised on acknowledgement and the appropriate 

accounting entries are generated. 

 Stock usages are updated on acknowledgement. 

 Pick slips are not produced for vendor held stock. 

Configuration 

The majority of VHS set up and configuration remains the same, with the following exceptions: 

 When stock exists in a warehouse, the VHS Warehouse Flag is set to ensure that a stocked 

warehouse cannot be changed to a stockless warehouse. 

 A warehouse is flagged as a stockless warehouse against the Warehouse Control details. 

 Creating requisitions for a stockless warehouse does not require a pick rask, however, 

picking slips are still produced. 

 VHS requisitions are acknowledged by the MSE1VA - VHS Acknowledgement application, 

except for immediate issues and immediate returns, which automatically acknowledge the 

requisition during the immediate issue or return process. 

Vendor Held stock (VHS) Search Rules 

The application uses the following search rules in the specified order for each condition: 

If the VHS warehouse does not have a supplier or price code 

 Check if the stock code has a preferred supplier. If no preferred supplier information is 

found, an error message is displays. 

 If a preferred supplier is found, search for the stock code/ supplier information at the 

district level. 

 If it is not found at the district level, search for the stock code/ supplier information at a 

global level (district code is blank). 

 If it is not found at the global level, an error message displays. 

If the VHS warehouse has a price code, but no supplier 

 Check if the stock code has a preferred supplier. If no preferred supplier information is 

found, an error message displays. 

 If a preferred supplier is found, search for stock code/ supplier/ price code information in 

the current district. 

 If it is not found at the district level, search for stock code/ supplier/ price code information 

at a global level (district code is blank). 
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 If it is not found at the global level, an error message displays. 

If the VHS warehouse has a supplier, but no price code 

 If stock code/ supplier/ price code information is found at the district level, choose this 

record regardless of whether it is a preferred supplier. 

 If it is not found at the district level, search for stock code/ supplier/ price code information 

at a global level (district code is blank). 

 If it is not found at the global level, search for the stock preferred supplier. If the stock 

preferred supplier is the same as the warehouse supplier, use the preferred supplier 

information. 

 If the stock preferred supplier is not found, search for the first stock code/ supplier/ price 

code record at the district level. 

 If it is not found at the district level, search for the first stock code/ supplier/ price code 

record at the global level. 

 If it is not found at the global level, an error message displays. 

If the VHS warehouse has a supplier and a price code 

 If stock code/ supplier/ price code information is found at the district level, choose this 

record regardless of whether it is a preferred supplier. 

 If it is not found at the district level, search for stock code/ supplier/ price code information 

at a global level (district code is blank). 

 If it is not found at the global level, search for the stock preferred supplier. If the stock 

preferred supplier is the same as the warehouse supplier, use the preferred supplier 

information (regardless of whether the price code is different from the warehouse price). 

 If the stock preferred supplier is not found, an error message displays. 
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Vendor Held Stock Warehouse Setup - Diagram 
The diagram below represents the vendor held stock warehouse setup: 
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Vendor Held Stock Immediate Issues - Diagram 
The diagram below represents the process for vendor held stock (VHS) immediate issues: 
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Vendor Held Stock Immediate Returns - Diagram 
The diagram below represents the process for vendor held stock (VHS) immediate returns: 
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Acknowledge VHS Requisitions 
Use this activity to acknowledge vendor held stock (VHS) requisitions. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1VA - VHS Acknowledgement. 

The MSE1VA - Search VHS Acknowledgement screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following field: 

District 

3. Enter data in one of the following fields: 

Supplier 

Issue Requisition Number 

4. Click Search. 

The issue requisition details display in the grid. 

To Acknowledge VHS Requisitions from the Search Screen: 

Note: You may need to click on the Search screen tab to return to the Search screen. 

1. Click the check box next to the required requisition in the grid. 

2. Enter an amount in the Quantity Acknowledged column. 

Note: The Quantity Acknowledged may be equal to, less than or greater than the Quantity 

Outstanding. 

3. Click Acknowledge. 

The Dialog Box - Acknowledge displays. 

4. Select an Acknowledge Type from the list. 

Depending on the Acknowledge Type selected, some fields are disabled. 

5. Enter data in the available fields. 

Note: If the Complete Requisition check box is not ticked, the Inability Reason field is 

disabled. 

6. Select an Inability Reason from the list, if required. 

7. Click OK. 

The issue requisition details are updated. 

To Acknowledge VHS Requisitions from the Detail Screen: 

1. Double-click the issue requisition required. 

The MSE1VA - VHS Acknowledgement detail screen displays. 

The details of the issue requisition display. 

2. In the Quantities tab, enter data in the following field: 

Quantity Acknowledged 

Note: The Quantity Acknowledged may be equal to, less than or greater than the Quantity 

Outstanding. 

3. Click Submit. 

The Dialog Box - Submit displays. 

4. Select an Acknowledge Type from the list. 

Depending on the Acknowledge Type selected, some fields are disabled. 
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5. Enter data in the available fields. 

Note: If the Complete Requisition check box is not ticked, the Inability Reason field is 

disabled. 

6. Select an Inability Reason from the list, if required. 

7. Click OK. 

The issue requisition details are updated. 
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Maintain Vendor Held Stock 
Use this activity to maintain vendor held stock (VHS). 

Note: Click Next on the MSE1VA - VHS Acknowledgement detail screen to display the next record 

from the Search screen. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1VA - VHS Acknowledgement. 

The MSE1VA - Search VHS Acknowledgement screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following field: 

District 

3. Enter data in one of the following fields: 

Supplier 

Issue Requisition Number 

4. Click Search. 

The issue requisition details display in the grid. 

5. Double-click the issue requisition required. 

The MSE1VA - VHS Acknowledgement detail screen displays. 

The details of the issue requisition display. 

To Acknowledge a Quantity: 

1. In the Quantities tab, enter data in the following field: 

Quantity Acknowledged 

Note: The Quantity Acknowledged may be equal to, less than or greater than the Quantity 

Outstanding. 

2. Click Submit. 

The Dialog Box - Submit displays. 

3. Select an Acknowledge Type from the list. 

Depending on the Acknowledge Type selected, some fields are disabled. 

4. Enter data in the available fields. 

Note: If the Complete Requisition check box is not ticked, the Inability Reason field is 

disabled. 

5. Select an Inability Reason from the list, if required. 

6. Click OK. 

The issue requisition details are updated. 

To Close the Requisition: 

1. Click Close. 

The Dialog Box - Close displays. 

2. Select an Inability Reason from the list. 

3. Click OK. 

The item is zero acquitted and completed. 

To Record an Observation on the Requisition: 

1. Click Observation. 
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The Dialog Box - Observation displays. 

2. Select an Observation Reason from the list. 

3. Record your observation in the Comment field. 

4. Click OK. 

The issue requisition details are updated. 

To Reprint a Pick Slip: 

1. Click Pick Slip Reprint. 

The Dialog Box - Pick Slip Reprint displays. 

2. Select the Printer Name from the list. 

3. Enter the No. of Copies for Reports. 

4. Click OK. 

The issue requisition details are updated. 
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Review Vendor Held Stock 
Use this activity to review vendor held stock (VHS). 

Note: Click Next on the MSE1VA - VHS Acknowledgement detail screen to display the next record 

from the Search screen. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1VA - VHS Acknowledgement. 

The MSE1VA - Search VHS Acknowledgement screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following field: 

District 

3. Enter data in one of the following fields: 

Supplier 

Issue Requisition Number 

4. Click Search. 

The issue requisition details display in the grid. 

5. Double-click the issue requisition required. 

The MSE1VA - VHS Acknowledgement detail screen displays. 

The details of the issue requisition display. 

To Review the Issue Details for the Selected Requisition: 

1. Click the General tab. 

The Supplier, Issued From and Issued To details display. 

To Review the Picking/Delivery Instructions: 

1. Click the Picking/Delivery Instructions tab. 

The Delivery Instructions A and B details display. 

Note: If any picking or delivery instructions exist for this requisition, they display. 

The instructions are entered when the requisition is created using the MSM140A - Maintain 

Warehouse Requisition program. 

To Review the Commentary from the Search screen: 

1. Click the Display Action Menu button next to the required requisition. 

2. Click View Commentary. 

The MSM213A - Review/Maintain Commentary screen displays. 

3. Review data as required. 

4. Click Close. 

To Review the Commentary from the Detail screen: 

1. Click View Commentary. 

The MSM213A - Review/Maintain Commentary screen displays. 

2. Review data as required. 

3. Click Close. 
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Perform a Vendor Held Stock Immediate Issue 
Use this activity to perform an immediate issue of vendor held stock (VHS) items. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1VI - VHS Immediate Issue. 

The MSE1VI - Search Immediate Issue screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

District 

Warehouse 

Supply Customer or Employee 

3. Click Search. 

The MSE1VI - VHS Immediate Issue detail screen displays. 

4. Enter data in the following fields: 

Transaction Type 

Issue Requisition (if required) 

Authorised By 

Note: The Processed By field displays the user details, and the Processed Date displays 

today's date. 

District 

Cost Code 

Project Number (if required) 

Work Order (if required) 

Equipment Reference (if required) 

Percentage (if required) 

5. Click Add New Row to create a new Stock item row in the grid. 

6. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

Quantity 

7. Click Submit. 

The Dialog Box - Submit displays. 

8. Enter data in the following field: 

Acknowledge Type 

9. Enter data in the following additional fields, depending on the type of issue: 

a. If issuing to an existing waybill: 

Waybill Number 

b. If issuing to a new waybill: 

Waybill Number 

Current Location 

Number of Units 

c. If issuing to goods holding: 
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District 

Warehouse 

Bin Location 

10. Click OK. 

A requisition for the immediate issue of each stock code is created and an 

acknowledgement is completed. 
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Perform a Vendor Held Stock Immediate Return 
Use this activity to perform an immediate return of Vendor Held Stock (VHS) items. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1VR - VHS Immediate Return. 

The MSE1VR - Search Immediate Return screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Supply Customer or Employee 

District 

Warehouse 

3. Click Search. 

The MSE1VR - VHS Immediate Return detail screen displays. 

4. Enter data in the following fields: 

Transaction Type 

Issue Requisition 

Authorised By 

Note: The Processed By field displays the user details, and the Processed Date displays 

today's date. 

District 

Cost Code 

Project Number (if required) 

Work Order (if required) 

Equipment Reference (if required) 

Percentage (if required) 

5. Click Add New Row to create a new sock item row in the grid. 

6. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

Quantity Acknowledged 

7. Click Submit. 

A requisition for the immediate return of each Stock Code is created and an 

acknowledgement is completed. 
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Maintaining Discrepancy Tasks 
The Discrepancy Task process allows for the automatic and manual identification of situations 

where follow up or corrective action is required on stock items or other process tasks. 

You can correct holdings information and optionally raise discrepancy reports. 

Through the Observation screens, you can optionally record observations by assigning a reason 

type and text details. 

The following observations can be included: 

 Materials damaged 

 Materials show signs of deterioration 

 Materials have been placed in incorrect location 

Note: A discrepant type discrepancy task can only be created from the closure of a warehouse 

task - for example a pick task where a closure reason code with the correct associated values is 

used. 
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Assign a Discrepancy Task 
Use this activity to assign a discrepancy task to an employee. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TD - Discrepancy Tasks. 

The MSE1TD - Search Discrepancy Task screen displays. 

To assign a discrepancy task from the Search screen: 

1. Enter the relevant search criteria. 

2. Click Search. 

Discrepancy tasks matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Select the relevant check box. 

Note: When you select a task check box, the Assign button is enabled. 

The Dialog Box - Assign displays. 

4. Enter data in the following field: 

Assigned To 

5. Click OK. 

The employee ID displays in the Assigned To field in the MSE1TD - Search Discrepancy Task 

screen results grid. 

To assign a discrepancy task from the Detail screen: 

1. Enter the relevant search criteria. 

2. Click Search. 

Discrepancy tasks matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Select the required task. 

The MSE1TD - Discrepancy Task detail screen displays. 

4. Click Assign. 

The Dialog Box - Assign displays. 

5. Enter data in the following field: 

Assigned To 

6. Click OK. 

The discrepancy task is assigned to the employee. 
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Action a Discrepancy Task 
Use this activity to indicate what action is required to resolve the discrepancy. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TD - Discrepancy Tasks. 

The MSE1TD - Search Discrepancy Task screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria. 

3. Click Search. 

Discrepancy tasks matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

4. Select the required task. 

The MSE1TD - Discrepancy Task detail screen displays and the Log Tab defaults. 

5. Enter or select a required action in the Action Required field. 

6. Click Submit. 

The action is logged in MSE042 - Notification Messages. 
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Resolve a Discrepancy Task 
Use this activity to resolve a discrepancy task. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TD - Discrepancy Tasks. 

The MSE1TD - Search Discrepancy Task screen displays. 

To resolve a discrepancy task from the Search screen: 

1. Enter the relevant search criteria. 

2. Click Search. 

Discrepancy tasks matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Select the relevant check box. 

Note: When you select a task check box, the Resolution button is enabled. 

The Dialog Box - Resolution displays. 

4. Enter data in the following field: 

Discrepancy Resolution Code 

5. Click OK. 

The task is updated and removed from the MSE1TD - Search Discrepancy Task screen results 

grid. 

To resolve a discrepancy task from the Detail screen: 

1. Enter the relevant search criteria. 

2. Click Search. 

Discrepancy tasks matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Select the required task. 

The MSE1TD - Discrepancy Task detail screen displays. 

4. Click Resolution. 

The Dialog Box - Resolution displays. 

5. Enter data in the following field: 

Discrepancy Resolution Code 

6. Click OK. 

The task is updated and removed from the MSE1TD - Search Discrepancy Task 

screen results grid. 
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Resolve a Discrepant Quantity 
Use this activity to resolve a discrepant quantity. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TD - Discrepancy Tasks. 

The MSE1TD - Search Discrepancy Task screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria. 

3. Select Discrepant Type Issue in Excess of Stock on Hand. 

4. Click Search. 

Issue in excess of stock on hand discrepancy tasks matching the search criteria display in 

the results grid. 

5. Select the required task. 

The MSE1TD - Update Discrepancy Task screen displays. 

6. Click Discrepant Quantity. 

Note: The Discrepant Quantity button displays only for Issue in Excess of Stock on Hand 

type tasks. 

The MSE1TX - Update Discrepant Quantity screen displays. 

Details on the discrepant stock code display. 

Holding details display in the grid. 

7. Enter a quantity in the Resolve grid field against one or more holdings as required. 

Note: Resolve must be a positive quantity greater than zero, and less than the stock on hand 

for the holding. 

8. Click Submit. 

9. The Stock on Hand for each holding is reduced by the quantity in the holding's Resolve field. 

Any holding which has become zero is removed from the grid. 

The Discrepant Quantity is reduced by the total of the quantities in the Resolve fields. 

Movement History is created, as the selected owned holdings have been reduced in 

quantity. 

Financial transactions related to resolving the discrepancy are created. 
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Update a Discrepant Quantity 
Use this activity to update a discrepant quantity. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TD - Discrepancy Tasks. 

The MSE1TD - Search Discrepancy Task screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria. 

3. Select Discrepant Type Issue in Excess of Stock on Hand. 

4. Click Search. 

Issue in excess of stock on hand discrepancy tasks matching the search criteria display in 

the results grid. 

5. Select the required task. 

The MSE1TD - Update Discrepancy Task screen displays. 

6. Click Discrepant Quantity. 

Note: The Discrepant Quantity button displays only for Issue in Excess of Stock on Hand 

type tasks. 

The MSE1TX - Update Discrepant Quantity screen displays. 

Details on the discrepant stock code display. 

7. Holding details display in the grid. 

8. Click Finalise Discrepancy. 

The Dialog Box - Finalise Discrepancy displays. 

9. Select the Discrepancy Resolution Code. 

10. Select Finalise As Owned Stock or Consignment Stock. 

11. Click OK. 

Note: When finalising a discrepancy, a warning dialog box displays if there are outstanding 

Dues In or Waiting Receipt tasks. Click Confirm to continue. 

Financial transactions related to finalising the discrepancy are created. 

The discrepancy is finalised and all fields are disabled. 
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Create a Discrepancy Report - MSE1TD 
Use this activity to create a discrepancy report. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TD - Discrepancy Tasks. 

The MSE1TD - Search Discrepancy Task screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria. 

3. Click Search. 

Discrepancy tasks matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

4. Select the required task. 

The MSE1TD - Discrepancy Task detail screen displays. 

5. Click Discrepancy Report. 

The MSM245A - Create Discrepancy Report screen displays. 

6. Enter data in one of the following fields: 

Purchase Order 

Item (Purchase Order) 

Stock Code 

Part Number 

Waybill 

FMS Requisition Number 

7. Click Submit. 

The MSM245B - Discrepancy Report Details screen displays. 

8. Enter data in the following fields: 

Raised By 

Raised Date 

9. Enter data in the following fields on the General tab: 

Supplier Contacted 

Medium 

Discrepancy Qty 

UOM 

10. Enter data in the following fields on the Discrepancy tab: 

Discrepancy 

Discrepancy Ty 

The Discrepancy and Discrepancy Ty fields are optional, however, you can specify the type 

of discrepancy in these fields. 

11. Click Submit. 

The MSM245A - Discrepancy Report Maintenance screen displays. 

12. Enter option Create Discrepancy Report. 

13. Enter data in the following fields: 

Discrepancy Report  
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Discrepancy Report Item (enter the new item number) 

Purchase Order (enter the purchase order number used for the first discrepancy report item 

and the purchase order item number against which you are raising this discrepancy report 

item). 

14. Enter data in the following key fields if the previous item on the discrepancy report was 

raised against a stock code, part number or waybill receipt rather than a purchase order: 

Stock Code 

Part Number 

Waybill 

To Create New Items 

Complete the following steps to create another new item as required: 

1. Click Search. 

Discrepancy tasks matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

2. Select the required task. 

The MSE1TD - Discrepancy Task detail screen displays. 

3. Click Discrepancy Report. 

4. The MSM245A - Create Discrepancy Report screen displays. 
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Review Discrepancy Task Details 
Use this activity to review discrepancy task details, this includes the date and time the 

discrepancy was created, who created the discrepancy task and comments relating to the 

observation. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1TD - Discrepancy Tasks. 

The MSE1TD - Search Discrepancy Task screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria. 

3. Click Search. 

Discrepancy tasks matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

4. Select the required task. 

The MSE1TD - Discrepancy Task detail screen displays. 

5. Review data as required. 
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Planning Stocktakes 
A stocktake programme is a planning tool you can use to pre-define the attributes against 

which stocktakes can be scheduled. A stocktake programme is used for cyclic and spotcheck 

stocktakes. You can monitor the progress of actual stocktakes against the plan. 

Ellipse EAM provides a what-if capability, known as Feasibility, in which you can enter the 

parameters of the stocktake to determine if it is viable in terms of numbers items to be 

counted, cycle periods and ongoing work requirements. 

Stock codes can be classified for stocktaking purposes. The stocktaking process uses 

classifications that already exist. When establishing a stocktaking programme, Ellipse EAM 

allows up to 10 different stocktake classes or groupings of classes to be linked to cycles 

(periods in weeks) for counting. An eleventh class, called the Catch All Frequency, provides a 

default grouping for those items that do not meet the criteria of the other 10 classes. 

Stocktaking classes can be based on the following criteria, alone or in combination: 

 Stock class and stock type combination 

 ABCD/XYZ classification combination 

 Stock sections 

 Stocktake category 

 Frequency 

For example, it is possible to create a cyclic count which schedules the stocktaking of high 

turnover, low value, attractive items, such as dry cell batteries, on a four-weekly cycle, because 

such items are prone to theft. The frequency enables more or less counting of stock codes over 

others. 

A spotcheck programme is a subset of a cyclic programme where a spotcheck rule is defined. 

This rule is defined in the table file STSC - Spotcheck Rules. A spotcheck is a random selection of 

stock codes within the selected parameters of the stocktake programme and can be used for 

auditing purposes as a recount of an active programme. 

The following applications are involved in configuring a stocktake programme: 

 MSE1S1 - Stocktake Calendars 

 MSE1S2 - Stocktake Groups 

 MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme 

 MSE1S6 - Stocktake Programme Groups 

 MSE1S7 - Programme Group Entity 

Note: Stocktake by location type is only available for a warehouse. 

Stocktake Calendars 

Use the stocktake calendar application to calculate available days for stocktaking. 

Calendars created are used in planning and scheduling stocktake programmes. 

Ellipse EAM presents a monthly calendar from which dates can be set as unavailable, allowing 

for a stocktake to calculate days as available when dates are entered for that stocktake period. 

The calendar records unavailable dates in day units. 

The system also enables the option to default weekends as unavailable starting from the 

current date through to the nominated date. 

Stocktake Groups 

The stocktake group is an entity that defines a list or grouping of warehouses and/or supply 

customer accounts (SCA) and employees. 
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A stocktake group can comprise one or a multiple of stock accounting entities (warehouse, SCA 

and employee). These stocktake group entities can be selected and grouped for a programme. 

The stocktake group allows the management, planning and reporting of stocktakes. Reporting 

parents are configured in the table file STRP - Stocktake Reporting Parents. 

Stocktake Programmes 

The stocktake programme application identifies how many count tasks, stock codes or 

locations for each stocktake class and programme entity group are to be counted in each 

stocktaking period based on the programme attributes. 

A count task is a stock code/holdings or bin/stock code combination depending on the type of 

count, either stocktake by stock code or stocktake by location respectively. 

This process can be run in either feasibility mode or update mode. 

Stocktake Programme Groups 

Stocktake managers have the ability to group entities into programme groups. Programme 

groups are physical locations to count in a stocktaking programme. Stocktake programme 

groups are like entities, such as warehouses, SCAs or employees that are grouped together. 

Programme Group Entity 

Entities within a stocktake programme group can be defined as either included or excluded for 

a specified stocktake programme. For example, in a warehouse, you can specify the bins or grid 

ranges to include or exclude. 

Entities can be added or deleted from programme groups prior to the programme status being 

set to active. The Include/Exclude flag defaults to Include when entities are added to the 

programme group. 

Once a programme is active, configured programme group entities may be excluded from 

future scheduling by setting the Include/exclude flag for the holdings entity in the programme 

group. The holdings entity can be included again by setting the same flag. 

Once this process is complete, return to MSE1S5 to complete the stocktake programme 

process. 

Diagram 

The Stocktake Planning Process diagram is part of the Stocktaking process. 

Business Rules 

The following business rules govern this process: 

Stocktake Calendars 

 A calendar must be created to plan and schedule stocktake groups and programmes. 

 Deletion of a calendar will only be allowed where the calendar is not used by any stocktake 

groups or programmes. 

Stocktake Groups 

 A stocktake group must be created to allow for the creation of a stocktake programme. 

 Either a stocktake manager or stocktake team can be entered, but not both. 

 A stocktake group cannot be deleted where a stocktake programme exists for a stocktake 

group. 

Stocktake Programmes 

 A programme may only support a single count type by stock code or location. 
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 Where the type of count is by location, the stocktake class parameters will not be required 

nor will frequency be required. 

 Warehouses, SCAs and employees cannot exist in the same programme group. 

 SCA and employee stocktakes must have the stocktake type of Stocktake by Stock code. 

 Warehouse stocktakes are to be programmed by either stock code or location. 

 A programme can be up to 36 months and a maximum of 80 periods. 

 Stocktake frequency must be defined in weeks. 

 Schedule period length must be defined in weeks. 

 On resumption of a suspended stocktake programme, it is recommended that 

reprogramming is done. 

 A stocktake cannot be scheduled against an unauthorised stocktake programme. 

 Authorisation is done by the stocktake programme authoriser nominated for the 

programme. 

 Count frequency is defined in weeks and represents the number of working days for the 

count frequency. Five working days represents a week. 

 Programmed stocktakes only consider owned and consigned stock holdings. Holdings fixed 

status is uncommitted and disposal-sentence. 

 If the SSAV Processing Required flag in MSM00BG - District Stocktake Control is set to N, it 

will be overwritten if the stock class is set to Y for SSAV in the associated values in both the 

CL - Stock Classification and ST- Stock Type table files. 

Stocktake Programme Groups 

 Like entities, such as SCAs, warehouses, or employees can only be grouped together. For 

example: Each SCA is counted separately. Warehouse 1 could be counted separately and 

warehouses 2, 3 and 4 could be counted together. 

 Programme groups must be added or deleted prior to the programme status being set to 

active. 

 Entities must only be included in one programme group per programme. 
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Stocktake Planning Process Diagram 
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Create a Stocktake Calendar 
Use this activity to create a stocktake calendar with designated weekly and other non work days 

over a selected date range.  

The calendar can be set for dates: 

 From the past to the future 

 From the present to the future, and 

 From a future date to a future date. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S1 - Stocktake Calendar. 

The MSE1S1 - Search Stocktake Calendar screen displays. 

2. Click New. 

The MSE1S1 - Stocktake Calendar detail screen displays. 

3. Enter data in the following field: 

Calendar Code 

4. Click Submit. 

5. To nominate specific days of a week as non work days, click Select Non Work Days. 

The Select Non Work Days dialog box displays. 

Enter data in the following field: 

Date From 

Date To 

6. Select the check boxes of the days of the week to be set as non work days for the dates 

between Date From and Date To. 

7. Click OK. 

The selected dates display in the rows of the Non Work Date grid. 

8. To enter non-repetitive non work dates (such as public holidays) directly into the calendar, 

click Add New Row in the Non Work Date grid. 

A new row displays in the grid. 

9. Click the Calendar and select the non work date as required. 

The non work date selected displays in the grid. 

10. Click Submit. 

The calendar is saved and the First Non Work Date and Last Non Work Date fields populate 

with the first and last non work dates in the calendar respectively. 
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Create a Stocktake Group 
Use this activity to create a stocktake group. A stocktake group comprises one or multiple stock 

accounting entities such as warehouses, SCAs or employees. You can establish reporting 

structures by defining up to two reporting parents. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S2 - Stocktake Groups. 

The MSE1S2 - Search Stocktake Groups screen displays. 

2. Click New. 

The MSE1S2 - Stocktake Group detail screen displays. 

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

District Code 

Calendar Code 

Stocktake Group Description 

Stocktake Manager or Stocktake Team 

4. Click Submit. 

The details are saved. 

To enter a Warehouse entity: 

1. Click Add New Row in the Warehouse Entities tab grid. 

A new row displays. 

2. Enter data in the following field: 

Warehouse 

The Warehouse Description populates once a warehouse is entered. 

3. Click Submit. 

The details are saved. 

To enter an SCA entity: 

1. Select the SCA Entities tab. 

2. Click Add New Row in the SCA Entities tab grid. 

A new row displays. 

3. Enter data in the following field: 

SCA 

4. Click Submit. 

The details are saved. 

To enter an Employee: 

1. Select the Employee Entities tab. 

2. Click Add New Row in the Employee Entities tab grid. 

A new row displays. 

3. Enter data in the following field: 

Employee 

The employee name populates once the employee ID is submitted. 

4. Click Submit. 
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The details are saved. 
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Create a Stocktake Programme for a Stocktake by 

Stock Code 
Use this activity to create a stocktake programme for a stocktake based on the stock code. By 

defining stocktake class parameters, only stock codes that qualify for selection are counted. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

The MSE1S5 - Search Stocktake Programme screen displays. 

2. Click New. 

The MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme detail screen displays. 

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

District Code 

Stocktake group 

Programme Description 

Stocktake Manager or Stocktake Team 

Programme Auth 

Adjustment Auth 

Stocktake Type – Stocktake Stock Code 

Programme Start Date 

Programme End Date 

Period Duration 

4. Click Submit. 

The stocktake programme is created and the system generates a unique programme 

number. This number is required for the subsequent stages of the stocktake setup. 

5. Select the Parameters tab. 

6. Select the stocktake parameters required. 

7. For each Class Seq No with parameters defined, enter data in the following field: 

Stocktake Frequency 

Note: Where no classes are defined in the parameters, all items default to the Catch All 

Frequency. 

8. Enter data in the following fields: 

Catch All Frequency 

Max. Quantity per Sheet Feasibility 

Max. Counts per Sheet Feasibility 

9. Click Submit. 

The parameters for the stocktake programme are saved. 

10. Create Stocktake Programme Groups if required or Run Stocktake Programme in 
Feasibility mode. 
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Create a Stocktake Programme for a Stocktake by 

Location 
Use this activity to create a stocktake programme for a stocktake by location. This activity only 

applies to warehouse entities. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

The MSE1S5 - Search Stocktake Programme screen displays. 

2. Click New. 

The MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme detail screen displays. 

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

District Code 

Stocktake group 

Programme Description 

Stocktake Manager or Stocktake Team 

Programme Auth 

Adjustment Auth  

Stocktake Type - select Stocktake Location 

Programme Start Date 

Programme End Date 

Period Duration 

4. Click Submit. 

The stocktake programme is created and the system generates a unique programme 

number. This number is required for the subsequent stages of the stocktake setup. 

5. Select the Parameters tab. 

6. Enter data in the following fields: 

Catch All Frequency 

Max. Quantity per Sheet Feasibility 

Max. Counts per Sheet Feasibility 

7. Click Submit. 

The parameters for the stocktake programme are saved. 

8. Create Stocktake Programme Groups if required or Run Stocktake Programme in 
Feasibility mode. 
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Create Stocktake Programme Group 
Use this activity to create a stocktake programme group. Stocktake programme groups can be 

created for warehouses, SCAs or employees, however only one can be created at a time. 

Note: The entity you select becomes the only tab visible when you click Submit on MSE1S6. For 

example, if SCA is selected, when you click Submit the Warehouse and Employee tabs 

disappear. Stocktake by location type is only available for a warehouse. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S6 - Stocktake Programme Group. 

The MSE1S6 - Search Stocktake Programme Group screen displays. 

2. Click New. 

The MSE1S6 - Stocktake Programme Group detail screen displays. 

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

District Code 

Programme 

4. Click Submit. 

The Catch all Frequency and Group Parameters Stocktake Classes are inherited from the 

stocktake programme. 

To add Warehouses to a Stocktake Programme Group: 

1. Click Add New Row on the Warehouse Entities tab. 

The Dialog Box - Add or Remove Rows displays. 

2. Make a selection. 

3. Click OK. 

4. Click Expand where available in the hierarchical display to review stock holding details for 

lower levels of the hierarchy. 

Different levels and details are available depending on which of the above actions are 

performed to open the stock holdings. 

If the Open Global Holdings option is selected, stock holdings at all levels by custodian and 

category are available. 

If the Show Zero Holdings option is selected, details for stock items that are not currently 

held are included. 

5. Review data as required. 

To add SCAs to a Stocktake Programme Group: 

1. Click the SCA tab. 

2. Click Add New Row on the SCA Entities tab. 

The Dialog Box - Add or Remove Rows displays. 

3. Make a selection. 

4. Click OK. 

5. Click Expand where available in the hierarchical display to review stock holding details for 

lower levels of the hierarchy. 

Different levels and details are available depending on which of the above actions are 

performed to open the stock holdings. 

If the Open Global Holdings option is selected, stock holdings at all levels by custodian and 

category are available. 
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If the Show Zero Holdings option is selected, details for stock items that are not currently 

held are included. 

6. Review data as required. 

To add Employees to a Stocktake Programme Group: 

1. Click the Employee tab. 

2. Click Add New Row on the Employee Entities tab. 

The Dialog Box - Add or Remove Rows displays. 

3. Make a selection. 

4. Click OK. 

5. Click Expand where available in the hierarchical display to review stock holding details for 

lower levels of the hierarchy. 

Different levels and details are available depending on which of the above actions are 

performed to open the stock holdings. 

If the Open Global Holdings option is selected, stock holdings at all levels by custodian and 

category are available. 

If the Show Zero Holdings option is selected, details for stock items that are not currently 

held are included. 

6. Review data as required.  
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Exclude or Include Programme Group Entities 
Use this activity to define which entities within a stocktake programme group are to be 

included or excluded for a stocktake programme. By default, all entities are included, however, 

you can include specific bins and grid ranges for warehouse entities. When an entity is excluded, 

stock codes within the entity are not processed for the stocktake programme. The stocktake 

programme can be in feasible or active status when an entity is excluded. 

Note: You can also access the detail screen for MSE1S7 - Programme Group Entity from MSE1S6 

- Programme Groups. Double-click the line item for the entity in the detail screen of MSE1S6 to 

skip steps 1 to 3. Stocktake by location type is only available for a warehouse. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S7 - Programme Group Entity. 

The MSE1S7 - Search Programme Group Entity screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

District Code 

Programme 

Programme Group 

3. Click Submit. 

A list of programmes display in the results grid. Double-click the required line item. 

The MSE1S7 - Programme Group Entity detail screen displays. 

To exclude the entity: 

1. Select Exclude Entity 

2. Click Submit. 

The programme group entity is saved. 

To include or exclude a bin range for a warehouse entity: 

1. Enter data in the following fields: 

Include or Exclude Specified Bins 

2. Click Add New Row ion the Bin Range tab. 

The Dialog Box - Add or Remove Rows displays. 

3. Make a selection. 

4. Click OK. 

5. Click Submit. 

The programme group entity is saved. 

To include or exclude a grid range for a warehouse entity: 

1. Enter data in the following fields: 

Include or Exclude Specified Grids 

2. Click Add New Row on the Grid Range tab. 

The Dialog Box - Add or Remove Rows displays. 

3. Make a selection. 

4. Click OK. 

5. Click Submit. 

The programme group entity is saved. 
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Run a Stocktake Programme in Feasibility 
Use this activity to schedule a spotcheck programme. This activity creates a unique stocktake 

record for the nominated programme period for the programme group. It involves running the 

schedule in Update mode. There is also the option to modify the stock class parameters 

inherited from the stocktake programme. 

Note: Prior to running this transaction, an authorised and active stocktake programme and all 

its related entities must be created using MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

The MSE1S5 - Search Stocktake Programme screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required item.. 

The MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme detail screen displays. 

4. Click Run. 

The Dialog Box - Run displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Req Feas Update Ind - select Feasibility 

Print Programme Report – Y 

Note: The only way to review the outcomes of running the programme in feasibility is to 

print and review the programme report. The control report provides only a very high level 

summary result. 

Medium 

6. Click OK. 

MSB1SP - Stocktake Programme Control Report and MSR1S5 - Programme Report run 

successfully. 

Note: The time to complete this batch job depends on the stock codes that are processed, 

which is determined by the parameters entered for the programme. 

7. Once the batch has completed, click Refresh. 

On the Status tab, the stocktake programme status adjusts to Programme Feasibility and 

the Auth Status updates to U (Unauthorised). 

8. Run the Stocktake Programme in Update. 
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Authorise a Stocktake Programme 
Use this activity to authorise a stocktake programme with the status of Programme Feasibility 

or with the status of Programme Active if reprogramming. 

Note: An employee must be the Programme Authoriser to authorise a stocktake programme. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

The MSE1S5 - Search Stocktake Programme screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required item.. 

The MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme detail screen displays. 

4. Click Authorise. 

An update complete message displays. The Auth By, Auth Position, Auth Time, Auth Status 

and Auth Date fields all populate with the current date and employee details. If 

reprogramming, the Reprogramme Auth Status updates to A. 

5. Authorise the Stocktake Programme. 
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Run a Stocktake Programme in Update 
Use this activity to run a stocktake programme in update mode. This activity runs MSB1SP - 

Stocktake Programme report. The programme must be authorised (Auth status = U), before it 

can be run in Update mode. 

Note: Prior to a stocktake programme being run in update mode, a programme group may be 

created and parameters set in MSE1S6 - Stocktake Programme Group. Stocktake by location 

type is only available for a warehouse. Programme exclusions and inclusions also may be 

applied in MSE1S7 - Programme Group Entity. Once this is done, return to MSE1S5 - Stocktake 

Programme and complete this activity. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

The MSE1S5 - Search Stocktake Programme screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required item.. 

The MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme detail screen displays. 

4. Click Run. 

The Dialog Box - Run displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Req Feas Update Ind - select Update 

Print Programme Report 

Medium 

6. Click OK. 

The MSB1SP - Stocktake Programme Report and the MSR1S5 - Programme Report run 

successfully. 

Note: The time to complete this batch job depends on the stock codes that are processed, 

which is determined by the parameters entered for the programme. 

7. Once the batch has completed, click Refresh. 

On the Status tab, the Stocktake Programme status adjusts to Programme Active and the 

Auth Status field updates to P (Pending). 

You can now Authorise the Stocktake Programme or Reject the Stocktake Programme. 
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Reject a Stocktake Programme 
Use this activity to reject a stocktake programme. 

Note: Only the Programme Authoriser can reject a stocktake programme. The stocktake 

programme can only be rejected in Authorisation Status of Pending. A stocktake programme 

cannot be rejected if it is in Feasibility status. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

The MSE1S5 - Search Stocktake Programme screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required item.. 

The MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme detail screen displays. 

4. Click Reject. 

The Dialog Box - Reject displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Programme Reject Reason Code 

Programme Reject Comment (optional) 

6. Click OK. 

The stocktake programme is rejected and the Authorisation Status field displays a status of 

R. 
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Delete a Stocktake Calendar 
Use this activity to delete a calendar. 

Note: A calendar cannot be deleted if it is used by a stocktake group or programme. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S1 - Stocktake Calendar. 

The MSE1S1 - Search Stocktake Calendar screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Calendar codes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click on the required calendar code. 

The MSE1S1 - Stocktake Calendar detail screen displays with the calendar details. 

4. Click Delete. 

A message displays prompting you to confirm the deletion. 

5. Click Confirm. 

The calendar remains in the grid until the screen is refreshed. 
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Delete Non Work Days 
Use this activity to delete non work dates from a calendar. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S1 - Stocktake Calendar. 

The MSE1S1 - Search Stocktake Calendar screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following field: 

Calendar Code 

3. Click Search. 

A list of calendar codes displays in the search results grid. 

4. Double-click on the required calendar code. 

The MSE1S1 - Stocktake Calendar detail screen displays with the calendar details. 

5. Click Delete Grid Item next to the required dates. 

The dates are highlighted in red. 

6. Click Submit. 

The dates are removed from the Non Work Date grid and the selected calendar. 
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Add Non Work Days to an Existing Calendar 
Use this activity to add non work days to an existing calendar. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S1 - Stocktake Calendar. 

The MSE1S1 - Search Stocktake Calendar screen displays. 

2. Enter the calendar code of the required calendar. 

3. Click Search. 

The MSE1S1 - Stocktake Calendar detail screen displays the calendar details and the Non 

Work Date grid is populated with all non work dates for the selected calendar. 

4. Click Add New Row in the Non Work Date grid. 

A new row displays in the grid. 

5. Click Calendar and select the additional non work date as required. 

6. Click Submit. 

The added non work dates display in the Non Work Date grid. 

To enter additional non work dates 

1. Click Add New Row in the Non Work Date grid. 

A new row displays in the grid. 

2. Click Calendar and select the additional non work date as required. 

3. Click Submit. 

The added non-work dates display in the Non Work Date grid. 
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Copy an Existing Calendar 
Use this activity to copy an existing calendar. By copying an existing calendar, this reduces the 

amount of key information to be re-entered for a new calendar. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S1 - Stocktake Calendar. 

The MSE1S1 - Search Stocktake Calendar screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following field: 

Calendar Code 

3. Click Search. 

The MSE1S1 - Stocktake Calendar detail screen displays with the calendar details. 

4. Click Save As. 

The Dialog Box - Save As displays. 

5. Enter data in the following field: 

New Calendar Code 

6. Click Submit. 

The details of the selected calendar are copied and saved to the new calendar. 

Note: The calendar will not display in the Calendar Code grid until the screen is refreshed. 
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Update a Stocktake Group 
Use this activity to update a Stocktake Group. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S2 - Stocktake Groups. 

The MSE1S2 - Search Stocktake Groups screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktake groups matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake group. 

The MSE1S2 - Stocktake Group detail screen displays with the selected stocktake group 

details. 

4. Modify data as required. 

5. Click Submit. 

Changes to the stocktake group are saved. 
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Delete a Stocktake Programme 
Use this activity to delete a stocktake programme. 

Note: Stocktake programmes can be deleted only if there are no stocktakes scheduled or linked 

to the programme. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

The MSE1S5 - Search Stocktake Programme screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required item. 

The MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme detail screen displays. 

4. Click Delete. 

A message displays Confirm delete operation prompting you to confirm the deletion. 

5. Click Confirm. 

The message entry deleted displays. 
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Delete a Stocktake Group 
Use this activity to delete a stocktake group. 

Note: A stocktake group cannot be deleted where a stocktake programme exists for the 

stocktake group. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S2 - Stocktake Groups. 

The MSE1S2 - Search Stocktake Groups screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktake groups matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click on the required stocktake group. 

The MSE1S2 - Stocktake Group detail screen displays with the selected stocktake group 

details. 

4. Click Delete. 

A message displays prompting you to confirm the deletion. 

5. Click Confirm. 

The stocktake group is deleted. The stocktake group remains in the grid until the screen is 

refreshed. 
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Delete a Warehouse, SCA or Employee Entity 
Use this activity to delete a warehouse, SCA or employee entity from a stocktake group. 

Note: An entity cannot be deleted where a stocktake programme exists for a stocktake group. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S2 - Stocktake Groups. 

The MSE1S2 - Search Stocktake Groups screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following field: 

District Code 

3. Click Search. 

A list of stock groups display in the search results grid. 

4. Double-click on the required stocktake group. 

The MSE1S2 - Stocktake Group detail screen displays with the selected stocktake group 

details. 

To delete a warehouse entity: 

1. Click the Warehouse Entity tab. 

2. Click Delete Grid Item next to the warehouse. 

The row is highlighted. 

3. Click Submit. 

The warehouse entity is removed from the grid. 

To delete an SCA entity: 

1. Click the SCA Entity tab. 

2. Click Delete Grid Item next to the SCA. 

The row is highlighted. 

3. Click Submit. 

The SCA entity is removed from the grid. 

To delete an employee entity: 

1. Click the Employee Entity tab. 

2. Click Delete Grid Item next to the Employee. 

The row is highlighted. 

3. Click Submit. 

The employee entity is removed from the grid. 
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Suspend an Active Stocktake Programme 
Use this activity to suspend an active stocktake programme. There are two suspension options: 

 The first suspends all actions including initiating stocktakes, recording counts and 

processing adjustments. 

 The second suspends all new stocktake actions while allowing those already in progress to 

continue, such as recording counts and processing adjustments. 

Note: Only stocktake managers or team members with the appropriate security access can 

suspend a stocktake programme. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

The MSE1S5 - Search Stocktake Programme screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required item.. 

The MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme detail screen displays. 

4. Click Suspend. 

5. The Dialog Box - Suspend displays. 

6. Enter data in the following fields: 

Suspend Reason 

Suspend Type 

7. Click OK. 

An update complete message displays. 

The suspended by, suspend date, and suspend reason fields default with the current 

employee ID and date and the Resume function displays. 
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Resume a Suspended Stocktake Programme 
Use this activity to resume a suspended stocktake programme. The programme should be 

reprogrammed on resumption. 

Note: Only members of the stocktake manager role or team members with the appropriate 

security access can suspend a stocktake programme. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

The MSE1S5 - Search Stocktake Programme screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required item.. 

The MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme detail screen displays. 

4. Click Resume. 

An update complete message displays. 

The resumed by and resumed date fields default with the current employee ID and date and 

the Suspend and Run functions display. The programme status updates to either 

Programme Suspend All or Programme Suspend Except Counts. 
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Cancel a Stocktake Programme 
Use this activity to cancel a stocktake programme. 

Note: Stocktake programmes can be cancelled only if there is no current activity in progress, 

such as stocktakes with the status of feasibility, updated or printed. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

The MSE1S5 - Search Stocktake Programme screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required item.. 

The MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme detail screen displays. 

4. Click Cancel. 

A message displays Update complete. The status updates to Programme Cancelled. 
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Reprogram a Stocktake Programme 
Use this activity to reprogram a stocktake programme. 

Note: An employee must have the correct security access to reprogram a stocktake programme. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

The MSE1S5 - Search Stocktake Programme screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required item.. 

The MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme detail screen displays. 

4. Modify data as required. 

5. Click Submit. 

6. Modify the related stocktake programme groups. 

7. Run the Stocktake Programme in Feasibility. 

The Reprogramme Auth Status is U - Unauthorised. 

8. Click Authorise. 

An update complete message displays. The Reprogramme Auth by, Reprogramme Auth 

Position, Reprogramme Auth Time, Reprogramme Auth Date fields all populate with the 

current date/time and employee details. The Reprogramme Auth Status updates from U to 

A - Authorised. 

9. Run the Stocktake Programme in Update. 
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Update a Stocktake Programme Group 
Use this activity to update a stocktake programme group. When stocktake programme 

parameters are modified in MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme, they are not automatically updated 

in MSE1S6 - Stocktake Programme Group. You must change the parameters in MSE1S6 when 

updating parameters in MSE1S5, otherwise the original programme parameters will apply to the 

stocktake programme group. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S6 - Stocktake Programme Group. 

The MSE1S6 - Search Stocktake Programme Group screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktake programme groups matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click on the required stocktake programme group. 

The MSE1S6 - Stocktake Programme Group detail screen displays with the selected 

stocktake programme group details. 

4. Modify data as required. 

5. Click Submit. 

Changes to the stocktake programme group are saved. 

6. Click Programme. 

The MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme detail screen displays. 

To modify programme group entity exclusions or inclusions: 

1. Double-click the entity. 

The MSE1S7 - Programme Group Entity detail screen displays. 

2. Modify data as required 

3. Click Programme. 

The MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme detail screen displays. 
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Delete a Stocktake Programme Group 
Use this activity to delete a stocktake programme group.  

Note: Stocktake programme groups can only be deleted if there are no stocktakes scheduled or 

linked to the stocktake programme. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S6 - Stocktake Programme Group. 

The MSE1S6 - Search Stocktake Programme Group screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required item.. 

The MSE1S6 - Stocktake Programme Group detail screen displays. 

4. Click Delete. 

A message Confirm delete operation displays prompting you to confirm the deletion. 

5. Click Confirm. 

The message Entry deleted displays. 
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Scheduling Stocktakes 
Stocktake scheduling is the process of identifying those stock codes or locations that are to be 

counted within a stocktake scheduling period as well as the creation of a stocktake record. 

There are four types of stocktake methods: 

 Cyclic 

 Spotcheck 

 Supplementary 

 Ad hoc 

Cyclic and spotcheck are programmed stocktakes that can be scheduled for a nominated period 

in a stocktake programme, either for all programme groups or an individual basis. 

Supplementary stocktakes can also be scheduled and statistics then linked back to a stocktake 

programme. A unique stocktake number is generated for each period within the stocktake 

schedule. 

An ad hoc stocktake cannot be scheduled. The ad hoc function is provided for one-off stock 

code counts and cannot be linked back to a stocktake programme. 

Cyclic 

A cyclic schedule includes the periods for a programme group of a programme. The stock to 

count is determined by the stock class parameters defined in the programme. Parameters for 

the stocktake cyclic schedule are defaulted from the stocktake programme and can be adjusted 

by the stocktake manager prior to creating the stocktake schedule. 

Spotcheck 

A spotcheck schedule is the period for a programme group of a programme with a spotcheck 

rule. The stock to count is determined by the spotcheck rule and the stock class parameters 

defined in the programme. Parameters for the spotcheck stocktake are defaulted from the 

stocktake programme group period and can be adjusted by the stocktake manager prior to 

creating the spotcheck stocktake. The spotcheck rule is configured in the STSC - Spotcheck 

Rules table file and can be attached to a cyclic or supplementary stocktake, but only for a 

stocktake by stock code. A spotcheck is a random selection of stock codes within the selected 

parameters of the stocktake programme and can be used for auditing purposes as a recount of 

an active programme. 

Supplementary 

A supplementary stocktake is a separate stocktake independent of a programme schedule 

though its statistics can be attached to a stocktake programme if required. This function must 

occur when the supplementary stocktake is in feasibility mode. There are three types of 

supplementary stocktake: 

 Handover/ takeover 

 Census 

 Ad hoc 

As with scheduled stocktakes, supplementary stocktakes have two modes - Feasibility and 

Update. Supplementary stocktakes cannot be run in update mode until the feasibility mode has 

been run. The Count Sheets and Count Tasks tabs are not populated until the stocktake has 

been run in update mode. The Counted tab will not populate until the stocktake has been run in 

print mode.  
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Ad Hoc 

See Organising Stocktakes. 

Count Sheet Types 

For each schedule, you must nominate the count sheet type and count officer. There are three 

count sheet types available: 

Blind A count sheet that displays stock codes and bin locations only. It does not 

display the stock on hand or tracking information. 

Tracked A count sheet that displays stock codes, bin locations and tracking 

information such as serial numbers, equipment references, batch lot number 

and shelf-life details. It does not display the stock on hand. 

Detailed A count sheet that displays stock codes, bin locations, tracking information 

and stock on hand. 

Diagram 

The Stocktake Scheduling Process diagram is part of the Stocktaking process. 

Business Rules 

The following business rules govern this process: 

 Only an approved and active stocktake programme can be scheduled. 

 A stocktake programme and all its related entities must be created for a cyclic and 

spotcheck schedule. 

 For the purposes of calculating the next count for a stock code, any scheduled counts 

recorded for the stock code for the programme is considered as counted. 

 Spotcheck schedules can only be applied to stocktakes by stock code. 

 For all stocktake methods, SCA and employee stocktakes must have the stocktake type of 

Stocktake by Stock Code. 

 For supplementary stocktake statistics to count towards a stocktake programme, the 

stocktake programme details must be entered before the supplementary stocktake is run in 

update mode. 

 Last count date for each count item shall only be taken into account where the count was 

done under the same programme. For example, a stock code selected for count using a 

supplementary method not associated to the programme may be selected again for count 

under the programme. 

 For the purposes of calculating the next count for a stock code, any scheduled counts 

recorded for the stock code for the programme are considered as counted. 

 A stocktake programme group period can only be scheduled where the previous stocktake 

programme group period has been scheduled (example Period 002 cannot be scheduled 

before Period 001 has been scheduled). 
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Stocktake Scheduling Process Diagram 
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Schedule a Cyclic Programme 
Use this activity to schedule a cyclic programme. This activity creates a unique stocktake record 

for the nominated programme period for the programme group. It involves running the 

schedule in both Feasibility (optional) and Update mode. There is also the option to modify the 

stock class parameters inherited from the stocktake programme. 

Note: Prior to running this transaction, an authorised and active stocktake programme and all 

its related entities must be created using MSE1S5. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1CY - Cyclic Programme Schedule. 

The MSE1CY - Search Cyclic Programme Schedule screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Schedules matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click on the required stocktake schedule. 

The MSE1CY - Cyclic Programme Schedule detail screen displays. 

4. Review data as required. 

5. Modify data as required. 

6. Click Run. 

The Dialog Box - Run displays. 

To run in feasibility mode: 

1. Enter data in the following field: 

Run Mode - Feasibility 

Run by all Y or N 

Count Sheet Type 

Count Officer 

Medium 

2. Click Submit. 

MSB1SB - Cyclic Stocktake Schedule Report runs successfully. Once the batch has 

completed, a unique stocktake number is generated and the Cyclic Schedule Status updates 

to Stocktake Feasibility. 

To run in update mode: 

1. Enter data in the following field: 

Run Mode - Update 

Run by all Y or N 

Count Sheet Type 

Count Officer 

Medium 

2. Click Submit. 

Note: If the programme schedule is not run in Feasibility mode first a warning message 

displays before running in Update mode. Click Confirm to continue. 
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3. MSB1SB - Cyclic Stocktake Schedule Report runs successfully. Once the batch has completed 

and if not previously run in Feasibility, a unique stocktake number is generated and the 

Cyclic Schedule Status updates to Stocktake Update. 
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Schedule a Spotcheck Programme 
Use this activity to schedule a spotcheck programme. This activity creates a unique stocktake 

record for the nominated programme period for the programme group. It involves running the 

schedule in Update mode. There is also the option to modify the stock class parameters 

inherited from the stocktake programme. 

Note: Prior to running this transaction, an authorised and active stocktake programme and all 

its related entities must be created using MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SP - Spotcheck Programme Schedule. 

The MSE1SP - Search Spotcheck Programme Schedule screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Programmes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click on the required stocktake schedule. 

The MSE1SP - Spotcheck Programme Schedule detail screen displays. 

To enter specific stock codes for spotcheck: 

1. Click the Selection by Stock Code tab. 

2. Click Add New Row. 

3. Enter data in the following field: 

Stock code 

4. Continue to enter additional stock codes for spotcheck as required. 

5. Click Submit. 

The spotcheck details are saved and the Spotcheck Schedule Status updates to Spotcheck 

Parameters Entered. 

6. Click Run. 

The Dialog Box - Run displays. 

7. Enter data in the following fields: 

Count Sheet Type 

Count Officer 

Medium 

8. Click OK. 

MSB1SC - Stocktake Spotcheck Scheduling Batch runs successfully. Once the batch has 

completed, a unique stocktake number is generated and the Spotcheck Schedule Status 

updates to Stocktake Update. 

To select a range of stock codes based on specific criteria for spotcheck: 

1. Select Random Stock Code Selection.  

2. Click the Detailed Selection tab. 

3. Enter data in one of the following fields: 

Warehouse 

Supply Customer 

Employee 

4. Enter the criteria required. 
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5. Click Submit. 

The spotcheck details are saved and the Spotcheck Schedule Status updates to Spotcheck 

Parameters Entered. 

6. Click Run. 

The Dialog Box - Run displays. 

7. Enter data in the following fields: 

Count Sheet Type 

Count Officer 

Medium 

8. Click OK. 

MSB1SC - Stocktake Spotcheck Scheduling Batch runs successfully. Once the batch has 

completed, a unique stocktake number is generated and the Spotcheck Schedule Status 

updates to Stocktake Update. 
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Schedule a Supplementary Stocktake by Location 
Use this activity to schedule a supplementary stocktake by location. A stocktake by location can 

only be created for a warehouse entity. This activity creates a unique stocktake record for the 

period nominated. It involves running the stocktake in both Feasibility (optional) and Update 

mode. 

Note: After each task, the Refresh button needs to be clicked to update the changes that were 

entered. A supplementary stocktake must be run in Feasibility mode before it can be run in 

Update mode. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Click New. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

3. Enter data in the following fields: 

District Code 

Warehouse 

Ownership Type 

Stocktake Desc  

Stocktake Manager or Stocktake Team 

Adjustment Auth 

Stocktake Type - select Stocktake Location 

Scheduled Start Date 

Scheduled End Date 

Count Officer 

Max.Counts per Sheet 

Max. Quantity per Sheet 

4. Perform one of the following steps: 

a. To select by range, click the Selection by Stocktake Range tab and select the stocktake 

range. 

b. To select specific stock codes, click the Selection by Stock Code tab and enter the stock 

codes. 

5. Click Submit. 

The supplementary stocktake is saved and a unique stocktake number is generated. 

6. Click Run. 

The Dialog Box - Run displays. 

To run in Feasibility mode: 

1. Enter data in the following fields: 

Pgme Req Run Mode - select Feasibility 

Count Sheet Type 

Medium 

2. Click OK. 
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The MSB1SD - Supplementary Stocktake Schedule Program runs successfully. Once the 

batch has been completed, a unique stocktake number is generated and the Stocktake 

Status updates to Stocktake Feasibility. 

To run in Update mode: 

1. Enter data in the following fields: 

Pgme Req Run Mode - select Update 

Count Sheet Type 

Count Officer 

Medium 

2. Click OK. 

The MSB1SD - Supplementary Stocktake Schedule Program runs successfully. Once the 

batch has been completed, the Stocktake Status updates to Stocktake Updated. 
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Schedule a Supplementary Stocktake by Stock Code 
Use this activity to schedule a Supplementary Stocktake by stock code. Supply customer and 

employee stocktakes must have the stocktake type Stocktake Stock Code. This activity creates 

a unique stocktake record for the period nominated. It involves running the stocktake in both 

Feasibility (optional) and Update mode. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Click New. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

3. Enter data in the following field: 

District 

4. Enter data in the following field 

a. To create the stocktake for a warehouse, enter information in the Warehouse field. 

b. To create the stocktake for a supply customer, enter information in the Supply 

Customer field. 

c. To create the stocktake for an employee, enter information in the Employee field. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Ownership Type 

Stocktake Desc  

Stocktake Manager or Stocktake Team 

Adjustment Auth 

Stocktake Type - select Stocktake Stock Code 

Scheduled Start Date 

Scheduled End Date 

Count Officer 

Max. Counts per Sheet 

Max. Quantity per Sheet 

6. Perform one of the following steps: 

a. To select by range, click the Selection by Stocktake Range tab and select the stocktake 

range. 

b. To select specific stock codes, click the Selection by Stock Code tab and enter the stock 

codes. 

7. Click Submit. 

The supplementary stocktake is saved and a unique stocktake number is generated. 

8. Click Run. 

The Dialog Box - Run displays. 

To run in Feasibility mode: 

1. Enter data in the following fields: 

Pgme Req Run Mode - select Feasibility 

Count Sheet Type 
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Medium 

2. Click OK. 

The MSB1SD - Supplementary Stocktake Schedule Program runs successfully. Once the 

batch has been completed, a unique stocktake number is generated and the Stocktake 

Status updates to Stocktake Feasibility. 

To run in Update mode: 

1. Enter data in the following fields: 

Pgme Req Run Mode - select Update 

Count Sheet Type 

Count Officer 

Medium 

2. Click OK. 

The MSB1SD - Supplementary Stocktake Schedule Program runs successfully. Once the 

batch has been completed, the Stocktake Status updates to Stocktake Updated. 
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Organising Stocktakes 
The stocktake organising process involves all the activities that can be performed prior to the 

physical counting of stock. A stocktake consists of one or many count sheets. A count sheet 

consists of one or many count tasks. A count task is a stock code combined with a holdings 

identifier to count. Depending on the type of stocktake, the functions listed can be completed 

in the following applications: 

 MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake 

 MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake 

 MSE1SE - Count Sheet Detail 

Note: The MSE1SE application can only be accessed using MSE1SB or MSE1SD 

The exception is the ad hoc stocktake, where functionality is based at a count task level rather 

than a count sheet level. 

Assigning 

Ellipse EAM provides the ability to assign a stocktake, count sheet or count task to an employee 

dividing the responsibility of a stocktake at different levels. When a stocktake has been 

scheduled in update mode, an employee is assigned to the stocktake as a count officer. This 

employee is defaulted to the count officer of all count sheets in the stocktake. If the count 

officer for the stocktake is modified, the change is cascaded to the count officer for the count 

sheet. This employee is assigned to all the count tasks on count sheet by default when a count 

sheet is printed. The count task can be reassigned to another employee after printing the count 

sheet. 

Count Task Transfers 

Count tasks can be transferred to another count sheet only if the count task to transfer has the 

status of Task Created. YOu can create additional count sheets to transfer count tasks. A count 

task can be transferred to a count sheet with the status of either Created or Printed. If the 

count sheet to which a count task is transferred has the status of Printed, the count sheet must 

be reprinted in order to include the count task in the count. 

You cannot transfer ad hoc count tasks. 

Count Sheet Printing 

The primary purpose of count sheet printing is to produce MSR1SF - Count Sheet, which is the 

physical count sheet to be used for recording purposes. Printing count sheets initiates the 

batch MSB1SE - Count Sheet Print and Initiation Batch which in turn initiates MSR1SF. MSB1SE 

also updates the stocktake status to Stocktake Printed the first time a count sheet is printed 

for a stocktake. This batch also updates the count sheet status to Printed and its associated 

count tasks to Task Printed. Once in Task Printed state, a count quantity can be entered 

against the count task. 

Ad hoc count tasks 

An ad hoc count task can be created for one-off stock code holdings counts. Ad hoc count tasks 

are created in the ad hoc stocktake with the stocktake number of ZADHOC. This is a 

system-defined stocktake number that cannot be changed. Ad hoc count tasks are created in 

MSE1SF - Count Task detail and can only be counted in MSE1SX - Count Recording. 

As transferring and printing are done for a count sheet, these functions are not available for ad 

hoc count tasks. Assigning an ad hoc count task can only be completed in MSE1SF. 
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Actions for Count Task Statuses 

The following table lists the functions that can be applied to the count task depending on its 

status. 

 Functions 

Count Status Assign Transfer Remove 

from Count 

Sheet (Not 

in Count) 

Raise 

Discrepancy 

Reconcile Recount 

Task Created 
Y Y Y N N N 

Task Printed 
Y N Y N Y N 

Count 
N N Y N Y N 

Error in Count 
N N Y Y Y Y 

Task Recount 
N N Y N N N 

Task 

Discrepant 

N N N N N N 

Task Not 

Counted 

N N N N N N 

Task 

Completed 

N N N N N N 

Legend 

Y = Yes 

N = No 

Diagram 

The Stocktake Organising Process diagram is part of the stocktaking process. 

Business Rules 

The following business rules govern this process: 

 A count task must have the status of Task Created before it can be transferred. 

 If the count sheet to transfer to has the status of Printed, the count sheet must be 

reprinted in order to include the count task in the count. 
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Stocktake Organising Process Diagram 
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Generate Stocktake Initiation Notification 
Select a batch job or report to display its description and parameters. 

For information on how to generate a batch job or report, refer to Reporting. 

 Generate MSB1SI - Stocktake Initiation Notification Batch 
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Reassign Count Sheets for a Programmed 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to assign count sheets to another count officer for a cyclic or spotcheck 

stocktake. Initially, the count officer of the count sheet defaults to the stocktake count officer. 

The stocktake count officer is assigned when the cyclic or spotcheck schedule runs in update 

mode. See Schedule a Cyclic Programme or Schedule a Spotcheck Programme for further 

clarification. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Sheets tab. 

To reassign a single count sheet: 

1. Enter data in the following field: 

Count Officer 

2. Click Submit. 

The count officer is saved on the count sheet. 

To reassign multiple count sheets to a single employee: 

1. Click the check box next to the count sheets required. 

2. Click Assign. 

The Dialog Box - Assign displays. 

3. Enter data in the following field: 

Count Officer 

Note: You can assign count tasks to the count officer of the count sheet by selecting the 

Update Count Tasks option. 

4. Click OK. 

The count officer is saved on the count sheets selected. 
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Reassign Count Sheets for a Supplementary 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to assign count sheets to another count officer for a supplementary stocktake. 

Initially, the count officer of the count sheet defaults to the stocktake count officer. The 

stocktake count officer is assigned when the supplementary schedule runs in update mode. See 

Schedule a Supplementary Stocktake for further clarification. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Sheets tab. 

To reassign a single count sheet: 

1. Enter data in the following field: 

Count Officer 

2. Click Submit. 

The count officer is saved on the count sheet. 

To reassign multiple count sheets to a single employee: 

1. Click the check box next to the count sheets required. 

2. Click Assign. 

The Dialog Box - Assign displays. 

3. Enter data in the following field: 

Count Officer 

Note: You can assign count tasks to the count officer of the count sheet by selecting the 

Update Count Tasks option. 

4. Click OK. 

The count officer is saved on the count sheets selected. 
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Transfer Count Tasks for a Programmed Stocktake 
Use this activity to transfer count tasks to a different count sheet for a cyclic or spotcheck 

stocktake. Count tasks can only be transferred if the count task status is Task Created. The 

count task can be transferred to a count sheet with the status of Created or Printed. If the 

count sheet status is Printed, you must reprint the count sheet to update the status of the 

transferred count task. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Task tab. 

5. Click the check box next to the count tasks to transfer. 

Count tasks must have the status of Task Created. 

6. Click Transfer. 

The Dialog Box - Transfer displays. 

7. Enter data in the following field: 

Count Sheet Number 

8. Click OK. 

The count task is transferred to the count sheet entered. 

Note: If the count sheet status is Printed, you must reprint the count sheet to update the 

count task status. 
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Transfer Count Tasks for a Supplementary 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to transfer count tasks to a different count sheet for a supplementary 

stocktake. Count tasks can only be transferred if the count task status is Task Created. The 

count task can be transferred to a count sheet with the status of Created or Printed. If the 

count sheet status is Printed, you must reprint the count sheet to update the status of the 

transferred count task. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Tasks tab. 

5. Click the check box next to the count tasks to transfer. 

Count tasks must have the status of Task Created. 

6. Click Transfer. 

The Dialog Box - Transfer displays. 

7. Enter data in the following field: 

Count Sheet Number 

8. Click OK. 

The count task is transferred to the count sheet entered. 

Note: If the count sheet status is Printed, you must reprint the count sheet to update the 

count task status. 
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Delete Count Tasks for a Programmed Stocktake 
Use this activity to delete count tasks from a programmed stocktake. Only count tasks with the 

status of Task Created can be deleted. 

Note: Deleting a count task is different to removing a count task as deleted count tasks are not 

included in the statistical summary and reporting of the stocktake. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Task tab. 

5. Click Delete Grid Item next to the count tasks to delete. 

The rows are highlighted. 

6. Click Submit. 

The count tasks are deleted from the stocktake. 
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Delete Count Tasks for a Supplementary Stocktake 
Use this activity to delete count tasks from a supplementary stocktake. Only count tasks with 

the status of Task Created can be deleted. 

Note: Deleting a count task is different to removing a count task as deleted count tasks are not 

included in the statistical summary and reporting of the stocktake. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Task tab. 

5. Click Delete Grid Item next to the count tasks to delete. 

The rows are highlighted. 

6. Click Submit. 

The count tasks are deleted from the stocktake. 
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Print Count Sheets for a Programmed Stocktake 
Use this activity to print count sheets for a cyclic or spotcheck stocktake. Only count sheets 

with the status of Created or Printed can be printed. When you select count sheets to print, 

MSB1SE - Count Sheet Print and Initiation Batch runs. The MSB1SE batch automatically 

produces MSR1SF - Count Sheet. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Sheets tab. 

5. Click the check box next to the count sheets to print. 

Note: To review a single count sheet before printing, double-click the count sheet. The 

MSE1SE - Count Sheet detail screen displays. 

6. Review data as required 

7. Click Print. 

The Dialog box - Print displays. 

8. Enter data in the following fields: 

Count Officer 

Count Sheet Type 

Medium 

9. Click OK. 

The count sheet status is Printed and MSB1SE - Count Sheet Print and Initiation Batch runs 

successfully. Once the batch has completed, MSR1SF - Count Sheet is produced. 

10. Click Refresh. 

All count tasks for the count sheet have the task status of Task Printed. 
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Print Count Sheets for a Supplementary Stocktake 
Use this activity to print count sheets for a supplementary stocktake. Only count sheets with 

the status of Created or Printed can be printed. When you select count sheets to print, MSB1SE 

- Count Sheet Print and Initiation Batch runs. The MSB1SE batch automatically produces 

MSR1SF - Count Sheet. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Sheets tab. 

5. Click the check box next to the count sheets to print. 

Note: To review a single count sheet before printing, double-click the count sheet. The 

MSE1SE - Count Sheet detail screen displays. 

6. Review data as required 

7. Click Print. 

The Dialog box - Print displays. 

8. Enter data in the following fields: 

Count Officer 

Count Sheet Type 

Medium 

9. Click OK. 

The count sheet status is Printed and MSB1SE - Count Sheet Print and Initiation Batch runs 

successfully. Once the batch has completed, MSR1SF - Count Sheet is produced. 

10. Click Refresh. 

All count tasks for the count sheet have the task status of Task Printed. 
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Remove Count Tasks from a Programmed Stocktake 
Use this activity for cyclic and spotcheck stocktakes to remove count tasks from a count sheet 

without being counted. This activity completes the count task without entering a count 

quantity and adds the count task to the Counted tab with the status of Task Not Counted. To 

use this activity, count tasks must be in one of the following statuses: 

 Task Created 

 Task Printed 

 Count 

 Error in Count 

 Task Recount 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Task tab. 

5. Click the check box next to the count tasks to remove. 

6. Click Not in Count. 

The selected count tasks are removed from the Count Tasks tab and added to the Counted 

tab. In the Counted tab, the status is Task Not Counted. 
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Remove Count Tasks for a Supplementary 

Stocktake 
Use this activity for supplementary stocktakes to remove count tasks from a count sheet 

without being counted. This activity completes the count task without entering a count 

quantity and adds the count task to the Counted tab with the status of Task Not Counted. To 

use this activity, count tasks must be in one of the following statuses: 

 Task Created 

 Task Printed 

 Count 

 Error in Count 

 Task Recount 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Task tab. 

5. Click the check box next to the count tasks to remove. 

6. Click Not in Count. 

The selected count tasks are removed from the Count Tasks tab and added to the Counted 

tab. In the Counted tab, the status is Task Not Counted. 
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Create Ad Hoc Count Tasks 
Use this activity to create ad hoc count tasks. Ad hoc count tasks count specific stock codes 

and are not associated with any programme or schedule. All ad hoc count tasks are added to 

the stocktake - ZADHOC. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SF - Count Task. 

The MSE1SF - Search Count Task screen displays. 

2. Click New. 

The MSE1SF - Count Task detail screen displays. 

3. Click the Stocktake Details tab. 

4. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

District Code 

5. Perform one of the following steps: 

1. To create the count task for a warehouse, enter information in the Warehouse and Bin 

Code fields. 

2. To create the count task for a supply customer, enter information in the Supply 

Customer field. 

3. To create the count task for an employee, enter information in the Employee field. 

6. Click Submit. 

The Stocktake Number displays ZADHOC and the Count Sheet Number is 0001. 

7. Click the Count Details tab. 

The grid in the Count Details tab is enabled. 

8. Click Add New Row to enter the stock code details and the count quantity. 

9. Click Submit. 

The count task is saved. 
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Counting Stocktakes 
The stocktake counting process is used to record the physical count results in the system. The 

primary application for recording counts is MSE1SX – Count Recording; however, count results 

can also be entered in the following applications on the Count Tasks tab: 

 MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake 

 MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake 

 MSE1SE - Count Sheet Detail 

Use MSE1SX for basic stocktake count entry. Managers mainly use the applications listed above. 

The information displayed for each count task depends on the count sheet type as selected in 

the Print Count Sheets (Programmed Stocktake or Supplementary Stocktake) activity. There are 

three types of count sheets: 

Blind A count sheet that displays stock codes and bin locations only. It does not 

display the stock on hand or tracking information. 

Tracked A count sheet that displays stock codes, bin locations and tracking 

information such as serial numbers, equipment references, batch lot number 

and shelf-life details. It does not display the stock on hand. 

Detailed A count sheet that displays stock codes, bin locations, tracking information 

and stock on hand. 

Count task details can also be entered, depending on the stock code. If a stock code is 

equipment or serial tracked, batch lot or shelf-life managed, then these details must be entered 

in MSE1SF – Count Task detail. This screen can be accessed directly or by double-clicking the 

count task in MSE1SX, MSE1SB, MSE1SD or MSE1SE. In these applications, a warning displays if a 

count quantity is entered for a stock code where count details are required and subsequently, 

the quantity entered is ignored. The exception to this is if the count sheet type is Detailed. In 

this case, if the stock code is equipment or serial tracked or has zero holdings, the quantity 

displays by default and can be reconciled without having to enter count task details. 

All applications listed in this process give the option to add holdings not recorded in the 

system, but found during the physical counting process. 

You can reconcile the count quantity entered and the count task details with the stock holdings 

information in the system. 

Actions for Count Task Statuses 

The following table lists the functions that can be applied to the count task depending on its 

status. 

 Functions 

Count Status Assign Transfer Remove 

from Count 

Sheet (Not 

in Count) 

Raise 

Discrepancy 

Reconcile Recount 

Task Created 
Y Y Y N N N 

Task Printed 
Y N Y N Y N 
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Count 
N N Y N Y N 

Error in Count 
N N Y Y Y Y 

Task Recount 
N N Y N N N 

Task 

Discrepant 

N N N N N N 

Task Not 

Counted 

N N N N N N 

Task 

Completed 

N N N N N N 

Legend 

Y = Yes 

N = No 

Diagram 

The Stocktake Counting Process diagram is part of the Stocktaking process. 

Business Rules 

The following business rule governs this process: 

 Count task details such as tracking references, batch lot, and shelf-life managed details 

must be entered in MSE1SF. 
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Stocktake Counting Process Diagram 
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Record Stocktake Count Results 
Use this activity to record actual count quantities for a stocktake after a physical stock count. 

Note: This activity can also be completed on the Count Tasks tab in MSE1SB - Programme 

Stocktake, MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake, MSE1SE - Count Sheet, and for ad hoc count 

tasks. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SX - Count Recording. 

The MSE1SX - Search Count Recording screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktake count sheets matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required count sheet. 

The MSE1SX - Count Recording detail screen displays. 

If the count task requires tracking references, batch lot numbers or shelf-life 

dates: 

1. Double-click the count task. 

The MSE1SF - Count Task detail screen displays. 

2. Record Count Task Details. 

3. Click Update Count Recording. 

The MSE1SX - Count Recording detail screen displays. 

4. Click Refresh. 

The count recorded in MSE1SF displays for the count task. 

If the count task does not require tracking references, batch lot numbers or 

shelf-life dates: 

1. Enter data in the following field: 

Count Qty 

2. Click Submit. 

The count task Status updates to Count. 

To Reconcile the Count: 

1. Click the check box next to the count tasks to reconcile. 

2. Click Reconcile. 

3. If the quantity and details entered are incorrect, the count status is Error in Count. If the 

quantity and details entered are correct the task is removed from the Count Task tab and 

added to the Counted tab where the status is Task Completed. 
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Record Count Task Details 
Use this activity to enter count task details, such as tracking references for equipment or serial 

tracked items, batch lot and shelf-life details. 

As tracking references for serial or equipment tracked stock codes are unique, the count 

quantity is always 1 for each tracking reference. 

This activity is usually part of the Record Stocktake Count Results activity but can be 

completed as a stand-alone activity. This means the MSE1SF - Count Task detail screen is usually 

accessed by double-clicking the count task in the following applications: 

 MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake 

 MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake 

 MSE1SE - Count Sheet 

 MSE1SX - Count Recording 

Note: The information that displays for each count task depends on the count sheet type as 

selected in the Print Count Sheets activity. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SF - Count Task. 

The MSE1SF - Search Count Task screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Count tasks matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required count task. 

The MSE1SF - Count Task detail screen displays. 

To add count task detail: 

1. Click Add New Row in the count details tab grid. 

2. Enter data in the following field: 

Count Quantity 

3. Enter the count task detail as required. 

4. Click Submit. 

The count task details are saved. 

To remove count task detail item: 

1. Click Delete Grid Item next to the count tasks to delete. 

The rows are highlighted. 

2. Click Submit. 

The count task details are saved. 
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Add Count Tasks 
Use this activity to record holdings found in the physical stocktake count, but not in the system. 

A discrepancy would be raised and the count recorded as an adjustment. When adding a count 

task, the stock code must have the same custodian as the rest of the count tasks on the count 

sheet. 

Note: This activity can also be completed on the Count Tasks tab in MSE1SB - Programme 

Stocktake, MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake, and MSE1SE - Count Sheet. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SX - Count Recording. 

The MSE1SX - Search Count Recording screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktake count sheets matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required count sheet. 

The MSE1SX - Count Recording detail screen displays. 

4. Click Add New Row in the count tasks tab grid. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Stock Code 

Count Qty 

6. Enter data in the following fields 

Bin Code and Warehouse (if the holdings are in a warehouse) 

SCA (if the holding is a supply customer) 

Employee (if the holding is an employee) 

7. Click Submit. 

Note: If count task details are not required, the count task is saved and ready to be 

reconciled. 

If count task details are required, a warning message displays. 

8. Click OK. 

9. Double-click the count task. 

The MSE1SF - Count Task detail screen displays. 

10. Record Count Details. 

11. Click Update Count Recording. 

The MSE1SX - Count Recording detail screen displays. 

12. Click Refresh. 

The count task quantity is updated and the status is Count. 

To Reconcile the Count Task: 

1. Click the check box next to the count tasks to reconcile. 

2. Click Reconcile. 

3. If the quantity and details entered are incorrect, the count status is Error in Count. If the 

quantity and details entered are correct the task is removed from the Count Task tab and 

added to the Counted tab where the status is Task Completed. 
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Reconcile Count Tasks 
Use this activity to reconcile count tasks. Reconciling is the function which compares the count 

quantity entered and the count task details with the stock holdings information in the system. 

Further action must be taken when there are incorrect quantities or details entered. This 

activity is usually part of the Record Stocktake Count Results activity but can be completed as 

a standalone activity. 

Note: Best results are achieved when counts are recorded as soon as possible after the actual 

count to reduce the time in which new transactions can be recorded and subsequently causing 

an error in the count. This activity can also be completed on the Count Tasks tab in MSE1SB - 

Programme Stocktake, MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake, MSE1SE - Count Sheet. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SX - Count Recording. 

The MSE1SX - Search Count Recording screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktake count sheets matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required count sheet. 

The MSE1SX - Count Recording detail screen displays. 

4. Click the check box next to the count tasks to reconcile. 

5. Click Reconcile. 

If the quantity and details entered are incorrect, the count status is Error in Count. If the 

quantity and details entered are correct the task is removed from the Count Task tab and 

added to the Counted tab where the status is Task Completed. 
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Reconciling Stock Counts and Associated 

Discrepancies using the System Option 
You can reconcile stock counts and associated discrepancies using the system option when the 

Stocktake Reconciliation Method is set to S - System. The Stocktake Reconciliation Method 

option is set up in the MSM00BG screen when you Configure the District Control File. 

Note: If the Stocktake Reconciliation Method is set to S - System, discrepancy options are not 

available. 

When set to System, all counts are entered and the system automatically adjusts the stock 

balance to agree with the count. As part of the audit trail, a discrepancy task is automatically 

created and set to Resolved. 

 

The following alternatives are available: 

Open / 

Blind 

Count 

Count 

Entry 

System 

Reconciliation 

of System 

Detail to 

Count 

System 

Generated 

Recount 

Task 

Discrepancy 

Task 

Creation 

Discrepancy 

Task 

Resolution 

Stock 

Adjustment 
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Open 

or 

Blind 

All 

counts 

must be 

entered 

Mandatory Available Automatic Manual Manual 

Open Discrepa

nt 

counts 

only 

must be 

entered 

Not Applicable Not 

Applicable 

Automatic Automatic Automatic 

Open Discrepa

nt 

counts 

only 

must be 

entered 

Not Applicable Not 

Applicable 

Automatic Manual Manual 

The system amends the stock holding information to align with the count details, and 

generates necessary accounting entries and movement history. 

Business Rules 

The following business rules govern this process: 

 The discrepancy task provides information that supports programme reporting. 

 The system adjusts the owned stock before applying the balance of the adjustment to 

consignment stock. 

 Automatic adjustments are not included in the stocktake stores adjustment voucher (SSAV) 

process. 
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Reconcile Count Tasks and Associated 

Discrepancies using the System Option 
Use this activity to reconcile count tasks using the system option. Reconciling compares the 

count quantity entered and the count task details with the stock holdings information in the 

system. Further action must be taken when there are incorrect quantities or details entered. 

This activity is usually part of the Record Stocktake Count Results activity, but can be 

completed as a stand-alone activity. 

Note: Best results are achieved when counts are recorded as soon as possible after the actual 

count to reduce the time in which new transactions can be recorded and cause an error in the 

count. This activity can also be completed on the Count Tasks tab in the MSE1SB - Programme 

Stocktake, MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake, MSE1SE - Count Sheet screens. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SX - Count Recording. 

The MSE1SX - Search Count Recording screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktake count sheets matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required count sheet. 

The MSE1SX - Count Recording detail screen displays. 

4. Click the check box next to the count tasks to reconcile. 

5. Click Reconcile. 

The count task is reconciled. 

If the count does not equal the stock on hand, an Error in Count message displays. 
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Recount Count Tasks and Associated Discrepancies 

using the System Option 
Use this activity to recount count tasks using the system option. 

Note: Best results are achieved when counts are recorded as soon as possible after the actual 

count to reduce the time in which new transactions can be recorded and cause an error in the 

count. This activity can also be completed on the Count Tasks tab in the MSE1SB - Programme 

Stocktake, MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake, MSE1SE - Count Sheet screens. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SX - Count Recording. 

The MSE1SX - Search Count Recording screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktake count sheets matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required count sheet. 

The MSE1SX - Count Recording detail screen displays. 

4. Click the check box next to the count tasks to reconcile. 

Note: The status must be Error in Count. 

5. Click Recount. 

The status updates to Task Recount and the Number of Counts increments by 1. 
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Finalising Stock Counts and Associated 

Discrepancies using the Manual Option 
You can finalise stock counts and associated discrepancies using the manual option when the 

Stocktake Reconciliation Method is set to M - Manual. The Stocktake Reconciliation Method 

option is set up in the MSM00BG screen when you Configure the District Control File. If the 

Stocktake Reconciliation Method is set to M - Manual, the Discrepancy Reason Code field 

becomes mandatory. If the Apply Stocktake Discrepancies field is set to Y, the Discrepancy 

Resolution Code field becomes mandatory. 

Reconciliation of stock counts is performed manually by the responsible personnel external to 

the system. Only stockake counts that differ from the stock on hand are entered into the 

system. Stocktake counts that are not entered are assumed by the system to be correct. 

Count details are processed as defined by the settings in the district control file as follows: 

Count 

Qty 

Apply 

Stocktake 

Discrepancy 

Create 

Discrepancy 

Task 

Auto 

Resolve 

Discrepancy 

Task 

Adjust 

Stock 

On 

Hand 

Complete 

Count 

Task 

Create 

Movement 

History 

(Last 

Count) 

Update 

Programme 

Stats 

Not 

Entered 

Y N N N Y Y Y 

Not 

Entered 

N N N N Y Y Y 

Entered Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Entered N Y N N N Y Y 

Note: For Adjust Stock on Hand, the system balance is adjusted to equal the count as entered. 

The following options are available for discrepancies: 

Compare Count To 

System (Manual) 

Using the hard copy count sheet (with open detail) the 

stocktake counting officer compares the displayed system 

details with the count result and identifies discrepancies. 

Perform Recount 

(Manual) 

Where a discrepancy is identified and recount is required, the 

stocktake counting officer recounts the stock using the 

original count sheet. 

Note: This is a manual process, a new count task is NOT 

created. 

Enter Count Tasks 

(with Variance) 

Where a discrepancy is identified and no recount is required 

the stocktake counting officer enters the count for items 

with variance to the system. 

Note: If the stocktake counting officer determines that the 

count and system are in alignment no count is entered. 
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Initiate Processing of 

Counts 

The stocktake counting officer, after entering the counts in 

variance, initiates the processing of counts. 

 Count tasks without a count are treated as correct (the 

system and the count are aligned). 

 Count tasks with counts as errors are treated through the 

automatic adjustment or discrepancy process 

Adjust Stock To Align 

With Count 

Where the system has been configured for automatic 

adjustment, the system amends the stock holding 

information to align with the count details, and generates 

necessary accounting entries and movement history. 

Business Rules 

The following business rules govern this process: 

 The manual reconciliation option assumes that count staff has identified the variance 

between the system detail and the count. This can be achieved only if the system detail is 

available to the count staff on count sheets. 

 The discrepancy task provides information that supports programme reporting. 

 The system adjusts the owned stock before applying the balance of the adjustment to 

consignment stock. 
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Finalise Stock Counts and Associated Discrepancies 

using the Manual Option 
Use this activity to finalise stock counts using the manual option. 

Note: Best results are achieved when counts are recorded as soon as possible after the actual 

count to reduce the time in which new transactions can be recorded and cause an error in the 

count. This activity can also be completed on the Count Tasks tab in the MSE1SB - Programme 

Stocktake, MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake, MSE1SE - Count Sheet screens. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SX - Count Recording. 

The MSE1SX - Search Count Recording screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktake count sheets matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required count sheet. 

4. The MSE1SX - Count Recording detail screen displays. 

5. Click the check box next to the count tasks to finalise. 

6. Click Finalise. 

The counts tasks are finalised. 

Note: If a variance occurs where the Value Variance is greater than the value set in the 

Highlight Variance Value in MSM00BG - District Stocktake Control screen, a warning 

displays. 
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Adjusting Stocktakes 
The stocktake adjusting process involves the actions that can be taken when there is an error in 

the count for a count task. It can be carried out when the Stocktake Reconciliation Method is 

set to M - Manual. The Stocktake Reconciliation Method option is set up in the MSM00BG 

screen when you Configure the District Control File. 

If the Stocktake Reconciliation Method is set to M - Manual, discrepancy options become 

available. 

The following are the two courses of action which can be taken when there is an error: 

 Recount the task 

 Raise a discrepancy for the task 

Recounts 

The Recount option increments the number of counts by one and updates the status to Task 

Recount. In this status, you can reprint the count sheet with count tasks only in Task Recount 

and enter another quantity or details for the count task to reconcile. 

Where the district control setting (recount tries) is set to greater than zero, a warning displays 

indicating the maximum amount of recounts has been exceeded. 

Count Task Discrepancies 

The Raise Discrepancy option creates a discrepancy task which is a separate process on its 

own. All stocktaking discrepancies are of the stock on hand discrepancy type. Raising a 

discrepancy usually leads to adjusting stock on hand, whether it is changing stock on hand 

details (such as tracking references) or bringing on (adding) or writing off (decrementing) stock 

on hand quantities. In other cases, the discrepancy task may be used to explain why an 

adjustment has not been processed (for example, a transaction was performed between the 

actual count and the reconciliation, thus explaining the error). When configured with 

Notifications, the discrepancy tasks act like a prompt to investigate stock on hand anomalies. 

Adjustments 

Stock-on-hand adjustments are made in MSE1SZ - Adjustment Holdings. 

Actions for Count Task Statuses 

The following table lists the functions that can be applied to the count task depending on its 

status. 

 Functions 

Count Status Assign Transfer Remove 

from Count 

Sheet (Not 

in Count) 

Raise 

Discrepancy 

Reconcile Recount 

Task Created 
Y Y Y N N N 

Task Printed 
Y N Y N Y N 

Count 
N N Y N Y N 

Error in Count 
N N Y Y Y Y 
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Task Recount 
N N Y N N N 

Task 

Discrepant 

N N N N N N 

Task Not 

Counted 

N N N N N N 

Task 

Completed 

N N N N N N 

Legend 

Y = Yes 

N = No 

Diagram 

The Stocktake Adjusting Process diagram is part of the Stocktaking process. 

Business Rules 

The following business rule governs this process: 

 The count task status must be Error in Count to use the Recount function. 

 A positive value must be used when bringing on or writing off stock. 

 The equipment reference must exist on the equipment register for the stock code when 

bringing on equipment tracked stock. 

 SSAV items are not created for ad hoc stocktake adjustments. 

 SSAV items must be finalised before a stocktake can be completed. 

 Committed fixed holdings cannot be adjusted. Committed fixed holdings are: 

 Warehouse 

 Disposals/Sentenced 

 Repair 

 Supply Customer or Employee 

 Recall 

 Loan 

 Repair 

 Build 
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Stocktake Adjusting Process Diagram 
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Recount Count Tasks for a Programmed Stocktake 
Use this activity to recount count tasks in a programmed stocktake where the status is Error in 

Count. The number of counts is incremented by one and the count quantity resets to zero when 

Recount is selected for a count task. Where the district control setting (Recount tries) is set to 

greater than zero, a warning displays indicating the maximum amount of recounts has been 

exceeded. 

Note: There is the option of reprinting count sheets with count task where the status is Task 

Recount. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Sheets tab. 

5. Double-click the required count sheet. 

The MSE1SE - Count Sheet detail screen displays. 

6. Click the Count Tasks tab. 

7. Click the check box next to the count tasks to reconcile. 

Note: The status must be Error in Count. 

8. Click Recount. 

The status updates to Task Recount and the Number of Counts increments by 1. 

9. Perform one of the following steps: 

a. To print the count tasks to recount, perform the Print Count Tasks to Recount for a 
Programmed Stocktake activity. 

b. To enter another quantity for the count task, perform the Record Stocktake Count 
Results activity. 
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Recount Count Tasks for a Supplementary 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to recount count tasks in a supplementary stocktake where the status is Error 

in Count. The number of counts is incremented by one and the count quantity resets to zero 

when Recount is selected for a count task. Where the district control setting (Recount tries) is 

set to greater than zero, a warning displays indicating the maximum amount of recounts has 

been exceeded. 

Note: There is the option of reprinting count sheets with count task where the status is Task 

Recount. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Sheets tab. 

5. Double-click the required count sheet. 

The MSE1SE - Count Sheet detail screen displays. 

6. Click the Count Tasks tab. 

7. Click the check box next to the count tasks to reconcile. 

Note: The status must be Error in Count. 

8. Click Recount. 

The status updates to Task Recount and the Number of Counts increments by 1. 

9. Perform one of the following steps: 

a. To print the count tasks to recount, perform the Print Count Tasks to Recount for a 
Supplementary Stocktake activity. 

b. To enter another quantity for the count task, perform the Record Stocktake Count 
Results activity. 
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Recount Count Tasks for an Ad Hoc Stocktake 
Use this activity to recount count tasks for an ad hoc stocktake where the status is Error in 

Count. The number of counts is incremented by one and the count quantity resets to zero when 

Recount is selected for a count task. Where the district control setting (Recount tries) is set to 

greater than zero, a warning displays indicating the maximum amount of recounts has been 

exceeded. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SX - Count Recording. 

The MSE1SX - Search Count Recording screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following field: 

District Code 

3. Select Adhoc Count Tasks Only. 

4. Click Search. 

The MSE1SX - Count Recording detail screen displays. 

5. Click the check box next to the count tasks to reconcile. 

Note: The status must be Error in Count. 

6. Click Recount. 

The status updates to Task Recount and the Number of Counts increments by 1. 

7. Perform one of the following steps: 

a. To print the count tasks to recount, perform the Print Count Tasks to Recount for an Ad 
Hoc Stocktake activity. 

b. To enter another quantity for the count task, perform the Record Stocktake Count 
Results activity. 
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Print Count Tasks to Recount for a Programmed 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to print all the count tasks on the count sheet where the status is Task Recount 

for a programmed stocktake. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Sheets tab. 

5. Click the check box next to the count sheets to print. 

Note: To review a single count sheet before printing, double-click the count sheet. The 

MSE1SE - Count Sheet detail screen displays. Review data as required. 

6. Click Print. 

The Dialog Box - Print displays. 

7. Enter data in the following fields: 

Count Officer 

Count Sheet Type 

Recount Only 

Medium 

8. Click OK. 

The count sheet status is Printed and MSB1SE - Count Sheet Print and Initiation Batch runs 

successfully. Once the batch has completed, MSR1SF - Count Sheet is produced. 
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Print Count Tasks to Recount for a Supplementary 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to print all the count tasks on the count sheet where the status is Task Recount 

for a supplementary stocktake. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Sheets tab. 

5. Click the check box next to the count sheets to print. 

Note: To review a single count sheet before printing, double-click the count sheet. The 

MSE1SE - Count Sheet detail screen displays. Review data as required. 

6. Click Print. 

The Dialog Box - Print displays. 

7. Enter data in the following fields: 

Count Officer 

Count Sheet Type 

Recount Only 

Medium 

8. Click OK. 

The count sheet status is Printed and MSB1SE - Count Sheet Print and Initiation Batch runs 

successfully. Once the batch has completed, MSR1SF - Count Sheet is produced. 
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Print Count Tasks to Recount for an Ad Hoc 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to print all the count tasks on the count sheet where the status is Task Recount 

for an ad hoc stocktake. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSR1SF - Count Sheet Detail. 

The MSM080B - Report Request Selection screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following fields: 

Medium 

Batch Submission: Enter Y to Submit Program for Batch Processing 

3. Click Submit. 

The MSM080C - Report Parameters screen displays. 

4. Enter data in the following fields: 

District Code 

Stocktake Number - ZADHOC 

Count Sheet No - 0001 

Count Sheet Type 

Only Recount Tasks - Y 

5. Click Submit. 

The MSM080B - Report Request Selection screen displays. The job is submitted for 

processing. 
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Raise a Discrepancy for a Programmed Stocktake 
Use this activity to create a discrepant count task for a programmed stocktake. A discrepancy is 

created when the count task requires further investigation. This could be due to a discrepant 

count quantity or count task details. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Sheets tab. 

5. Double-click the required count sheet. 

The MSE1SE - Count Sheet detail screen displays. 

6. Click the Count Tasks tab. 

7. Click the check box next to the count tasks to raise a discrepancy. 

Note: The count tasks selected will have the same discrepancy reason or comments. 

8. Click Raise Discrepancy. 

The Dialog Box - Raise Discrepancy displays. 

9. Enter data in the following fields: 

Discrepancy Reason 

Discrepancy Comments 

10. Click OK. 

The count task is removed from the Count Tasks tab and added to the Counted tab. The 

status of the count task is Task Discrepant. 
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Raise a Discrepancy for a Supplementary Stocktake 
Use this activity to create a discrepant count task for a supplementary stocktake. A discrepancy 

is created when the count task requires further investigation. This could be due to a discrepant 

count quantity or count task details. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Sheets tab. 

5. Double-click the required count sheet. 

The MSE1SE - Count Sheet detail screen displays. 

6. Click the Count Tasks tab. 

7. Click the check box next to the count tasks to raise a discrepancy. 

Note: The count tasks selected will have the same discrepancy reason or comments. 

8. Click Raise Discrepancy. 

The Dialog Box - Raise Discrepancy displays. 

9. Enter data in the following fields: 

Discrepancy Reason 

Discrepancy Comments 

10. Click OK. 

The count task is removed from the Count Tasks tab and added to the Counted tab. The 

status of the count task is Task Discrepant. 
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Raise a Discrepancy for an Ad Hoc Stocktake 
Use this activity to create a discrepant count task for an ad hoc stocktake. A discrepancy is 

created when the count task requires further investigation. This could be due to a discrepant 

count quantity or count task details. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SX - Count Recording. 

The MSE1SX - Search Count Recording screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following field: 

District Code 

3. Select Adhoc Count Tasks Only. 

4. Click Search. 

The MSE1SX - Count Recording detail screen displays. 

5. Click the check box next to the count tasks to raise a discrepancy. 

Note: The count tasks selected will have the same discrepancy reason or comments. 

6. Click Raise Discrepancy. 

The Dialog Box - Raise Discrepancy displays. 

7. Enter data in the following fields: 

Discrepancy Reason 

Discrepancy Comments 

8. Click OK. 

The count task is removed from the Count Tasks tab and added to the Counted tab. The 

status of the count task is Task Discrepant. 
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Review the Count Task Discrepancy for a 

Programmed Stocktake 
Use this activity to review the count task discrepancy for a programmed stocktake. 

Note: This activity is the first part to adjusting stock holdings. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Sheets tab. 

5. Double-click the required count sheet. 

The MSE1SE - Count Sheet detail screen displays. 

6. Click the Counted tab. 

7. Click the Grid Row Menu for the discrepant count task and select View Discrepancy. 

The MSE1TD - Discrepancy Task detail screen displays. 

8. Review data as required. 
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Review the Count Task Discrepancy for a 

Supplementary Stocktake 
Use this activity to review the count task discrepancy for a supplementary stocktake. 

Note: This activity is the first part to adjusting stock holdings. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the Count Sheets tab. 

5. Double-click the required count sheet. 

The MSE1SE - Count Sheet detail screen displays. 

6. Click the Counted tab. 

7. Click the Grid Row Menu for the discrepant count task and select View Discrepancy. 

The MSE1TD - Discrepancy Task detail screen displays. 

8. Review data as required. 
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Review the Count Task Discrepancy for an Ad Hoc 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to review the count task discrepancy for an ad hoc stocktake. This activity is 

the first part to adjusting stock holdings. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SX - Count Recording. 

The MSE1SX - Search Count Recording screen displays. 

2. Enter data in the following field: 

District Code 

3. Select Adhoc Count Tasks Only. 

4. Click Search. 

The MSE1SX - Count Recording detail screen displays. 

5. Click the Counted tab. 

6. Click the Grid Row Menu for the discrepant count task and select View Discrepancy. 

The MSE1TD - Discrepancy Task detail screen displays. 

7. Review data as required. 
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Approve a Discrepancy Adjustment for a Stocktake 
Use this activity to approve discrepancy adjustments for a count task. 

A discrepancy adjustment can be approved using MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake or 

MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

Note: Discrepancy adjustments cannot be approved if you do not have security access to 

MSE1SD and MSE1SB. 

Before discrepancy adjustments can be approved, ensure you have completed the following 

tasks: 

 Set the Discrepancy Approval Required field in MSM00BG - District Stocktake Control to Y. 

 Counted all count tasks for the specified stocktake and raised any discrepancies. 

 Obtained an approval signature for MSB1SH - Stocktake Discrepancy Adjustment Report. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

or 

Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required entry. 

Either the MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail or the MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake 

detail screen displays depending on the application used to approve the discrepancy 

adjustments. 

4. Click Approve Discrepancies. 

The Dialog Box - Approve Discrepancies displays. 

5. Enter data in the following field: 

Approver Delegate 

6. Click OK. 

The discrepancies are approved. 

Once the screen (MSE1SB or MSE1SD) is refreshed, the Adj.Status, Adj.Delegate, Approval 

Date and Approval Time fields in the Counted Tab are populated with the approval details. 
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Adjust Count Task Quantity 
Use this activity to adjust the stock holdings by adding (bring on) or deleting stock quantities 

(write off). 

If SSAV Processing is turned on at the district level, then the SSAV item is created when the 

adjustment is created. 

Note: Equipment references must exist on the equipment register for the stock code before 

they are to be brought on. The fields Bring On and Write Off do not display for equipment 

tracked or serial tracked stock codes as each tracking reference is unique. 

Activity Steps 

1. Perform one of the following steps: 

a. If the discrepant count task is for a programmed stocktake, perform the Review the 
Count Task Discrepancy for a Programmed Stocktake activity. 

b. If the discrepant count task is for a supplementary stocktake, perform the Review the 
Count Task Discrepancy for a Supplementary Stocktake activity. 

c. If the discrepant count task is for an ad hoc stocktake, perform the Review the Count 
Task Discrepancy for an Ad hoc Stocktake activity. 

The MSE1TD - Discrepancy Task detail screen displays. 

2. Click Adjust. 

The MSE1SZ - Adjustment Holdings detail screen displays. 

To bring on stock: 

1. Add or modify the existing holding details for the stock code if required. 

2. Enter data in the following field: 

Bring On 

3. Click Submit. 

The stock holdings adjustment is saved. 

To write off stock: 

1. Modify the existing holding details for the stock code if required. 

2. Enter data in the following field: 

Write Off 

3. Click Submit. 

The stock holdings adjustment is saved. 

Note: If SSAV processing is turned on at the district level, then the SSAV item is created for this 

adjustment and the stocktake status is SSAV Processing. 
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Finalise the Adjustment 
Use this activity to finalise the adjustment. If SSAV Processing is turned on at the district level, 

this activity must be completed before a stocktake can be acquitted. 

Activity Steps 

1. Perform one of the following steps: 

a. If the discrepant count task is for a programmed stocktake, perform the Review the 
Count Task Discrepancy for a Programmed Stocktake activity. 

b. If the discrepant count task is for a supplementary stocktake, perform the Review the 
Count Task Discrepancy for a Supplementary Stocktake activity. 

c. If the discrepant count task is for an ad hoc stocktake, perform the Review the Count 
Task Discrepancy for an Ad hoc Stocktake activity. 

The MSE1TD - Discrepancy Task detail screen displays. 

2. Click Adjust. 

The MSE1SZ - Adjustment Holdings detail screen displays. 

3. Click Finalise Discrepancy. 

The Dialog Box - Finalise Discrepancy displays. 

4. Enter data in the following field: 

Discrepancy Resolution Code 

5. Click Submit. 

The code selected displays in the Discrepancy Resolution Code field. 
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Resolve the Count Task Discrepancy 
Use this activity to resolve the count task discrepancy without making an adjustment, or to 

resolve an ad hoc count task. 

Note: This activity must be completed for ad hoc count tasks if they are to be deleted from the 

ad hoc stocktake (ZADHOC) as count tasks cannot be completed with a discrepancy resolution 

code. 

Activity Steps 

1. Perform one of the following steps: 

a. If the discrepant count task is for a programmed stocktake, perform the Review the 
Count Task Discrepancy for a Programmed Stocktake activity. 

b. If the discrepant count task is for a supplementary stocktake, perform the Review the 
Count Task Discrepancy for a Supplementary Stocktake activity. 

c. If the discrepant count task is for an ad hoc stocktake, perform the Review the Count 
Task Discrepancy for an Ad hoc Stocktake activity. 

The MSE1TD - Discrepancy Task detail screen displays. 

2. Click Resolution. 

The Dialog Box - Resolution displays. 

3. Enter data in the following field: 

Discrepancy Resolution Code 

4. Click OK. 

The discrepancy task is deleted. 
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Approving Stocktake Adjustments 
The stocktake adjustment approval process involves the processing of stocktake stores 

adjustment vouchers (SSAV). SSAV functionality only applies when SSAV items are created in the 

Adjusting Stocktakes process, and the SSAV Processing Required field is set to Y in the 

MSM00BG - District Stocktake Control screen. All SSAV functions are completed in the MSE1SB - 

Programme Stocktake or MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake screens. 

The following three areas are covered in this process: 

 SSAV Reassignment 

 SSAV Notification 

 SSAV Approval 

Note: New functionality in Ellipse EAM bypasses this step to automatically approve the count 

without the discrepancy task being finalised.  

SSAV Reassignment 

Reassign the SSAV to another employee. An example of this would be when the Total Net 

Adjustment Value reaches a certain threshold and an employee with higher authority is required 

to approve the SSAV. 

SSAV Notification 

Notifications are initiated through the Ellipse EAM Notifications process. 

The stocktake manager or team requests a notification for approval of the entire SSAV. MSB1SG 

- SSAV Approval Pending Control Report, checks that all count tasks, discrepancies and 

adjustments for the stocktake have been completed. When all the items have been completed, 

the SSAV items are set to Pending Approval and a notification sent to the SSAV approver for 

approval. 

The stocktake manager or team is sent a notification when the SSAV has been rejected or 

approved by the SSAV approver. 

SSAV Approval 

The SSAV approver is the Adjustment Auth (Authoriser) in MSE1SB and MSE1SD. You can 

approve all or individual SSAV items. When all SSAV items have been approved and the 

stocktake status is SSAV Pending Approval the stocktake manager or team is notified and the 

stocktake status updates to SSAV Approved. 

Diagram 

The Stocktake Adjustment Approval Process diagram is part of the Stocktaking process. 

Business Rules 

The following business rule governs this process: 

 SSAV functionality only applies when SSAV items are created in the Stocktake Adjusting 

process and the SSAV Processing Required field is set to Y in the MSM00BG - District 

Stocktake Control screen. 

 An SSAV can only be created by a count task discrepancy. 
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Stocktake Adjustment Approval Process Diagram 
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Review SSAV items for a Programmed Stocktake 
Use this activity to review stocktake stores adjustment voucher (SSAV) items for a programmed 

stocktake. SSAV items are created when an adjustment is made to a discrepant count task and 

SSAV approval is turned on at the district level. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the SSAV Items tab. 

5. Review data as required. 
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Review SSAV items for a Supplementary Stocktake 
Use this activity to review stocktake stores adjustment voucher (SSAV) items for a 

supplementary stocktake. SSAV items are created when an adjustment is made to a discrepant 

count task and SSAV approval is turned on at the district control level. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the SSAV Items tab. 

5. Review data as required. 
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Print the SSAV Document for a Programmed 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to print the stocktake stores adjustment voucher (SSAV) document for a 

programmed stocktake. This document can be reviewed and signed-off. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click Print SSAV. 

The Dialog Box - Print SSAV displays. 

5. Enter data in the following field: 

Medium 

6. Click OK. 

The SSAV document is produced to the selected medium. 
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Print the SSAV Document for a Supplementary 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to print the stocktake stores adjustment voucher (SSAV) document for a 

supplementary stocktake. This document can be reviewed and signed-off. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click Print SSAV. 

The Dialog Box - Print SSAV displays. 

5. Enter data in the following field: 

Medium 

6. Click OK. 

The SSAV document is produced to the selected medium. 
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Notify for SSAV Approval for a Programmed 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to notify the adjustment authoriser that the SSAV for a programmed stocktake 

requires approval. A notification is sent to the selected medium and a notification record is 

created. This can be reviewed and actioned in MSE042 - Notifications. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click Notify SSAV Approval. 

The Dialog Box - Notify SSAV Approval displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Notification 

Medium 

6. Click OK. 

MSB1SG - SSAV Approval Pending Control Report runs successfully and the notification is 

sent to the Adjustment Authoriser. 

Note: SSAV approval cannot proceed until this report is completed. 

The status of the stocktake updates to SSAV Pending Approval. 
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Notify for SSAV Approval for a Supplementary 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to notify the adjustment authoriser that the SSAV requires approval for a 

supplementary stocktake. A notification is sent to the selected medium and a notification 

record is created which can be reviewed and actioned in MSE042 - Notifications. 

Note: SSAV approval cannot proceed until this report is completed. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click Notify SSAV Approval. 

The Dialog Box - Notify SSAV Approval displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Notification 

Medium 

6. Click OK. 

MSB1SG - SSAV Approval Pending Control Report runs successfully and the notification is 

sent to the Adjustment Authoriser. 

Note: SSAV approval cannot proceed until this report is completed. 

The status of the stocktake updates to SSAV Pending Approval. 
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Approve an SSAV item for a Programmed Stocktake 
Use this activity to approve an SSAV item for a programmed stocktake. Individual items can be 

approved by the adjustment authoriser. All SSAV items must be approved before the SSAV can 

be approved. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the SSAV Items tab. 

5. For the SSAV item required, enter data in the following field: 

Status - Approved 

6. Click Submit. 

The SSAV item is approved. 
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Approve an SSAV item for a Supplementary 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to approve an SSAV item for a supplementary stocktake. Individual items can 

be approved by the adjustment authoriser. All SSAV items must be approved before the SSAV 

can be approved. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the SSAV Items tab. 

5. For the SSAV item required, enter data in the following field: 

Status - Approved 

6. Click Submit. 

The SSAV item is approved. 
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Reject an SSAV item for a Programmed Stocktake 
Use this activity to reject an SSAV item for a programmed stocktake. Individual items can be 

rejected by the adjustment authoriser. A rejected SSAV item requires further investigation 

outside the Ellipse EAM system. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the SSAV Items tab. 

5. For the SSAV item required, enter data in the following field: 

Status - Rejected 

6. Click Submit. 

The SSAV item is rejected. 
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Reject an SSAV item for an Supplementary 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to reject an SSAV item for a supplementary stocktake. Individual items can be 

rejected by the adjustment authoriser. A rejected SSAV item requires further investigation 

outside the Ellipse EAM system. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the SSAV Items tab. 

5. For the SSAV item required, enter data in the following field: 

Status - Rejected 

6. Click Submit. 

The SSAV item is rejected. 
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Approve all SSAV Items for a Programmed 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to approve all SSAV items for a programmed stocktake. This activity changes 

the status of all SSAV items to Approved. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the SSAV Items tab. 

5. Click Approve SSAV. 

All SSAV items have the status of Approved and the stocktake status updates to SSAV 

Approved. A notification is sent to the stocktake manager or team. 
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Approve all SSAV Items for a Supplementary 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to approve all SSAV items for a supplementary stocktake. This activity changes 

the status of all SSAV items to Approved. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click the SSAV Items tab. 

5. Click Approve SSAV. 

All SSAV items have the status of Approved and the stocktake status updates to SSAV 

Approved. A notification is sent to the stocktake manager or team. 
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Notify SSAV Rejection for a Programmed Stocktake 
Use this activity to notify the stocktake manager or team that the SSAV has been rejected for a 

programmed stocktake. A notification is sent to the selected medium and a notification record 

is created. This can be reviewed and actioned in MSE042 - Notifications. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click Notify SSAV Rejection. 

The Dialog Box - Notify SSAV Rejection displays. 

5. Enter data in the following field: 

Notification 

6. Click OK. 

The notification of the SSAV rejection is sent to the stocktake manager or team. 
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Notify SSAV Rejection for a Supplementary 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to notify the stocktake manager or team that the SSAV has been rejected for a 

supplementary stocktake. A notification is sent to the selected medium and a notification 

record is created which can be reviewed and actioned in MSE042 - Notifications. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click Notify SSAV Rejection. 

The Dialog Box - Notify SSAV Rejection displays. 

5. Enter data in the following field: 

Notification 

6. Click OK. 

The notification of the SSAV rejection is sent to the stocktake manager or team. 
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Reassign the SSAV Approver for a Programmed 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to reassign the SSAV for a programmed stocktake to another employee for 

approval. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click Reassign SSAV Approver. 

The Dialog Box - Reassign SSAV Approver displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Approver 

Notification 

6. Click OK. 

A notification with the stocktake number to approve is sent to the new approver. 
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Reassign the SSAV Approver for a Supplementary 

Stocktake 
Use this activity to reassign the SSAV for a supplementary stocktake to another employee for 

approval. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click Reassign SSAV Approver. 

The Dialog Box - Reassign SSAV Approver displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Approver 

Notification 

6. Click OK. 

A notification with the stocktake number to approve is sent to the new approver. 
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Completing Stocktakes 
The stocktake completion process involves acquitting the stocktake and if a programme exists 

for the stocktake, completing the programme. Acquitting the stocktake or ad hoc count tasks 

effectively closes off the stocktake from any further modifications. 

Stocktake Acquittal 

Each count sheet is checked for completion, that is, all count tasks are considered as 

completed. A count task is considered completed when one of the following actions has been 

completed: 

 Counted with no errors - on the Counted tab with the status of Task Complete 

 Not In Count status - on the Counted tab with the status of Not In Count 

 Discrepant and processed - on the Counted tab with the status of Task Discrepant 

 Adjusted where appropriate 

Completed count sheets have the status of Complete. When all count sheets are complete, the 

count tasks are removed from the Counted tab and count task history is written. A stocktake is 

acquitted by running MSB1SA - Stocktake Acquittal report. This batch can be initiated using the 

quick launch or clicking Acquit in MSE1SB or MSE1SD. 

Ad Hoc Count Task Acquittal 

MSB1SA is used to acquit ad hoc count tasks by entering the stocktake number ZADHOC. It is 

recommended that this batch is configured to run cyclically to remove the number of count 

tasks held for an ad hoc stocktake and write them to the count task history table. Discrepant 

tasks must be resolved to be included in the acquittal process. 

Stocktake Programme Completion 

All programmed stocktakes must have the status of Stocktake Complete before a programme 

can be completed. A stocktake programme is completed by running MSB1SF - Stocktake 

Programme Completion. This batch can be initiated using the quick launch or clicking Complete 

in MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

Last Count Date 

The display of the last count date for the stock code depends on the type of stocktake type 

performed - a stocktake by location or stocktake by stock code. For example, if the stocktake is 

by location, the last count day does not display on any screen by stock code, but displays if the 

screen drills down to bin level. 

In MSO180, the last count date displays when a stock code is counted at a district warehouse 

and the stocktake type is by stock code. 

In MSO195, the last count date displays when a stock code is counted at a district warehouse 

and the stocktake type is by location. 

In MSE1RS, the last count date to display depends on the level of drill down: 

 The stock code at the employee level displays the last date when the selected stock code 

was counted for the selected employee. Only dates recorded as part of stocktake by stock 

code display. 

 The stock code at the supply customer level displays the last date when the selected stock 

code was counted for the selected supply customer. Only dates recorded as part of 

stocktake by stock code display. 
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 The stock code at the warehouse level (not bin) displays the last date when the selected 

stock code was counted for the selected warehouse. Only dates recorded as part of 

stocktake by stock code display. 

Diagram 

The Stocktake Completion Process diagram is part of the Stocktaking process. 

Business Rules 

The following business rules govern this process: 

 Ad hoc count tasks that have the status of Task Discrepant must have a discrepancy 

resolution code to be included in the acquittal process. 

 If SSAV processing is used, the stocktake status must be SSAV Approved before it can be 

completed. 

 All programmed stocktakes must have the status of Stocktake Complete before a 

programme can be completed. 
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Stocktake Completion Process Diagram 
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Acquit the Programmed Stocktake 
Use this activity to acquit a programmed stocktake. If SSAV processing is turned on at the 

district level, then the stocktake status must be SSAV Approved before it can be acquitted. This 

activity removes all count tasks from the Count Tasks tab and sets the status of the count 

sheets to Completed and status of the stocktake to Stocktake Completed. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Search Programme Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click Acquit. 

The Dialog Box - Acquit displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Count Start Date 

Count End Date 

Medium 

6. Click OK. 

MSB1SA - Stocktake Count Sheet Acquittal runs successfully. The status of the stocktake is 

Stocktake Completed. 
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Acquit the Supplementary Stocktake 
Use this activity to acquit a supplementary stocktake. If SSAV processing is turned on at the 

district level, then the stocktake status must be SSAV Approved before it can be acquitted. This 

activity removes all count tasks from the Count Tasks tab and sets the status of the count 

sheets to Completed and status of the stocktake to Stocktake Completed. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Search Supplementary Stocktake screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Stocktakes matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required stocktake. 

The MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake detail screen displays. 

4. Click Acquit. 

The Dialog Box - Acquit displays. 

5. Enter data in the following fields: 

Count Start Date 

Count End Date 

Medium 

6. Click OK. 

MSB1SA - Stocktake Count Sheet Acquittal runs successfully. The status of the stocktake is 

Stocktake Completed. 
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Complete a Stocktake Programme 
Use this activity to complete a stocktake programme. A stocktake is considered complete when 

all counts have been recorded, all discrepancies completed, all adjustments have been approved 

and processed, and all batch updates complete. 

Note: The status updates to Complete once the above requirements are met. 

Activity Steps 

1. Access MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

The MSE1S5 - Search Stocktake Programme screen displays. 

2. Enter the relevant search criteria and select Search. 

Items matching the search criteria display in the results grid. 

3. Double-click the required item.. 

The MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme detail screen displays. 

4. Click Complete. 

The Dialog Box - Complete displays. 

5. Enter data in the following field: 

Medium 

6. Click OK. 

MSB1SF - Stocktake Programme Completion runs and a control report is produced to the 

selected output medium. If there are no errors, the programme status updates to 

Programme Complete. 
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Write-Down Reversal 
The write-down reversal process identifies the original write-down and then applies the reversal 

to that write-down.  

A write-down is created during the revaluation of stock. If, for a particular stock code the net 

realisable value or the current replacement cost is less than the cost, then a write-down is 

created for that stock code. 

The reversal application processes a single nominated stock code within a 

nominated district each time it is generated. The stock code of the write-down to be reversed is 

required and the district the reversal will occur in, and a category when the stock code is 

category managed. The system displays a list of all write-down transactions and write-down 

reversal transactions starting with the most recent.  

A quantity and value to be reversed is entered. An error displays when the current stock on 

hand is less than the quantity to be reversed, or the original write-down amount is less than the 

total value to be reversed. 

A write-down reversal transaction is written to the journals transaction file (MSF900) using the 

new write-down reversal transaction type. The amount used on the write-down 

reversal transaction is the difference between the old inventory value and the newly calculated 

inventory value. 

On completion of a reversal you are transferred to the Journal Transaction Extended Text 

screen where mandatory comments detailing the reason for the reversal are entered. 
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Accounting Procedures of the Materials 

System 
The Materials system performs a number of procedures necessary to account for the supply and 

use of material. Every action in the system with a financial impact prepares balanced journal 

entries and loads these to the Journal Holding file for posting to various system files that hold 

costing and financial information. These entries are an automatic byproduct of the normal 

receiving and issue functions used by Material, Maintenance and Operations personnel in 

obtaining the required material. 

The procedures are described in detail in the topics in this process. 
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Inventory Valuation - Valuation Methods 
The Stores module provides the following methods of valuing inventory and issues of inventory 

items: 

 Weighted average cost 

 Standard cost 

 Last receipt (order) price 

 First-in first-out price (FIFO) 

Each district nominates a default valuation method on the system control file. This can be 

overridden for an individual item. 

Weighted Average Cost 

The total value of the receipt is added to the current inventory value for the item. A new 

inventory price is calculated by dividing the new inventory value by the new stock on hand 

quantity. 

Standard Cost 

With standard costing, the item inventory price is fixed. The value of receipts to increment the 

inventory asset account is calculated as quantity received multiplied by the standard price. The 

difference between this value and the actual receipt cost is written off to the price variance 

account. 

Last Receipt (Order) Price 

The inventory value is calculated as the total stock on hand (after receipt) multiplied by the 

order price, that is all existing stock on hand before the receipt is revalued on the new order 

price. The difference between the increase in the inventory value and the order value is written 

off to the price variance account. 

First-in First-out Receipt Price 

The total value of the receipt is added to the current inventory value for the item. For each 

receipt, the quantity received and order price are kept so that each stock decrement can be 

costed at the actual order price for that item, assuming that the inventory is being issued on a 

first in, first out basis. 

The inventory cost price is also maintained as for last receipt price costing for valuation of 

increases in stock due to stock adjustments and credit issues. 

Issues (Company-owned Stock) 

Issues, consequently, are always valued by the same method as the inventory valuation for the 

item; for example, one of the following methods: 

 Weighted average 

 Standard cost 

 Last receipt (order) price 

 First in first out 

Issues (Consignment Stock) 

The value of consignment stock issued is calculated as quantity issued multiplied by current 

purchase price. This represents the current value charged by the supplier for use of 

consignment stock. 
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Freight Accounting Procedures 
Ellipse EAM supports the following two methods of accounting for freight inwards: 

 Freight oncost percentage on issues 

 Freight rate charging 

Freight Oncost Percentage on Issues Method 

This method relates only to catalogued (inventory) items. Ellipse EAM can inflate the amount 

charged to the cost code by a percentage of the issue value (quantity issued x issue price). The 

offsetting credit is made to the freight clearing account identified in the system control file for 

a district. This account is debited on receipt of freight invoices or supplier's invoices with a 

freight component, that is, such costs are debited to this liability account, not to a 

freight-expense cost code. 

The percentage rate can be varied for different inventory items. The facility can be turned off 

for specific items, if not required. 

Information about the freight percentage for an individual inventory item is held on the 

inventory control file, and is displayed (and can be amended) on the MSM170C - Inventory 

Operational Information screen. 

The Freight Percentage field has two parts, yes/no and a percentage (99V99). 

The following combinations are valid: 

N and blank No freight on-cost is calculated for issues of this item. 

Y and blank 

The system returns the default percentage rate for a district held on 

the system control file, for confirmation. On confirmation, this rate is 

used to calculate the freight oncost on subsequent issues. 

Y and 

percentage 

The percentage rate entered overrides the default percentage rate 

for the calculation of freight on-cost. 

Note: The system control file information for a district includes the Freight Accounting field in 

addition to the default freight on-cost percentage. This field relates to the freight rate charging 

method of freight accounting and has no effect on the freight on-cost percentage method. 

The freight on-cost percentage on issues method can be used for both owned and consignment 

stock. 

Freight Rate Charging Method 

You can use this method to record freight costs when the material is received. It can be used for 

both catalogued (inventory) and non-catalogued (direct charge/purchase requisition) items. 

For non-catalogued items, the cost is immediately charged to the cost centre using the 

material. 

For catalogued items, the cost is debited to a freight in inventory account identified in the 

system control file for a district. 

In both cases, the offsetting credit is to the freight clearing account for the district identified in 

the system control file. This account is subsequently debited on receipt of freight invoices or 

supplier's invoices with a freight component, that is, such costs are debited to this liability 

account rather than to a freight-expense cost code. 

The inventory control file maintains the current total of freight in inventory for each inventory 

item. On issue it computes a weighted average currency amount, calculated as: 
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Currency value of freight in inventory for the item x (Quantity issued/Stock quantity) 

The receiving cost centre is debited and the freight in inventory account is credited with this 

amount. 

The system control file information for a district displays on the MSM00BB - Modify District 

Control Information screen. This information includes the following fields relevant to the 

procedure: 

 Freight Accounting (Y/N)  

 Freight Expense Element xxxxxxxx  

 Default Freight Rate Code xx 

The Freight Accounting field should contain Y. 

If expense elements are used, the expense element for freight costs is entered. This, combined 

with the receiving cost centre allocates the cost code to be debited with the freight cost. 

Note: If no default freight expense element is specified, then, on receipt of a non-catalogued 

item or issue of a catalogued item, no separate entry is raised to charge freight to the receiving 

cost centre. Instead, the freight expense is calculated and added to the cost price or issue price. 

The whole amount is debited to the cost code designated to receive the cost or issue price. 

Freight rate codes are held on table file FW, which holds the rate in the form $99999v99 per unit 

of weight (tonne, kilogram, and so on) for that code. 

Turning on this procedure makes the Freight tab display on the MSE1R2 - Review Receipt 

Document detail screen as each receipt transaction is entered. This screen displays the Default 

Freight Code and rate. If these are accepted, only the weight needs to be entered with the 

freight value being calculated automatically. Alternatively, enter either a substitute freight code 

and the weight, or the freight value. 

You can also enter a freight accounting applies indicator and percentage in the associated value 

on table file FR. Valid indicator values are Y, N and A. If you enter N, freight accounting is not 

performed. If you enter Y and a percentage, the Freight tab displays on the MSE1R2 - Review 

Receipt Documentscreen. This screen contains a default freight value calculated by applying 

this percentage to the receipt value for the item. If no percentage was entered, you must enter a 

rate code/weight or value. 

If you enter A (automatic), the freight accounting screen does not display in the receiving 

process. Ellipse EAM automatically calculates the freight values as the default values above. 

Note: If off-site receiving/accounting is used, freight costs are taken up when goods are 

received off-site. Calculation of freight relating to issues includes the freight costs and 

quantities in transit in the averaging process. 

General Considerations 

The two methods described above are not mutually exclusive. That is, they can both be used for 

a single inventory item and therefore for a single issue of that item, if required. The method 

chosen for a particular inventory item (and, in fact, the decision whether or not to use freight 

accounting at all for that item) depends on the circumstances regarding freight inward costs. 

Ensure the freight clearing account debits the freight invoices received and are for materials 

that the freight accounting process is applied. The balance of the account should be reviewed 

on a regular basis. A continuing trend, either increasing or decreasing can indicate a need to 

revise on-cost percentages and/or freight rates. 
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Sales Tax Accounting Procedure 
General Considerations 

Sales tax is borne by the end-user of goods to which sales tax applies, unless those goods are 

used in circumstances classified as exempt from sales tax; for example, most goods used in 

most mining operations. 

Sales tax is normally paid to the supplier at the time of purchase, unless the purchaser can 

quote a Sales Tax Certificate of Registration Number and intends to use the goods in 

tax-exempt circumstances. However, some goods (for example, certain fuels and oils) attract 

sales tax wherever they are used; therefore, sales tax is always payable to the supplier. 

If the purchaser does not pay sales tax to the supplier and subsequently uses the goods in 

taxable circumstances, then the sales tax liability arising from such use must be accounted for 

to the relevant tax authority. 

If the purchaser pays sales tax to the supplier and subsequently uses the goods in tax-exempt 

circumstances, he or she may be entitled to a refund of the tax from the supplier, or, in certain 

limited circumstances, from the relevant tax authority. 

Accounting Implications 

The following scenarios need to be considered when determining what accounting action, if 

any, need to be taken: 

1. Pay tax on purchase, use goods in taxable circumstances. 

2. Pay tax on purchase, use goods in tax-exempt circumstances. 

3. Do not pay tax on purchase, use goods in tax-exempt circumstances. 

4. Do not pay tax on purchase, use goods in taxable circumstances 

Note: The following comments refer to catalogued items only, as it is apparent that the end use 

will be known when the purchase requisition is raised for direct charge items. Sales tax is paid 

or not paid accordingly, at the time of purchase. 

Situations 1 and 3 will not result in any accounting activity. Sales tax is either correctly included 

in the acquisition cost and the issue price, or correctly excluded from both. 

In situation 2, however, an adjustment is required. This adjustment reduces the charge to the 

cost centre to exclude sales tax from the issue price and create a debtor in respect of the tax 

refundable by the supplier. 

In situation 4, an adjustment is also required. This adjustment increases the charge to the cost 

centre to include the sales tax (which was never taken up in inventory) and create a liability for 

sales tax to be accounted for to the relevant tax authority. 

Situations 2 and 4 normally arise only where the end use of the goods cannot be determined in 

advance. That is, they are items that might eventually be used in either tax-exempt or taxable 

circumstances. 

Options Available in Ellipse EAM 

A sales tax code and a percentage rate are held on the inventory control file for each item of 

inventory. Sales tax codes and rates for direct charge items are entered when purchase 

requisitions are raised. Sales tax codes are also held on the cost centre file and the equipment 

register for all cost centres and equipment items. 

Sales tax codes are defined according to the associated values held on the TC table file, as 

follows. The value is in position 1. 

Examples: 
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Sales tax liabilities and debtors are posted by the system to the sales tax liability account 

identified in the system control file. 
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Customs Accounting Procedures 
Use the customs accounting facility when materials are purchased from an overseas supplier 

and the purchase cost has two components, the price paid to the supplier and the import duty 

paid to the relevant government department, based on a percentage of the price paid to the 

supplier. This procedure is used for purchases of either catalogued or non-catalogued items. It 

does not apply to consignment stocks. 

The duty percentage rates are held as associated values against table codes on table type OR - 

Origin Code. 

The origin code for each inventory item is held on the inventory control file. This code can be 

overridden at the purchase order item level. The origin code for non-catalogued items is entered 

when the purchase requisition is raised. 

Customs accounting is turned on using the following fields on the MSM00BB - District Control 

Information screen: 

When non-catalogued items to which customs duty applies are received on-site, duty is 

immediately charged to the cost centre receiving the material. Duty is calculated by the 

following formula: 

When catalogued items are received on-site, duty is debited to the customs in inventory 

account. (Refer to Supply Accounting Entries to determine when price variance is updated 

instead of the customs in inventory account). This account is identified in the district control 

file. Irrespective of the inventory valuation method used, the duty is calculated as: 

In both cases, the offsetting credit is to the customs clearing account for the district identified 

in the system control file. The customs clearing account is subsequently debited on payment of 

duty to the government. 

The inventory control file maintains the current total of customs in inventory for each inventory 

item. On issue it computes a weighted average currency amount, calculated by the following 

formula: 

Currency amount of customs in inventory for the item x (quantity issued/stock on hand) 

This amount is used to debit the receiving cost centre is debited and credit the customs in 

inventory account. 

Note: Customs accounting entries are not initiated until goods are received onsite, even if 

off-site receiving and accounting is in operation. 
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Accounting and Costing Definitions 
Ellipse EAM provides a number of related but separate accounting and costing modules. Each 

one addresses a separate view of the information. 

General Ledger 

The main financial and management accounting mechanism, providing a comparison of actual 

and budget information for an accounting period. This mechanism operates on the general 

ledger code or cost code. The accounting system is double-entry, and all transactions within 

Ellipse EAM are recorded in the general ledger. Both monetary values and statistics are 

supported.  

Work Order 

The principal maintenance facility for recording information on jobs or work. In addition to large 

amounts of maintenance-oriented codes and description, this module enables entry of 

estimates for material cost, labour cost, other cost and/or total cost. It automatically captures 

actual cost in these classifications. This facility operates on work order number.  

Project Number 

The designation of major jobs or sub-jobs (capital construction, major shutdown) which require 

greater control than a work order. Costs can be estimated for each project and sub-project. 

Actual costs can be collected by charging against either the project number or a work order 

belonging to a project.  

Equipment Costing 

Collects and reports the costs of owning and operating an individual piece of equipment on an 

accounting period basis, normally for the life of the equipment. This facility uses the equipment 

number to collect costs. These can either be charged directly to the equipment number or 

charged to a work order opened on an equipment number. 

In all cases, applications and reports can dissect the detail of the totals held by each facility to 

the level of individual transactions (for examples, stores issues, labour charges). The 

relationships between the general ledger account, work order, project and equipment numbers 

can be controlled using the following mechanism: 

District Costing option 

This establishes the rules to be applied throughout Ellipse EAM when account information is 

entered with transactions. For example, a particular costing option specifies that the general 

ledger account is built from work order details. 

The general ledger can control whether a project number (for example) must be quoted for a 

particular general ledger account. 

The following definitions are used within Ellipse EAM for accounting purposes in the General 

Ledger: 

General Ledger Account 

An account code defines either a general ledger code or a cost code. The maximum length is 24 

characters. 

Cost Code 

A cost code is the combination of a valid cost centre and a valid expense element. Optionally, it 

may be just a cost centre, when expense elements are not used in their own right. The standard 

lengths of the cost centre segments and expense elements are maintained in the system 

control file. They are joined together to provide one contiguous code. The cost code represents 
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a budget and actual accounting entity, which is normally used for reporting revenue and 

expense items. 

Cost Centre 

A cost centre is a collection centre for costs associated with a responsibility centre and activity 

step or service function. It consists of an alphanumeric code with a maximum length of 16 

characters, if expense elements are used in their own right. Otherwise, it has a maximum length 

of 24 characters. The cost centre can be composed of multiple segments. 

Expense Element 

An expense element provides an analysis of the type of expenditure or revenue. An expense 

element consists of an alphanumeric code with a maximum length of 8 characters. It is often 

called the natural account. The use of expense elements is optional. If expense elements are not 

used, the relevant data entry screens do not require entry of an expense element. 

General Ledger Code 

A general ledger code is a budget and actual accounting code in its own right, and is defined as 

a single code. It is normally used to record asset and liability accounts not related to cost 

centres or expense elements. 

Posting Accounts 

When defining a cost code, if each segment of the cost centre and the expense element is 

defined as posting, the cost code is defined as a posting account. Similarly, when defining a 

general ledger code with a posting indicator, the code is defined as a posting account. Posting 

accounts denote the lowest level at which values are updated from the transaction level. 

Summary or Non-posting Accounts 

Non-posting accounts are used for higher level summarisation of posting accounts, which are 

typically used in account relationships as parent accounts. A non-posting account may consist 

of higher-level cost centre segment combinations. Alternatively, it may be a specifically-defined 

non-posting cost code, where one or more segments of the cost code have been defined as 

non-posting. It may also be a specifically-defined non-posting general ledger code. A facility 

exists in Management Accounting at the district control level to define that summary account 

codes hold balances for any or all of the following summarisation levels: 

 Account relationship structures  

 Cost code structures  

 User-defined summary structures. 

Balances recorded for a posting account can be summarised to one or all of the above summary 

structures, as defined in the district control file. 

Wildcarded account codes can be recorded as subordinates to summary accounts (parents) in 

account relationship structures. A wildcarded account effectively represents a set of posting 

accounts, with the masking characters '*', '@' and '#' defined in the appropriate positions of an 

account code. For example, '**1**2' will match any posting account code with 1 in the third 

position, 2 in the sixth position and spaces in the last remaining positions of the account code. 

At the source, transactions may only post transaction amounts to posting accounts. 

Accordingly, summary accounts cannot be directly posted to by source transactions. In this 

regard, wildcarded accounts are validated as being summary accounts. Account codes with at 

least one account code segment designated with a POSTING-NOT-ALLOWED indicator, or a 

partially-specified cost code, are also validated as summary accounts. 

Note: A partially-specified cost code can also be a posting account, if a cost code segment is 

defined as being optional and all specified segments have a POSTING-ALLOWED indicator. 
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Subsidiary Ledger Details 

Ellipse EAM provides a subsidiary ledger facility, which can be used with any general ledger 

account. The following definitions apply: 

Accordingly, a subledger code defines the combination of the subledger control account and 

subledger account. For example, a system subledger account for the subledger system control 

account relating to the invoice pending account will comprise the supplier number, the 

purchase order number and the purchase order item number. For further information about the 

subledgers, see the General Ledger. 
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Materials Accounting Entries 
Catalogued Items 

Transaction Types ISS ISU SAD STP LSP PAD STO ADJ RSI 

1. Inventory Price Adjustment   O O O   Y  

2. Inventory Quantity 

Adjustment 

     Y Y   

3. Issue:          

 Owned Stock O Y        

 Consignment Stock          

Legend: 

Y = Entry always generated 

O = Entry can be generated 

Owned or Consignment 

Transaction Types ONC FRT TXI ONW 

1. Inventory Price Adjustment     

2. Inventory Quantity 

Adjustment 

    

3. Issue:     

 Owned Stock O O O O 

 Consignment Stock O O  O 

Consignment Stock Only 

Transaction Types CON ISC STA STC RCI 

1. Inventory Price Adjustment      

2. Inventory Quantity 

Adjustment 

  Y Y  

3. Issue:      

 Owned Stock      

 Consignment Stock Y O   O 

Offsite Receiving 

Transaction Types CON 

1. Inventory Price Adjustment Y 
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2. Inventory Quantity 

Adjustment 

 

3. Issue:  

 Owned Stock  

 Consignment Stock  

Freight Accounting 

Transaction Types FIS FII AFR FIO * FIC + 

1. Inventory Price Adjustment   O   

2. Inventory Quantity 

Adjustment 

    Y 

3. Issue:      

 Owned Stock Y Y    

 Consignment Stock Y Y    

Customs (Owned Stock) 

Transaction Types + CII CIS CIO ACU 

1. Inventory Price Adjustment    O 

2. Inventory Quantity 

Adjustment 

Y  Y  

3. Issue:     

 Owned Stock Y Y   

 Consignment Stock     

Legend 

* in respect of owned stock 

+ 
in respect of consignment 

stock 

Y entry always generated 

O entry can be generated 
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Accounts Generated by the System 
In order to prepare balanced double entry bookkeeping transactions Ellipse EAM maintains a list 

of the account numbers per district in the system control file. The following accounts are used 

by the system: 

Inventory Asset Account 

Holds the value of the stock on hand company owned. The district stock code file MSF170 acts 

as a subsidiary ledger for this control account. 

Invoice Pending - Goods Orders Account 

Holds the value of receipts of material for which an invoice has not been received, matched and 

approved. The order file MSF220 acts as a subsidiary ledger for this control account. 

Consignment Stock Issues Liability Account 

Used to record the liability to the supplier for each issue of stock on consignment. 

Inventory Adjustment Account 

Used to record the value of adjustments to inventory quantities. 

Price Variance Account 

Used to record any adjustments to the value of inventory or items which must be absorbed in 

recording receipts. 

Last Price Postings 

Used to record any adjustments to the value of inventory or items which must be absorbed in 

recording receipts. This account is only applicable to inventory items with a validation method 

of Last Receipt (order) Price. 

Standard Price Postings 

Used to record any adjustments to the value of inventory or items which must be absorbed in 

recording receipts. This account is only applicable to inventory items with a valuation method of 

standard costing. 

Sales Tax Liability Account 

Used to record the value of sales tax which Ellipse EAM calculates is payable or recoverable on 

the issue of material from inventory. 

Material in Transit Account 

Holds the value of material held at off-site receiving locations prior to its receipt on-site. 

Issue Oncost Account 

Used to record the on-cost credit in respect of issues which have had an on-cost applied. This 

mechanism is normally used to weight issues to capital projects, outside contractors, and the 

like, with a warehousing overhead cost. 

Freight Clearing Account 

Used to record the liability for freight cost, whether calculated at the time of receipt of the 

goods or as a percentage on-cost calculated at the time of issue. 
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Freight in Inventory Account 

Holds the value of the freight component of the cost of inventory on hand or in transit. Normally 

used where freight on purchases is charged separately by the supplier or by a transport 

company. 

Freight in Transit Account 

Holds the value of freight for direct charge items held at off-site receiving locations prior to 

receipt on site. 

Returns Clearing Account 

Used to record the value of goods (catalogued and non-catalogued) returned to a supplier prior 

to those goods being received. 

Returns Offset Account 

When receiving returned goods subsequent to raising a supplier return, any value oversupplied 

is recorded against this account. 

Returns Price Variance 

Used to reflect any variance in price for catalogued items, which may have occurred between 

the time of raising a supplier return and then the receipt of those goods. 

Customs Clearing Account 

Used to record the liability for customs duty on imported material. 

Customs in Inventory Account 

Holds the value of the customs duty component of the cost of inventory on hand. 

Intercompany Account 

Used to record inter-company accounting whenever a transaction involves two districts, each 

district being treated as a separate accounting unit. 

Consumption Tax - Input Credit Pending 

This account is only used if consumption tax is in use. It is used to record the portion of the 

value of a receipt that is attributable to consumption tax, prior to the related invoice being 

received, matched and approved. 

Pre-Payments Pending Account 

This account holds the value (including consumption tax if consumption tax in use) of 

pre-payment invoices with a status of loaded unapproved. 

Pre-Payments Control Account 

This account holds the value (including consumption tax if consumption tax is in use) of 

pre-payment invoices not yet offset by the accounts payable invoice matching process or 

receipting process (for orders requiring 100% pre-payment). 

Consumption Tax - Pre-Payments Account 

This account is only used if consumption tax is in use. This account holds the consumption tax 

value of pre-payment invoices. The accounts payable invoice file (MSF260) acts as a subsidiary 

ledger for this control account. 
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For those accounts where an Ellipse EAM file acts as a subsidiary ledger, month-end reports are 

provided to reconcile the subsidiary ledger file to these control accounts. Normally these 

accounts are totally under systems control and no entries other than those prepared by the 

system should be made to them. 

The control accounts are: 

 Inventory Asset Account 

 Invoice Pending - Goods Orders Account 

 Consignment Stock Issues Liability Account 

 Sales Tax Liability Account 

 Material in Transit Account 

 Freight in Inventory Account 

 Customs Clearing Account 

 Customs in Inventory Account 

 Consumption Tax Input Credit Pending Account 

 Pre-Payments Control Account 

 Pre-Payments Pending Account 
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Inter-District Costing - Warehouse Requisitions 
Inter-district costing is the issuing of goods from one district and directing the issue cost to a 

different district. 

The issue transaction value is determined from the value of goods in the issuing district. All 

freight, customs, oncost and tax costs are also determined from the issuing district. The total 

transaction value is initially debited to the inter-company account (ICO and ICC account 

transactions) for the costing districts in the issuing district. A subsequent entry in the costing 

district credits to the inter-company account for the issuing district (ICA account transaction) 

and debits the cost code (ICD transaction). Where necessary all currency conversions are made 

for the transaction values (this may involve both primary and secondary currency conversions). 

Costs can be directed to another district by any of the following methods: 

 A costing district is nominated against the costing allocation on a requisition header screen 

(or on the Maintain Costing Allocations screen when modifying costing for a requisition). 

 The issuing district does not have sufficient stock to satisfy the requisition and 

inter-district requisitioning is applied, the goods will be issued from a district other than 

the requisitioning district. 

 A combination of the above may apply. A costing district may be nominated and 

inter-district requisitioning invoked, in this case, inter-district costing will only apply if the 

issuing district is different to the costing district. 

All costing allocation details are validated according to the costing option rules defined for the 

nominated costing district. 

If a cost centre is specified, the expense element of the stock code for the costing district must 

be determined in order to build a complete cost code. If the stock code is not held in inventory 

in the costing district and an expense element is required, the requisition item will fail validation 

and an error given preventing the item from being created. 

A work order, project or equipment number may be specified (depending on which modules are 

installed) and is validated for the costing district. 

If the General Ledger module is installed, commitments for the cost allocation are only applied if 

the nominated costing district has the post commitments option set on. 

Two costing allocations can be specified for a warehouse requisition, each can have a different 

costing district. Whenever two costing allocations are specified, the total issue quantity is held 

against the first costing allocation and an issue quantity of zero against the second allocation. 

If freight and/or customs accounting is used for the issuing district, the freight cost code and 

customs cost code cannot be determined (where inter-district costing does not apply, the 

freight and customs expense elements are combined with the specified cost centre to 

determine the cost codes). The freight/customs costs are combined into the total transaction 

value instead of having specific account transactions (the FIS and CIS account transactions). 
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Issue On-Cost Procedure 
Ellipse EAM records inventory values and issues inventory at either weighted average cost or 

standard cost. 

In certain circumstances it is appropriate to include an on-cost percentage in the issue price to 

reflect the cost of warehousing. A typical situation is where inventory is issued to outside 

contractors. The amount, if any, of on-cost charged on a particular issue depends on the 

following factors: 

 The issue transaction type 

 The inventory items issue and return on-cost codes 

 The inventory items issue and return on-cost rates 

 The inventory items turnover rate 

Issue on-cost are applied to both owned and consignment stock. 

Issue Transaction types 

Issue transaction types are held on the Table file in Table Type IT. Certain associated values 

against individual Table Codes determine whether or not issue on-costs are charged and the 

rate at which on-costs are charged, as follows: 

 Associated value, position ten, format Y/N, holds the On-costs Apply flag. If this is Y or 

spaces, then on-costs apply for the issue type. If this is N, on-costs will not apply, regardless 

of other settings. 

 Associated value, position three, format 99v99 holds the on-cost percentage. If this 

percentage is greater than zero, then this figure will be used to calculate the on-cost, 

otherwise, the inventory item's on-cost code and on-cost rate will be used to determine the 

on-cost (see On-cost Code and Rate below). 

 Associated value, position seven, format 9999 identifies the record in the system control file 

determining the account to be credited with the on-cost (entering 0006 in this position or a 

non-existent record number) directs the credits to the issue on-cost account. 

Oncost Code and Rate 

When on-costs apply to a issue transaction type but the on-cost rate on the IT table for that 

transaction type is zero, then the Issue or Return On-cost Type for the inventory item is used to 

determine the on-cost (depending upon whether this is an issue or return). The inventory items 

issue/return on-cost type on MSF170 is used to read the ONC1 - On-cost Type table. The first 

associated value indicates if the on-cost type is fixed or based on turnover, and this determines 

the on-cost rate as follows: 

 Fixed - if the second associated value on ONC1 indicates that the rate must be zero, a rate of 

zero is used. That is, no on-costs are charged, otherwise, the inventory item's on-cost rate 

on MSF170 is used as the on-cost rate. 

 Turnover - the inventory items turnover rate (as displayed on MSM170B) is used to 

determine the on-cost rate from the On-cost Turnover table ONC2. 

Example 1: On-costs Do Not Apply 

Example assumptions: 

 Table Code B1 is set up on Table Type IT to be used for issues to outside contractors with 

associated values N, 10.00 and 0006. 

When issue requisitions are raised using the MSM140A - Requisition header screen, the default 

transaction type displayed should be replaced with B1. The system looks at table file IT and sees 

that on-costs do NOT apply. As a result, there will be no on-cost for this issue. 
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Example 2: Oncosts Apply at IT rates 

Example assumptions: 

 Table Code C1 is set up on Table Type IT, to be used for issues to outside contractors, with 

associated values Y, 10.00 and 0006. 

When issue requisitions are raised using the requisition header screen MSM140A, the default 

transaction type displayed should be replaced with C1. 

The system: 

 Looks at table file IT and sees that on-costs do apply. 

 Looks at table file IT and sees that the on-cost rate is 10%. 

 Inflates the issue price by 10% and debits the receiving cost centre or general ledger 

account with the grossed up amount. The offsetting credit for the on-cost is posted to the 

issue on-cost account. 

The credit balance on the issue on-cost account represents revenue rather than a liability should 

be written back to the profit and loss account at year end. 

Example 3: Oncosts Apply at Fixed rates 

Example assumptions: 

 Table Code D1 is set up on Table Type IT, to be used for issues to outside contractors, with 

associated values Y, 0.00 and 0006. 

 Stock code example3 is used and has an Issue On-cost Type on MSF170 of Z1, and an Issue 

On-cost Rate on MSF170 of 25.00. 

 On the On-cost Type table file, the calculation type for table code Z1 is set to F for fixed, and 

the rate must be zero flag is set to N. 

When issue requisitions are raised using the MSM140A - Requisition Header screen, the default 

transaction type displayed should be replaced with D1. 

The system: 

 Looks at table file IT and sees that on-costs do apply 

 Looks at table file IT and sees that the on-cost rate is zero 

 Uses the inventory item's on-cost type (Z1) to look at table ONC1 

 Determines from ONC1 that the on-cost type is fixed 

 Uses the rate on MSF170 to determine the on-cost rate (25.00 %) 

 Inflates the issue price by 25.00 % and debits the receiving cost centre or general ledger 

account with the grossed up amount. The offsetting credit for the on-cost is posted to the 

issue on-cost account. 

The credit balance on the issue on-cost account represents revenue rather than liability and 

should be written back to the profit and loss account at year end. 

Example 4: Oncosts Apply at Turnover rates 

Example assumptions: 

 Table Code E1 isset up on Table Type IT, to be used for issues to outside contractors, with 

associated values Y, 0.00 and 0006. 

 Stock code example4 is used, and has an Issue On-cost Type on MSF170 of HP, and an Issue 

On-cost Rate on MSF170 of 0.0 

 On the On-cost Type table file, the calculation type for table code HP is set to T for fixed, 

and the rate must be zero flag is set to Y. 
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When issue requisitions are raised using MSM140A - Requisition Header screen, the default 

transaction type displayed should be replaced with E1. 

The system: 

 Looks at table file IT and sees that on-costs do apply 

 Looksat table file IT and seesthat the on-cost rate is zero 

 Usesthe inventory items on-cost type (HP) to look at table ONC1 

 Determinesfrom ONC1 that the on-cost type is turnover 

 Determinesthe inventory items turnover 

 Usesthis turnover to determine the on-cost rate from ONC2 

 Inflates the issue price by the on-cost rate and debit the receiving cost centre or general 

ledger account with the grossed up amount. The offsetting credit for the on-cost is posted 

to the issue on-cost account. 

The credit balance on the issue on-cost account, which represents revenue rather than liability, 

should be written back to the profit and loss account at year end. 
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Deferred Posting - Warehouse Requisitions 
Deferred posting allows the value of a warehouse requisition issue to display in posting to the 

costing allocations of the requisition, until the issue is acknowledged as received. The issue 

credits the inventory asset account, but will not debit the cost centre, (including work order, 

project, and equipment) until the issue is received by the requestor. 

The deferred posting feature is only applicable to normal warehouse requisitions (cannot be 

used for credit/returns, loans, disposals, stores sales, recalls, and manual requisitions). 

Set Up Requirements 

The district control setting Defer Issue Costs until Receipt must be set to Y on the MSM00BD - 

Modify District Control Information screen for the issuing district on the requisition. 

Procedures 

A warehouse requisition is created using the one of the Warehouse Requisition - Normal Issues 

screens MSM140A, MSM14SA, MSM14TA. The requestor on the requisition can be either an 

employee or a supply customer. 

The requisition is issued from the supplying warehouse. The issue is directed to a waybill if the 

Transport Consolidation module is installed. The value of the issued is posted to the deferred 

issues accounts (inventory, freight and customs). If a full issue requisition item is set to Issued - 

Not Complete indicating the goods have been issued, but not received. 

The supply customer or employee requisitioning the goods acknowledges the receipt of the 

items using the MSE1R1 - Update Receipt Document screen. At this time the value of the issue is 

charged to the costing allocations nominated on the requisition. After the total quantity 

required has been both issued and received the requisition item is set to Complete. 

Accounting Entries 

The accounting entries that are generated when deferred posting is in use depend on the 

options in use (for example, taxes, on-costing, freight, and customs). 

Costing District and Issuing District are the same 
At the time of Issue 

Credits: 

DC  Account  Type  Amount  

CR  Inventory Asset  ISU  $ISU (Qty issued * Current Price)  

or     

CR  Consignment Liability  CON  
$CON (Purchase Value + Consumption 

Tax)  

and  (where applicable)    

CR  Freight in Inventory  FII  $FIS (Qty issued * Freight Price)  

CR  Customs in Inventory  CII  $CIS (Qty issued * Customs Price)  

CR  Freight Clearing  FRT  $ISU * Freight Oncost %  

CR  Issue Oncost  ONC  $ISU * Issue Oncost %  
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CR  Warehouse Oncost  ONW  $ISU * Warehouse Oncost %  

CR/DR  Sales Tax Liability  TXI  $TXI Calculated as for Normal Issues  

Debits: 

DC  Account  Type  Amount  

DR  Defer Issue Inventory  IST  

$ISU + $FRT + $ONC + $ONW + $TXI + 

($FIS if separate Freight is not used) + 

($CIS if separate Customs is not used)  

DR  Defer Issue Inventory  ISD  
For Consignment Stock. Calculation as 

above, using $CON instead of $ISU  

and  (where applicable)    

DR  Defer Issue Freight  FIT  $FIS (If separate Freight is used)  

DR  Defer Issue Customs  CDT  $CIS (If separate Customs is used)  

At the time of Receipt 

Credits: 

DC  Account  Type  Amount  

CR  Defer Issue Inventory  ISB  
Qty Received * (total $ISU + $CON to 

date) / (total quantity to be received) 

CR  Defer Issue Freight  FIB  
Qty Received * (total $FIS to date) / 

(total quantity to be received) 

CR  Defer Issue Customs  CIB  
Qty Received * (total $CIS to date) / 

(total quantity to be received) 

Debits: 

DC  Account  Type  Amount  

DR  Cost Code - Requisition  DII  $ISB  

DR  Cost Code - Freight  DFI  $FIB  

DR  Cost Code - Customs  DCI  $CIS  

Note: The cost code for the freight account transaction will be the same as the requisition cost 

code if a separate freight expense element is not nominated for the district. The cost code for 

the customs account transaction will be the same as the requisition cost code if a separate 

customs expense element is not nominated for the district. 

Costing District and Issuing District are different 
At the time of Issue 

Credits in Issue District: 

DC  Account  Type  Amount  
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CR  Inventory Asset  ISU  $ISU (Qty issued * Current Price)  

or     

CR  Consignment Liability  CON  
$CON (Purchase Value + Consumption 

Tax) 

and  (where applicable)    

CR  Freight in Inventory  FII  $FIS (Qty issued * Freight Price)  

CR  Customs in Inventory  CII  $CIS (Qty issued * Customs Price)  

CR  Freight Clearing  FRT  $ISU * Freight Oncost %  

CR  Issue Oncost  ONC  $ISU * Issue Oncost %  

CR  Warehouse Oncost  ONW  $ISU * Warehouse Oncost %  

CR/DR  Sales Tax Liability  TXI  $TXI Calculated as for Normal Issues 

Debits in Issue District: 

DC  Account  Type  Amount  

DR  Inter Company Account ICO  
$ISU + $FRT + $ONC + $ONW + $TXI + 

$FIS + $CIS  

or     

DR  Inter Company Account ICC  
For Consignment Stock. Calculation as 

above, using $CON instead of $ISU  

Credits in Costing District: 

DC  Account  Type  Amount  

CR  Inter Company Account ICA  
$ISU + $FRT + $ONC + $ONW + $TXI + 

$FIS + $CIS  

Debits in Costing District: 

DC  Account  Type  Amount  

DR  Defer Issue Inventory ICS  $ICA  

At the time of Receipt 

Credits in Costing District: 

DC  Account  Type  Amount  

CR  Defer Issue Inventory ISB  
Qty Received * (total $ICO + $ICC to date) 

/ (total quantity to be received) 

Debits in Costing District: 

DC  Account  Type  Amount  
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DR  Cost Code - Requisition DII $ISB  

DR  Cost Code - Requisition DFI $FIB  

DR  Cost Code - Requisition DCI $CIS  

Note: Separate freight and customs accounts are not used with inter-district costing. 
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Revaluation 
This batch program revalues stock classified as inventory within a specific district. 

The district control file determines whether the stock is revalued at:  

 net realisable value for a profit organisation 

 current replacement cost for a not-for-profit organisation 

This report is run in either report or update mode. When in report mode, all records are read but 

not updated. An entry will be written when: 

 the net realisable is zero 

 the current replacement cost is zero or could not be determined 

 the current replacement cost is of a different currency 

 the inventory price changes because the net realisable value or current replacement cost is 

lower 

 the stock code has an inventory stated price 

The date of the run and the revaluation method used are updated when items are category 

costed. 

The stock code is validated against table file IG - Inventory Category last to ensure the category 

is eligible for revaluation. 

For-Profit Revaluation 

When items are category costed, is not zero but less than the inventory cost price the inventory 

cost price is updated with the net realisable value. 

A new write-down transaction is written to the journal transaction file. The amount written to 

the transaction will be the difference between the old inventory value and the new calculated 

inventory value. When a write-down transaction occurs because of the net realisable value the 

valuation indicator is set to N. 

Not-for-Profit Revaluation 

When the current replacement cost is not zero but less than the inventory cost price the 

inventory cost price is updated with the current replacement cost. 

A new write-down transaction is written to the journal transaction file. The amount written to 

the transaction will be the difference between the old inventory value and the new calculated 

inventory value. When a write-down transaction occurs because of current replacement cost, 

the valuation indicator is set to C. 
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MSB12A - Transfer SCAs for Deployed Systems 
Deployables Only 

This report is used to relocate supply customer sccounts (SCAs) from one system to another 

(Tier 1 to Tier 2). The report checks the following transfer failure conditions: 

 SCA having a parent. The SCA must have the entitlement parent removed before the 

account is relocated. 

 Outstanding dues in. These are either owned or loaned requisitions or SCA transfers. 

 Outstanding dues out. These are either owned or loaned requisitions or SCA transfers. 

This batch program is generated as a report or in update mode. 

If no failure conditions exist then a batch process is initiated to execute the SCA transfer. This 

process places the SCA and any child SCAs into a status indicating they are transiting between 

systems. They will stay in this status until the transfer is completed and all messages are 

processed by the receiving system. The transfer removes all records associated with the SCAs 

(parent and child) current location to the message queue. These written records include the 

SCA's detail, the current stocking levels, tracking numbers, batch or shelf life and history 

records. As records are written to the queue, the SCA's records are deleted from the residing 

system, unless the system being transferred is from Tier 1. After all records are written to the 

queue a final record for the SCA or SCAs is written with an open status. After this is picked up 

and processed by the target system the SCA is open for use in its new role. 

The transfer in the Tier 1 system is updated to reflect that the SCA or SCAs in a transitional 

state. These Tier 1 records are updated with a transitional status and the new deployed system 

ID of the SCA or SCAs are deployed. All other Tier 1 records (stock on hand, serial numbers, and 

so on) remain the same. 

The SCA or SCAs are set to a status of I - in-transit between systems until all records are 

extracted and updated from the queue. A final queue SCA record with the new status of open 

indicates that the last record is processed. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

Parent SCA Enter the parent supply customer account. 

Destination District Enter the district where the SCAs are to be transferred. 

Execute Mode Enter U (Update) or R (Report) to generate the batch program 

in update mode or a report. 
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MSB140 - Requisition Processing 
This batch program is run to monitor the due date on requisitions and maintain requisition 

status and related fields. It can be run as often as required, but it is recommended that this 

batch program is set up to run on a daily basis. The report will contain a count of requisitions 

for before and after the program has run. 

The following information is printed on the report: 

 Selection parameters 

 Summaries for warehouse requisitions based on requisition status for both before and after 

the update 

 The number of requisitions for each type, with one set of totals only 

 The number of requisition items processed by item status for both before and after the 

update has run 

 The number of requisitions after the program has run, by status 

If the requisition is a normal issue requisition and is now within warehouse service time, and the 

requisition item was not generated as the result of a substitution, the requisition stock code is 

checked for any active stock code substitutions. After any active substitutions have been 

processed, the item is checked for inter-district requisitioning, unless the IDR Substitution 

Method flag is set to 2 on the system control file, in which case the inter-district requisitioning 

check will precede the substitution check. 

Any items waiting for additional stock that can now be satisfied are reactivated, providing the 

reactivation option is Y. Otherwise, eligible requisitions are reported to allow manual action. For 

store sales type requisitions, reactivation may also involve creation of additional invoices. 

Requisitions with a status of Pending that were created outside the selected time delay period 

will have the correct status determined. If the pending requisition is not a referred requisition 

and is within warehouse service time, the picking slip is printed. 

Inter-district requisition items with a status of Due Out Inability for an issuing district different 

from the current district are also checked for reactivation. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Time Delay (Hours) Specify a time delay, in hours, for the processing of requisitions. 

For example, if you specify a time delay of two hours, no 

requisitions created within the last two hours will be 

processed. Use this field to prevent the batch program from 

completing requisitions that may have been entered while this 

program is running. 

If you do not complete this field, zero is assumed, and all 

pending requisitions are processed or completed. 

Reactivate Option Enter Y to reactivate any eligible requisition items that can be 

satisfied due to increased stock holdings. Enter N to produce a 

report displaying requisition items eligible for reactivation. 

Report Only (Y/N) Select Y to report a summary of requisitions. Select N to 

suppress printing of the report. 
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Print Detail (Y/N) Select Y to print detail of all requisitions. Select N to print a 

summary of requisitions 
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MSB141 - Requisition Housekeeping 
This report contains a count of requisitions both before and after the program has run. The 

report can be run as often as required, but it is recommended that this batch program be set up 

to run on a daily basis. 

This program should be run after the MSB140 - Requisition Processing batch program, to 

ensure all status updates have been made. 

The following information is printed: 

 Selection parameters 

 The number of completed requisitions for each type 

 The number of completed requisition items processed 

 The number of requisitions after the program has run, by type 

 The number of requisitions deleted 

 The number of requisition items deleted 

Requisitions that do not have a status of Complete or that have a Latest Acquittal Date inside 

the retention date are not considered for deletion. 

If the requisition is a Referred Demand type requisition and has no items, the requisition header 

is deleted. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Number of Days 

to Keep 

Complete 

Requisitions 

Enter the number of days, 0 to 999, for which the system is to retain 

completed requisitions after the day they are completed. 
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MSB148 - Removals Batch Program 
The MSB148 batch program creates workshop orders from stock item codes recorded on a 

removal list. If the Position Management module is turned on, you need to have the correct 

authorities for the district in which the workshop orders are to be created. 

Authorities include: 

 POFC – Purchasing Officer. Done from MSB148 itself. 

 WOIT – Workshop Order Item. Done in MSS240. 

 WOTO – Workshop Order Total. Done in MSS240. 

MSB148 uses the data stored on the Removal List tables MSF1RH (Removal Header) and MSF1RI 

(Removal Item). 

Note: This program requires the RESTART functionality. Once initiated it must run to 

completion. It cannot and should not have its request record deleted once the first commit 

point has been reached (with RESTART key written). 

The summary report details: 

 The POFC authorities, if Position Management is on. 

 The target district and warehouse that is not suspended or closed. 

 Each stock item code on the MSF1RI that exists in the target receipt district and warehouse 

(as specified on the MSF1RH table row). 

 Select and create a recommended workshop order for each item found on the MSF1RI item 

file that matches the Removal ID parameter that you entered. Workshop orders are created 

by calls to MSS240. 

 For each item on the MSF1RI where the workshop order is created, create an in-transit 

record with the target custodian ID being the district and warehouse of the workshop order. 

 MSB148 creates an MSF1FH cross reference between the in-transit holding and the 

workshop order. Set MSF1FH-DOCMNT-TYPE = PO and MSF1FH-DOCUMENT-KEY = 

workshop order number. 

 Where a workshop order cannot be created, an error displays. 

 When the creation of workshop orders phase is complete, the removal status on the removal 

header is set to C for completed. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Removal Id The identification code of the removal.  
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MSB14A - Change Bulk Requisitions 
Using this batch program, you can modify the Priority, Required By Date, and Delivery Location 

on requisition headers in bulk. The Required By Date will also be updated on each 

corresponding requisition item. In order to be updated, a requisition must meet the following 

selection criteria: 

 The requisition item status must not be: 

 Being Picked (2) 

 Credit Issue Requisition (4) 

 Issued not Completed (6) 

 To be Deleted (8) 

 Completed (9) 

 At least one requisition item must be incomplete. 

The following security restrictions apply when the requisitions to be updated have been 

Requested By a supply customer account (SCA) that has Restricted To values: 

 If you have security access less than 2, you must be a Restricted To Employee, or an 

incumbent of a Restricted To Position for this SCA. 

 No restrictions are applied if you have security access greater than 2. 

Either a detail or summary report may be requested. The detail report displays the request 

parameters and the requisition number, issuing district, requestor details and original and 

updated details - Priority, Required By Date and Delivery Location - for each cancelled 

requisition. The summary report displays the request parameters and the number of updated 

requisitions. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Requested By Enter the employee ID or SCA of the requestor of the requisitions to 

be updated. This field is mandatory. 

District (blank = 

All) 

Enter the issuing district code. 

Reason Code The reason for the modification. Entry is validated against the Table 

File RQRN - Requisition Reason Code. 

If the requisition reason code is mandatory and no reason code is 

supplied, the modification process will stop and report an error. 

Delivery 

Location 

Enter the delivery location. 

New Required by 

Date 

(YYYMMDD) 

Enter the new required by date for the requisition. 

The format is YYYMMDD. 

New Priority 

Code 

Enter the new priority code for the requisition. 
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MODE 

(Y-Update, 

N-Report) 

N Defaults. An entry of N in this field generates the batch report 

(that is, the report is produced the details are not updated). 

An entry of Y in this field updates the details and produces a report. 

Report 

(Y-Detailed, 

N-Summary 

Enter Y if a detailed report is to be generated (MSB14AB). The 

report displays the requisition number, requisition item number, 

district code, request by ID and name, original and revised by date, 

original and revised priority, original and revised delivery location, 

stock code and one of two messages: 

 a warning if the required by date differs to the indicated by the 

priority code 

 the modification is appropriate 

N defaults. An entry of N in this field generates a summary report 

(MSB14AA). The report displays the number of requisition headers 

and items updated for each district. 
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MSB14B - Bulk Cancellation of Requisitions 
You can cancel requisition in bulk using batch program MSB14B.  

A requisition will not be cancelled if the requisition item status is: 

 Being Picked (2) 

 Credit Issue Requisition (4) 

 Issued not Completed (6)  

 To be Deleted (8)  

 Completed (9) 

MSB141 is generated to delete the requisitions. 

The following security restrictions apply when the requisitions to be cancelled have been 

Requested By or Created By a supply customer account (SCA) that has Restricted To values: 

 If you have security access less than 2, you must be a Restricted To Employee, or an 

incumbent of a Restricted To Position for this SCA. 

 No restrictions are applied if you have security access greater than 2. 

Either a detail or summary report may be requested. The detail report displays the request 

parameters, and the requisition number, issuing district and requestor details for each 

cancelled requisition. The summary report displays the request parameters and the number of 

cancelled requisitions. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District (blank = 

All) 

Enter the district code of the requisition. Leave blank for all districts. 

Requested By Enter the employee ID or SCA of the person who requested the 

requisition. 

Created By Enter the employee ID or SCA of the person who created the 

requisition. 

Required from 

Date 

(YYYMMDD) 

Enter the start date to process requisitions from that date. 

The format is YYYMMDD. 

Reason Code The reason for the cancellation. Entry is validated against the Table 

File RQRN - Requisition Reason Code. 

If the requisition reason code is mandatory and no reason code is 

supplied, the cancellation process will stop and report an error. 

MODE 

(Y-Update, 

N-Report) 

N defaults. An entry of N in this field generates the batch report (that 

is, the report is produced and the details are not updated). 

An entry of Y in this field will update the details and produce a 

report. 
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Report 

(Y-Detailed, 

N-Summary 

Enter Y if a detailed report is to be generated (MSB14BB). The report 

displays the requisition number, issuing district, request by ID and 

name. 

N defaults. An entry of N in this field generates a summary report 

(MSB14BA). The report displays the number of requisitions cancelled. 
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MSB14H - Requisition APL in Total 
This report is printed whenever the requisition of an Applications Parts Listing in Total (Action 

Code T when submitting a requisition using MSO140 - Warehouse Requisition Normal Issues) is 

requested. It is a control report produced to report the Warehouse and/or Purchase Requisition 

items subsequently created. 

The report prints at the printer associated with the Requested By person, this is the printer on 

the Printers tab on the MSE81S - Update Personnel Workbench screen for the employee. 

For each item on the Application Parts Lists (APL) that cannot be created as a requisition item, 

the error condition, and the item in question will be reported. Warning conditions and the item 

in question will also be reported. 

The following information is reported: 

 Warehouse Requisition Number 

 Number of Warehouse Requisition items 

 Purchase Requisition Number 

 Number of Purchase Requisition items 

 Total number of Error items reported 

 Number of Error items reported this run 

 Total number of Warning items reported 

 Number of Warning items reported this run 
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MSB170 - Warehouse/Bin/Stock Code Label Print 
This report produces labels for stock items. 

This report can be generated at any time. 

The printer is nominated during the request process.If it is left blank, the printer is selected 

from the following search list: 

 Label Printer from Table File GP - Grid Location ID 

 Label Printer on the Warehouse Control record from the District Control file (MSF001) 

 Picking Slip Printer on the Warehouse Control record from the District Control file (MSF001) 

This program prints labels showing the warehouse, bin code and description of each stock 

code. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Warehouse Enter the Warehouse ID for the bin location. Entry is validated 

against the Table File WH - Warehouse Identification. 

This field is mandatory. 

Starting Bin 

Location 

Enter the bin location for the first bin code to be reported on. 

This field is mandatory. 

Ending Bin 

Location 

Enter the bin location for the last bin code to be reported on. 

Stock Code Enter a valid stock code for selection. 

This field is optional. 

Quantity Enter the quantity of bin labels required for each item 

selected. Valid values are between 1 and 999999. The default is 1. 

This field is optional. 
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MSB178 - ABCD and XYZ Summary Analysis of 

Inventory 
This report is a summary of the procedure that reviews inventory items and classifies them 

according to ABCD and XYZ categories. This report calculates the ABCD/XYZ classification for 

each inventory item at the district level, and also for each item at the warehouse level. 

This batch job can be generated at any time. Usually you would run the report with option 2 

each month. 

The ABCD/XYZ classification is an important inventory control tool in the system. The analysis 

of the ABCD classification provides the ability to review inventory based on annual usage dollars 

while the XYZ classification analysis provides the ability to review inventory, based on stock on 

hand values. 

Option 1 should be used for the initial setup of the inventory classifications. From then on, 

option 2 is sufficient to maintain the classification. 

The format of the report produced depends on which calculation option is selected. 

 Calculation Option 1 

The report shows a summary line for each classification and the processing summary 

details. 

This report shows the following information for each classification: 

 Number of items 

 Total value 

 % of items and value in each class 

 The classification range 

 Calculation Option 2 

A brief processing summary report is produced showing the input criteria and number of 

records processed and updated. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Calculation 

Option 

There are two options: 

1. Recalculate for all inventory items. 

2. Recalculate only for those items changed since the last time 

the program was run. 

The recalculation of the ABDC/XYZ classifications for each inventory 

item will use the costing and inventory values for the district or 

primary inventory category. Which of the costings will be used 

depends on whether category costing is in effect for the inventory 

item. 

When category costing is used for an inventory item, the costing and 

inventory details for that item's primary category will be used in the 

calculation. The primary category can be maintained using 

the MSM170C - Maintain Operational Information screen. 
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Warehouses 

for Calculation 

The warehouses used depends on which calculation option you 

choose: 

 Calculation Option 1 - all warehouses for the specified district will 

be used. 

 Calculation Option 2 - you can specify up to five warehouses. If no 

warehouses are specified, then the recalculations will occur at the 

district level only. 
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MSB179 - Monthly Supply Management Reports 
The report MSB179 provides the option to print five different types of stock movement reports. 

Select the report types using a selection screen. See the additional information for these 

details.  

Work shop orders are stored as normal orders. 

The report options are: 

 MSB179A - Stock Movement Detail for Non-Category Costed Items 

 MSB179B - Stock Movement Summary for Non-Category Costed Items 

 MSB179C - Stock Valuation & Movement for Non-Category Costed Items 

 MSB179D - Consignment Stock Variation Summary for Non-Category Costed Items 

 MSB179E - Supply Management Summary for Non-Category Costed Items 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection screen for 

this report: 

Accounting 

Period 

Enter the accounting period for which the report is required. If this field is 

left blank, the report will run for the month prior to the current month. 

Issue Types Enter up to three issue types, these are specified in Table File IT - Issue 

Transaction Type, that the report is being run for. 

Reports 

Required 

Enter Y in the required report type to request the report. Enter N to 

suppress printing of the report. The report types are: 

 Stock Movement - Detail 

 Stock Movement - Summary 

 Stock Movement 

 Consign Valuation - Summary 

 Supply Management - Summary 
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MSB179A - Stock Movement Detail for Non-Category 

Costed Items 

The report is sorted by stock code within inventory statistic code and can be generated at any 

time. For each stock code within an inventory statistic type, all the transactions for the period 

of the report are listed. 

The following details are printed for each inventory statistic code: 

 Transaction Type 

 Transaction Date 

 Responsible Person 

 Account Code 

 Quantity 

 Unit of Issue 

 Transaction Price 

 Inventory Movement Value 

 Issue Transaction Type, Requisition Number, Work Order, Project Number and Equipment 

Number are also printed for ISS transactions 

 Equipment Number is also printed for FAO transaction types 

Totals by statistic code are printed for number and value of all receipt, issue and adjustment 

transactions. 
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MSB179B - Stock Movement Summary for Non-Category 

Costed Items 

The following details display for each stock code within an inventory statistic type: 

 Opening Balance - The value of stock on hand for each stock code at the beginning of the 

financial period. 

 Receipts - Items received during the financial period. 

 Adjustments - Items that have been adjusted during the financial period. 

 Issues - Items issued in the financial period. 

 Worked Balance - Opening Balance + Receipts + Adjustments issues. 

 Closing Balance - Value of stock on hand for each stock code at the end of the financial 

period. 

Totals by statistic code are printed for number and value of all receipt, issue and adjustment 

transactions. 
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MSB179C - Stock Valuation & Movement for Non-Category 

Costed Items 

The following details are printed for each inventory statistic code: 

 Opening Balance 

 Total Value of Adjustments 

 Total Value of Receipts 

 Issues - these are broken down into Fuel and Oil, then up to three Issue types nominated, 

and Other 

 Closing Balance 

 Discrepancy - this is calculated as: 

opening balance - closing balance + adjustments + receipts - issues 

 Planned Balance 

 Planned and Actual Service Level 

The grand totals of each of these for the period of the report are also printed. 
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MSB179D - Consignment Stock Variation Summary for 

Non-Category Costed Items 

The following details display for each inventory statistic code: 

 Item Name 

 Transaction Type 

 Requisition Number 

 Transaction Date 

 Responsibility Code 

 Account Code 

 Equipment Number 

 Work Order 

 Project Number 

 Quantity 

 Unit of Issue 

 Transaction Price 

 Inventory Movement Value 

Transaction values include any applicable tax, on-cost, and freight amounts. 
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MSB179E - Supply Management Summary for 

Non-Category Costed Items 

This report provides a summary of stock movements for the period of the report. 

For owned stock and consignment stock, the number and value of transactions for the period in 

the following categories are reported: 

 Receipts broken down into Suppliers, Inter-district Transfers, Workshop, and Other. 

 Issues broken down into Fuel and Oil, then up to three Issue types requested, and Other. 

 Adjustments broken down into Stock Counts, Order Price Changes, and Inventory Price 

Changes. 

Totals are produced for Opening Balance, Actual Balance, Closing Balance, Planned Balance, and 

Variance (Closing Balance - Planned Balance): 

 Opening Balance 

 Receipts, Issues, and Adjustments 

 Worked Balance 

 Closing Balance 

 Planned Balance 

This value is the total of all planned balances fromMSF185 (entered via MSO185). 

 Variance 

If the worked and closing balances do not equal, then the message Wkd < > Close displays. 

This means that the worked balance, as calculated above, is not equal. 

All MSF900 transactions are rounded to two decimal places. However, when the relevant 

issues are calculated for the period (for example, inventory price x quantity), because the 

inventory price can be up to four decimal places, a number of stock codes will probably 

display the message Wkd < > Close. 
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MSB17J - Standard Price Update 
This report summarises the results from updating selected inventory items for a requested 

district with a new price derived from the latest purchase order price for an item. 

The report also summarises the results from updating selected inventory items for a requested 

district with the new price derived from the invoice or invoice amendment, if the Validate Date 

From and To has been used. 

The update is run for either category costed or non-category costed inventory items. 

Only prices in terms of local currency will be updated, resulting in local currency inventory values 

being updated. Secondary currency inventory values and prices remain unchanged, if secondary 

currency applies. 

The program producing this report updates the District Inventory file for non-category costed 

items or the Category Inventory Costing file for category costed items, and produce 

corresponding financial transactions on the Transaction Master file. 

Only inventory items with a standard inventory costing method for the requested district will be 

selected.This batch job can be generated at any time. 

For a selected inventory item: 

 The last purchase order raised with a non-zero price for this item is retrieved and the 

inventory item's price is updated with this purchase order item's price adjusted by the 

percentage entered. 

 For category costed inventory items, price updates are done at the category level, 

depending on the inventory category on the purchase order item (price updates are only 

done for Normal category types). 

 If the inventory item's price is changed, financial transactions are created to reflect this 

price change on the Transaction Master file. 

 The financial transactions created are similar to those created for a manual price 

adjustment for an inventory item on the Inventory Price Adjustment screen to debit the 

Inventory Asset Account and if appropriate, the Material in Transit Account and to credit the 

Price Variance Account. 

 Before replacing the current price for an item, the new price is checked so as not to cause 

the Inventory Value total to overflow, resulting in truncation of the value. 

After this batch job has been run, reportMSR17J is produced. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Category Costed 

items (Y/N) 

Enter Y to update prices for inventory items that are category 

costed. Enter N or leave blank to update prices for non-category 

costed inventory items. 

Percentage Enter a percentage value in the range -999.99 to 999.99 by which 

to adjust an order's price before replacing an inventory item's 

price with this adjusted price. This field is optional. 

For example, if 50.00 is entered and a latest order price retrieved 

is 150 the calculated price will be 150 + (150 * 50)/(100) which is 

225. 

Item Name Code Enter an existing item name code. This field is optional. 
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Group Class 

From/To 

Enter a range of group class codes. Leave the From range blank to 

select from the start of the group class codes. Leave the To range 

blank to select to the end of all group class codes. 

Validate Date 

From/To 

Enter an invoice date range. Enter the first invoice date in the 

Validate Date From field and the last invoice date in the Validate 

Date To field. 

Stock Type Enter a valid stock type code. Entry is validated against the Table 

File ST - Stock Type. This field is optional. 

Stock 

Classification 

Enter a valid stock classification code. Entry is validated against 

the Table File CL - Stock Classifications. This field is optional.  

Stock Section 1 Enter a valid stock section code. Entry is validated against the 

Table File C0 - Stock Sections. This field is optional. 

Stock Section 2 Enter a valid stock section code. Entry is validated against the 

Table File C1. This field is optional. 

Stock Section 3 Enter a valid stock section code. Entry is validated against the 

Table File C2. This field is optional. 

Stock Section 4 Enter a valid stock section code. Entry is validated against the 

Table File C3. This field is optional. 

Stock Section 5 Enter a valid stock section code. Entry is validated against the 

Table File C4. This field is optional. 

Stock Section 6 Enter a valid stock section code. Entry is validated against the 

Table File C5. This field is optional. 

Stock Section 7 Enter a valid stock section code. Entry is validated against the 

Table File C6. This field is optional. 

Stock Section 8 Enter a valid stock section code. Entry is validated against the 

Table File C7. This field is optional. 

Stock Section 9 Enter a valid stock section code. Entry is validated against the 

Table File C8. This field is optional. 

Stock Section 10 Enter a valid stock section code. Entry is validated against the 

Table File C9. This field is optional. 

Qualification 

Codes 

Enter up to ten valid qualification codes. Entry is validated against 

the Table File QL - Qualifier Code. An item will be selected 

(assuming all other selection criteria are met) if at least one of the 

entered qualification codes matches a qualification code on the 

item. 

This field is optional. 

An item selected must satisfy all selection data entered before it 

is processed for update. 
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MSB17K - Convert VHS/Stockless Items to Direct 

Delivery/Auto Receipt Items 
The MSB17K batch program converts vendor held stock items to direct delivery items. Items are 

converted when the warehouse and report parameter suppliers are equal and the warehouse 

control record has the Vendor Held Stock Whouse flag = Y. 

Items are not converted if there are outstanding transactions. The outstanding transactions 

must be finalised before selecting the items for conversion again. 

All converted items have a new stock code/supplier (MSF180) record written and the direct 

delivery flag on the item provisioning information screen. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code Enter the district code where the items are held. If left blank the 

logged in district is used. 

This field is optional. 

Supplier No Enter the supplier held against the vendor held warehouse. All items 

in the warehouse for that supplier are converted. 

This field is mandatory. 

Price Code Enter a price code if only those stock code/supplier records for the 

vendor items are to be converted. If left blank and the supplier has 

stock code/supplier records with more than one price code, they are 

all converted. 

This field is optional. 

New Warehouse Enter a new warehouse where the new stock code/supplier records 

are to be created. 

Note: The warehouse must exist on the WH table file and have a 

warehouse control record created. 

Usage figures are taken across to the new warehouse. 

This field is mandatory. 

New Price Code Enter a new price code if the price code is to be applied to all 

converted items. If left blank existing price codes are used for the 

new stock code/supplier records. 

This field is optional. 
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MSB17R - Batch Write Down 
The MSB17R batch program enables write down for both profit and non-profit organisations 

when AASB102 standards apply. Stock codes/categories with an inventory asset classification 

are processed. 

If a stock code has no stock on hand, the write-down still occurs even if the value is zero. 

Note: The stock held in transit and in consignment are not revalued by any write-downs - the 

stock must be held in a warehouse to be affected by this valuation. 

This batch program is generated in update or report mode. When run in report mode, all 

selected records are processed but no files updated. When run in update mode, write-down 

transactions are generated and posted for each stock item that has a new replacement value 

lower than the existing inventory value. 

The summary report details: 

 the number of stock items processed 

 the number of stock items where the inventory value is changed 

 the total value of inventory at net realisable cost 

 the total value of inventory at current replacement cost 

 the total value of inventory at inventory price (cost) 

 for the district 

The detail report displays: 

 stock codes in the district 

 the quantity and unit of issue 

 whether the stock is inventory or fixed asset 

 the inventory value, indicator, and currency 

 report totals 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code Enter the district code of the stock item to be 

written-down/reversed. 

This field is mandatory. 

Run Mode (R=rpt, 

U=upd) 

Enter R to generate in report mode or U for update. 

Report Mode 

(S=sum,D=dtl) 

Enter S to generate a summary report or D to generate a detail 

summary report. 

This field is mandatory. 

Earliest Date Enter the date. 

Price age not older than. 

This field is optional. 
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Stock Item Owner Enter the stock item owner ID. 

This field is optional. 

Product Service 

Category Range 

From/To 

Enter a range of product service category. Leave the From range 

blank to select from the start of the product service category. 

Leave the To range blank to select to the end of all product service 

category. 

Stock Code Range 

From/To 

Enter a range of stock codes. This field is optional. This field is 

mandatory when the category range is not entered. 

Category Range 

From/To 

Enter the range of inventory categories that match against the 

stock items. This field is optional. When left blank the stock code 

is mandatory. 
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MSB17T - Supply Management Survey 
This batch report provides a summary of of inventory, ABCD/XYZ analysis and inventory 

performance for the period specified in the report. 

The following details are printed: 

 Items below Minimum (Total) 

This is the number of stock codes in the district where the stock on hand is less than the 

minimum stock. The value refers to the inventory value of all the stock codes in this 

category. 

 Items below Minimum (Below) 

This value represents the value by which all stock codes in this category are below the 

minimum value. 

 Items above Maximum (Total) 

This is the number of stock codes in the district where SOH (stock on hand) > (ROP (re- 

order point) + ROQ (re-order quantity)). The value against the entry refers to the inventory 

value of all the stock codes in this category. 

 Items above Maximum (Above) 

This value represents the value by which all stock codes in this category are above the 

maximum ((ROP + ROQ) x price). 

 Items between Min and Max 

The balance of items are in this category. 

 Items with Reservations 

The number of stock codes (with an extended value) where the status of the item is 

reserved. 

 Item with Dues Out 

The number of stock codes (with an extended value) where the item status is Stock 

Unavailable, Due Out Pending or Warehouse Servicing. 

 Items with Dues In 

The number of stock codes (with an extended value) where purchase orders exist with 

outstanding quantities. 

 Items Unmoved for One Year 

The last issue date and creation date from the Inventory record (MSF170) are used. These 

are compared with the period end date less 365. If both dates are less than the calculated 

figure, the item is deemed to be unmoved. 

 Items Added to Inventory (this period) 

If the creation date is greater than the period start date and less than or equal to the period 

end date, the item is deemed to have been added this period. 

 Items Added to Inventory (One Year) 

If the creation date is greater than (period end date - 365) and less than or equal to the 

period end date, the item is deemed to have been added within the last year. 

 ABCD/XYZ Analysis 

This is based on the relevant code held on the Inventory record for the individual stock code. 

The number is a total of all stock codes falling into a particular level while the value is a total 

of the MSF175-INVENT-VALUE for these levels. 

 Summary of Inventory Performance 
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The number of items falling into the following categories for the period of the report and 

the year to date is determined. 

 Partial Inabilities 

Displays the number of issue requisition items which have been partially satisfied (and 

therefore constitute a partial inability). 

 Complete Inabilities 

Displays the number of issue requisition items which have had no issues made against the 

requirement. 

 Total Inabilities 

The sum of partial inabilities + complete inabilities. 

 Requisitions Filled Late 

Displays the number of issue requisition items issued late (this is currently hardcoded to 

indicate an issue more than two days after the date required). 

Percentages Calculations 

Percentages are also calculated for the period and year to date for: 

 Gross Service Level 

 Net Service Level 

 Late Service Level 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection screen for this 

report: 

Accounting 

Period 

Enter the accounting period for which the report is required. If an accounting 

period is not entered, the reports are run for the accounting period prior to 

the current period. 

This field is optional. 
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MSB17V - Valuation Accounting Report 
The MSB17V program lists the summed value of stock items from Inventory Control file 

(MSF170) or Category Costed file (MSF194) when the stock code is category costed. 

For each stock code within the district, the following details display: 

 Stock Code and Description 

 Category 

 Inventory or Asset 

 Unit of Issue 

 Stock on Hand 

 Item Cost Price 

 Currency Type 

 Value At 

 Inventory Value 

At the end of the report, the following details display: 

 Total Value at Net-Realisable Value (N) 

 Total Value at Cost Replacement Value (C) 

 Total Value at Inventory Cost Price (I) 

 Total for all District 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

Report Mode 

(D - Detailed, 

S - Summary) 

Enter the mode type. The report is generated in the selected 

mode. 

All Districts Enter either Y or N. If Y is entered all districts are reported. 
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MSB180 - Recommended Warehouse 

Transfers/Orders 
Running MSB180 produces a summary report of recommended warehouse transfers and orders. 

This report can be generated at any time. It is recommended that a daily cyclical request be set 

up for this program for each warehouse in each district. 

The following summary totals are produced in this report: 

 The number of stock items that have reached the minimum stock figure. Note that records 

are only selected if the Minimum Stock Level is greater than 0. 

 Number of transfers created. If the receiving warehouse is the same as the home 

warehouse, no transfer is created. A transfer item is created for the other items. Transfers 

are created for warehouses with a Purchase/Transfer flag of T or W. 

 Number of Stores Recommended Orders. If the receiving warehouse is the same as the 

home warehouse, no recommended order is created. A Stores recommended order is 

created for other items for warehouses with a Purchase/Transfer flag of P only. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

Receiving Warehouse 

(Mandatory) 

Enter the warehouse code to be processed for recommended 

warehouse transfers and orders. 

Max. Allowable Items Enter the maximum number of items allowable on each 

warehouse transfer. The default number is 12. 

Transfer Report 

Program 

Enter the name of the program to report the transfers created 

by this program. Leave this blank if there is no report. 

Recommended Order 

Stores Report 

Program 

Enter the name of the program to report the stores 

recommended orders created by this program. Recommended 

orders are only created if the Purchasing module is installed. If 

no recommended orders are created, the program will not 

write out a request for this report. The default program is 

MSB241. 

Buy Recommended 

Orders Report 

Program 

Enter the name of the program to report the buy 

recommended orders created by this program. Buy 

recommended orders are only created if the Purchasing 

module is installed. The default program is MSB242. 

Transfer 

Recommended Orders 

Report Program 

Enter the name of the program to report the transfer 

recommended orders created by this program. Transfer 

recommended orders are only created if the Purchasing 

module is installed. The default program is MSB243. 

Proforma 

Recommended Orders 

Report Program 

Enter the name of the program to report the pro forma 

recommended orders created by this program. Pro forma 

recommended orders are only created if the Purchasing 

module is installed. The default program is MSB244.  
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Repairable 

Recommended Orders 

Report Program 

Enter the name of the program to report the repairable 

recommended orders created by this program. Repairable 

recommended orders are only created if the Purchasing 

module is installed. The default program is MSB246.  

Non-Action 

Recommended Orders 

Report Program 

Enter the name of the program to report the non-action 

recommended orders created by this program. Non-action 

recommended orders are only created if the Purchasing 

module is installed. The default program is MSB24A. 

Process Modified 

Items Only 

Enter Y to process only items that have changed since the last 

time this program ran. Enter N to process all items for this 

warehouse. The default is Y. 

The standard request should process only changed items. This 

increases the efficiency of this program. With this process, all 

items should only be necessary during initial startup. 

Automatically 

Authorise Transfers 

Enter Y to produce authorised transfers where the available 

quantity in the issuing warehouse satisfies the quantity to be 

transferred. Enter N to create only unauthorised transfers. 

Pre-post Authorised 

Transfers 

Enter Y to pre-post automatically authorised transfers. The 

normal pre-posting rules apply.  

Priority Code Enter the priority code to apply to warehouse transfers. This 

field is optional unless the priority table is set up for 

mandatory entry. Entry is validated against the Table File PI - 

Priority Codes. 
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MSB186 - Calculate and Update Warehouse Min/Max 
Report MSB186 summarises the number of items in a selected warehouse that have been 

automatically updated with a new minimum and/or maximum stock level, based on the re-order 

algorithm defined for the item at the district level. Minimum and maximum levels for an item 

will only be selected for update if the Auto Upd Min-Max Flag on screen MSM180A is set to 

either M, X or B. 

As the algorithm assigned to the stock code is used to calculate the MIN/MAX levels will not 

automatically update items with a manual re-order point (ROP) and a manual re-order quantity 

(ROQ) algorithm of zero, respectively. 

This report can be generated at any time.However, it is envisaged that this report only needs to 

be run on the first day of every month, immediately after the end of the previous month's 

processing, but prior to running the first re-order report for the current month. This frequency 

would be sufficient, as ROP and ROQ calculations are usage-based. 

Warehouse item records with an automatic update of MIN/MAX flag of N are not processed.  

The report lists: 

 The number of warehouse item records read for selection. 

 The number of warehouse item records read that are updated with the minimum stock level 

set to the ROP calculated, and the maximum stock level set to the sum of the ROP and ROQ 

calculated. 

Calculation of the above is based on: 

 Usage information at the warehouse level 

 District level information for the item pertaining to: 

 Re-order algorithm 

 Current supplier details relating to stated lead time, conversion factor, actual lead time, 

stated/actual lead time flag, standard pack 

 Planning service level 

 Alpha factor 

 Smoothing flags 

 Inventory price 

 ABCD level 

 Freight lead time 

 District inventory item information: 

 Inventory review days 

 Purchasing review days 

 District level control information: The supplier lead time if current supplier information does 

not exist on the District Inventory file 

Report Mode 

Processes records to determine new ROP/ROQ values. 

When the ROP/ROQ values for the warehouse and stock code combination are calculated the 

changes display on the detailed report. A detailed report is generated if the Report Only Flag 

parameter equals Y.  

The report lists: 

 Stock code (group by and sorted by) 

 Warehouse (sorted by) 

 Minimum stock level original value 
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 Minimum stock proposed/changed value 

 Maximum stock level both original value 

 Maximum stock level proposed/changed value 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

Warehouse Enter up to 10 warehouse codes from Table File WH - 

Warehouse Identification. One warehouse code must be 

entered. All warehouses selected have the same parameter set 

applied for purposes of minimum and maximum re-calculation. 

No option is provided to nominate separate parameter sets or 

subsets for use within individual warehouses. All nominated 

warehouses must be within the logged in district. If a 

warehouse within another district requires updating, the user 

must change credentials to these districts. 

This field is mandatory. 

Last Modified Date Enter a valid date, not later than today's date. If you complete 

this field, a warehouse item is checked. If it has been modified 

since the specified date, this item is processed for selection. If 

this field is left blank, all items for the warehouse are 

processed for selection. 

This field is optional. 

Total Lead Time Enter the total lead time in days for the stock code in the 

nominated district. 

Planned Service Level Enter the planned service level. This is used as a measure of the 

service level inherent in the re-order algorithm. This is the 

required service level for this item in percentage terms. It 

ranges from 50.00% to 99.99%. This field only applies to ROP 

algorithms 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 

Alpha Factor Enter the default weighting factor. This factor is only 

applicable in reorder calculations if using reorder algorithm 5. 

It should range from 0.01 to 0.99. 

This is a default setting and can be overridden when creating 

or maintaining individual inventory records. 

Smoothing Controls 1 

- 7 

Enter up to seven smoothing controls for the inventory 

item. They are used to control the smoothing portion of the 

re-order algorithm. Refer to Smoothing Controls table. 

Report Only (Y/N) Enter Y to generate the batch program in report mode 

(detailed report). No updates are performed when this report is 

generated in report mode. 

If you enter N records are updated only. 
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Reorder Algorithm 

(RAF) 

Enter the algorithm used to calculate the minimum and 

maximum stock when stocked items are brought into 

inventory. Entry is validated against the Table File - RA - 

Re-order Algorithm Codes. 

The re-order algorithm for maximum stock level is: 

Max days multiplied by the average daily usage: 

the equation is maximum stock level=max days* (AMU/0.42) 

where AMU=average monthly usage (determined by usage 

code) 

The re-order algorithm for minimum stock level is: 

Min days multiplied by average daily usage: 

the equation is minimum stock level=min days* (AMU/30.42) 

where AMU=average monthly usage (determined by the usage 

code) 

You can only enter data in this field or the Calculate Min/Max 

by Number of Days field, not both. An error message displays. 

Calculate Min/Max by 

Number of Days 

Enter Y or N. 

This field is optional. 

You can only enter data in this field or the Reorder Algorithm 

Flag field, not both. An error message displays. 

Minimum Days Enter the minimum number of days worth of stock holdings. 

This field is optional. This field is mandatory if Calculate 

Min/Max by Number of Days parameter selected is Y. 

Maximum Days Enter the maximum. 

This field is optional. This field is mandatory if Calculate 

Min/Max by Number of Days parameter selected is Y. 

Usage (1=Standard, 

2=Clipped 

Enter the usage code of 1 for standard usage or 2 - clipper 

usage. 

This field is optional. This field is mandatory if Calculate 

Min/Max by Number of Days parameter selected is Y. 

Number of Periods Enter the number of periods in the range 0 to 36. Nominate the 

amount of periods you want for minimum/maximum days. This 

field is optional. 

This field is mandatory if Calculate Min/Max by Number of 

Days parameter selected is Y. 
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MSB189 - Stock Movement Detail for Category 

Items 
Report MSB189 lists owned stock movements for category costed items by stock code within 

inventory statistic type, inventory category and category type for the period of the report. There 

are five different types of reports that can be printed. Select the report types using a selection 

screen.  

The report options are: 

 MSB189A - Stock Movement Detail for Category Items 

 MSB189B - Stock Movement Summary for Category Costed Items 

 MSB189C - Stock Valuation & Movement for Category Costed Items 

 MSB189D - Consignment Stock Valuation Summary for Category Costed Items 

 MSB189E - Supply Management Summary for Category Costed Items 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

Accounting Period Enter the accounting period for which the report is required. If 

this field is left blank, the report will run for the month prior to 

the current month. 

Inventory Category Enter up to three inventory categories to be reported on. 

Category Type Enter a category type. If this field is left blank then the report 

will run for all nominated categories or for all categories. 

Issue Types Enter up to three issue types from Table File IT - Issue 

Transaction Type that the report is being run for. 

Reports Required Enter Y in the required report type to request the report. Enter 

N to suppress printing of the report. 

The types are: 

 Stock Movement - Detail 

 Stock Movement - Summary 

 Stock Valuation and Movement 

 Consign Valuation - Summary 

 Supply Management - Summary 
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MSB189A - Stock Movement Detail for Category 

Items 
For each stock code within an inventory category, all the transactions for the period of the 

report are listed. Transaction details are: 

 Item Name 

 Transaction Type 

 Transaction Date 

 Responsible Person 

 Account Code 

 Quantity 

 Unit of Issue 

 Transaction Price 

 Inventory Movement Value 

 Issue Transaction Type, Requisition Number, Work Order, Project Number and Equipment 

Number are also printed for ISS transactions 

 Equipment Number is also printed for FAO transaction types 

Totals by statistic code are printed for number and value of all receipt, issue and adjustment 

transactions. Totals by inventory category are printed for number and value of all receipt, issue 

and adjustment transactions. 
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MSB189B - Stock Movement Summary for Category 

Costed Items 
The following details display for each stock code within an inventory statistic type: 

 Opening Balance - The value of stock on hand for each stock code at the beginning of the 

financial period. 

 Receipts - Items received during the financial period. 

 Adjustments - Items that have been adjusted during the financial period. 

 Issues - Items issued in the financial period. 

 Worked Balance - Opening Balance + Receipts + Adjustments issues. 

 Closing Balance - Value of stock on hand for each stock code at the end of the financial 

period. 

Totals by statistic code are printed for number and value of all receipt, issue and adjustment 

transactions. 
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MSB189C - Stock Valuation & Movement for 

Category Costed Items 
The following details are printed for each inventory statistic code: 

 Opening Balance 

 Total Value of Adjustments 

 Total Value of Receipts 

 Issues, these are broken down into Fuel and Oil, then up to three Issue types nominated, and 

Other 

 Closing Balance 

 Discrepancy, calculated as: 

opening balance - closing balance + adjustments + receipts - issues 

 Planned Balance 

 Planned and Actual Service Level 

The grand totals of each of these for the period of the report are also printed. 
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MSB189D - Consignment Stock Valuation Summary 

for Category Costed Items 
The following details display for each inventory statistic code: 

 Item Name 

 Transaction Type 

 Requisition Number 

 Transaction Date 

 Responsibility Code 

 Account Code 

 Equipment Number 

 Work Order 

 Project Number 

 Quantity 

 Unit of Issue 

 Transaction Price 

 Inventory Movement Value 

Transaction values include any applicable tax, on-cost, and freight amounts. 
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MSB189E - Supply Management Summary for 

Category Costed Items 
This report provides a summary of stock movements for the period of the report. 

The following details are printed for each inventory statistic code: 

 Receipts broken down into Suppliers, Inter-district Transfers, Workshop, and Other 

 Issues broken down into Fuel and Oil, then up to three Issue types requested, and Other 

 Adjustments broken down into Stock Counts, Order Price Changes, and Inventory Price 

Changes 

 Receipts, Issues, and Adjustments 

 Worked Balance, which is the Opening Balance plus/minus receipts, issues, and adjustments 

 Closing Balance 

 Planned Balance 

 Variance, if the Worked and Closing Balances do not equal 

Totals are produced for Opening Balance, Actual Balance, Closing Balance, Planned Balance, and 

Variance. 
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MSB194 - Imminent Use By Date, Inspection Date 
This batch process would normally be run cyclically to determine whether any batch lot or 

shelf-life managed items are approaching their next inspection date or use by date. Items that 

have an inspection due or shelf-life expiry within the nominated period will have an inspection 

task created for them by this process.  

One inspection task will be created per district/warehouse/bin and reason combination, or per 

supply customer/employee and reason combination. 

A control report is produced detailing the number of holdings read and the number of 

inspection tasks created. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Number of Days Specify the number of days within which a scheduled inspection or 

expiry date will be due. 

Inspection tasks will be generated for all items with an inspection 

scheduled, or use-by-date expiring, within the specified number of 

days from today. 
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MSB19C - Bin Location Creation 
This batch program is used to create all the possible bin locations based on the bin location 

pattern and segment information details entered in the Bin Location Creation Parameter Entry 

program (MSO19C).  

It will be automatically initiated whenever Bin Location Creation parameters have been entered 

using the entry program. The program calculates and displays the maximum number of bin 

locations that may be created based on the supplied parameters prior to execution.  

A report is produced detailing any bin locations that were rejected as well as providing control 

totals. If a grid size is defined on the System Control file, then only those bin locations with a 

valid grid will be created. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Warehouse ID The warehouse where the bin locations are to be created. This field is 

mandatory. 

Entry is validated against the Table File WH - Warehouse 

Identification. 

Bin Location 

Pattern 

The bin location pattern to be used to create the bin locations. This 

field is mandatory. 

Entry is validated against the Table File BLSP - Bin Location Segment 

Patterns. 

Bin Description An optional description to be applied to the created bin locations. If 

not supplied, the segment names and values will be used to create a 

description of up to 40 characters. 

Storage Type The default storage type to be applied to the created bin locations. 

Entry is validated against the Table File SL - Storage Type. 

Note: This field is only available if Storage Management is in use for 

the nominated warehouse, in which case it is mandatory. 

Segment 

Details 

The segment and length values are retrieved from the BLS - Bin 

Location Segments table file for the specified bin location pattern. 

A start value, end value and increment value may be entered against 

each segment of the pattern. At least one start value, end value and 

increment value must be supplied in order to create the locations.  

A blank start, end and increment value against a segment will cause 

that segment to be created as blank (for character-defined 

segments) or zeroes (for numeric-defined segments).  

If the start and end values are equal for a segment, an increment 

value cannot be entered. If the end and increment values are blank, a 

constant segment value (start value) is assumed. Each segment may 

be separately defined as constant or incremented. Segments cannot 

overlap. 

Bin Preference 

Codes 

Up to ten preference codes may be nominated for the bin locations. 

Entry is validated against the Table File - B0 - B9 - Bin Location. 
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MSB1HT - Update Holdings Tasks 
You can use the MSB1HT batch program to update holdings task information such as batch lot, 

use by dates and tracked settings that have been amended in MSE100 - Catalogue.  

Once details have been amended in MSE100 - Catalogue, this batch program must be run to 

create Add Detail tasks for changes to any stock items with current holdings. These update 

tasks can then be performed using MSE1TN - Add Detail Tasks. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

Stock Code The stock code for the catalogued item that has been 

amended. 

This field is mandatory. 

  

(Optional Parameters)   

From Tracking Ind Enter the original indicator letter before it was amended (in 

the Tracking Indicator field in MSE100 - Catalogue). For 

example, if the tracking indicator was serial tracked (S) before 

it was amended, the letter S is entered into this field. 

To Tracking Ind Enter the amended indicator letter. For example, if S (serial 

tracked) was the original indicator and this was amended to Q 

(quantity), the letter Q is entered into this field. 

From Shelf Life Enter the original shelf life. This is the expected shelf life of 

the stock code in months. 

To Shelf Life Enter the amended shelf life in months. 

From Inspection 

Frequency 

Enter the original inspection frequency. This is the shelf life 

inspection frequency, in months, for the stock code.  

To Inspection 

Frequency 

Enter the amended inspection frequency in months for the 

stock code. 

Batch Lot 

Management Ind 

Select Yes if the stock item was amended to be batch lot 

managed. 

Select No if the stock item was amended to not be batch lot 

managed. 
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MSB1SA - Stocktake Count Sheet Acquittal 
The MSB1SA - Stocktake Count Sheet Acquittal batch checks each count sheet and its 

associated count tasks in a stocktake for completion. The status of count sheets are set to 

Complete and the stocktake status is updated to Completed. 

The ad hoc stocktake is never completed, rather, the count tasks are removed from the ad hoc 

(ZADHOC) stocktake and written to the count task history table. The count tasks on the ad hoc 

stocktake should be acquitted periodically by entering the Date To parameter. If ad hoc count 

tasks are discrepant, they must be resolved using MSE1TD before they are acquitted. 

This batch can be run manually or by clicking Acquit in MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake or 

MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The following summary information is printed to show the: 

 Report parameters 

 Status of each count sheet in the stocktake 

 Count sheet and count tasks processed 

 Count task history created 

 Count task holdings deleted 

Additional Information  
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

District Code The district code associated with the stocktake. 

Stocktake Number The stocktake number on which the report will be based. This 

field is mandatory for all stocktakes except the ad hoc 

stocktake. 

Actual Date Count 

Started 

The actual date the stocktake began. This field is mandatory 

for all stocktakes except the ad hoc stocktake. 

Actual Date Count 

Completed 

The actual date the stocktake ended. This field is mandatory 

for all stocktakes except the ad hoc stocktake. 

Date To The date from which the count tasks are removed from the ad 

hoc stocktake and written to the count history table. This field 

is mandatory for the ad hoc stocktake (ZADHOC). 
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MSB1SB - Cyclic Stocktake Schedule Report 
The MSB1SB - Scheduling Control Report Cyclic Report generates a control report with a 

summary of the results obtained from the execution of the programme process for the 

scheduled period. The MSB1SB batch allocates the stocktake number and updates the schedule 

status depending on the run mode. 

Note: The MSB1SB batch restricts the count tasks per sheet to a maximum of 60 count tasks 

per count sheet. 

This batch can be run manually or by clicking Run in MSE1CY - Cyclic Programme Schedule in 

either feasibility or update mode. The following summary information is printed: 

 Report Parameters 

 Stocktake Programme ID 

 Programme Group ID 

 Period scheduled ID 

 Stocktake number 

 Stocktake Programme defaults 

The report includes the following results of execution per stocktake: 

 Total stock codes processed (only for stocktakes by stock code) 

 Total locations processed (only for stocktakes by location) 

 Count items processed - the number of count tasks for the stocktake 

 Total count sheets processed 

 Programme groups processed 

 Total stocktake records created 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

District Code The district code associated with the stocktake programme. 

Programme Id The stocktake programme number. This is a unique number 

generated by the system on creation of a stocktake 

programme in MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

Programme Group Id The programme group is a unique system-generated number. 

The number identifies the grouping of the same custodian 

types selected from the stocktake group in the stocktake 

programme. 

Schedule Period A number which represents the period in which stocktakes are 

scheduled within a programme. 

Run Mode 

('F'easibility or 

'U'pdate) 

The run mode for the cyclic programme schedule. The options 

are: 

 F - Feasibility 

 U - Update 
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Feasibility Selects the items for the stocktake based on the 

scheduling parameters and records the number 

of items and tasks to be counted. A unique 

stocktake number is generated by the system 

and the Cyclic Schedule Status updates from 

Cyclic Unscheduled to Cyclic Feasibility. 

Update A schedule can run in update mode when the 

Cyclic Schedule Status is either Cyclic 

Unscheduled or Cyclic Feasibility. Processing 

executes the same as feasibility. 

Count Officer (Update 

Mode only) 

The employee ID of the count officer assigned to the 

stocktake. 

This field is mandatory if the Run Mode is Update. 

Print All Sheets (Y/N - 

Update Mode only) 

The options are: 

 Y - Yes 

 N - No 

Select Y to print all count sheets in the stocktake. This option 

runs MSB1SE - Count Sheet Print and Initiation Batch which 

then produces MSR1SF - Count Sheet Report. It also updates 

the count sheet status to Printed. 

Note: This field can only be entered if the Run Mode is Update. 

Type of Print (B/D/T) 

(Update Mode only) 

The count sheet type. The options are: 

 B - Blind 

 D - Detailed 

 T - Tracked 

Note: This field is mandatory if the Run Mode is Update. 

Blind A count sheet that displays stock codes and bin 

locations only. It does not display the stock on 

hand or tracking information. 

Tracked A count sheet that displays stock codes, bin 

locations and tracking information such as serial 

numbers, equipment references, batch lot 

number and shelf-life details. It does not display 

the stock on hand. 

Detailed A count sheet that displays stock codes, bin 

locations, tracking information and stock on 

hand. 
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MSB1SC - Stocktake Spotcheck Scheduling Batch 
The MSB1SC - Stocktake Spotcheck Scheduling Batch generates a control report with a 

summary of the results obtained from the execution of the programme process for the 

scheduled period. This batch can be run manually or by clicking Run in MSE1SP - Spotcheck 

Programme Schedule update mode. 

Note: The MSB1SC batch restricts the count tasks per sheet to a maximum of 60 count tasks 

per count sheet. 

The following summary information is printed: 

 Report parameters 

 Programme defaults 

 Spotcheck selection parameters 

 Stocktake Programme ID 

 Programme Group ID 

 Period scheduled ID 

 Stocktake number 

 Sample Size - as defined by the spotcheck rule 

Results of execution per stocktake include: 

 Total stock codes processed 

 Total count items processed - the number of count tasks for the stocktake 

 Total count sheets processed 

 Programme groups processed 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

District Code The district code associated with the stocktake programme. 

Programme Id The stocktake programme number. This is a unique number 

generated by the system on creation of a stocktake 

programme in MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

Programme Group Id The programme group is a unique system-generated number. 

The number identifies the grouping of the same custodian 

types selected from the stocktake group in the stocktake 

programme. 

Schedule Period A number which represents the period in which stocktakes are 

scheduled within a programme. 

Count Officer The employee ID of the count officer assigned to the 

stocktake. 
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Print All Count Sheets 

(Y/N) 

The options are: 

 Y - Yes 

 N - No 

Select Y to print all count sheets in the stocktake. This option 

runs MSB1SE - Count Sheet Print and Initiation Batch which 

then produces MSR1SF - Count Sheet Report. It also updates 

the count sheet status to Printed. 

Type of Count Sheet 

print (B/D/T)  

The count sheet type. The options are: 

 B - Blind 

 D - Detailed 

 T - Tracked 

 Blind A count sheet that displays stock codes and bin 

locations only. It does not display the stock on 

hand or tracking information. 

 Tracked A count sheet that displays stock codes, bin 

locations and tracking information such as serial 

numbers, equipment references, batch lot number 

and shelf-life details. It does not display the stock 

on hand. 

 Detailed A count sheet that displays stock codes, bin 

locations, tracking information and stock on hand. 
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MSB1SD - Supplementary Stocktake Schedule 

Program 
The MSB1SD - Supplementary Stocktake Schedule Program generates a control report with a 

summary of the results obtained from the execution of the supplementary stocktake process. 

This batch can be run manually or by clicking Run in MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake in either 

feasibility or update mode. 

Note: The MSB1SD batch restricts the count tasks per sheet to a maximum of 60 count tasks 

per count sheet. 

The following summary information is printed: 

 Report parameters 

 Supplementary selection parameters 

 Stocktake number 

Results of the execution per stocktake include: 

 Total stock codes processed (only for stocktakes by stock code) 

 Total locations processed (only for stocktakes by location) 

 Total count items processed - the number of count tasks for the stocktake 

 Total count sheets processed 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

District Code The district code that relates to the programme schedule. 

Stocktake Number The stocktake number on which the report will be based. 

 

Run Mode ('F'easibility 

or 'U'pdate) 

The run mode for the supplementary schedule. The options 

are: 

 F - Feasibility 

 U - Update 

 Feasibility Selects the items for the stocktake based on 

the scheduling parameters and records the 

number of items and tasks to be counted. A 

unique stocktake number is generated by the 

system for the supplementary stocktake. 

 Update A schedule can run in update mode when the 

stocktake status updates to Stocktake 

Updated. Processing executes the same as 

feasibility. 

Count Officer The employee ID of the count officer assigned to the 

stocktake. 

This field is mandatory if the Run Mode is Update. 
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Print All Sheets (Y/N - 

Update Mode only) 

The options are: 

 Y - Yes 

 N - No 

Select Y to print all count sheets in the stocktake. This option 

runs MSB1SE - Count Sheet Print and Initiation Batch which 

then produces MSR1SF - Count Sheet Report. It also updates 

the count sheet status to Printed. 

This field can only be entered if the Run Mode is Update. 

Type of Print (B/D/T) 

(Update Mode only) 

The count sheet type. The options are: 

 B - Blind 

 D - Detailed 

 T - Tracked 

This field is mandatory is the Run Mode is Update. 

 Blind A count sheet that displays stock codes and bin 

locations only. It does not display the stock on 

hand or tracking information. 

 Tracked A count sheet that displays stock codes, bin 

locations and tracking information such as 

serial numbers, equipment references, batch lot 

number and shelf-life details. It does not display 

the stock on hand. 

 Detailed A count sheet that displays stock codes, bin 

locations, tracking information and stock on 

hand. 
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MSB1SE - Count Sheet Print and Initiation Batch 
The MSB1SE - Count Sheet Print and Initiation Batch generates a control report and the physical 

count sheet - MSR1SF - Count Sheet. A count sheet contains a list of count tasks that are the 

stock codes to count in a specified location. 

MSB1SE updates the selected count sheet status to Printed and the status of all count tasks on 

the count sheet to Task Printed. If no count sheets have been previously printed, then the 

stocktake status is updated to Stocktake Printed. After the statuses are updated, the print job 

for each count sheet is queued and generated to the selected medium. 

This batch can be run manually or by clicking Print in MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake, MSE1SE - 

Count Sheet and MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

District Code The district code associated with the stocktake. 

Stocktake Number The unique system-generated number representing the stock 

to count for a specified period. 

All Countsheet (Y/N) The options are: 

 Y - Yes 

 N - No 

Select Y to print all count sheets in the stocktake. Select N to 

specify a range using Count Sheet From and Count Sheet To 

parameters. 

Count Sheet From The count sheet at which printing should start. 

Count Sheet To The count sheet at which printing should end. 

Stocktake Count 

Officer 

The employee ID of the count officer assigned to the 

stocktake. 

This field is mandatory. 

Count Sheet Type The count sheet type. The options are: 

 B - Blind 

 D - Detailed 

 T - Tracked 

This field is mandatory. 

 Blind A count sheet that displays stock codes and bin 

locations only. It does not display the stock on 

hand or tracking information. 

 Tracked A count sheet that displays stock codes, bin 

locations and tracking information such as serial 

numbers, equipment references, batch lot 

number and shelf-life details. It does not display 

the stock on hand. 
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 Detailed A count sheet that displays stock codes, bin 

locations, tracking information and stock on 

hand. 

Recount Only (Y/N) The options are: 

 Y - Yes 

 N - No 

If Y is entered, only count tasks with the status of Task 

Recount are printed on the MSR1SF - Count Sheet Detail 

Report. 
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MSB1SF - Stocktake Programme Completion 
The MSB1SF - Stocktake Programme Completion batch verifies that all the stocktakes for the 

stocktake programme have been completed. The stocktakes outstanding are listed in the 

control report for this batch. If all stocktakes are completed then the status for the stocktake 

programme is updated to Programme Completed. 

This report can be run manually or by clicking Complete in MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

The following summary information is printed to show the: 

 Successful or unsuccessful completion 

 Listing of outstanding items to be completed 

 Listing of all stocktakes completed per period 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

Stocktake District The district code associated with the stocktake. 

Stocktake Programme 

ID 

The stocktake programme number. This is a unique number 

generated by the system on creation of a stocktake 

programme in MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 
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MSB1SG - SSAV Approval Pending Control Report 
The MSB1SG - SSAV Approval Pending Control Report is the result of a batch process that 

verifies that all count tasks on the count sheet of a stocktake have been processed. The batch 

also notifies the stocktake manager or SSAV approver of any outstanding count sheets or count 

tasks including SSAV adjustments which require approval for completion of the stocktake. 

This batch can be run manually or by clicking Approve SSAV in MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake 

and MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

The following summary information is printed to show the: 

 Report parameters 

 The total number of SSAV items updated with the pending approval status 

 Count tasks outstanding 

 Successful or unsuccessful completion 

 Request for approval notification sent or not 

If there are no outstanding count tasks, the status of the stocktake updates to SSAV Approved. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

Stocktake District The district code associated with the stocktake. 

Stocktake Number The stocktake number on which the report will be based. 

Approver The ID of the employee who approves the SSAV. 

Notification Text The notification message for the SSAV approver. 
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MSB1SH - Stocktake Discrepancy Adjustment 

Report 
Batch report MSB1SH is produced when Print Discrepancies is clicked and the relevant data is 

entered into the Dialog Box - Print Discrepancies in MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake or 

MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake. 

Two reports that detail all discrepant tasks that require approval are printed. 

The reports produced are: 

 MSB1SHA - Stocktake Discrepancy Adjustment Control Report - This displays the number of 

stocktake discrepancy tasks specified stocktake. 

 MSB1SHB - Stocktake Discrepancy Adjustments Report - This displays the number of 

stocktake discrepancy adjustments for the specified stocktake. 

Note: This report must be printed and signed before discrepancy adjustments to count tasks 

can proceed. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Stocktake District The district code associated with the stocktake. 

Stocktake Number The unique system-generated number representing the stock to 

count for a specified period. 
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MSB1SI - Stocktake Initiation Notification Batch 
The MSB1SI - Stocktake Initiation Notification Batch provides cyclic scheduled runs to notify the 

stocktake manager or stocktake team of stocktakes scheduled to start within the nominated 

number of days but not yet printed. This report can be run manually or as an overnight batch.  

The following summary information is printed: 

 Report parameters 

 Control totals 

 Stocktakes scheduled in the programme 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

Stocktake District The district code associated with the stocktake programme. 

Stocktake Programme 

Id 

The stocktake programme number. This is a unique number 

generated by the system on creation of a stocktake 

programme in MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

Stocktake Number The unique system-generated number representing the stock 

to count for a specified period. 

Number of Days of 

Notification 

The number of days to notify the stocktake manager or 

stocktake team before a stocktake is scheduled to begin. 
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MSB1SM - Stocktake - Auto Cyclic Program 
MSB1SM is a stocktake monitor and multiple batch request program for all cyclic stocktake 

programmes of a district.This custom batch has been designed to be set as cyclic nightly job. It 

will search through all the active cyclic programmes in the district (defined through the MSE1S5 

screen) with cyclic programme schedules (visible through the MSE1CY search) that have not 

been started, and will submit an MSB1SB request for each period where the scheduled start 

date falls within the next number of days (parameter). 

The MSB1SB request will be in update mode, which will generate a new programme stocktake 

for the MSE1SB screen and also generate a number of stocktake count tasks to be actioned as 

per the general parameters defined on the MSB1SM request. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Count Sheet Type The Type of Count Sheet that will be created for every MSB1SB 

request. The following options are available : 

 Blind - A count sheet which displays stock codes and bin 

locations only. It does not display the stock-on-hand or 

tracking information. 

 Tracked - A count sheet which displays stock codes, bin 

locations and tracking information such as serial numbers, 

equipment references, batch lot number and shelf-life 

details. It does not display the stock-on-hand. 

 Detailed - A count sheet which displays stock codes, bin 

locations, tracking information and stock-on-hand. 

Count Officer The count officer associated with the stocktake schedules for 

every MSB1SB request. This is the count officer that appears on 

every count sheet created. 

Print Count Sheet Select this option to print all count sheets for every MSB1SB 

request. This option runs MSB1SE- Count Sheet Print and 

Initiation Batch which then produces MSR1SF - Count Sheet 

Report. It also updates the count sheet status to Printed. 

Medium The required medium to produce the control reports for each 

MSB1SB report and for every MSB1SE Count Sheet print. 

Printer Name/ID The ID of the output device for the selected medium. 

Note: This be the ID of the device not the device name. The 

device ID can be found using MSE016 - Device. 

Run for all period 

under program 

group 

Y = Yes - N = No 

Number of days 

before start date 

The number of days in advance to search the cyclic programme 

schedules. A scheduled start date on a programme schedule 

must fall within this number of days and not be started, before 

an MSB1SB request is submitted. 
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MSB1SP - Stocktake Programme Report 
The MSB1SP - Stocktake Programme Report generates a control report detailing a summary of 

the results obtained from the Programme process execution. 

This batch can be run manually or by clicking Run in MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme or MSE1SC - 

Stocktake Cyclic in either feasibility or update mode. 

A cyclic stocktake statistics summary is also produced as part of this batch run. 

Note: The statistic summary is only produced if Stocktake Type = Stock Code. 

The following summary information is printed to show the report parameters. 

Statistic results of execution by programme, by programme group, and by programme group 

periods and include the following information: 

 Distinct stock codes processed (only for stocktakes by stock code) - the distinct number of 

stock codes processed for this stocktaking programme 

 Number of locations processed (only for stocktakes by location) 

 Number of items processed (total of cyclic and spotcheck) - the number of all count items 

that need to be processed for this stocktaking programme (number of stock codes in all bin 

locations) 

 Number of programme groups processed 

 Number of custodians processed 

 Statistics created indicator - indicates if statistical data has been created (Y/N) 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

District Code The district code that relates to the programme schedule. 

Stocktake Programme The stocktake programme number. This is a unique number 

generated by the system on creation of a stocktake 

programme in MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

Stocktake Group ID The programme group is a unique system-generated number. 

The number identifies the grouping of the same custodian 

types selected from the stocktake group in the stocktake 

programme. 

Run Mode (F/U) The stocktake run mode. 

The options are: 

 F - Feasibility 

 U - Update 

 Feasibility Based on the number of remaining stocktake 

periods, calculates the total number of stock 

codes to be counted for each period based on the 

programme attributes provided. 
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 Update Running in update mode sets the status to 

Programme Active. Processing executes the same 

as feasibility to recalculate the count totals based 

on the Programme attributes. Feasibility 

Programme attributes are recorded as the current 

Programme attributes. 

Update without 

Recalc. Indicator (Y/N) 

The update without recalculation indicator. The options are: 

 Y - Yes 

 N - No 

If Y is selected the system does not update the information 

calculated when running the programme in either mode. If N is 

selected, the programme is recalculated based on any 

changes made to inventory and the programme parameters. 

Print Stocktake 

Programme Report 

(Y/N) 

Print Stocktake Programme Report (MSR1S5). The options are: 

 Y - Yes 

 N - No 

If Y is selected, MSR1S5 - Stocktake Programme Report is 

generated after MSB1SP runs. 
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MSB1SQ - Programme Scheduling Deletion 
The MSB1SQ - Programme Scheduling Deletion batch deletes scheduled stocktakes that have 

not been initiated. Only stocktakes with the status of Stocktake Feasibility or Stocktake 

Updated can be deleted. 

This report can be run manually or by clicking Batch Delete in MSE1SB - Programme Stocktake 

and MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake.  

A control report details the number of records deleted from each of the tables and any errors 

uncounted. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

Stocktake Number The stocktake number to delete. 
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MSJ180 - Discrepant Quantity Report 
Report MSJ180 lists all discrepant quantities outstanding for a district, and optionally, a 

warehouse. 

This report can be generated at any time. 

This report shows details of the custodian, stock code, quantity, inventory value, and related 

document. It may also include discrepancy task commentary, which includes details such as bin, 

category and batch lot no. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Trace Select Y to include a trace. Select N to exclude a trace. 

District Code Enter the code for the district on which to run the report. 

Multiple Districts 

Reqd 

Select N if multiple districts is not required. Select S to select a 

district. Select Y to include all districts. 

Medium Select the appropriate letter from the list according to the required 

medium: 

 M - Email 

 P - Print 

 R - Review 

 X - Fax 

Publish Type Select the appropriate publication type from the list to suit your 

requirements: 

 CSV - Comma Separated List 

 DOC - Document 

 HTM - Report Format 

 PDF - Portable Document Format 

 XLS - Excel Spreadsheet 

Override 

Recipient 

Select Y to override the recipient. 

For Printing If P - Print medium was selected, enter the details of the required 

printer and the required number of copies of the report. 

Notify When 

Complete 

Select Y to notify when complete. 

Defer Report The current date and time display. To defer the report, select a 

later date and time. 

Batch Submission Select Y to submit the report for batch processing. 

Cyclical Request Enter the cycle days, and select the cycle type. 
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MSR102 - Safety Level Break Report 
Report MSR102 reports on all stock codes with the requested ABCD and/or XYZ levels that 

satisfy the safety level break criteria. Current information for the stock code, the last 18 periods' 

usage, order and recommended order details are printed. This report is sorted by stock code. 

This report can be generated at any time. 

Stock codes are reported when the new stock is less than or equal to the minimum stock level, 

and the minimum stock level, reorder quantity and net stock are not all zero. 

The current details for the stock code are printed. These include the following: 

 Manufacturer's part number 

 Current stock position 

 Usage for the last 18 periods 

 Order details 

 Recommended order details 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

ABCD Levels Enter up to three ABCD levels for which this report is required. Leave 

all levels blank to select stock codes for all ABCD levels. 

XYZ Levels Enter up to two XYZ levels for which the report is required. Leave all 

levels blank to select stock codes for all XYZ levels. 
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MSR107 - Potential Obsolete/Surplus Item Report 

(Non Category Costed) 
Report MSR107A indicates any Non Category Costed items that are potentially obsolete or have 

surplus stock. This report is sorted by Stock Code sequence within Product Service Category. 

Report Information 

The following details are printed for each Stock Code meeting the selection and reporting 

criteria: 

 Inventory Class 

 Template ID and Description 

 Unit of Issue 

 Owned and Consigned Stock on Hand 

 Reorder Point and Reorder Quantity 

 Surplus Stock and Minimum Stock Level 

 Inventory and Purchase Prices 

 Inventory Value and Surplus Value 

 APL Numbers (both header and item) 

 Last Issue Date (only for option 4) 

For each Product Service Category the number of Stock Codes reported and the total of 

Inventory Value and Surplus Value are also printed. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters  

Option Enter the required option. Valid entry options are as follows: 

1. Select stock items where the stock on hand is greater than the re-order 

point plus minimum stock level. 

2. Select stock items where the stock on hand is greater than the re-order 

point plus minimum stock level plus unscheduled usage for the last 18 

periods. 

3. Select stock where unscheduled usage for the last 18 periods equals zero. 

4. Select stock where there has been no unscheduled usage for the last 18 

periods since a nominated date. 

Nominated 

Date 

Enter the date required if you specified option 4. 

Bypass 

Inventory 

Items created 

since (Date) 

Enter the date required if you choose to bypass the inventory items creation 

date 

Maximum 

Value 

Enter the maximum value required. If the inventory value exceeds this value 

the item is not reported on. 

Minimum Value Enter the minimum value required. If the inventory value is less than this value 

the item is not reported on. 
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Inventory Class Enter the Inventory Class from Table File CL - Stock Classifications to report 

on. 

Stock Sections Enter codes corresponding to stock sections Table File C0 - C9 to limit the 

selections for the report. 

Qualifier Codes Enter up to 10 Qualification Codes. Entry is validated against the Table File QL 

- Qualifier Code to limit the selections for the report. 
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MSR13A - APL Batch Run Errors and Warnings 
This reports lists any errors or warning messages that occur when APL requisitions are created 

as part of a batch job. 

The report breaks on each new APL number, and each new APL item. Items reported are sorted 

by sequence number within each break. 

This report is run whenever an APL has been requisitioned in full (action code T when 

submitting a requisition usingMSO140 - Warehouse Requisition Normal Issues) and warning or 

error conditions were encountered in the process. This may be immediately after requesting an 

APL requisition in total (MSB14HA, requested using MSM140A), or as part of work group period 

requisitioning after committal (MSB740A). 

If requested manually, the printer is nominated during the request process. Otherwise, this 

report is printed where the control report for the originating APL requisition request is printed. 

For an APL requisition in total, the printer is the one associated with the requisition Requested 

By responsibility code. For work group period requisitioning, it is printed at the printer 

nominated when the committal run is requested. 

This report shows: 

 The APL item being requisitioned at the time of the warning or error 

 The details of the APL item 

 The requisition item created as unauthorised for warnings 

 The warning and/or error messages associated with the expanded APL item. These might 

include errors and/or warnings generated from active cross-references, and from expanded 

sub-APLs associated with the APL originally requested. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection screen 

for this report: 

APL Batch 

Run Number 

Enter the batch run number for which the report is to be reprinted. A 

request for this report is generated automatically for the processes 

outlined above. This request can also be manually requested as a form 

of reprint. 

This field is mandatory. 
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MSR140 - Monitor Requisitions by Priority 
This report monitors the performance of requisitions based on the priority code of the 

requisition. 

Details of requisitions which did not meet the required delivery date will be printed. The 

required by date on the requisition is compared with the acquittal date to determine if the 

required delivery date is met. 

To enable this report to monitor requisitions for the nominated accounting periods requisitions 

should be held on file even after completion. The retention of completed warehouse 

requisitions is governed by MSB141 - Requisition Housekeeping batch process. 

This report can be generated at any time. 

The following details will be printed: 

 Priority Code 

 Priority Description 

 Requisition Number 

 Requested By 

 Stock Code 

 Item Name 

 Required By Date 

 Total number of Requisitions per Priority Code 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

Range of Accounting 

Periods 

Enter a start and end accounting period to process all 

requisitions issued during the nominated range. 

District Enter the district code. This field is optional and must be a 

valid district. If this field is left blank then it will default to the 

current district. 

Warehouse Enter the warehouse. This field is mandatory. Entry is 

validated against the Table File WH - Warehouse 

Identification. 

Priority Code Enter the priority code or a range of priority codes. This field 

is optional. Entry is validated against the Table File PI - Priority 

Codes. If this field is left blank, all priorities will be processed. 
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MSR141 - Print Picking Slips 
The report MSR141 prints a picking slip once a requisition has been entered into Ellipse EAM. 

Picking slips can also be reprinted using MSE1TP - Pick Task. 

The following details print on each picking slip: 

 Requisition Number 

 Transaction Type 

 Requested By 

 Date Required 

 Authorised By 

 Date Created 

 Costing Details 

 Delivery and Picking Slip Instructions 

 Stores Sale details (if applicable) 

The following details print for each item on the requisition: 

 Item Number 

 Stock Code and Item Name (a Hazardous Goods warning message displays if the stock item 

is flagged on the Catalogue as being of a hazardous nature) 

 Manufacturer Mnemonic and Part Number 

 Unit of Issue 

 Warehouse 

 Part Issue Allowed 

 Quantity required and available 

 Bin Location 

 APL Number 

 Commentary 

 Tracking details, if Tracking module and Disposal module are installed, and item is tracked 

and is a Disposal item 

At the bottom of the report various authorisation boxes print for signature. Reprint, 

Re-Activation, and EDI/Fax Verification Picking Slips will indicate this with a message on the 

picking slip. 

The following details are written to the output file when the grid is associated with a carousel: 

 Requisition Number 

 Item Number 

 Stock Code 

 Quantity Required 

The printer for the requisition is determined from the appropriate printer on the Warehouse 

Control information. The printer is determined using the following rules: 

 If an override printer is given, use that printer. 

 If grid printers are used, then if printing reactivation, use the reactivation printer associated 

with the grid code, otherwise print at the normal grid printer. 

 Grid printers will only be used if a bin location is associated with a requisition item being 

printed, which will only be known when the system picking sequence is set to B for bin order 

picking slips, in which case the primary bin is always used. 
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 Where a grid is associated with a carousel, defined by Table File GP -Grid Location ID, then 

an output file in a format suitable for driving the carousel is written. 

 If printing a reactivation picking slip, print at the warehouse reactivation printer. 

 If printing a recall requisition picking slip, print at the warehouse recall printer. 

 If printing a district or warehouse transfer picking slip, print at the warehouse transfer slip 

printer. 

 If printing a requisition with more than 10 items, print at the warehouse large volume 

printer. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code Enter the district code. Picking slips associated to this district will 

print. 

Issue Requisition 

Number 

The picking slip issue requisition number. 

Item from Enter the first item in the range to print from. 

Item to Enter the end item in the range to print to. 

Requisition Issue 

District 

Enter the issuing district for the picking slip. 

Warehouse Enter the warehouse from where the picking slips are to be 

printed. 

Re-print Enter Y or N to indicate if this is a reprint. 
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MSR142 - Warehouse Issues Inabilities Report 
The MSR142 report lists requisitions that could not be fully satisfied. This report is sorted by 

purchasing officer and then stock code. The total number of requisitions is printed for each 

purchasing officer. 

This report can be generated at any time. The following details are printed for each requisition: 

 Requisition Number 

 Transaction Type 

 Requested By 

 Authorised By 

 Date Created and Required 

 Related Purchase Requisition 

 Priority 

 Partial Issue allowed 

 Warehouse 

 Delivery Instructions 

 APL Number 

 Stock Code and Description 

 Manufacturers Mnemonic and Part Number 

 Provisioning details for the Item 

 Current Stock information 

 Current outstanding order details 
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MSR143 - Stock Issue Transactions by 

Responsibility Report 
Report MSR143 provides a detailed stock audit report on all transactions from the Journal 

Holding file relating to warehouse issues of owned and consignment stock and on all stock fuel 

and oil issues. 

The transactions are sorted by the responsibility code of the person who authorised the issue. 

This is the primary means of ensuring that no-one enters or issues requisitions without the 

authorisation of the appropriate person. 

This report is sorted by the following sequence: 

 Responsibility code of authorising person 

 Account code 

 Transaction date 

 Required by 

 Stock code 

 Transaction key 

A new page is started and a subheading comprising the responsibility code and name is printed 

for each responsible officer. 

For each different account code for an officer, a subheading comprising the account code and 

its description is printed. For a general ledger code, the description can be up to 40 characters 

long. For a cost code, the description can be up to 80 characters long - 40 for the cost centre 

and 40 for the expense element. 

Account code totals of transaction values are printed when the account code changes. 

Responsible officer totals of transaction values, as well as a dotted line for the officer's 

signature, are printed after all transactions for the officer are reported. 

A report total of transaction values is printed at the end of the report. 

It is recommended that a daily cyclic request be set up for this report. The report can also be run 

on request for a nominated range of transactions. 

This report serves as the overall control against unauthorised issues. Its use depends on your 

company's policy. 

The following details are reported for each warehouse issue: 

 A 13-character transaction identification code 

This is the transaction key excluding the district code. 

 The issuing warehouse code 

This is printed only for a multiple-warehouse district. 

 The requisition number and item, or reference 

 Stock code of the item issued 

 The stock classification and unit of issue as recorded on the district inventory record for the 

stock code 

 Transaction date as entered for the requisition 

 A three-character code identifying the transaction type 

 A two-character code identifying the issue transaction type 

 Inability flag 

 Quantity required on the requisition 
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 Quantity issued 

 The issued price applied for the issue 

 Quantity of stock on hand after the issue 

 Transaction value 

 Name of person who requested the issue 

 Item name and a standard description (up to four lines) describing the stock code 

 Oncost amount included in the transaction value, this only shows for warehouse issues 

 The work order or project number as quoted on the transaction, depending on whether the 

Work Order or Project Control modules are installed 

 Tax Code and percentage 

 Equipment number as quoted on the transaction 

Normally, all issue transactions created since the report was last produced are reported on, and 

no selection criteria are provided. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Transaction ID 

Range: From/To 

Enter the range of 13-character transaction IDs for which the report 

is required. 

Leave these fields blank to print all transactions since the last 

run. Leave the From range blank to report from the first transaction. 

Leave the To range blank to report to the last transaction. 

Note: If this report is being run for the first time it could be quite large. It might pay to run the 

report to review or specify a specific transaction ID from which to start. 
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MSR144 - Monthly Issues by Authority Report 
Report MSR144 prints details of all issues for an accounting period by authorising officer. 

This report is sorted by authorising officer. This report can be generated at any time. 

This report lists details for each issue recorded during the specified accounting period. Issues 

are printed for each authorising officer requested or for all authorising officers. 

The following details are printed: 

 Requisition Number or fuel and oil type 

 Stock Code 

 Item Name 

 Account Code 

 Equipment Reference 

 Work Order 

 Issue transaction type 

 Quantity 

 Inventory price 

 Tax percentage and sales tax (if applicable) 

 Issue value 

 Freight and oncost amounts 

 Total value 

The sales tax is calculated as the tax percentage of the quantity multiplied by the inventory 

price. 

Totals for issue value, sales tax, freight and oncost amounts, and total transaction value are 

printed for each authorising officer and for all issues. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Accounting 

Period 

Enter the accounting period for which the report is required. 

Alternatively, leave this field blank for cyclical requests. This will 

report the information from the last closed period. 

Authorising 

Officer Range: 

From/To 

Enter the range of authorising officers for which the report is 

required. 

Leave the From range blank to report from the first authorising 

officer. Leave the To range blank to report to the last authorising 

officer. Leave both To and From blank for cyclical requests. 
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MSR146 - Stockless Inventory Issues 
This report produces the following versions: 

 MSR146A - Consignment Stock Issues - a copy of this report goes to each supplier 

 MSR146B - Stockless (Vendor held) Issues - a copy goes to each supplier 

 MSR146C - Consignment Issues - a copy goes to Accounts to match with Supplier invoices 

 MSR146D - Stockless (Vendor held) Issues - a copy goes to Accounts to match with Supplier 

invoices 

Report MSR146D is sorted by stock code order within the supplier and can be generated at any 

time. 

The consignment stock issue details for all issues from stockless warehouses in the nominated 

accounting period are reported for each supplier. The report starts on a new page for each 

supplier. 

The report details and totals are the same as for report MSR146B, with the addition of the 

following details: 

 Account code 

 Issue transaction type 

 Equipment reference 

 Work order 
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MSR147 - Monthly Issues by Requisition Number 
This report lists details of all issues for an accounting period by requisition number. This report 

is sorted by requisition number. 

This report lists details for each issue recorded during the specified accounting period. Issues 

are printed either for each requisition number requested or for all requisition numbers. 

The details printed are: 

 Requisition Number 

 Stock Code 

 Account Code 

 Authorising officer 

 Issue transaction type 

 Equipment Reference 

 Work Order 

 Quantity 

 Inventory price 

 Tax percentage and sales tax (if applicable) 

 Issue value 

 Freight and oncost amounts 

 Total value 

The sales tax is calculated as the tax percentage of the quantity multiplied by the inventory 

price. 

Totals for issue value, sales tax, freight and oncost amounts and the total transaction value are 

determined and printed for all issues reported. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Accounting 

Period 

Enter the accounting period for which the report is required. 

Enter the range of requisition numbers for which the report is 

required. 

Leave the From range blank to report from the first requisition 

numbers. Leave the To range blank to report to the last requisition 

number. 

Note: If this report is being run for the first time, it could be quite large. It may pay to run the 

report to review or specify a specific requisition number from which to start. 
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MSR14A - Freight Accounting Transactions 
Report MSR14A lists freight accounting transactions for the specified period. This report is 

sorted by account code, within accounting period. 

This report can be generated at any time. 

Freight accounting transactions for the specified period are accumulated by account code and 

reported. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Transaction ID 

Range: From/ 

To 

Enter the range of 13-character transaction IDs for which the report 

is required. 

Leave these fields blank to print all transactions since the last 

run. Leave the From range blank to report from the first 

transaction. Leave the To range blank to report to the last 

transaction. 
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MSR148A - Monthly Issues by Account Code 
This report lists details of all issues for an accounting period, by account code. 

This report lists details for each issue recorded during the specified accounting period. Issues 

are printed either for each account code requested or for all account codes. 

The details printed for each account code are: 

 Requisition Number 

 Stock Code 

 Item Name 

 Authorising officer 

 Issue transaction type 

 Equipment Reference 

 Work Order 

 Quantity 

 Inventory price 

 Tax percentage and sales tax (if applicable), 

 Issue value 

 Freight/Oncost amounts 

 Total Value 

The sales tax is calculated as the tax percentage of the quantity multiplied by the inventory 

price. 

Totals for issue value, sales tax, freight and oncost amounts and the total transaction value are 

determined and printed for all issues reported in each account code and for all issues. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Accounting 

Period 

Enter the accounting period for which the report is required. 

Account Code 

Range 

Enter the range of account codes for which the report is required. 

Leave the From range blank to report from the first account code. 

Leave the To range blank to report to the last account code. 
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MSR148B - Sales Tax Exception 
Report MSR148B prints details of all issues in the accounting period that had sales tax recorded. 

The issues are printed and totalled by account code. This report is generated as a result of 

running MSR148. 

This report lists details for each issue that had sales tax recorded in the nominated accounting 

period. Issues are printed for each account code requested or for all account codes that had a 

sales tax value recorded for the issue. 

Details printed for each account code are listed below: 

 Requisition Number 

 Stock Code 

 Item Name 

 Authorising Officer 

 Issue Transaction Type 

 Equipment Reference 

 Work Order 

 Quantity 

 Inventory Price 

 Tax Percentage and Sales Tax 

 Issue Value 

 Freight and On-cost Amounts 

 Total Value 

The sales tax is calculated as the tax percentage of the quantity multiplied by the inventory 

price. 

Totals for issue value, sales tax, freight and oncost amounts and total transaction value are 

determined and printed for all issues reported in each account code. 

Additional Information 
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MSR149 - Monthly Issues by Stock Code 
Report MSR149 lists details of all issues for an accounting period by stock code. This report lists 

details for each issue recorded during the specified accounting period. Issues are printed either 

for each stock code requested or for all stock codes. 

This report can be generated at any time. 

The details printed for each stock code are listed below: 

 Requisition Number 

 Item Name 

 Authorising officer 

 Equipment Reference 

 Work Order 

 Quantity 

 Inventory price 

 Tax percentage and sales tax (if applicable) 

 Issue Value 

 Freight and oncost amounts 

 Total value 

The sales tax is calculated as the tax percentage of the quantity multiplied by the inventory 

price. 

Totals for issue value, sales tax, freight and oncost amounts and the total transaction value are 

determined and printed for all issues reported in each account code and for all issues. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Accounting 

Period 

Enter the accounting period for which the report is required. 

Stock Code 

Range: From/To 

Enter the range of stock codes for which the report is required. 

Leave the From range blank to report from the first stock code. 

Leave the To range blank to report to the last stock code. 
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MSR14B - Eligible Reactivations Report 
MSR14B details warehouse requisitions eligible for reactivation. These requisitions have 

become available for issue due to processes such as batch runs. Other requisitions that display 

on the report are: 

 requisitions that have had a pick task created and have been closed without actioning and 

stock holdings are still available 

 requisitions that when receipted the user opted not to perform the reactivation at that time 

or did not have the appropriate security level to reactivate at time of receipt 
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MSR14C - Consolidated Picking Slips 
The MSR14C report prints as a result of the consolidation of a series of warehouse requisitions 

and prints as soon as a consolidated requisition is actioned in Ellipse EAM using the MSM148B - 

Nominate Picking Slips for Consolidation screen. Consolidated Picking Slips can also be 

reprinted using the MSM148A - Nominate/Reprint Consolidated Picking Slips screen. This report 

cannot be requested through the normal report request facility. This report prints in one of the 

following sequences depending on the circumstance: 

The printer at which the report prints is determined by the grid location, if the warehouse uses 

grid, or from the system's Warehouse Control information. The printer is selected based on the 

following criteria: 

 If an override printer is given, use that printer. 

 If grid printers are used, defined using Table File GP - Grid Location ID, print at the 

nominated grid printer. 

 If printing a recall requisition picking slip, print at the warehouse recall printer. 

 If printing a district or warehouse transfer picking slip, print at the warehouse transfer slip 

printer. 

 If printing a requisition with more than ten items, print at the warehouse large volume 

printer. 

 Otherwise print at the warehouse default picking slip printer. 

Grid printers are only used if a bin location is associated with the requisition item being printed. 

This is determined according to whether: 

 The system picking sequence is set to B (bin order picking slips), in which case the primary 

bin is always used. 

 Optimal binning is in use and the optimal bin location can be determined for the requisition 

item. 

The MSR14C report prints the following details on each picking slip: 

 Requisition number 

 Transaction type 

 Requested by 

 Date required 

 Authorised by 

 Date created 

 Costing details 

 Delivery and picking slip instructions 

 Priority code 

 Stores sale details (if applicable) 

The following details print for each item on the requisition: 

 Item number 

 Stock code and item name (a warning message displays if the stock item is recorded on the 

Catalogue as being hazardous) 

 Manufacturer mnemonic and part number 

 Unit of issue 

 Warehouse 

 Part issue allowed 

 Quantity required and available 
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 Bin location 

 APL number 

 Commentary 

 Hazardous Materials code 

 UN Transport code 

The bottom of the MSR14C report prints various authorisation boxes that can be used for 

signatures. 
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MSR14E - Potential Protected Requisition Broaches 
The MSR14E report lists details of warehouse requisition items that are currently unsatisfied, 

but that can be satisfied by broaching the quantity protected by another requisition item. This 

report is used to decide whether or not these requisitions can be satisfied without impacting 

on the requirements of the protected requisition. 

This report is sorted by stock code. This report can be generated at any time. If protected 

requisitions are used it should be printed on a regular basis. 

This report lists requisition items with: 

 Quantities less than the quantity on the protected requisition 

 The date required plus lead time less than the date required of the protected requisition 

Picking slips for protected requisitions are generated when the date required is within 

warehouse service time as normal. 

Details of each unsatisfied requisition that can potentially be satisfied by broaching a protected 

requisition are printed. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Warehouse Enter the warehouse in which the report is to run. Entry is validated 

against the Table File WH - Warehouse Identification. 
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MSR14F - Warehouse Requisition Report 
This report prints in two parts. They are: 

 MSR14FA lists warehouse requisitions where the requisition items are non-category costed 

 MSR14FB lists warehouse requisitions where the requisition items are category costed with 

an inventory category type other than Normal for a district according to the selection 

criteria entered 

This report can be generated at any time. For each requisition selected, the following 

information displays: 

 Requested By 

 Issue Requisition Number 

 Cost Centre 

 Cost Centre Description 

 Preferred Part Number 

 Stock Code 

 Stock Description 

 Item Category 

 Item Category Description 

 Stock Type 

 Stock Class 

 Quantity Issued 

 Quantity Issued on Consignment 

 Unit of Issue 

 Capital Cost 

 Consignment Cost 

 Costing Allocations 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

Print Costing 

Allocations 

Enter Y to print cost allocations. 

Stock Description 

Format (S/N/L) 

Enter S to print the short description, N to print the normal 

description or L to print the long description. 

Major Sort Key Enter the major sort key. The default is R. Report breaks are 

set to the entered field. 

Sorting can occur for the following codes: 

 R Requisition Number 

 RB Requested By 

 AB Authorised By 

 DR Required-by Date 
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Minor Sort Key 

(R-Issue Req. No, 

RB=Required By, 

AB=Authorised By, 

DR=Date Required) 

Enter the minor sort key. The default is R. The keys are the 

same as for the Major Sort Key field. 

 SELECTION CRITERIA 

Issue Requisition 

Number Start 

Enter the requisition number from which to start 

selection. The report starts at the lowest requisition 

number if you leave this field blank. 

Issue Requisition 

Number End 

Enter the requisition number at which to end selection. The 

report ends at the highest requisition number if you leave 

this field blank. 

Requested By Start/End Enter the requested by responsibility code in a range to 

start selection. The report starts at the lowest-value and 

ends at the highest value requested by if you leave this field 

blank. 

Authorised By Start Enter the authorised by responsibility code from which to 

start selection. The report starts at the lowest-valued 

authorised by if you leave this field blank. 

Authorised By End Enter the authorised by responsibility code at which to end 

selection. The report ends at the highest authorised by if 

you leave this field blank. 

Warehouse Start Enter a warehouse from which to start selection. The report 

starts at the first warehouse if you leave this field blank. 

Warehouse End Enter the warehouse at which to end selection. The report 

ends at the last warehouse if you leave this field blank. 

Requisition Header 

Status Start 

Enter the requisition header status from which to start 

selection. The report starts at the first status if you leave 

this field blank. 

Requisition Header 

Status End 

Enter the requisition header status at which to end 

selection. The report ends at the highest status if you leave 

this field blank. 

(0=Not printed, 1=Print 

Requested, 2=Partially 

Acquitted, 

9=Completed, 

P=Pending) 

 

Item Status Start Enter the requisition item status at which to start 

selection. The report starts at the first beginning status if 

you leave this field blank. 
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Item Status End Enter the requisition item status at which to end selection. 

The report ends at the highest status if you leave this field 

blank. 

(0=Reserved, 1=Due Out 

Pending, 2=Being 

Picked, 3=Due Out 

Inability, 4=Credit 

Indicator, 

5=Unauthorised 

Indicator, 9=Completed 

Indicator 

 

Stock Class Start Enter the stock class at which to start selection. The report 

starts at the first stock class if you leave this field blank. 

Stock Class End Enter the stock class at which to end selection. The report 

ends at the last stock class if you leave this field blank. 

Stock Type Start Enter the stock type at which to start selection. The report 

starts at the first stock type if you leave this field blank. 

Stock Type End Enter the stock type at which to end selection. The report 

ends at the highest stock type if you leave this field blank. 
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MSR14G - Stockless Invent Non-Acquitted Issues 

(Cat Costed Items) 
Report MSR14G lists all non-acquitted stock requisitions of stockless inventory for suppliers in 

the requested accounting period. If category costing is available, only requisition items that are 

category costed with a category type other than Normal are printed. This report is sorted by 

stock code within supplier. 

This report can be generated at any time. 

Non-acquitted stock requisition details are printed for each supplier requested. The report for 

each supplier starts on a new page. 

The supplier details printed are: 

 Supplier Code 

 Name 

 Address 

 Post code 

 Phone number 

 Contact name 

The requisitioned details printed for the report are: 

 Stock Code 

 Requisition Number 

 Item Name 

 Quantity Required 

 Quantity required 

 Capital Price 

 Quantity issued 

 Non-acquitted Value 

 Part Number 

 Authorising officer 

 Inventory Category Code 

 Inventory Category Description 

The non-acquitted value is calculated as: 

Quantity required x price = non-acquitted value 

To determine the part number, the price code of the stock item from the current supplier 

(MSF170) is used. 

To determine the price, the inventory cost price, as stored on the District Inventory file 

(MSF170), is used. 

The quantity issued holds the portion of the requisition already acquitted, for example, in the 

case of partial acquittals. 

Totals of the value of non-acquitted issues are printed for each supplier. 

Report totals of the value of non-acquitted issues are also printed. 

Additional Information 
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Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Accounting 

Period 

Enter the accounting period for which the report is required. 

Alternatively, leave this field blank for cyclical requests. 

Supplier 

Range: From/ 

To 

Enter the range of suppliers for which the report is required. Leave 

the From range blank to report from the first supplier code. Leave 

the To range blank to report to the last supplier's code. Leave both 

From and To blank for cyclical requests. 
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MSR14H - AUSMIMPS Warehouse Performance 

Report 
This report is used to create a summary or details report of the RDD (required delivery date). 

The following summary details are reported: 

 District Code 

 Warehouse 

 Supply Customer  

 Document No (Issue Requisition No) 

 Document Type (Issue Requisition Type) 

 Date Created (Creation Date) 

 Requested By 

 No of Items 

 Status 

 Status Description 

 Priority Code 

 Required Delivery Date (Required By Date) 

 Date Issued (Last Acquittal Date) 

 Receipt Date (Fully Received Date) 

 No of Days Delayed  

 If the fully received date is not space and is greater than the RDD, then call: 

 MSSDAT subroutine to calculate the days. 

 MSSDAT-OPTION (2) 

 MSSDAT-DATE1 (RDD) 

 MSSDAT-DATE2 (fully received date) 

 No of Days Outstanding 

 If the fully received date is space and the RDD is less than today's date, then call: 

 MSSDAT subroutine to calculate the days. 

 MSSDAT-OPTION (2) 

 MSSDAT-DATE1 (RDD) 

 MSSDAT-DATE2 (today date) 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code The district code relating to the warehouse. 

Warehouse The warehouse on which to be reported. 

SCA The SCA on which to be reported. 

From Date The start date of the report range. 

To Date The end date of the report range. 

Priority  The priority of the report. 
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Summary of 

Detail Report 

A summary of the report details. 
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MSR150 - Receiving Report 
Report MSR150 is used to aid the receiving officers when receiving goods against purchase 

orders. This report is sorted by purchase order number and is requested using the receiving 

program (MSE1R1/MSE1R2). 

The printer is either: 

 Determined by the nominated warehouse (refer to the Table file details for the Table File WH 

- Warehouse Identification) 

 Nominated during the report request process 

The following information is printed for each purchase order: 

 Supplier code and name 

 Order number 

 Item, description, part number, stock code, dues out (including total picked), reservations, 

and SOH (consignment and owned added) 

 A hazardous goods warning message displays if the stock item is flagged on the Catalogue 

as hazardous 

 UOP, UOI and conversion factor and quantity received 

 Locations where this item can be stored and the current stock in each (if SOH is monitored 

at the bin level) 

 Quantity to come on this order 

 Fields for writing the receiving information 

 Originating issue requisition if the purchase order item is the result of order on demand 

processing 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Purchase Order 

Number 

Enter the purchase order number for the order to be printed. 
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MSR151 - Stock Order Receipt Transactions 
Report MSR151 displays all stock order receipt transactions with the details required to audit 

recalculation of the inventory unit price. 

This report is sorted by the following sequence: 

 Transaction date 

 Warehouse ID 

 Stock classification 

 Stock code 

 Transaction key 

A new page is started for each new transaction date encountered. A subheading comprising the 

warehouse code and name is printed for each receiving warehouse encountered in this report. A 

warehouse total of transaction values is printed after reporting all receipts for a warehouse. 

A total of transaction values is printed after reporting all receipts for a transaction date. A 

report total of transaction values is printed at the end of the report. 

For each stock order receipt, the following details are reported. All prices and quantities are 

shown in terms of unit of issue: 

 Stock code of item received 

 The stock classification and unit of issue, as recorded on the district inventory record for 

the stock code 

 A 13-character transaction identification code 

 Purchase order number and item 

 Supplier number 

 A three-character code identifying the transaction type 

 An over-delivery flag 

 Inventory costing method indicator 

 Inventory unit price before receipt 

 Transaction price 

 Quantity received 

 Receipt value 

 Transaction value 

 Item name and a standard description (up to four lines), describing the stock code 

 Inventory unit price after receipt 

 Net price 

 Quantity of stock on hand after the receipt 

 Price variance 

 Storeperson name 

 Receiving bin location code 

 Primary bin location code 

 Purchase order part numbers 

Normally, all stock order receipt transactions created since the report was last produced are 

reported on, and no selection criteria are provided. 

Additional Information 
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Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Transaction ID 

Range: From/ 

To 

Enter the range of 13-character transaction IDs for which the report is 

required. 

Leave these fields blank to print all transactions since the last 

run. Leave the From range blank to report from the first transaction. 

Leave the To range blank to report to the last transaction. 
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MSR1S2 - Stocktake Programme Sheet Stats Report 
MSR1S2 report provides summarised information regarding the performance of a stocktake. 

The report generates based on the selection of: 

 District code 

either 

 Reporting parent 

 Stocktake group 

 Programme ID 

and 

 Programme date range 

This report provides a completion report for specific stocktakes selected by the parameters. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code The district code associated with the stocktake programme. 

Reporting 

Parent/StockGroup

/Programme 

Enter the required reporting type. 

Types are: 

R - Reporting Parent 

S - Stocktake Group 

P - Programme 

Reporting Parent Enter the reporting parent if the parameter 

ReportParent/StockGroup/Programme(R/S/P) = R. 

Note: A Reporting Parent, Stocktake Group or PGME ID must be 

entered or the report will return no records. 

Stocktake Group Enter the stocktake group if the parameter 

ReportParent/StockGroup/Programme(R/S/P) = S. 

Note: A Stocktake Group, Reporting Parent or PGME ID must be 

entered or the report will return no records. 

Pgme ID Enter the stocktake programme number if the parameter 

ReportParent/StockGroup/Programme(R/S/P) = R. 

Note: A PGME ID, Stocktake Group or Reporting Parent must be 

entered or the report will return no records. 

Use Programme 

Date Range (Y/N) 

Enter Y to use the stocktake programme dates in the report. If N 

is entered, Pgme Start Date and Pgme End Date must be entered. 

Pgme Start Date The programme start date. 

Pgme End Date The programme end date. 
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MSR153 - Purchase Requisition Transactions 
Report MSR153 displays order receipts and adjustments on purchase requisition order items. It 

is used to monitor for unusual transactions. 

This report is sorted by the following sequence: 

 Transaction date 

 Warehouse ID 

 Purchase requisition number and item 

 Transaction key 

A new page is started for each new transaction date encountered. 

A new page is started for each warehouse and a subheading comprising the warehouse code 

and name is printed for each receiving warehouse encountered. 

A warehouse total of transaction values is printed after reporting all purchase requisition 

transactions for a warehouse. 

A total of transaction values is printed after reporting all purchase requisition transactions for a 

transaction date. 

A report total of transaction values is printed at the end of the report. It is recommended that a 

daily cyclic request be set up for this report. 

This report is a primary audit trail of stores transactions for non-catalogued items. Purchase 

order price adjustments and purchase requisitions received direct and off-site for various 

warehouses within each district per day are reported. 

The transaction types selected for reporting are described in detail. 

For each transaction, the following details are reported: 

 Purchase requisition number and item 

 Unit of measure 

 A 13-character transaction identification code 

 Purchase order number and item 

 Supplier number 

 An over-delivery flag 

 A three-character code identifying the transaction type 

 Net order price before 

 Tax percent before 

 Net order price after 

 Tax percent after 

 Transaction price 

 Quantity received or adjusted 

 Transaction value 

 Up to four lines of description 

Normally, all purchase requisition purchase order receipts and adjustment transactions created 

since this report was last produced are reported on, and no selection criteria are provided. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 
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Transaction Id 

Range: From/ 

To 

Enter the range of 13-character transaction IDs for which the report is 

required. 

Leave these fields blank to print all transactions since the last 

run. Leave the From range blank to report from the first transaction. 

Leave the To range blank to report to the last transaction. 
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MSR154 - Consignment Waybill Order List 
The MSR154 report prints a list of all orders on a consignment waybill. This report is sorted by 

purchase order in waybill number sequence. 

The information that prints is: 

 Purchase order number 

 Supplier code 

 Name and item numbers 

Stock code or purchase requisition numbers are printed, depending on the item type, along 

with the name, description and part number. Item details such as quantity received, unit of 

issue, warehouse, dues out, bin location and quantity outstanding are also included. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Waybill Number Enter the number of the waybill for which this report is to be issued. 
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MSR15P - Returns - Supplier Non-Action Report 
Report MSR15P provides details of supplier returns that have been raised but not actioned in a 

specified number of days. 

This report is sorted by supplier, warehouse and purchase order. 

Report breaks occur for each warehouse within a supplier. 

This report can be generated at any time. 

The following details are provided for each purchase order item: 

 Purchase Order Number 

 Purchase Order Item 

 Purchase Order Item type 

 Purchasing Officer 

 Order date 

 Last Received date 

 Current Quantity (UOP) 

 Received Quantity (UOP) 

 Remaining Quantity (UOP) 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Supplier Enter up to six supplier codes to be included for this run. All suppliers 

are selected if you do not enter a specific supplier. 

Warehouse Enter the warehouse ID. Entry is validated against the Table File WH - 

Warehouse Identification. If no Warehouse ID is entered, all 

warehouses for each supplier are selected. 

Non-action 

Days 

Enter the number of days to have elapsed since a receipt was last 

recorded for the purchase order items selected. If this number is not 

entered, purchase order items will be selected regardless of the last 

receipted date. 
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MSR161 - Supply Management Summary of Order 

Items 
Report MSR161 provides a summary of the statistic values (number and value) for a given 

period, the two previous periods and the year leading up to the given period. 

Totals for the following are calculated and reported for each period and the year to date: 

 FPA items 

 Non-FPA items 

 Purchase requisition items 

 Service order items 

 Consignment stock 

 Field release items 

Totals for number and value are also calculated across all statistic types (FPA, non-FPA, and so 

on) for each period, and for the year to date. This report is at a summary level. 

This report can be generated at any time. 

For each of the following order item types a total of the number of order items and their value is 

calculated for the selected period, the two previous periods and the year to date. That is, the 11 

periods leading up to the selected period. A total across all item types is also calculated for each 

period and the year to date category. This total consists of a total number and a total value 

amount. 

The order item types are: 

 FPA 

 Non-FPA 

 Purchase requisition 

 Service 

 Consignment stock 

 Field release 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Accounting 

Period 

Enter the accounting period for which the report is required. 
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MSR168 - Dues Out Report for Customers 
MSR168 reports on all outstanding dues-out (requisitions) for each requested by code. The 

outstanding requisitions are broken down by stock code, with a total outstanding requisitions 

figure for each stock code for the requested by. 

The report is sorted by requested by within stock code sequence.This report can be generated 

at any time. You nominate the printer when generating the report. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Customer Enter the responsibility code of a stock requestor. If this field is left 

blank, then all requestors for all dues out are reported on. 

District Code Enter the requesting district code that the district transfer 

requisitions are to be reported on. 
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MSR169 - Inventory Report 
This report lists inventory values for a range of stock codes within the requesting district. This 

report is sorted in a sequence specified by the request parameters. The following options are 

available: 

This program reports on inventory items matching the parameters entered. Any record that 

does not match a parameter is rejected. This allows any combination of the 26 selection 

parameters. If a parameter is not entered, all values are reported for this field. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

Sort Order Enter one of the following: 

 P Part Number 

 N Item Name 

 S Stock Code 

 V Inventory Value 

The default is S. 

Usage Display Flag Enter Y if usage values are required on the report. 

Description Indicator Enter one of the following: 

 N Name only 

 S Short Description 

 L Long Description 

Enter N to print only the item name of the stock code. Enter S 

to print the item name and four lines of short 

description. Enter L to also display any extended description 

for the stock code. 

The default is N. 

Stock Code - Start 

Range 

Enter the stock code from which the program will start 

reporting. 

Stock Code - End 

Range 

Enter the last stock code to which the program will report. 

Equipment Group 

Identifier - Start Range 

Enter the equipment group identifier (EGI) from which the 

program will start reporting. 

Equipment Group 

Identifier - End Range 

Enter the last EGI to which the program will report. If a 

specific EGI is required, enter a value in the Equipment Group 

Identifier - Start Range fields. In this case the program 

defaults the start value into the end value of the range and 

only stock codes for which an EGI matching the one entered 

exists are reported. If a range is required, the range must be 

defined by entering the end value. 

Manufacturer's 

Mnemonic 

Enter a mnemonic to limit the display. 
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Item Name Code Enter an item name code to limit the display. 

Qualifiers Enter up to two stock code qualifiers to limit the display. 

Group Class Enter a group class to limit the display. 

Stock Sections Enter up to five stock section codes to limit the display. 

Stock Class Enter a stock class to limit the display. 

Stock Type Enter a stock type to limit the display. 

Inventory Value - Start 

Range 

Enter an inventory value above which stock codes are 

reported. 

Inventory Value - End 

Range 

Enter an inventory value below which stock codes are 

reported. 

ABCD Level Enter an ABCD level to limit the display. 

XYZ Level Enter an XYZ level to limit the display. 

Forward Purchase 

Agreement 

Enter an FPA code to limit the display. 

Sales Tax Code Enter a sales tax code to limit the display. 

Price Code Enter a price code to limit the display. 

Expedite Code Enter an expedite code to limit the display. 

Re-order Algorithm 

Flag 

Enter a re-order algorithm flag to limit the display. 

Supplier Enter a supplier code to limit the display. 
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MSR170 - Inventory By Class and Type 
The MSR170 report provides summary and detailed data of inventory items grouped by class 

and type. 

This report can be generated at any time. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code The district code. 
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MSR173 - Consignment Stock Movement Summary 
This report summarises the movement during a specified period. It shows the following details 

for each stock code with consignment stock movement for this period: 

 Stock code and name 

 Class and unit of issue 

 Opening consignment stock on hand 

 The number of receipts and/or adjustments in the period 

 The quantity and value of consignment stock issued in the period 

 The current price (taken from the current preferred supplier) 

 The closing balance for the period and an estimated value, based on the current price 

(consignment stock does not have an actual inventory value) 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Accounting 

Period 

Enter the accounting period for which the report is required. This 

defaults to the current period for the Stores module. 
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MSR174 - Inventory by Stock Section 1, 2 and 3 
The MSR174 report provides summary and detailed information of inventory items grouped by 

stock sections 1, 2 and 3. 

This report can be generated at any time. 
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MSR175 - Safety Break Level Report 
This report lists all stock items with a stock balance less than or equal to the minimum safety 

level value. The report is sorted by stock code and can be printed as required. It is 

recommended that it is printed on a daily basis. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Include Zero ROQ 

Items (Y/N) 

Enter Y to report a re-order quantity of zero, otherwise enter N. 

Include Zero 

Minimum Stock 

Items (Y/N) 

Enter Y to report the zero minimum stock items, otherwise enter N. 

Stock Type Enter the stock type for the item. Stock types can act as a modifier 

to stock classes. Entry is validated against the Table File ST - Stock 

Type. This field is optional. 

Inventory 

Statistics Code 

The inventory statistic code assigned to this stock item. Entry is 

validated against the Table File IC - Statistics Code. This code is 

used to categorise this item for comparison to planned stock 

holdings. This field is optional. 

Inventory 

Controller 

The responsibility code of the person responsible for reviewing 

inventory control information for the stock code. This field is 

optional. 

Stock Qualifier 

Codes 

Enter the required number of stock qualification codes. Stock 

codes matching any of the codes are reported. This field is 

optional. 

Stock Classes  Enter the required number of stock classes. This field is optional. 
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MSR176 - Stock Code Usage History Report 
This report will list details of usage per accounting period for a stock code. All types of usage 

may be reported (scheduled, unscheduled, demand, forecast and other) or only those selected 

when requesting the report. A maximum of 36 accounting periods can be reported. 

This report can be generated at any time. 

The following details will be printed: 

 District 

 Stock code 

 Unit of issue 

 For each usage type, (a) Type of Usage, (b) Usage per Period and (c) Total per Year 

This program can be run from the MSM080C - Report Request screen. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Stock Code Enter a stock code. A stock code must be entered. 

District Code Enter up to five district codes, usage for the stock code will be 

reported for each district separately. If no district codes are entered, 

usage for the stock code will be reported for all districts. 

Range of 

Accounting 

Periods 

Enter a start and an end accounting period for the report. 

Warehouse Enter a warehouse code. If a warehouse code is not entered, all 

warehouses for the district will be included in the usage figures. 

Usage Type Enter an N against usage types not to be included in the report. The 

default for each type will is Y. 
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MSR17A - Inventory Discrepancy Report 
MSR17A provides information where a discrepancy exists between the district level and the 

calculated quantities (from the requisition and purchase order files). 

The report lists details of all stock codes where a discrepancy exists between dues-in, dues-out, 

total-picked, reserved and re-order quantity (ROQ) figures on file and the calculated 

equivalents. 
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MSR17BA - Stocktake Count Transactions - Owned 

Stock 
This report provides a detailed stock audit report on stock count transactions that have been 

entered on the MSM173A - Process Stocktake Counts screen, to adjust owned stock quantities. 

This report is produced in the following sequence: 

 Warehouse code 

 Transaction value (in ascending value sequence) 

 Stock code 

For a multiple-warehouse district only, a new page is started and a subheading comprising the 

warehouse code and name is printed for each receiving warehouse encountered in this report. 

Warehouse (for a multiple-warehouse district only), district and report totals are kept and 

printed appropriately for transaction values for counts falling outside the threshold values, that 

have printed in detail and for transaction values for all counts encountered in this report. 

The following details are reported for each owned stock count transaction selected for printing: 

 Stock code. 

 The stock classification, stock type, unit of issue, ABCD and XYZ levels, as recorded on the 

District Inventory file for the stock code. 

 A 13-character transaction identification code. This is the transaction key exclusive of the 

district code. 

 A three-character code identifying the transaction type. This is described by Table file TR - 

Journal Transaction Type. 

 Up to 10 stock section codes, as recorded on the Supply Catalogue record. 

 Inventory value before count. 

 Owned stock on hand quantity as currently recorded on the Warehouse Item file for a 

multiple-warehouse district, or as recorded on the District Inventory file for a single 

warehouse district. 

 Owned stock on hand quantity after the count as shown at the warehouse level for a 

multiple-warehouse district, otherwise at the district level. 

 Adjustment quantity, which is the quantity by which the original owned stock on hand total 

has been adjusted. 

 Transaction value, which is the adjustment quantity x the inventory unit price at the time of 

the count. 

 Item name and up to four description lines. 

 Inventory value after count. 

Additional Information 
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MSR17BB - Stocktake Count Transactions - 

Consignment Stock 
This report provides a detailed stock audit report on stock count transactions entered on the 

MSM173A - Process Stocktake Counts screen to decrease consignment stock quantities. 

This report is produced in the following sequence: 

 Warehouse code 

 Transaction value (in ascending value sequence) 

 Stock code 

For a multiple warehouse district only, a new page is started and a subheading comprising the 

warehouse code and name is printed for each receiving warehouse encountered in this report. 

Warehouse for a multiple warehouse district only, district and report totals are kept and printed 

appropriately for transaction values for counts falling outside the threshold values, that have 

printed in detail and for transaction values for all counts encountered in this report. 

The following details are reported for each consignment stock count transaction selected for 

printing: 

 Stock code. 

 The stock classification, stock type, unit of issue, ABCD and XYZ levels, as recorded on the 

District Inventory file for the stock code. 

 A 13-character transaction identification code, this is the transaction key exclusive of the 

district code. 

 A three-character code identifying the transaction type, as described by Table File TR - 

Journal Transaction Type. 

 Up to 10 stock section codes, as recorded on the Supply Catalogue record. 

 Consignment value before count, this is the consignment stock on hand before the count x 

the current net price of the preferred supplier and price code at the time of the count. 

 Consignment stock on hand quantity as currently recorded on the Warehouse Item file for a 

multiple-warehouse district, or as recorded on the District Inventory file for a single 

warehouse district. 

 Consignment stock on hand quantity after the count. This is the value at the warehouse 

level for a multiple district, otherwise the district level. 

 Adjustment quantity, which is the quantity by which the original consignment stock on hand 

total has been decreased. 

 Transaction value, which is the adjustment quantity x the current net price for the preferred 

supplier at the time of the count. 

 Item name and up to four description lines. 

 Consignment value after count. This is the consignment stock on hand after the count x the 

current net price of the preferred supplier and price code at the time of the count. 

Warehouse (for a multiple-warehouse district only), district and report totals are kept and 

printed appropriately for transaction values for counts falling outside the tolerance values, that 

have printed in detail, and transaction values for all counts encountered in this report. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection screen for 

this report: 
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Transaction ID 

Range: From/To 

Enter a range of stock count transaction IDs for which the report is to be 

printed. 

Leave the From range blank to report from the start of the transactions. 

Leave the To range blank to report to the end of all transactions. 

Leave both fields blank to report all owned stock count transactions created 

since this report was last run. 

Tolerance 

Value/ 

Tolerance 

Percent 

Enter the starting tolerance value or tolerance percent for which the stock 

count adjustments will be printed in detail. Adjustments below the 

nominated tolerance value or tolerance percent will print as totals only. 

Where a tolerance percentage is nominated, the count is reported in detail 

only if the transaction value in absolute terms exceeds the tolerance value.  

If both the tolerance value and the tolerance percentage value are nominated, 

the tolerance value used for comparing the transaction value is the lesser of 

these two values. 

For example: 

Tolerance value = $500 

Tolerance % = 20 

Inventory value before = $1200 

The tolerance value for comparison is $240. Thus, if the transaction value 

exceeds $240, the transaction is reported in detail. Otherwise, the 

transaction value is only be reported on in the totals. 

Suppress 

Zero-qty 

Transactions  

(Suppress Zero- Quantity Transactions) 

Enter to Y to exclude zero-quantity adjustments as generated by cyclic 

stocktakes. Set to N to include zero-quantity adjustments. 
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MSR17J - Standard Price Update - Results 
This report is printed as a result of running the MSB17J batch job. 

The following details will be printed: 

 Total inventory value for selected items for the request district before changing selected 

items prices 

 Total inventory value for selected items for the request district after changing selected 

items prices 

 Total financial transactions written to the Transaction Master file 

 Total of inventory items selected for the request district 

Only inventory items with a standard inventory costing method for the request district will be 

selected. 
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MSR17K - ABCD XYZ Detail Analysis 
The MSR17KA - Non-Category Costed Items report provides a detailed listing of stock items by 

ABCD/XYZ analysis. 

You can list all items in the ABCD or the XYZ category or just select one of these categories. 

This report can be generated at any time. 

The following details are printed for each stock code reported: 

 Stock Code 

 ABCD/XYZ Category 

 Item Description 

 Stock on Hand 

 Inventory Price 

 Inventory Value 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Category The following options are available: 

1. Print a detailed listing of stock items by ABCD analysis. 

2. Print a detailed listing of stock items by XYZ analysis. 

Class Enter a class code or enter an * to print all classes within a category. 
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MSR17L - Inventory Value by District Location Detail 
The MSR17L report displays inventory values for each warehouse. 

This report can be generated at any time. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code The district code. 
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MSR17Z - Inventory Archive Selection 
This report enables archiving of the selected global Stock Codes. Stock codes can be selected 

through the Maintain Archive Selection List screen MSM075A. This report can be generated at 

any time. 

Stock codes can be selected through the MSM075A - Maintain Archive Selection List screen. You 

can remove selected stock codes or stock classes from MSM075A making the archive of 

catalogue stock codes manageable. 

Stock codes cannot be archived under the following circumstances: 

 A forward purchasing agreement (FPA) exists. 

 An effective global purchasing agreement (GPA) exists. 

 A purchase order with a status not equal to Complete - 9 or Cancelled - 3 exists. 

 Stock on hand (SOH) in any district where the stock code held exists. 

 Financial transactions are found within the current accounting period + nominated months 

as defined on XU - Table File. For example, if the associated value for the table entry = 02 the 

archive selection report MSR17Z - will not select a stock code that has financial transactions 

that fall within the last 60 days using the system date as the start date. If a stock code has 

current usage, the stock code will not be archived regardless of the number indicated on 02. 

 Financial transactions are found in the current month (a month = 30 days). 

The file dependencies are as follows: 

 Main File -MSF000 

 Lookup File -MSF010 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Run Number Leave this field blank for a system-generated run 

number. Otherwise, enter a valid run number that already exists 

on the header details of archive run file MSF075. 

Override/Add 

(O/A) 

Enter O to override an existing run. Enter A to add to it. 

This field is mandatory when you are amending an existing 

run. Leave this field blank when creating a new run. 

Stock Class Enter the stock class to be archived. You can enter either stock 

class and/or stock code. 

- AND/OR -  

Stock Code(s) Enter the inventory stock codes to be archived. You must enter at 

least one stock code. 

You can enter either stock class and/or stock code. 
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MSR181A - Recommended Warehouse Transfer (Non 

Cat Costed Items) 
Report MSR181A prints recommended warehouse transfers, created using the Warehouse 

Transfer program (MSB180), that require finalisation. This report prints only those items that 

are not category costed or that have a category type of Normal. 

This report is sorted in the following sequence: 

 Inventory controller 

 Transfer number and item 

A new page is printed for each item on the warehouse transfer. 

This report can be generated at any time.The batch program to create warehouse transfers 

(MSB180) automatically writes a request for this program. 

The following details are printed for each item on a warehouse transfer: 

 Transfer number and item 

 Stock code and description 

 Part numbers and preferences 

 District level stock holdings and codes 

 Warehouse level stock holdings 

 Usage pattern 

 Calculated minimum and maximum 

 Recommended issuing warehouse, quantity and value 
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MSR181B - Recommended Warehouse Transfer 

(Category Costed Items) 
Report MSR181B prints recommended warehouse transfers, created using the Warehouse 

Transfer program (MSB180), that require finalisation. This report prints only those items that 

are category costed with a category type other than Normal. 

This report is sorted in the following sequence: 

 Inventory controller 

 Transfer number and item 

A new page is printed for each item on the warehouse transfer. 

This report can be generated at any time. The batch program to create warehouse transfers 

(MSB180) automatically writes requests for this program. 

The following details are printed for each item on a warehouse transfer: 

 Transfer number and item 

 Stock code and description 

 Inventory category and category type 

 Part numbers and preferences 

 District level stock holdings and codes 

 Warehouse level stock holdings 

 Usage pattern 

 Calculated minimum and maximum 

 Recommended issuing warehouse, quantity and value 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Receiving 

Warehouse 

Enter the receiving warehouse code for the warehouse transfer to be 

printed. 

Date Created Enter the creation date for the selected warehouse transfers. The 

default is today's date.  
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MSR182 - Warehouse Transfer Non-action Report 
Report MSR182 prints warehouse transfers that have not been finalised for a nominated period 

after the required by date. 

This report is sorted in the following sequence: 

 Inventory Controller 

 Transfer Number 

A new page is printed for each transfer. 

This report can be generated at any time. It is recommended that a daily cyclic request is set up 

for this report. 

The following details are printed for each item on a warehouse transfer: 

 Transfer number 

 Priority 

 Date created and required 

 Item details, including stock code, item name and description, transfer quantity and UOI, 

and the issuing warehouse 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Receiving 

Warehouse 

Enter the receiving warehouse for the warehouse transfers. 

This field is mandatory. 

Non-action 

Days 

Enter the number of days before a non-actioned warehouse transfer 

reports. This is the number of days after the date required on the 

transfer. 

This field is mandatory. 
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MSR183 - Inventory Category Stock Code Report 
The MSR183 report lists details of all inventory held in a specified category. This report can be 

requested for a category within a nominated district, or a category within a warehouse, within a 

nominated district. 

This report is sorted in district/warehouse/condition within stock code sequence or in stock 

code/district/warehouse within condition sequence, depending on the sort sequence 

requested. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code Enter the district code for which inventory is to be reported. This 

field is mandatory. 

Warehouse  Enter the warehouse code for which inventory is to be reported. 

Entry is validated against the Table File WH. 

Category  Enter the category for which inventory is to be reported. Entry is 

validated against the Table File IG. 

Sort Seq Enter a sort sequence code. The codes are: 

 S Stock Code Sequence 

 C Stock code within condition sequence 
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MSR184 - Warehouse Transfer Receiving Exception 
Report MSR184 prints warehouse transfers that have been issued but not received after a 

nominated period. 

This report is sorted in the following sequence: 

 Inventory controller 

 Receiving warehouse 

 Transfer number 

This report can be generated at any time. It is recommended that a weekly cyclical request be 

set up for this report. 

The following details are printed for each item on a warehouse transfer: 

 Transfer Number 

 Priority 

 Date Created, Required and Actioned 

 Stock Code, Item Name and Description 

 Transfer Quantity and UOI 

 Quantity Issued and Received 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Receiving 

Warehouse 

Enter the receiving warehouse for the warehouse transfers. 

This field is mandatory. 

Exception Days Enter the number of days after an issue before this item is printed on 

the report. 

This field is mandatory. 
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MSR185 - Warehouse Transfer Issue Exception 
Report MSR185 prints warehouse transfers that have generated but not actioned for a 

nominated period. The exceptions reported are: 

 Received but not issued 

 Finalised but not issued 

This report is sorted by transfer number. 

This report can be generated at any time. ABB recommends that a weekly cyclical request be set 

up for this report. 

The following details are printed for each item on a warehouse transfer: 

 Transfer Number 

 Priority 

 Date Created, Required and Actioned 

 Stock Code, Item Name and Description 

 Transfer Quantity and UOI 

 Quantity Issued and Received 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Issuing 

Warehouse 

Enter the issuing warehouse for the warehouse transfers. 

This field is mandatory. 

Exception Days Enter the number of days after the last action to this warehouse 

transfer item. 

This field is mandatory. 
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MSR1S2 - Stocktake Programme Sheet Stats Report 
MSR1S2 report provides summarised information regarding the performance of a stocktake. 

The report generates based on the selection of: 

 District code 

either 

 Reporting parent 

 Stocktake group 

 Programme ID 

and 

 Programme date range 

This report provides a completion report for specific stocktakes selected by the parameters. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code The district code associated with the stocktake programme. 

Reporting 

Parent/StockGroup

/Programme 

Enter the required reporting type. 

Types are: 

R - Reporting Parent 

S - Stocktake Group 

P - Programme 

Reporting Parent Enter the reporting parent if the parameter 

ReportParent/StockGroup/Programme(R/S/P) = R. 

Note: A Reporting Parent, Stocktake Group or PGME ID must be 

entered or the report will return no records. 

Stocktake Group Enter the stocktake group if the parameter 

ReportParent/StockGroup/Programme(R/S/P) = S. 

Note: A Stocktake Group, Reporting Parent or PGME ID must be 

entered or the report will return no records. 

Pgme ID Enter the stocktake programme number if the parameter 

ReportParent/StockGroup/Programme(R/S/P) = R. 

Note: A PGME ID, Stocktake Group or Reporting Parent must be 

entered or the report will return no records. 

Use Programme 

Date Range (Y/N) 

Enter Y to use the stocktake programme dates in the report. If N 

is entered, Pgme Start Date and Pgme End Date must be entered. 

Pgme Start Date The programme start date. 

Pgme End Date The programme end date. 
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MSR1S5 - Stocktake Programme Report 
MSR1S5 report provides information on a selected stocktake programme ID and also statistical 

information on all count sheets associated with the stocktake programme ID. 

This report is requested from MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme when a ‘run' is requested off the 

batch program MSB1SP - Stocktake Programme Report. 

From the MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme report, you can also request the MSR1S6 - Stocktake 

Programme Stats Report. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code The district code associated with the stocktake programme. 

Stocktake Group The stocktake group ID. 

This is a unique number generated by the system on creation of a 

stocktake group in MSE1S2. 

Programme ID The stocktake programme number. This is a unique number 

generated by the system on creation of a stocktake programme in 

MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

Feasibility or 

Update 

Enter either F for Feasibility or U for Update.  
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MSR1S6 - Stocktake Programme Stats Report 
This report contains summarised information regarding the performance of the stocktake. 

The report displays details at the following levels: 

 Programme group 

 Programme period 

For each level, cyclic, spotcheck and supplementary statistics display. This report is requested 

from MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code The district code associated with the stocktake programme. 

Stocktake Group The stocktake group ID. 

This is a unique number generated by the system on creation of a 

stocktake group in MSE1S2. 

Programme ID The stocktake programme number. This is a unique number 

generated by the system on creation of a stocktake programme in 

MSE1S5 - Stocktake Programme. 

Feasibility or 

Update 

Enter either F for Feasibility or U for Update.  
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MSR1SA - Stocktake Progress 
MSR1SA provides progress reports on the selected stocktake and its associated count sheets 

for the district and stocktake number entered. It also provides the number of total values such 

as, total number of tasks for warehouse. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code The district code associated with the stocktake. This field is 

mandatory. 

Stocktake 

Number 

The unique system generated stock take number associated with 

the stock to count. This field is mandatory. 
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MSR1SB - Stocktake Completion 
MSR1SB provides a completion report for a specific stocktake. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code The district code associated with the stocktake. This field is 

mandatory. 

Stocktake 

Number 

The unique system generated stock take number associated with 

the stock to count. This field is mandatory. 
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MSR1SE - Count Sheet Report 
MSR1SE report prints a list of count sheets providing a sum of counted items. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code The district code associated with the count sheet. This field is 

mandatory. 

Stocktake Number The unique system generated stock take number associated with 

the stock to count. This field is mandatory. 

Count Sheet From The first count sheet in the range to start the reporting. This field 

is optional. 

Count Sheet To The end count sheet in the range to end the reporting. This field is 

optional. 

Stocktake Officer The employee ID of the count officer assigned to the stocktake. 

This field is optional. 

Count Sheet Type The count sheet type. This field is optional. 

Types are: 

1. Blind 

2. Tracked 

3. Detailed 

Only Recount 

Tasks (Y/N) 

Enter Y or N. If Y is entered, only count tasks with the status of 

Task Recount are printed. If N is entered, all count tasks not 

completed are printed. This field is mandatory. 
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MSR1SF - Count Sheet Detail Report 
This report provides the actual count sheets used by the stocktake officer doing the stocktake. 

The amount of details for each count sheet depends on the count sheet type. 

The following options are available: 

Blind A count sheet that displays stock codes and bin locations only. It does not 

display the stock on hand or tracking information. 

Tracked A count sheet that displays stock codes, bin locations and tracking 

information such as serial numbers, equipment references, batch lot number 

and shelf-life details. It does not display the stock on hand. 

Detailed A count sheet that displays stock codes, bin locations, tracking information 

and stock on hand. 

The order of count tasks on a count sheet is determined by the stocktake type: 

 If the type is stocktake by stock code, then count tasks are ordered by stock code then bin 

locations. 

 If the type is stocktake by location, then the count tasks are ordered by bin location then 

stock code. 

Note: The inventory price is displayed on this report. 

This report is requested from the following applications: 

 MSE1SE - Count Sheet Detail 

 MSE1SB - Programmed Stocktake 

 MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake 

It can also be optionally requested after batch runs of MSB1SB - Cyclic Stocktake Schedule 

Report, MSB1SC - Stocktake Spotcheck Scheduling Batch and MSB1SD - Supplementary 

Stocktake Schedule Program. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code The district code associated with the count sheet. This field is 

mandatory. 

Stocktake Number The unique system-generated stocktake number associated with 

the stock to count. This field is mandatory. 

Count Sheet 

Number 

The count sheet number relating to the stocktake. This field is 

mandatory. 

Custodian ID A unique, system generated identification code for the custodian. 

This field is optional. 

Count Task No The count sheet number that relates to the stocktake. This will 

limit the report to a specific count sheet.  
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Only Recount 

Tasks (Y/N) 

Enter Y or N. If Y is entered, only count tasks with the status of 

Task Recount are printed. If N is entered, all count tasks not 

completed are printed. This field is mandatory. 
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MSR1SI - SSAV Document Report 
MSR1SI provides the SSAV (Stocktaking Stores Adjustment Voucher) document which is used in 

the adjustment and approvals process in stocktaking. It can be generated from MSE1SB - 

Programme Stocktake and MSE1SD - Supplementary Stocktake. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code The district code associated with the stocktake. This field is 

mandatory. 

Stocktake 

Number 

The unique system-generated stock take number associated with 

the stock to count. This field is mandatory. 
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MSR235 - Direct Charge Holding Area Listing 
Report MSR235 provides a list of requisition details held in the goods requisition holding area. 

This report can be requested in various sort sequences. 

This report can be sorted in one of the following sequences: 

 Part No./Stock Code 

Requisition No. 

 Warehouse/Bin Location 

Requisition No. 

 GL Account 

Requisition No. 

 Holding Amount 

Requisition No. 

The summary levels in the report are the same as the selected sort sequence. 

This report can be generated at any time. 

The following information is printed for each item selected from the Goods Requisition Holding 

file: 

 Requisition No./Item 

 Type (Purchase or Warehouse) 

 Authorised By 

 Qty Received 

 Qty Acquitted 

 Gross Price 

 Cost Codes + % of Allocation 

 Quantity Held 

 Amount 

 Part No. or Stock Code 

 Purchase Order No./Item 

 Warehouse 

 Bin Location 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

Sort Sequence 

Required 

Enter the sort sequence required. Entry allows a sort sequence 

specified in sort sequence/ report breaks. 

Value Range - 

Minimum/ Maximum 

Enter the range of values. If entered, only items with holding 

amounts within the range specified are selected. 

Warehouse - 

Lower/Upper 

Enter a range of warehouses. If entered, only items with 

warehouse codes within the range specified are selected. 

Bin Location - 

Lower/Upper 

Enter a range of bin locations. If entered, only items with bin 

location codes within the range specified are selected. 
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Date Entered - 

Minimum/ Maximum 

Enter a range of dates. If entered, only items with a receipt 

date within this range are selected. 

Date Required - 

Minimum/ Maximum 

Enter the range of dates required. If entered, only items with a 

receipt date within this range are selected. 

Requisitioned By 

Lower/Upper 

Enter a range of identifiers. If entered, only items with a 

storeperson ID within the range specified are selected. 

Purchasing Officer 

Lower/Upper 

Enter a range of purchasing officer IDs. If entered, only items 

authorised within this range are selected. 
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MSR23A - Purchase Requisition Report 
Report MSR23A is the printed version of purchase requisitions entered in the system. 

The requisitions are sorted by: 

 District code 

 Purchasing officer 

 Purchase requisition number 

Each purchase requisition starts on a new page. 

This report can be generated at any time. This report is normally requested by the MSB231 - 

Purchase Requisition Print Control program. 

The report is printed at the printer associated with the purchasing officer. 

The following details are printed for each purchase requisition: 

 All items 

 A default costing breakdown for the whole requisition 

 Description (including extended description) 

 Any purchase order details entered for this requisition 

 Any specific item costing entered 

 List each task and sub-task to be performed for repairable items, where applicable 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request 

Selection screen for this report: 

Run Number  Enter the run number of the MSB231 - Purchase Requisition 

Print Control program to select requisitions to print. This field 

is mandatory. 

Purchasing Officer Enter the purchasing officer to select purchase requisitions. 

This field is optional. 

Print Authorised Reqs 

Only (Y/N) 

Enter Y to print all authorised purchase requisitions for the run 

number and/or purchasing officer specified. 

Enter N or leave blank to print all purchase requisitions for the 

run number and/or purchasing officer specified. 

Start Date (Reqs 

Creation Date) 

Enter a creation date to print requisitions that have a creation 

date equal to or greater than this date. 

Include Completed 

Reqs (Y/N) 

Enter N to exclude requisitions already completed. Enter Y to 

include requisitions already completed. 
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MSR23B - Proforma Purchase Requisition Report 
Report MSR23B is the printed version of purchase requisitions that have been processed into 

pro forma. 

The pro forma requisitions are sorted by the following sequence: 

 District Code 

 Purchasing Officer 

 Supplier Code 

 Pro forma Number 

 Purchase Requisition Number 

Each pro forma order starts on a new page. Subtotal the value by order, supplier, purchasing 

officer, and total. 

This report can be generated at any time.This report is normally requested by the MSB231 - 

Purchase Requisition Print Control program. 

The following details are printed for each pro forma: 

 Purchasing Officer 

 Supplier Code, Name, and Address 

 Delivery and Freight details 

 Currency, Warehouse, and Medium, if required 

The following details are printed for each purchase requisition item: 

 Purchase Requisition 

 Quantity in Units of Purchase 

 UOP 

 Part Number, Description, and Costing 

 Price 

 Delivery Date 

 Quality Inspection Code 

 Tax Code and Percent 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection screen 

for this report: 

Run Number Enter the run number of the MSB231 - Purchase Requisition Print 

Control program to select pro forma to print. This field is mandatory. 

Purchasing 

Officer  

Entry the purchasing officer to select pro forma. This field is optional. 
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MSRIDL - Inventory Value By District Location 
The MSRIDL report displays the top 10 highest value stock codes globally but broken down by 

district. 

This report can be generated at any time. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code The district code. 

Sort Order Select the sort order. 
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MSRIWL - Inventory Value By Warehouse Location 
The MSRIWL report displays the top 10 highest value stock codes globally but broken down by 

warehouse. 

This report can be generated at any time. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

District Code The district code. 

Sort Order Select the sort order. 
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MSRPKL - Packing List Report 
The MSRPKL report is designed to show a packing list for either requisition or a SCA transfer. 

This report is requested from any of the following applications: 

 Pick Task - MSE1TP 

 Immediate Issue - MSE1II 

 Immediate SCA Transfer - MSEHTS 

This report can be generated at any time. 

Additional Information 
 

Parameters Enter the following information in the Report Request Selection 

screen for this report: 

Correlation Id The correlation identification code - a unique system-generated 

number. When supplied by the calling applications, this code will 

correctly identify the pick task, issue or transfer. 
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MSRPSE - EDI Picking Slips 
Report MSRPSE runs as a result of the requisitioner entering a warehouse requisition for a 

vendor held item, and the preferred medium recorded for the vendor on the warehouse control 

record is EDI (E). 

This report is run immediately when a requisition within warehouse service time is entered into 

Ellipse EAM. Picking slips can also be reprinted using the MSM142A - Issue Requisition screen. 

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is simply the transfer of structured data by commonly agreed 

message standards from application to application via electronic means. 

The standard Ellipse EAM packing slip outbound transactions are created in the flat file 

MSTPSE. 

Each record is a fixed length of 650 bytes. 

This report is not able to be requested through the normal report request facility. It is 

submitted automatically when a requisition is created or moved to within warehouse service 

time. 
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